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ERd

TER CENTRE (LEEDS)Tel:0532 319
COMPUTERS IPRINTERS
HE ATARI FALCON

Canon

MONITORS

CITIZEN

All our monitors are UK spec. All
monitors come complete with a
free Atari lead.

16 Mhz 32 bit technology for fast processing, 1.44 Mb
floppy disk, I, 4 or 14 Mb configurations. Software
bundle comes with CALAPPT personal information
manager, Procalc spreadsheat, Talking Clock, plus
Landmines and Breakout

COMPUTER CENTRE

EN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON • SAT

9.30AM-5.30PM

AY OPENING

£579.99

1mb 0HD

£764.99
£899.99

4mbOHD
4Mb 65 Mb HD

♦

'REFERRED DEALERS FOR

ACORN, CITIZEN,
COMMODORE, DIGITA,

VCE.PRIMA, SEGA, ROMBO,
•AR, SUPRA, US ROBOTICS

r by telephone quoting your credit
lumber. Ifpaying by cheque please
ipayable to the:

I prices include VAT

I hardware/computers

indard Delivery
£ 1.00
taranteed 2 to 3 day
ek days) Delivery
£2.50
laranteed Next Day
ekdays) Delivery
£4.90
>en seven days a week
00 sq. ft. showroom
ee large car park

rerseas orders welcome

NEW! Canon BJIOsx

ATARI 520STE REFURB PACKS

NEW/ Canon BJ230

This is a imited offer whle stocks last. We have a large

wide carriage version of above

quantity of as new refurbished 520STE's from only
£109.99. Software packs available, please ring for details

Canon BJ300

24 HOUR MAIL ORDER
SERVICE 6 LINES.'

♦

|R DESPATCH & RETURNS

•JQUIRES TEL. 0532 319444
♦

K)WROOM ADDRESS:

DEPT. STF, UNIT 3,
IMLEY PARK COURT,
OFF CECIL STREET,
TANNINGLEY ROAD,
LEEDS, LSI2 2AE.

ollowA647 signs from
Leeds City Centre)
sy access from A!, MI &M62
♦

'rices are subject to change
without notice. E&OE.

r
lEggHgS
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only £204.99
Ideal for use with the new Falcon computei
monitor is not however compatible with th
Inc. built in tilt & swivel stand.

£379.99
£419.99

only £119.99
NEW! PRIMA Trust

Hi-Res mono 14" moni1
High resolution mono monitor. 640 * 400 resc
Stable image and razor sharp quality. Com*
built in tilt & swivel monitor stand

only £129.99
only i 109.99 for base packs Canon BJ330
£464.99 |
Wide carriage version of the BJ300
Prima Colour SVGA
or i 124.99 for software packs BJ 10 Autosheetfeeder...£52.99 High quality colour SVGA monitor. .28 dot pitch,
Canon BJ10cartridge

The STFM is back at an incredible price, includes STOS,
Neochrome, First Basic, ST Tour, Bomb Jack, Carrrier
Command, Out Run, Space Harrier and the Discover ST

£18.99

only £146.99

use with the Falcon

CITIZEN NEW LOW PRICES.'

only £254.99

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee

Goldstar TV/Monitor

Citizen Swift 90 Colour

only £169.99

£169.99 !

Excellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended

£219.99 j]MICRODEAL

Swift 200 Colour
ATARI 1Mb DISCOVERY PACK

Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities

This pack now comes with: Sim City, Final Fight, 9
Lives, First Word word processor, Neochrome,
animation package and ST Basic.

Swift 240 Colour

now only £ 199.99/

£269.99

Swift Auto Sheet feeder..£79.99
SEIKOSHA

PLAYBACK STEREO CARTRIDGE.£29.
REPLAY 8
£66.
REPLAY 16
£99.
STEREO MASTER
£29.

QUARTET SEQUENCER

24 pin, 240cps draft, 10 fonts, quiet mode, 240cps.

♦

Seikosha SP-1900

£ 127.99

Seikosha SP-2400

£ 162.99 ; VIDEO MASTER

1 Meg version
2 Meg version
4 Meg version

SeikoshaSL-90
SeikoshaSL-95

£ 185.99
£221.99

£209.99
£POA

£POA SeikoshaSpeedjet300...£326.99
♦

THE 1040 STe FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
With I Meg as standard this pack must be one of the
best educational packages. Inc. ST Word, ST Base,
Hyperpaint 2, Music Maker 2, First Basic, Micro Maths,
French Mistress language tutor, Reading tutor &
general knowledge tutor, Mouse & manuals

now only £ 199.99
♦

THE 1040 STe
With I Meg as standard this pack must be one of the
best musical packages. Includes Steinberg Pro 24 III
which has the ability to record and play up to 24 tracks
simultaniously also includes Mouse & manuals ,

now only £199.

HEWLETT PACKARD

HP Deskjet Portable..only £369.99
New! HP5 I Omono.now £262.99

HP500Colour

With the FIRST EXTRASPack you can make sure you have
every thing you need when buying an Atari. Contains:

•Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick

•Mouse Mat
• Dust Cover

on|y £29.99
*

" 10 high quality Blank Disks

V.32 bis (14400 baud.')
Low cost version of the classic V32Bis Fax modem. Features

as below but class I fax only and LED display

only £ 194.99/
kil •]£•!

4 times faster than the HP500C.'.'

HP500 mono cartridges
£ 14.99
Double life 500 cartridges
£24.99 ;
AllHP printers come with a 3 year warranty
STAR

StarLC20

£ 132.99

180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, quiet mode and multi
fonts, push button operation.

Star LCI 00 colour

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ

£195.99 •

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 225 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, A4
landscape printing.

NEW.'Star LC24-20MKII

V.32 bis (14400 baud.')
Send & receive fax messages using fax s/w. This r

modem from Supra has full 14400 baud capabil
Spec includes V.32bis, V.32, V.22bis, V22, V21, MNI
5, V.42, V42bis, Class I & 2 commands, 9600/144
Group 3 Fax. Includes free modem comms s/w

[FREE COMMS1 only £244.99/
V software!! j

£155.99 ;

£224.99

Supra Fax Plus.only£119.9
Send & receive faxes!(needs FAX s/w) Even fasi
than the standard 2400 from Supra with auto din
auto receive. 9600 bps Hayes comp. V22Bis, V42 E
MNP 2-5 & auto adjust to maximise transmissi
speeds. Includes free modem comms s/w & cable/.'

♦

24 pin quality, 210 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, 39K buffer
expandible to 48K, 10 fonts and quiet mode.

Supra 2400....only £74.<

Star LC24-200 colour.£264.99

Get on line using this great value fast modem '

Colour version with 30K buffer expandable to 62K

Star SJ48 Bubble jet

£217.99 j

Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible & portable

NEW.'Star SJ144 Colour Thermal
Stunning affordable colour printer. 3 PPM,low running costs

CALAMUS DTP

£47.

SAMPLER...£49.

SUPRA MODEMS
The Supra-Fax k.

now£319.99 |

StarLC200 colour

FIRST EXTRAS PACK

PRODUCTS

CONCERTa.........TO..^.„„L..„......£29.,M

We canalso upgrade the Atari STEDiscoverypack:

532 319444
FAX: 0532 319191

Colour stereo monitor. 600*285 line resolution,
facility, one years on site maintenance.

£319.99

Desktop bubble jet with laser quality

MUSIC MASTER PACK

U.ES&TECHNICAL

£224.99

3 page a min speed, 360 dpi, small footprint & 80
page sheetfeeder

♦

PHILIPS CM8833

e ATARI Hi-Res mon

to press. Please phone for prices

II repair service
cational orders welcome

CANON

NEW.' Canon BJ200

genuine UK spec.

:erest terms available
IAINLAND DELIVERY TARIFFS

All our printers come with ribbon/toner,
printerdrivers (ifavailable),paper &cables.'.'

be available by the time this advert goes

FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE"

f correspondence please quote a
e number & post code. Allow 5
ing days for cheque clearance

|ta^

Laser quality output. Large buffer

ATARI 520 STFM

OW TO ORDER

PACKARD

A full range of upgraded Falcons should

I I.00AM-3.00PM

SDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM-7.30PM

HEWLETT

only £534.99
StarSJ48Autosheetfeeder

auto dial & receive. 2400 baud Hayes comp, V22
Includes free modem comms s/w & cable//

Straight fax software
only £39.99//
are is not included with Supra
ra Modems come with a 5 year

£(9.99 ,

SJ48 cartridge
£18.99 I
lamus l.09n
£99.99 Star
Star SJ144cartridge (pack of3)
£
PREFERRED DEALERS
£11.99
Calamus S
£335.99 Star SJ48/BJ10Refillkit
Laser Printers
„rierV32bis+FAX.
£386.
Calamus SL
£575.99
on-site warranty standard
Courier HST (16.8)
£403.
£579.99 Courier HST/Dual 16.8 Fax
£503.
Calamus Outline Art V3..£245.99 4SeikoshaOP-104
PPM HP2P emulation
TIMEWORKS/IST WORD

| PLUS SPECIAL OFFER!!

This excellent bundle comes with
Timeworks 2 and First Word Plus 3.2

only £84.99
"'us 3.2..only £34.99
ks l.only £54.99

I Mb RAM, 4 ppm, small footprint

OKI 400e

WorldPort 14.4+FAX

£51 4:99 |

4 page laser, mult font, 512k memory, HP emulation ;

Ricoh PCL5

£809.99

400 Dpi, 2Mb RAM, 5Page per minute

£289.99

Ifyou thought V32bis was fast try this one! They come
with a 5 year warranty and are FULLYBABT Approved I

PACE MODEMS^

add just £ I 14.99 for 2 Mb of extra RAM

MicroLin V22b FAX...... £216.

Star Laserjet LS5

MicroLin V32b FAX

£564.99

5 page laser, HP emulation, multi font, 300Dp:

£449.

•warranty and FULLY BABTA
ir>i

iTrn
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I2ST SCANNERS

BY ROMBO

The Power Scanner

As official dealers for Rombo, we are able to offer

This scanner comes with the latest version 2 sofware.

this excellent packageat a great price. Vidi 12 ST
replaces the famous Complete Colour Solution

With bright & sharp grey scale performance &
flexible scanned image display manipulation options.
Ontions include Clean up, embolden, resize & flip.

with ahigher specification butalower price.'

only £105.99

New Alpha Scan Pli

VIDI-ST
Highq jalitydigitizing. IncVidi chrome colourising
•i

only £94.99
p and Merge-it software enabling you to
Imanipulate high resolution images. Needs
AM and runs in mono only.

softwa re

KGB SPLITTER
Enables you to Colour Digitise in a second.
Replaces red green blue filter set Can be used

access and are VERY QUIET.

The DC range come with a built in
real time clock and disk cache as
can

reduce

accessing time by 50%. Standard
warranty I year.

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

FA-ST Controller (no HD)
only£l79.99
FA.ST52DC

High quality clear 2 button m

£19.99

ZydecTrackbair
£29.99

:ternal drive, high quality low noise

only £57.99

Prodigy Sequencer
Quartet Sequencer
Replay Pro Digitiser
Replay 8 Digitiser
Replay 16 Digitiser..:
Steinberg Pro 24 version 3
Sequencer One
jo Master

PROGRAMMING

The ultimate backup utility for the Atari by
Essential for users of hard drives. Recently
in ST Format (August) & awarded GOLD st

only £34.99
nt

only £36.99
Mouse/joystick switcher

IEO AND GRAPH

only £ 13.99 (manual switching version)
or £ 19.99 (auto switching version)

esque Pro
Deluxe Paint ST

—i Dump Plus
:h Up scanner software.

Monitor Switcher Box

Paint

such as SMI44 & 8833 MK2

blee8/l6 MHz ROM

imorph

only £17.99
Video Scart Switch
only £ 19.99
Joystick and mouse double extension

access Includes

leads

32k static RAM

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

WORD PROCESSING &

£4.99

£3.99

Protext 4.3
Fast,

Ad Speed STE

only £399.99
FA-ST245DC

16ms

ROM SHARERS

16ms

£6.99

16ms

ATARI 520 DUSTCOVER

nly £64.99

PRINTERCOVERS

MM mm a
RAM EXPANSIONS

only£8l5.99
BARE SCSI DRIVES

150 CAP STACKABLE POSSO
£ 18.99
ng just one Posso or Banxbox. STD
deliverywhen purchased withotherproductorwhen buying 2or more.

een your old TOS and 2.06

inc TOS 2.06 ROM

only £494.99

FaJsT520DC

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX..£8.99

only£439.99
FA^ST330DC

£15

8 Mb RAM Expansion now available
for the full Atari range!
£POA

£3.99
from£4.99

14" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

£6.99

12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

£5.99

ST TO SCART CABLES

£9.99

£ 189.99

Quantum 127Mb

£179.99

Quahtum 170Mb

£ 199.99

MODEM

&

NULL

CABLES

2 WAY Parallel port sharer

MODEM

Maxtor 213Mb.

£219.99

Maxtor 245Mb

£254.99

v Maxtor330Mb

£309.99

Fujitsu540Mb

£634.99

o

EMULATORS
c
o . Vortex ATonce 386SX only £299.99
! PC Speed 8Mhz PC/XT only £95.99
c
8MJhz AT SPEED only £149.99
c
I 6Mhz AT SPEED only £224.99
Fitting service available and full repair
c
service on all Atari Product'/
/"ruiTnr'

Prima STE RAM expansion
"X

£9.99

j
b

£POA
£POA
I STE RAM nrod

* r m c—r /— r \ K A n \

iTrn
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only £169.99 UK Spec
Timeworks Publisher 2

£ 19.99

ST this new version boasts over 40 new

significant features.

now only £54.99!
First word Plus v3.2

now only £34.99!
All disks are 100% error free guaranteed

Thats Write V.2

New High density 3.5 inch bulk and Fuji Write On word publisher

AMl> unpopulated
£'• •• branded. Please phone for best prices!
populated to 512k
i
i populated to 2 Mb
|3.5" DD/DS|
4 Mb populated to 4 Mb....£POA QTY Bulk

warranty.

A powerful DTP package. This is tl
latestversion which includes lOcompu
fonts, spell checker, comprehensiv
manipulation and effects and much mi

The successor to the popular Timeworks

Atari. Expandible to 4 Mb by the use of I*8/9 SIMMS
modules, the 512k expansion is ideal for the user
who may need more RAM later on.

Marpet offer a seven day money back
guarantee provided the product is still
in as new condition. All Marpet
products come with a 12 month

only £39.99
estream 2.1

£9.99

the older STFM must be the best available on the

STFM Deluxe SIMMS modules

flexible & reliable, this is the best <

WYSIWYG word processor for the ST. Wi
of printer drivers, columns & box mode & sp
as you type. With mail merge. Help, English d
" 'tning fast operation, Protext is the on

STD 1.8 METRE PRINTER LEAD...£4.99

The Defuxe range of RAM expansions by Marpet for

Quahtum 52Mb

£
i

Multi Print

switches between mono & colour monitors,

ICD ACCELERATORS

t

ST Straight Fax
Neodesk 3 Desktop

put joystick and mouse into one port

only £69.99

i

UTILITIES

save space with the premier control centre

Includes PSU

£1
'

DIAMOND BACK 2

Atari Control Centre

, built in Blitz turbo and boot switch for __.

L
£

encer One Plus

only £17.99

Internal Drives.£54.99.'

ydec 3.5" Driv

E-Magic Logic NEW;
E-Magic SL NEW.'
Musicom By Compo

FORGET ME CLOCK 2

DISK DRIVES

only £379.99

L

Concerto

This is a real time clock that plugs into the
cartridge port. Includes a through port and
software for setting time and date. All Frontier
products carry a full 2 year guarantee

only £39.99
Atari Original

This I meg external drive comes with Virus '

16ms

Only £POA(perMb)

£36.99

only £349.99
FA-STI70DC

I MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards as used in the Atari
STE and Frontier Deluxe expansion modules

Atari ST Power Supplies

Power 720B 3.5" Dri»

16ms

Cash

System 3 Accounts
i
Timeworks Data Manager Pro.

Play Back

only £39.99

Golden ImageTrack'

19ms

only £339.99
FA-STI05DC

The ultimate cartridge for the Atari ST. Essentialtool for
programmers and game playersalike, givesyou the Ability to

RAM CHIPS

£12.99
Datalux Clear Moi

disk

Prodata Database
SBA

MUSIC/SOUND

THE POWER RIPPER

Mouse

These drives are autobooting, They
also have a small footprint , fast

LDW Power I Spreadsheet

only £36.99

>lden Image Me
90% rating by reviewers. Our
selling mouse

ICD FA-ST
HARD DRIVES

that

This is a powerful speaker system with built in
stereo amplifier. It will plug into an Atari STE,
Commodore Amiga or Acorn Archimedes. The
speakers are optimised with reflex ported
cabinets. Complete with its own power supply the
—• - -n can also be powered by batteries

Home Accounts 2

i

MICE&TRACKERBALLS I

with al Rombo products

new!T\ only' £54.99
LOW PRICES!/

standard

BUSINESS

The Zy-Fi Stereo System

only £134.99

only £79.99

SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

10
£4.99
30
£14.99
50
£21.99
I00....£39.99
200....£73.99
500
£ 169.99
1000..£339.99

£6.99
£17.99
£28.99
£54.99
£99.99
£POA
£POA

Branded diskscome complete with labels
Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99
Disk Labels.. 1000....now only £9.99
r~s~*KAr\i

i-i-r-n

£1

i

FULL REPAIR/
UPGRADE SERVICE
AVAILABLE
We offer a FREE quotation on
your Atari or any peripheral
(monitors, printers etc). A
delivery charge of just £5.00 is
charged or alternatively you can
visit our showroom.

Tel 0532 3 19444
and ask forthe service department

rrkimr

^rinrT /-/^Mm

Boost the power of your ST
with our five essential

hardware projects,
starting on

FOOTBALL CRAZY!
Get into the football

season with a look at

soccer games for your
ST, starting on page 42

hi

OT
world..:

• Four new footie games
are coming to join the 40odd already available. Is
there a place for them?

CLOWNING
AROUND
You had a great time
playing around with
the Persistence of

Bring any image you like
onto your screen with
our five page guide to
scanning, digitising
and sampling on
page 32

Vision raytracer that
we gave away on

Cover Disk 49. Here
are the results...

page 58

Jan - July

I
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COVER
DISKS
ST FORMAT •

ISSUE 52 •

NOVEMBER 1993

ELCOME TO ST FORMAT
You

wanted

more

second

disks with commercial pack
ages on them - and now
you've got 'em! I hope you
enjoy Wordflair, our first
offering that we're bringing
you in conjunction with
Paula Richards,
EDITOR
Hisoft. Since we're starting a
season of two disk issues, why not take the chance
to subscribe? There has never been a better oppor
tunity to save yourself money and take the hassle
out of hunting for STF at the shops. Remember too
that it looks very likely that VAT will be imposed on
the price of magazines. If you subscribe now, you're

23

protected from any prices rises that occur during the
lifetime of your subscription - even increases
because of second Disks and taxesl Turn to page 50
for more details.

The issue's packed as usual with heaps of fea
tures, reviews, news, views and ideas. If you're into
DIY and boosting the power of your system look at
"Bigger, Better, Faster" starting on page 23, or if
you'd just prefer a quick game of footie you'll be
interested in "Football Crazy" on page 42. And if
you use your ST in a business environment, it's
essential you check out our networking feature "Get
Yourself Connected" on page 89.
Enjoy the month!

58

POV REVISITED
Did you win our raytracing competition?

87

SOFTWARE MARVELS
The best of the latest independent releases.

BACK TO THE REAL WORLD...
Get aspects of real life onto your ST's screen.

89

GET YOURSELF CONNECTED!

FOOTBALL CRAZY
Whyare football games on your ST so popular?

94

BIGGER, BETTER, FASTER
Upgrade your ST with our simple step by step guides.

32

42

Magic Boy - get
into this playable
demo of Empire's

Discover how networking your STs can help you.

bright and breexy
platform game

GET INTO GEM-VIEW
Make the most of this powerful image converter.

1 Exclusive four level demo

of this amazingly colourful

63

7

NEWS
What's been going on with Atari this month?

12

COVER DISK
Make sure you don't miss any aspect of the Disk.

19

WORDFLAIR COVER DISK
Get the most out of this great commercial program.

38

48

BACK ISSUES
Get the essential issues you may have missed.

80

REVIEW: INKJET PRINTER

55

REVIEW: PHOTO SHOW
How does the first Photo CD software shape up?

56

WIN! WIN! WIN!
Win yourself the adventures of Colin Curly.

GAMEBUSTERS
Crack those games with our tips and solutions.

GAMING WONDER
Ask him a question and he'll help you out...
96

EDUCATION
The latest releases into the ST education scene.

create your own
stunning
animations with
music and sound.

Brilliant stuff.
• Give Steven Spielberg ;
run for his money with this
demo create

Vordflair - make

your documents
look professional
With this integrated
document
processor!
• It's worth £50 and i fs

yours free on this month's
special second disk. Bargain!

101 FEEDBACK
Get your ST-related gripes off your chest.

103 ESSENTIAL CONTACTS
Find those telephone numbers quickly and easily.

60

Movie Master -

REVIEW: DRAGON GRAPH
A viable program to show off your vital statistics?

57

73
68
76
75
72
76
75

THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT!

84 CAPTAIN BLUNDER, THE ST

SUBSCRIBE!

This printer looks good but how does it function?

page
page
page
page
page
page
page

News of the earth's greatest video games show.

There has never been a better time to do so.

53

- help Hewlett retrive the

wizard's magical creatures.

simple to use film and

78

REVIEW: SAMPLE STAR
Create samples via your printer port.

50

Super Space Invaders
Thomas the Tank Engine 2

REVIEW: DIGIT SOUNDTRACKER
Can this software bring out the musician in you?

48

Ishar 2 (Falcon)

77

bound about platform game

SCREENPLAY
This month's selection of games includes...
Campaign missions disk
Dogfight
Hard Drivin' 2
Huckleberry Hound in Hollywood Capers

PUBLIC SECTOR
Discover the best of the new releases into the PD.

47

67

NEXT MONTH
The December issue promises to be a real stormer...

And much much more!

REVIEW: BEGINNERS GUIDE
TO STOS
Get to grips with STOSBasic using this huge package.

104 SPECIAL OFFERS
The best ST-related bargains anywhere.

ST ANSWERS

106 PIXEL PAINTING

Techie hints and tips galore.

Can you draw any better than this?

TURN TO

PAGE 12 FOR
THE FULL STORY

Doi^JPuh \eu V^M^n Netvforks

pepair Set
The ONLY Atari authorised Service Centre

\

Our Service department can repair
STs in minimum time at competitive
rates. We can arrange for fully

y ........... i t . . ,

33 Ormskirk Rd,
Preston, Lanes,

insured, courier pickup and return
delivery of your machine to ensure it's

safety. We even have a same day

PR1 2QP
V.

Ladbroke

service which will ensure your
machine is given priority and subject
to fault, completed the same day.
We can fit memory upgrades, PC
Emulators, Security devices, ROM

Computing

International are one of the

longest established home computer dealers in
the U.K. We have developed an extensive
customer service policy which involves testing
of all hardware prior to despatch to ensure that
goods arrive in working order, offering free
advice and support over the phone and
keeping customers informed. Although our
prices are not always the cheapest we do
endeavour to offer consistently good service
and backup.

All prices are correct at copy date

17/9/93

{while stocks last), and are subject to change
without prior notice. All prices include VAT but
exclude delivery.

How to Pay
You can order by mail Cheques/Postal Orders
made payable to Ladbroke Computing. Or give
your credit card details,over the phone.
Delivery
Postal delivery' is available on small itemsunder £40 (Normally £3, phone for details).
Add £7 for courier delivery. Next working day

IMHard Drives
Datanet Network Hardware

•

•

All Data-Pulse Plus Hard Drives

are fully Autobooting/Autoparking
and are formatted, partitioned
and tested before despatch,
ready to "plug in and go"
Full metal case measuring
300mm x 285mm x 51 mm (wdh),
providing good shielding and

•

etc.

Compatible with ST (F)(M), Mega
ST, STE, Mega STE

£15 for which we will examine your

Powernet Network Software

•

MultiTasking Network software
allows applications to run on the
server while drive and printer
accesses take place in the
background

monitor stand

Only Highest Quality Quantum or
Maxtor mechanisms used
All drives come with full 12

DataNet with PowerNet

£69.99

•

LanNet with PowerNet

£59.99

months warranty and free expert
help and advice over the phone

MidiNet with PowerNet

£49.99

Data-Pulse + 85Mb

£349.99

Data-Pulse + 170Mb

£189.99

2Mb 1040 STE Curriculum 2 £259.99

•

Capable of storing over 20Mb of
uncompressed data on a single
3.5" Floptical disk. Can read and
write 720K and 1.44Mb 3.5"

Floppy disks.

rinters

sTE P&ks
1040 STE Curriculum 2

"Oi
Fax:(0772)561071
Tel: 9.00am-5.30pm (5 Lines)

machine and report back with an
exact price for repair. If you do not
wish to go ahead with the repairs then
just pay the £15. However if you do
go ahead then the charge is included
in the minimum charge.
Please note: The minimum charge
covers labour, any extra parts are
chargeable.

STE, Hor Falcon.
£399.99

ptives

"""^ s 1

We offer a Quotation service for

Prices quoted arefor 1 Node. Each computer
attached toa Network requires 1 Node. ALanNet
device isrequired to Utilise the Lan Port ona Mega

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

Open Mon-Sat 9.30am to 5.00pm.
Ladbroke Computing Ltd trading as Ladbroke
Computing international.

upgrades, hard drives to Mega STE's

network solution

•

delivery on mainland UKsubject to stock (£20:::
for Saturday delivery).

• Cartridge based high speed

•

Average access time 65ms. Data
transfer rate of 200K per sec (6
times faster than Floppy disk).

•

4Mb 1040 STE Curriculum 2 £329.99
520 STFM

Discovery Pack

*LmFalcon 030
•

16MHz 32 bit 68030 Central

Processor, 16MHz Blitter,

32MHz 56001 Digital Signal

High quality Data-Pulse Plus
Ideal for fast data backup from
hard drive. Diamond Back II

compatible.

• 1.44Mb 3.5" Floppy, up to 14Mb
RAM. Displays 65536 colours
from 262144 palette at 768 x 480
resolution.

21Mb Floptical Drive
Datapulse upgrade

Quotation

£15.00

Minimum repair charge
Same day service
STFM(E) PSU

£32.25
£15.00
£34.99

1Mb internal drive
A/B Boot switch
TOS 2.06 + Switch STFM
TOS 2.06 + Switch STE

£39.99
£4.99
£65.00
£65.00

Courier Pickup

£11.00
£7.00

Procossor

Case and PSU.

•

£149.00

£399.99
£299.99

All the Above drives include one

• 8 Channel 16 bit, higher than CD
quality. Stereo sound sampling.
FALCON 4Mb 120Mb HD
FALCON 1Mb No HD

Courier Return

Phone for price and availability
of ST spares.

ifig Monitors

£999.00
£599.99

21 Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk. Phone for
£165.00

StarLC20
Star LC24/100 Mono

£124.00
£179.00

StarJet SJ48 Bubblejet

£210.00

SJ48 Sheet Feeder

£55.00

SJ48 Ink Cartridge

£19.00

Citizen
Citizen Swift 240 Colour

ftviare

combination HD/Floptical units.

Star
Star LC100 Colour

£270.00

21Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk
5 x 21 Mb Floptical Disks

Aries

£22.00
£99.99

Upgrade*

Scanlite Accessory

£20.00

Diamond Back 2

£34.99

• Will fit any ST(F)(M) or Mega ST
• Extremely compact in house
designed Multi-layer circuit board

Diamond Edge

£44.99

Image CAT

£24.99

mutators

smaller than a credit card

Hewlett Packard

HP Deskjet 510
HP Deskjet 550 Colour

£599.99

StarSJ144
£569.99
• Colour, thermal wax transfer printer
144 Element Head

• Compressed Data Mode
•

•

Solder in design for greater
reliability
Fully tested prior to despatch
All Aries RAM upgrade boards
come packaged in a 10 capacity
disk box, complete with full fitting
instructions apd memory test

•
•

512K Board

• Emulates Epson LQ860
IBM Pro Printer & NEC Graphics
£789.00

2Mb Board
4Mb Board
512K SIMM's STE
2Mb SIMM's STE

£39.99

£89.99
£169.99
£6.99
£69.99
£139.99

Add £3 for Centronics cable and £7

4Mb SIMM's

for next working day courier delivery.

2 x SIPP to SIMM adaptors £3.00

£199.99

Includes 12 months on-site

warranty (Mainland UK) and free Lotus
Turbo Challenge II game.
Hi-Res Mono Monitor

base 512K to 2Mb then 4Mb

disk.

360 DPI Resolution

Ricoh LP1200

Upgradeable in stages from the

£299.99

Lasers

•

•

Philips 8833 MKII

£139.99

High quality 14" SVGA monitor with ST
adaptor. Fully compatible with all ST HiRes Programmes.
Philips 15" FSTTXT TV
£259.99
Fully Remote control 60 channel.
Fast text TV with Scart input for near
monitor quality display.

•

Run PC Software on your ST

•
•

Full installation instructions
XT or AT Emulation

PC
PC
AT
AT
AT

Speed
Speed
Speed
Speed
Speed

STFM (XT)
STE (XT)
STFM (8MHz)
STE (8MHz)
C16 STFM

AT Speed C16 STE

Colour SVGA Monitor

£239.99

High quality Colour SVGA Monitor
28 dot pitch. For use with Falcon.
Falcon VGA Adaptor
£9.99
Falcon ST Monitor Adaptor
£9.99
Philips SCART to ST/STE
£9.99

£49.99
£49.99
£129.00
£139.00
£189.00

Microvitec Multisync Monitor £399.99
Will display all ST resolutions when used

£199.00

Includes Sound Output.

8833 MK II to ST/STE

with Switch Box.
Switch Box ST

£9.99

£29.99

THE

ATARI ON
THE ROAD
TO PROFITS
by Paula Richards

company - pulling out
of all the European

A t a r i claim they're well
back on the way to the
successful financial posi
tion they held four or five years
ago when the ST was at the peak of
its popularity. Their shares have
quadrupled in value to $4.75 each
over the last six weeks following

countries bar the UK,

the

release

of

the

news

about

Jaguar, a huge spurt coming
immediately after they announced
that IBM would be manufacturing
the machine.

They've also just announced
their results for the second quarter
of the financial year - net sales

were $5.7 million compared to
$23.3 million for the same period
the previous year. Their net loss
this quarter was $6.6 million com

pared to $9.7 million in 1992. Sam
Tramiel commented "The company

video

entertainment

• The Falcon's the
machine that's going

^^g.

computing market.

in the UK.

We contacted Nigel

Johnstone at the company to find
out why. Nigel told us, "It's a mat
ter of economics - we are losing
money on every copy of Calligra
pher we sell and were advised by
our financial

advisors to discon

tinue the program. We are contin
uing to sell fonts and support
registered owners of all of the Cal
ligrapher range." Working Title are
on n 0865 370175.

Double the speed of your Falcon
with the Eagle Sonic 32, a new
board that

increases

The board fits into the exter

board is triggered by an Auto
folder program and can be dis
abled at any time. Another version

on the

Lynx, and the start of
the Falcon and Jaguar families and
have organised their distribution
methods so they're in a better posi
tion to serve Europe. Although

• Sam Tramiel seems confident

of the board is available -

about Atari's ability to be profitable,

Mighty
Sonic
32
includes
32MBytes of fast TT RAM to
increase the speed of memory

emphasising what they have in the

bank rather than their trading loss.

the

access. Both boards are available

comes from across the industry.

from Gasteiner on » 081 365 1151.

David Link of Hisoft reckons "Atari

"As a corporation
we're still around and

are very well set for the future they have got things just right,
they're in a tight, lean position and

kind of dire straits"

are ready to go forward." Compo
are equally enthusiastic about the
Falcon. Theo Briers, head of

they've undoubtedly been quiet on
the marketing front this year that's
all set to change now that all these

Compo in Holland and Germany is
vigorous in his praise: "Atari have
designed a machine that is expand
able, it's a system that's ideal for
everything - the Falcon brings a
whole new aspect to computing."

we're not in some

new systems are in place.
Paul Welsh, Atari's UK Sales

Manager, speaking at a Fal
con dealer day com
mented:

to ensure Atari

stay in the home

In an unexpected move. Working
Title are dropping support for STs

nal expansion slot of the Falcon
and
deactivates
the
original
16MHz 68030, its functions are
then taken over by the 32MHz
68030 on the Eagle Sonic card. The

development and launch of its new
multi-media

SNIPPET

accelerator

has focused all of its efforts on the

system, the Jaguar. We have
approximately $35 million in cash."
They have spent the last year
cutting back and consolidating the

NEWS

the speed of the Falcon to equal
that of the TT for just £179.

France, Germany, Italy
and
Holland,
only
remaining there indi
rectly via Atari deal
ers. They've also cut
down their product
line to focus

LATEST

"As

a

. corporation we're
f

still

around

rf we're

and

not

in

some kind of dire
straits." He went on

to explain that they
haven't really pushed the Fal
con so far because there hasn't

really been enough software
around to sell it effectively but
now "we are starting to put

It's now make or break time

rea

Technologies.
Burst

Scanner

The
from

Migraph enables you to scan in up
to 262,144 colours at resolutions

up to 400 dpi, perfect for creating
colour desktop publishing images.
The

Colour

Burst

Scanner

orders

received

are

to

be

dis

sonable quantities - and the pro
grams generally look stunning,

the scanner you need a minimum
of 4MBytes of memory and a hard

really showing off the capabilties of
the
Falcon's
hardware;
the

Gasteiner on » 081 365 1151

machine's in the country in quan
tity and Atari are advertising in the
ST and music press.
The launch of the Jaguar,
assuming it all goes to plan, won't
do the Falcon any harm to be
linked to the Atari name and the

only thing now is for Atari to con

chances of the Falcon ever becom

going to find it very difficult to

ing more than a specialist machine
are remote. They've started on that
track holding "Falcon Dealer Days"
- with the promise of more to
come. How successful they are

find an STE after November.

remains to be seen.

• According to Atari you're

Colour

counted by £100 to £299. To use

in

vince dealers to stock the machine

Falcon

Gasteiner

Software's now available

and persuade their customers to
buy it. If this doesn't happen the

the

the Falcon is available now from

costs £399, although the first 250

promoting Falcon - the delays
have largely been because of a
lack of availability of software."
Support for the company and
to

The first colour hand scanner for

for the company - as far as the
computer market goes, at least.

more of a determined effort into

committment

You can now get Photo Shio w
(reviewed on page 55) for £39.95
from System Solutions - call
w 0753 832212 to order your copy.

drive

is

recommended.

Call

*m
The Falcon Owners Group are dis
tributing system software missing
from some Falcon hard drives like

SpeedoGDOS, Audio Fun Machine
and System Audio Manager. You
must have bought a Falcon with a
hard drive installed, if you have
bought the floppy drive only ver
sion then you are not entitled to a
copy of SpeedoGDOS. To receive
your copies, send your Falcon's
serial number, the name of the

company you purchased the Fal
con from and your name and
address to:

The

Falcon

Owners

Group, 10 Oak Drive, Portishead,
Bristol BS20 8QS. This offer only
applies to UK residents.
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ATARI LAUNCH

JAGUAR TO UK
• The Jaguar, as ifs being launched.

PRESS

It certainly looks smart with

matching red buttons on the carts,
the base and the joypad... but will
the games use its full potential?

• Beautiful graduated
backgrounds make the

I most of the Jaguar's

f graphics capabilities.

A t a r i are "taking the
Jaguar seriously," the
company announced at
an informal press gathering to
show

off

the

machine

and

especially since

they

are

expected to spend many millions
of dollars on it -

it's been three

years in development and they

The first Jaguars are

likely to hit the
streets before

Christmas though this
wasn't Atari's plan9*

have no fewer than 30 in-house

software
developers
games for it.

that it is to be test marketed in Lon

From that meeting we bring you
some of the world's first pics of the
machine - including what it looks

don and Paris as early as late Octo
ber or early November this year.
Atari expect to sell $200 million

like

attractive

worth of Jaguars and $200 million

black and red casing.
The first Jaguars are likely to
hit the UK streets just before
Christmas - although this wasn't
ever Atari's original master plan

worth of Jaguar games next year and mostly in the US.
Although Atari are showing

under

that

rather

they appear to have decided not to

creating

Atari reckon that their com

in the country first. There is also
a suspicion, unconfirmed by Atari,

money into it - and that this
is just the start of their invest

its

potential. This was encouraging to
hear,

let unauthorised importers get

ing all this time and ^^

by Paula Richards

ment. What this says for their com

mitment to the machine can be

mitment to the other machines in

seen in the fact that they're invest

their line-up remains to be seen.

Feast your eyes on all those
chips and, er, things! We've got
insides of the Jaguar...
The Jaguar has everything
that you're going to need if
you're serious about playing

games for the next generation
of software; CD quality stereo
sound, immensely fast graphics
processing for fast gameplay,
the ability to generate complex
3D objects "on the fly" while
you're playing a game and as

• More cute-style graphics and pretty backgrounds to what your appetite for

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE
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by pouring in their own resources,
the real test of how seriously it is

INSIDE THE JAGUAR
this exclusive first look at the

the stunning things to come on the 64-bit Jaguar.

their commitment to the machine

well ahead of the competition in
terms of both sound and graph
ics processing.
Called Tom and Jerry, these
two chips are the very heart of
the Jaguar. Tom contains the
64-bit graphics processors; the
GPU (Graphics Processing Unit),
the Object Processor and the
Blitter. Jerry copes with the
sound side of things with the
32-bit DSP (Digital Signal
Processor) chip and the sound
DACs (Digital to Analog Con

well as a CD-ROM drive that

verters). The end result of this

enables huge games to be
designed and full motion video
to be displayed.

combination is a true colour

The two custom chips
designed by Atari for the Jaguar
ensure that they are staying

palette of 16.7 million colours
and better than CD quality
16-bit sound output, games
are never going to be the
same again.

THE

Atari seem slightly confused when it
comes to the question of whether CD
software is actually any good or
worthwhile investing in. On the one
hand they've gone as far as develop
ing a CD peripheral and describe it in
their press releases as a "much antic
ipated feature." When you actually
talk to the people who are in the
business of marketing it, however,
you discover that they think it's just
i good storage device and it'll never
used for anything apart from
ncluding a few extra MBytes of data
and leaving the rest of the disc

empty. While that may be true of the
games available today on CD, few of
which actually use its true potential,
as the medium develops and pro
grammers get used to using all the
available space, the quality and the
scope of CD games should logically
increase. Jean Rechin, Atari's Euro

pean Marketing Director, explained
that you could get all the data you
needed onto a Jaguar cartridge since
they use unique data compression
methods to cram even more informa

tion into a game - therefore Jaguar
games should be superior to any

other

LATEST

NEWS

cartridge-based

games. The benefit of CD
Atari do agree with, how
ever, is that they avoid, to
a greater extent, the piracy
problems being experi
enced by Nintendo and
Sega whose carts are
being counterfeited.

I The Jaguar's
been three

years in

development
and this is

one of the

developer's
machines.

Atari assure
us that the
carts won't be

quite so bulky
as that!

taken by the rest of the world is

Nintendo, who apparently operate

shown

through

houses'

interest in

very restricitve practices when it
comes to permitting softies to
develop for their machine.
The third party developers
who have signed up are likely to
include some very big names
indeed, although Atari are cagey
about who they actually are it is

the
the

software
machine.

And one of the ways in which they
are hoping to encourage develop
ers is by having a "very open soft
ware policy," as Jean Rechin,
Atari's European Marketing Direc
tor, described it. The reason that

this is likely to be so attractive is
in comparison to manu
facturers
such
as
.^dfl
• Kasutni Ninja
this is, not

surprisingly,
set in

Kasumi,

and you take
the chance to

learn any of 91
martial arts
movements

likely that Ocean, Audiogenic and
Imagitec are to be among those
companies committed to develop
ing for the machine. Peter Walker,
Atari's UK

Public Relations Man

ager, takes the attitude that softies
don't really care what machine
the develop for, they just
want a platform on which
to sell their games. Atari
are understandably wary

I of this, wanting to have

| excellent titles that show
off all the capabilites of the
machine, although they take
the attitude that it takes a long

time to realise the capabilities of
advanced technology - as yet they
don't actually know the limits of
the machine. They are aiming to
have five titles available upon the
release of the Jaguar, and ten more
available by Christmas. The price

"One of the ways they
hope to encourage

developers is by
having a 'very open

software policy'"

range is expected to be around £39
to £59 per cartridge - although
that's still high considering Atari
are aiming for the mass market.

• Evolution Dino Dudes, or Humans

as it's more commonly known, is

apparently nearly ready for release.
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US GOLD TO DRIVE
SIERRA
Sierra On-Line have signed a

reviewed

deal with US Gold to release over

Monkey Island and
Cybercon 3.

25 of their ST titles on the mid

price Kixx XL label. The games,
including classics such as Heart of
China and the Leisure Suit Larry
series, are to be released over the

next two years, beginning in Octo
ber. Incidentally, last month we

We

Secret

have

Game snippets
Games Worth Playing is a ne'

of

budget software label from Daze
Marketing.
Daze,
who
have
recently published Ishar 2 for the
Falcon and The Patrician for the

been

ST, intend to sell the budget
games directly from their offices
for just £2.99 each including

asked to point out I
that the games were ——
budget releases on
the Kixx

XL label, and sell for

£16.99 and £12.99 respectively.

classics i

appear sometime in the

next two years on the Kixx XL label.

postage and packing. The initial
list of games is as follows: Starblade, Metal Mutant, Storm Mas

ter, Boston Bomb Club, Crystals of
Arborea and Superski 2.
To buy one, send a cheque or
postal order, made payable to
•
Daze Marketing, to: 2 Canfield

HOORAY FOR CYBERSPACE

Place, London NW6 3BT. The offer

Cult role-playing board game
Cyberspace is almost certain to be
converted to the ST by Empire
Software which is great news.
The game is based around a
huge city, with over 100,000 build
ings and one million inhabitants,
where you can take on any number

ends on 31 December 1993. Daze

Marketing w 071 328 2762.

ft'^fe*

of "virtual" roles. These include a

private investigator, street fighter
and courier, each with a specific

ou want complex?

u want Cyberspace.

set of missions to crack.

The game is set in the future,
and a cyberpunk/hacking aspect of
the game is provided by a com

puter within the program, which
you can log into and enter Cyber

hideously complicated, but it looks
like being lots of fun. Expect more

space itself.

news next month.

The whole thing's

B68T(H«8&MBJGLUB
I The classic Boston Bomb Club

is now available for £2.99

E

ennis the Menace, Gnasher and

PINBALL

TOP TWENTY
Your guide to the top-selling ST games tthis month
This Month

Last month

STF Rating

Game
Sensible Soccer

£25.99

91%

92/93
2

(-)

Zool

Gremlin

£25.99

89%

3

(5)

Championship
Manager '93

Domark

£29.99

80%

4

(12)

Civilization

VlicroProse

£34.99

92%

5

(8)

Premier Manager Gremlin

£25.99

85%

6

(-)

Formula One
Grand Prix

£34.99

81%

7

(2)

The Chaos Engine Renegade

£25.99

94%

91%

Prince of Persia

MicroProse

Hit Squad

DREAMING?
Pinball Dreams, the highly
successful pinball game for home
computer formats, has been con
verted to the Falcon by staff of 21st
Century Entertainment.
21st's Paul Topping told ST
FORMAT: "Our producer is a big
ball Dreams in his own time just to
see if it can be done." Although
the game is nearing completion,
sadly 21st Century have no plans

US Gold

£27.99

Lemmings 2

Psygnosis

£29.99 96%

Pirates!

Kixx XL

£12.99

Treasure Island

Codemasters £4.99

82%

Buzz

£9.99

77%

MicroProse Golf

MicroProse

£34.99

95%

Super Space

Hit Squad

£29.99

69%

Want Pinball Dreams!, 21st Cen
tury Entertainment Ltd, West

£29.99

92%

shire 0X11 9QB.

i Diz2V
Manchester

United Europe .

Invaders

RBI 2 Baseball

Hit Squad

Nigel Mansell's

Gremlin

World

to release it in the near future.

You can do something about
this, however. If you would like to
see Pinball Dreams for the Falcon

released, write to 21st Century and
tell them. That way, they will know
just how high the demand is for
the game. Send your letters to: We

Brook Street, Blewbury, Oxford

Championship

Graham Gooch
Cricket

Audiogenic

First Division

Codemasters £7.99

£29.99 85%

Zool leaps in at number two this month, not quite beating Sensible
Soccer which retains the number one position (surprise, surprise.)
Further down we have Formula One Grand Prix, which makes a re-entry
at number six - obviously a rush of sales there because of Damon Hill's
success in the recent Grand Prix. Curiosity of the month: MicroProse
Golf, re-entering at number 14, over two years after its release.
I Check out page 470 of Teletext on Channel 4 for the latest
ST chart and other games news from Digitiser.
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Dalek

Attack

have

acters, along with others from the
Beano and Dandy comics. Let's
hope they can produce a better
game than their
Huckleberry
Hound platformer (see page 75).
Call Alternative on n 0977 797777.

Audiogenic are to re-release World
Class Rugby at £14.99. The budget
package is to include both World
Cup and Five Nations versions of
the game, only previously avail
able at full-price. Peter Calver of
Audiogenic told ST FORMAT: "We
decided to
re-release
Rugby
because our previous release, Gra

ham Gooch's Cricket, sold very
well on the ST." The company is
looking to release an upgrade to
Cricket early in the new year.
Audiogenic are on ^ 081 424 2244.

US Gold would like us to point out
that the phrase "spelling mistakes
non-existent

words

are

ble last issue is, in fact, incorrect.
craze is

sweeping
the country
and the
Falcon's

missing out.
Don't let it!
Write to 21st

Century.

ISSUE

of

included" in our review of Scrab
• A pinball

FOR MAT

ducers

secured the licence for those char

and

Manager

ST

subject of several ST games next
spring. Alternative Software, pro

Atari fan, and he is converting Pin

Streetfighter 2

74%

the Bash Street Kids are to be the

All the words that appear in the
game are included in the Official
Scrabble Words Dictionary. They
would also like us to point out
that the game is designed for
everyone - from five year olds up
to more mature Scrabble champi
ons - and especially for those peo
ple who play on their STs alone.

: •

FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

THUNDERHAWK

PREMIERE MGR

SPACE CRUSADE

ADDAMS FAMILY

15.49

4.99

10.99

10.49

14.49

9.99

Vue. Qamei GImA

Special Rei&we m&mbeM. can. have au UuA.. com. If01/1?

& READ NRG Regular Club Magazine
:f:CHOOSE from our Huge Selection
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY

S OF MONKEY ISL

12.99

12.99

F16 FALCON+ DD

BATTLEOF BRITAIN GRAHAM TAYLORS

7.49
MS

12.49

11.49

LOTUS 2

LOTUS 3

9.99

10.49

BUY at Best Possible Prices

.' SAVE with our Special Deals
-| SAVE more with our XS Coupons
^ WIN up lo £60,000 worth of prixes FREE
JOIN now from just £4.00
We only supply members but you can order as you join
There's no obligation to buy and you can be any age.
Just send in the form below or phone Sales on 0279 600204.
As a member of Special Reserve you'll receive regular issues of
NRG magazine. NRG is our 48 page colour club magazine sent bi
monthly only to Special Reserve members. NRG contains:

MMBS^iJSKs •'"' • * "";ES
J
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

9.99

12.49
knightmare

" iWoYfAW-PLiASE'Ndfi

1J h\EG arequires at least. meg of MM to run.

19.
23.

ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG)
ADVANTAGE TENNIS

9.
18.

AIR BUCKS D/S (1 MEG)

19.

AMBERSTARD/S....

19.

ANOTHER WORLD

12.

ARCHER MACLEAN'S POOL D/S
AWESOME

18.
8.

B17 FLYING FORTRESS D/S (1 MEG)
BART Vs THE WORLD
BATMAN RETURNS D/S
BATMAN THE MOVIE

14.
18.
18.
7,

BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S
BEACH VOLLEY
BLUES BROTHERS

12.
7.
7.

CASTLES D/S

8.

19.
24,
20:
17.

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 93 UPDATE DISK (1 MEG) 9.
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 93/94 D/S {1 MEG)
18,
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER D/S

11,

CHAOS ENGINE D/S (1 MEG)

18,

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

CIVILISATION D/S {1 MEG)
CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)
CRAZY CARS 3

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE (1 MEG)

lemmings
lemmings 2 d/s (1 meg)

12.49
17.49

lotus turbo challenge 2

A320 AIR-BUS D/S (1 MEG)
A320 AIRBUS (USA VERSION) D/S (1 MEG)

"CANNON FODDER D/S

12

lotus 3-the final challenge d/s (1 meg)

l*--NEWitem

BOXING MANAGER

knights of the sky (1 meg)
lemmings data disk • oh no!

fD/S = Double sided disks

CAESAR D/S {1 MEG)
CAMPAIGN D/S (1 MEG)

:>'Va'rTiTHi

PRO TENNIS 2

4.

24.
7,
9,

11/

CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY

13.'

DOGFIGHT (1 MEG)

22.'

DREAMLANDS

(TRANSARTICA, STORM MASTER, ISHAR) (1 MEG) ...18.'

8.99

10.49

EDUCATIONAL
ADI ENGLISH (14-15 YRS)
ADI MATHS (11-12 YRS)
ADI MATHS (12-13 YRS)
ALVIN'S PUZZLES (6-8 YRS)

17.49
17.49
16.99
13.99

9.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-8)

lure of the temptress d/s (1 meg)

19.49

FUN SCHOOL 2 (8+)

m1 tank platoon d/s
maniac mansion d/s

11.49
10.49

FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5 YRS)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7 YRS)

14.49
14.49

McDonalds land
microprose 3d golf d/s (1 meg)
mig 29 d/s (1 meg)
nicky boom 2 d/s (1 meg)
nigel mansell's world championship d/s
NITRO
NO SECOND PRIZE D/S (1 MEG)
ONE STEP BEYOND D/S
OPERATION STEALTH D'S

18.49
13.49
10.49
17,49
18.49
7.49
17.49
15.49
11.49

FUN SCHOOL 3 (7+YRS)

14.49

FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5 YRS)

16.49

FUN SCHOOL 4 (5-7 YRS)

,16.49

FUN SCHOOL 4 (7+YRS)

8.99

PICK 'N' PILE
PIRATES D/S.
PITFIGHTER
PLAYER MANAGER

3.49
10.49
7.99
9.49

LEVEL. CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)

POPULOUS & PROMISED LANDS D/S (1 MEG)

10.49

POPULOUS & SIM CITY D/S

17.49

POPULOUS 2(1 MEG)

20.49

POWER UP

ALTERED BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS) D/S
POWERDRIFT
•.,
PREMIER MANAGER D/S

PRINCE OF PERSIA D/S (1 MEG)
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2 D/S
PUSH-OVER D/S

9.99
3.49
10.49

7.99
12.49
18.49

QUEST & GLORY

(11 YRS TO GCSE. CONFORMS
TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)

NATIONAL CURRICULUM)

:............17.49

NODDY'S PLAYTIME (EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR
CHILDREN AGED 3+)
17,49
PAINT POT 2 (4-10 YRS)
13.99

SHOPPING BASKET (6-8 YRS)
WHICH? WHERE? WHAT? (4-8 YRS),

13.99
13.99

UTILITY

RAILROAD TYCOON D/S (1 MEG)

14.49

TIMEWORKS 2 DESK TOP PUBLISHING PROGRAM

AND FIRST WORD PLUS WORD PROCESSOR

3249
35.49

DYNA BLASTERS D/S

20.

REALMS

ELITE 2 (FRONTIER) D/S (1 MEG)
EPIC D/S (1 MEG)
ESPANA-THE GAMES 92(1 MEG)

24,
20.
20.

ROBOCOP 2

7.99

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS (STE)
F1 (DOMARK) D/S
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2 D/S (1 MEG)

18.
17.'
11,

ROBOCOP 3 D/S (1 MEG)

9.99

ROCKET RANGER
RORKE'S DRIFT D/S

6.99
8.99

FOR A FREE 12 PAGE COLOUR

F16 FALCON + DATA DISK'S

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER D/S (1 MEG)
FACE OFF ICE HOCKEY
FANTASTIC WORLDS

20.

7.

12,
9,

(REALMS, PIRATES, MEGA LO MANIA,

POPULOUS, WONDERLAND) D/S (1 MEG)
FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

FINAL COMMAND
FIRE & ICE D/S

FIRST SAMURAI + MEGA LO MANIA D/S (1 MEG)....

24,
7.:

4,
.,,.18,

13:

FISTS OF FURY

(DYNAMITE DUX, NINJA WARRIORS,
SHINOBI, DOUBLE DRAGON 2)
,.....,16,
FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2) D/S (1 MEG) ...13:
FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 2

8.

FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX O/S (1 MEG)

15,

FUTURE WARS D/S

10,

GAUNTLET 2

7.!

GAUNTLET 3

16,

GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS

7.!

GOAL(1 MEG)

20:

GOBLIIINS 2 D/S

19..

GOLF WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLO CLASS CRICKET D/S
GRAHAM TAYLOR'S SOCCER MANAGER D/S

8.!
19:
11,

GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT
HARLEQUIN

9.12..

HEAD OVER HEELS

7.!

HE1MDALL(1 MEG)

12..

HEROQUEST
HEROQUEST 2 • THE LEGACY OF SORASILD/S
HILL STREET BLUES D/S
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

8.!
18,
9,

9.!
11..

IMMORTAL D/S (1 MEG)

10,

INDIANA JONES 2 ACTION (FATE OF ATLANTIS)

17.I
5.!

INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE D/S
INTERNATIONAL RUGBY CHALLENGE

11,
14,

ISHAR 2-LEGIONS OF CHAOS D/S (1 MEG)

19,

JAMES POND

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER D/S

8,

15.!

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

4,

KICK OFF 2 D/S
KILLING GAME SHOW

9,
8,

8.49

7.99
7.99

SABRE TEAM D/S (1 MEG)

11.99

SCRABBLE

17.49

SCRABBLE (US GOLD)

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND D/S (1 MEG)
SENSIBLE SOCCER ('92/93 SEASON) D/S

20.49

...12.99
14.49

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
SHADOWGATE
SHADOWLANDS

14.49
4.49
9.49

SHADOWORLDSD/S(1 MEG)
SHUTTLE D/S (1 MEG)
SILENT SERVICE 2 D/S (1 MEG)
SLEEPWALKER (STE)

8.99
14.99
11.49
20.49

SPACE CRUSADE - DATA DISK D/S
STORM MASTER
STREETFIGHTER 2 D/S

14.49
10.49
19.49

MEMBERSHIP FEES

6 MONTHS

UK MEMBERS
OVERSEAS ECMEMBERS
OVERSEAS WORLO MEMBERS

ONE YEAR

TWO YEARS

TRIAL

ANNUAL

WITH FREE

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERSHIP

HARD BINDER

4.00

7.00

14.00

6.00
7.00

9,00
11.00

18.00
22.00

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN.

THERE ARE NO SURCHARGES ON TELEPHONED ORDERS (UK)
'-EASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)
.nr

CATALOGUE PLEASE CALL

0279 600204
LINES OPEN TIL 8PM
7 DAYS A WEEK

Phone_
Enter membership number (if applicable) or
NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANNUAL UK 7.00
item

STUART PEARCES SOCCER SELECTION'S

(KICK OFF 2, WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER,

MANCHESTER UNITED, INTERNATIONAL SOCCER) D/S13.49
STUNT CAR RACER
SUPER CARS

item

7.99
7.49

item

SUPER CARS 2
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER D/S
SUPER SPACE INVADERS

9.49
18.49
9.49

item

SUPREMACY D/S (1 MEG)

13.49

THUNDERHAWK

10.99

TITUS THE FOX
TRANSARCT1CA D/S (1 MEG)
TROJAN - CYBER ASSAULT (LIGHT PHAZER GAME)
TROJAN - FIRESTAR (LIGHT PHAZER GAME)
TROJAN - THE ENFORCER (LIGHT PHAZER GAME)
TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)
TURRICAN

UNINVITED
UTOPIA D/S...

(ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2. INDIANA
JONES ACTION, BATMAN THE MOVIE) D/S
HOOK D/S (1 MEG)
INDIANA JONES ACTION

RICK DANGEROUS D/S
ROBIN HOOD LEGEND QUEST

Chelmsford, Essex.

All prices include VAT and carriage to UK mainland. See base of order form for
overseas surcharges. We supply hardware only to UK mainland addresses.

59.99

LOTS MORE ST
PERIPHERALS
AVAILABLE

DUNGEON MASTER & CHAOS STRIKES BACK

Registered Office; Inter-Mediates Ltd, 2 South Block, The Maltings,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. CM21 9PG.
Club Shops at Sawbridgeworth (address above) and at 43 Broomfield Rd,

,17.49

MICRO SCIENCE

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 2
HOME ACCOUNTS 2

9.99
20.49

17.49

(8 YRS TO GCSE. CONFORMS TO

14.49

RAINBOW COLLECTION

refunds on request at any time prior to despatch. We reserve the right to change
prices without prior notification. E .& O.E.

MICRO MATHS

(BLOODWYCH, MIDWINTER. CADAVER.IRON LORD)D/S
(BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLANDS,
NEW ZEALAND STORY) D/S
REACH FOR THE SKIES 0/S (1 MEG)

......17.49

MICRO GERMAN

(BEGINNER TO GCSE AND BUSINESS

(CHASE H.Q, TURRICAN, X-OUT.

You can also Fax your order to us on: 0279 726842
We pride ourselves on our after-sales service. (18 customer service lines)
Inevitably some games listed may not yet be available. Please phone sales on
0279 600204 to check availability before ordering. In the event of delay we issue

MICRO FRENCH

20.49

0279 600204

9am to 8pm Monday to Saturday, 10am to 8pm Sunday
10am to 5pm Bank Holidays. Order/Confirmation/Receipt sent for every order.

16.49

(BEGINNER TO GCSE. CONFORMS T

PATRICIAN D/S (1 MEG)

That's why over 170,000 people have joined Special
Reserve, the biggest games club In the World!

17.49

MICRO ENGLISH

(8 YRS TO GCSE. CONFORMS TO
NATIONAL CURRICULUM)

O NATIONAL CURRICULUM) .....;,..

PANG

PANZA KICK BOXING

8.49

8.49

1. The best selection of games, peripherals and hardware for all
popular formats. We are official Sega, Nintendo and Sony stockists.
2. Reviews in colour and latest information on new products
3. Charts and Release Schedule, to help you choose and plan
4. The best prices. Just one purchase willsave you your joining fee
5. Hundreds of Special Offers. Top games at prices you won't believe
6. XS Super Savers. Money-off coupons worth over £180 a year
7. FREE-to-enter BIG TARGET COMPETITIONS. With currently
up to £10,000 worth in every issue of NRG, exclusive to members.

10.49
19.49
...7.49
7.49
7.49
7.49

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

£

neque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa (Switch Issue No

)

7.99

6.49
7.49

VROOMD/S

13.49

VROOM DATA DISK
WIZ-KIDD/S
WWF WRESTLING D/S

13.49
18.49
13.49

ZAK MCKRACKEN D/S
ZOOL D/S

10.49
17,49

We only supply official UK products. Official suppliers of all leading brands. We sell games and peripherals al' at
ama2ing prices for Megadrive. Master System, Game Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga, Atar ST. PC

CD ROM and Apple Mac. And we sell T-shirts and cuddly toysl
Special Reserve Club Shops at The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts and 43 Broomfield Rd, Chelmsford. Essex.
Open 10am til 8pm seven days a week.

Card

expiry date_

_Signature_

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas Orders Surcharge (EC or World): Software orders
please add £2,00 per item. Non-software items please add
25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.
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A tasteful mixture of games, demos, graphics, sound and

puzzles to suit every palette blended by Clive Parker
Tbis «

'•••
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Magic Boy

Exclusive four level playable demo of
the great new creature catching plat
form game from Empire.
Uncompressed size - 386K
Page 12

A brain-racking puzzle to get you
tied up in knots of frustration.

Movie Master

A superb shell program to link all
your GFA utilities together, making
programming simple.
Uncompressed size - 23K
Page 14

Size - 23K

Pacie 13

ies

Video Tape Catalogue
Make life simple and keep track of all
your favourite tapes with this high
resolution video catalogue.
Size - 47K
Page 16

Buttonz Basic

• Recapture the spell-casting
creatures that have been released) by
Hewlett, the apprentice wizard.

Magic Boy
BY: EMPIRE

Create your own superb animations
complete with sound effects using
this excellent animation program.
You can even create sprites using
other paint packages.
Uncompressed size - 509K
Page 14

Squidgey 2
Deceptively cute platform puzzler
that's not quite as easy as it looks.
Size - 56K
Page13

RESOLUTION: LOW

use Mac, NeXT, PC, Sun and Falcon

RESOLUTION ONLY
MACHINE: ALL STS AND STES

sound samples on your ST. Falcon
compatible.

MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

Size-110K

Page 16

Back-Up

Play safe and make backup copies of
both of your ST FORMAT Cover
Disks. It must be done.

Not the time of a train but a sound

sample converter enabling you to

DMA Sound

Stereo STE-only sound sample utility
using the DMA hardware. Sample
directly from your Desktop.
Uncompressed Size - 68K
Page 13

Monkey
Create up to 20 function key macros
in any program with this great
Desk Accessory.
Size-13K

Page 16

Size-13K

Page 16

Turn to page 19 for our second
Cover Disk - Wordflair an integrated
document processor from Hisoft.

FILES: MAGICBOY.TOS
UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 386K

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

down on your joystick and drop the

JOYSTICK REQUIRED

creature into the cages at the bot
tom of the screen, you must cage
the creatures as soon as you catch
them or they escape from your

Hewlett, the apprentice wizard,
is a

mischievous little devil who

has been left in charge of his mas
ter's home. Unfortunately, the little
scamp has accidentally released
dozens of dastardly spell-casting
creatures who are now creating
havoc around the huge magical
house. Your task is to help Hewlett
capture the creatures and lock them
up again, accompanied by a catchy
jangly tune.
This exclusive fully playable
demo of Magic Boy features

four complete

sack. There are bonuses to collect

from the Cover Disk, put your Cover
Disk away in a safe place. Now run
MAGICBOY.TOS on your new disk,
the demo decompacts itself while
you wait. When the demo has fin
ished decompacting you can delete

cally and you are ready for some
creature-catching action.

and obstacles to avoid, beware of

veyor belts.
The Magic Boy demo is huge,
so we've squished it down into a
self-extracting archive to fit it on
the Cover Disk. To un-squish it you
have to get a blank formatted disk
and copy the MAGICBOY.TOS pro
gram onto it from your Cover Disk.
Once you have copied the program

HOW TO HELP HEWLETT
Hewlett has plenty to

Bonus fruit: collect these

deal with on this level -

for extra points.

there are magic conveyor

Hewlett: the Magic Boy

belts, loopy creatures and

himself.

bonuses to
collect

levels from

of the game features a mas
sive 64 levels. Using your joy
Score: er, your
stick you have to run and
score so far.
jump around each level
shooting the little creatures,
ii Energy: keep an
don't worry about hurting
. <lt»«J<?W. eye on your
'.L'^IM'l'J ;r~
them, they are only dazed.
energy level.
When you have stunned a
mooatii'-Q
creature rush up to him and
• Here's Hewlett dazing the dinosaur.
stuff him into your sack, once
The bomb, believe it or not, is a
bonus, so you must collect it.
inside he struggles frantically. Pull

FORMAT

the demo loads and runs automati

the skull and crossbones and con

Sand Land - the full version

ST

MAGICBOY.TOS from the disk. To
run Magic Boy put the disk in the
drive and press the reset button,

ISSUE
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Before you take even one step further, read this carefully
Tread carefully
To keep your STF Cover Disk safe,

always a good idea to read these for

have

the

file

extension

DOC.

It's

write-protect it by moving the black

more

tab so you can see through the hole.

Double-click

Nothing can now be written to your
Disk. Write-protection also keeps

Show to display the text. If text dis
appears off the screen when you try
to read a DOC file in low res, change
to medium resolution and try again.

your Disk safe from viruses.

Study the map
Space on the Cover Disk pages is lim
ited, so you may find text files for
some programs on the Disk. These

information
on

on

a

them

program.

and

select

Avoid the pitfalls
To keep your ST FORMAT Cover Disk
safe you should make a backup, so if

anything goes wrong, you still have
the original. Because we use a spe
cial disk format to squeeze programs
on to the Disk, you can't do a direct

We use a double-sided disk format. If

Back-up program. Follow the instruc
tions on page 16 and you can't go
wrong. Now there's no need to risk
damaging or losing your disk again!
Some programs are compressed

can't read STF Cover Disks, or much

to fit on the Disk and cannot be run

cost as little as £35.

MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE
FOLDER: SOMA

FILES: S0MA.DOC, SOMA.PRG,
SOMA.SPR

ent shapes which you have to
assemble into the complete cube.

READ: SOMA:DOC
GET STARTED WITH:

S0MA.DOC, SEE BELOW
Soma

is a

brain-teaser based

on the ancient Soma Cube puzzle,
where a cube is split up into differ

Squidgey

There are over 130 different

ways to assemble the cube from
the seven pieces and none of them
is particularly easy - in fact, you
can spend hours desperately trying
to get the pieces to fit together. The

ONLY
MACHINE: ALL STS AND STES

pick the button up. You can now
walk on any platform with dia

READ: READMEQU.ICK

monds

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

destroy them. Be careful though,
you must collect the buttons in the

Squidgey is a cute platform
game where you have to help the
little Squidgey fellow get from the

correct order to clear the level and

MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

start

JOYSTICK REQUIRED

Astounding stuff. Actually it's not
quite as easy as it sounds because
some of the platforms contain

FOLDERS: SQUIDGY2,
LEVELS.FSE

FILES: READMEQU.ICK,
REGISTER.FSE, SQUIDGE2.PRG,
SQUID1.LEV, SQUID2.LEV,
SQUID3.LEV, SQUID4.LEV,

puzzle is completely mousecontrolled and it's dead easy
to get the hang of it. Select
one of the seven shapes at
the top of the screen and
click on the down arrow, the shape
is transferred to the hexagon on
the left. The piece is rotated in
three dimensions by clicking on the
small cube at the top left of the
screen, you see the cube in the
middle of the screen. To position
the piece exactly where you want

SIZE: 56K

SQUID5.LEV

BY: TOBY LIDDICOAT

RESOLUTION: LOW RESOLUTION

it, click on the direction arrows with

to find. Sob.

MACHINE: ALL STS AND STES,

of the

coloured

screen

diamonds

to

the

exit.

embedded

within them - walk over them and

your energy level plummets to zero
in seconds.
The

trick

is

to

collect

the

coloured buttons scattered around

on the walls above the platforms,

You are strongly advised to buy
a new double-sided drive which can

the left or right buttons. When you
are satisfied with the position of
the piece, the arrow at the bottom
of the screen transfers the shape to
the right hexagon where the cube
is assembled. Used pieces are indi
cated by a blue border.
If everything goes dreadfully

there are 130 other solutions

RESOLUTION ONLY

of the new software since singlesided drives are obsolete.

• Slotting the last piece into

then smugly informs you that

RESOLUTION: LOW

you own a single-sided drive, you

the last gap gives you a great
sense of satisfaction. Soma

BY: MARK J GALLAGHER

FALCON030 IN ST LOW

Is your drive obsolete?

disk to disk copy. We've made life
easy for you, however, with this

Soma

RESOLUTION MODE

directly from it. Follow the instruc
tions here and all is fine.

of the

same

colour

and

wrong you can remove pieces from
the cube by selecting the shape at
the top of the screen and clicking
on the up arrow, and if you get too
frustrated you can quit the pro

gram by clicking on the "Q" with
both mouse buttons.

Have a go, you can play for
ages and are probably cursing for
most of the time.

• Squidgey 2 is Shareware. If you
want the full version with extra

levels and a special level editor to

customise the game send £5 to Toby
Liddicoat, 10 Montgomery Avenue,
Lowestoft. Suffolk NR32 4DZ.

you have to sacrifice some energy
to be able to do this. There are five

levels to get through and it's not an
easy task.
To play you must copy the
contents of the SQUIDGY2 folder to

the root directory of a blank for
matted disk - that is, not in any
folders. This is because the pro
gram looks for the LEVELS.FSE
folder in the root directory of Drive
A and gets confused if it can't find

• Be very, very careful where you
direct Squidgey, standing on the
platforms with diamonds in them

can lead to a swift and untimely

stand in front of a coloured button

it there. Make sure you make a
backup copy of the Squidgey 2 disk

the buttons on the wall so you can

and pull down on the joystick to

and get collecting those buttons.

zap the diamonds

DMA
Sound

run the program from the Desktop
you can choose the file to play by
using the file selector, the files

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM AND

DMA Sound is a small utility
enabling you to play stereo DMA
sound samples directly from the
Desktop of your STE by doubleclicking on them. DMA samples
cannot be played by the STFM as it

sions for DMA Sound to play them.
DMA samples can be recorded at

HIGH RESOLUTION

doesn't have the correct hardware.

four set frequencies, 6KHz, 12KHz,

MACHINE: STE, MEGA STE, TT

The program has been com
pressed to fit it onto the Cover Disk.

25KHz and 50KHz. If a file you wish
to play is a 12KHz sample then you

demise. Wander around and collect

Naughty creature: recapture
them all. Touch one and

you lose a life.

Bonus: shoot these to

release fruit and power-ups.

Exit arrow: leave the screen

here and you loop around to
the other side.

Cages: drop the creatures

you capture and they end
up here.

BY: MOUNTAIN SOFTWARE

AND FALCON
MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

Get

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

copy DMASND.TOS to it, now run
DMASND.TOS to decompact the
files within. When fully decom
pressed
you
can
delete
DMASND.TOS from your blank
disk. Only DMA samples can be
played using DMA Sound, if you

FOLDER: DMASOUND
FILES: DMASND.TOS
UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 68K

READ: DMASOUND.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: SEE NEXT
COLUMN

a

formatted

blank

disk

and

must have the correct file exten

must change the file extension to
.12, and if it's a 12KHz stereo sam

ple then the file extender must be
.12S. The same rules apply for
6KHz, 25KHz and 50KHz samples.
Full instructions are included in the

DMASOUND.DOC for setting
your STE to play the samples.

ISSUE
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GETTING IN CONTROL
When you halt an animation the

control panel appears, along with
screen one and the first frame of

sprite number one. Here's a quick
rundown of the control panel

Screen: select the screen that you want

Zero: resets the script timer to zero.

to work on.

I Sprite: select the sprite that you want

functions

Q

Edit: start creating an animation script.

Colour scroll bar: select the colours to

Jbe scrolled.

Current screen: the screen being
worked on is displayed.

Current sprite: the sprite being worked
on is displayed.

Run: runs the current script in memory.

| to work on.
I Frame: selects current frame of sprite

Step: plots sprite positions one timer

| animation.

count at a time.

n

Colour scroll:

Save: saves a script file to disk.

toggles colour
rolling on and off.
]

T-V

0 B a c k : run the timer backwards for exact

Delay: controls
the speed of the

sprite positioning.This makes sure the
sprites start in the right place.

animation, set to zero

-

for full speed.

m

I

\^_^

I I sounds from the
t

sound sample library.

|,_ I Cycle: toggles sprite cycling on and off.

j

COLOUR SCR

•

••+mI££I
FRRIIF 6

0 A u t o : scripts saved with the Auto
function enabled run automatically
when they are loaded.

I Sounds: selects

DELHlS

Iml '*'ra'': one sprite
. I I can be assigned a

, J-

Loop: this sets the animation to contin
uously loop.

trail to move across

I the screen.
512K ST.

Movie
Master

Movie Master is enor

mous - in fact, it's so big we've had
to compress it into two separate
self-extracting archives. To unpack

BY: ALLAN KNOPP, SOFT BITS

Movie Master follow these simple

RESOLUTION: LOW
RESOLUTION ONLY

steps. Copy M0VIE1.T0S to a blank
formatted working disk and then

MACHINE: ALL STS AND STES

run it, soon all the files decom

MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K,

press. You can
now delete
M0VIE1.T0S from your working
disk. Now copy M0VIE2.T0S to the

1 MBYTE RECOMMENDED

FOLDER: MOVIE

FILES: M0VIE1.TOS,

blank disk and run it - after a bit of

M0VIE2.T0S

waiting all the files decompress.
When everything has unpacked

UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 509K

Master is a great animation pro

you can delete M0VIE2.T0S from
the working disk.
The first thing to do is make a
copy of your Movie Master disk
using the Cover Disk Back-Up pro
gram, once you've done this put
your backup copy away and read
or print the WHATS_UP.DOC file.

gram enabling you to move sprites

This file contains the full instruc

over background screens even on a

tions for using the program, it's

READ: WHATS_UP.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Now you can create stunning
animations using sprites and sam

pled sounds without any previous
programming knowledge. Movie

Buttonz
BY: MAJICSOFT

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM AND
HIGH RESOLUTIONS

MACHINE: ALL STS AND STES,
NOT TOS 1.2
MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K
HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

FOLDER: B.BASIC
FILES: BUTTONZ.TOS
UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 231K
READ: SHELL.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Programming in GFA Basic has
never been so simple, thanks to
Buttonz Basic. Buttonz Basic is

illST
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a

shell program for GFA Basic
designed to make programming in
GFA easier for you. It's a utility
which enables you to access all of
your GFA utility programs from one
menu - you can get to your main
GFA editor, compiler, a text editor,
disk utility programs, resource edi
tor, Desk Accessories and system
parameters. In fact, you can do all
your GFA programming from
within the Buttonz Basic shell by
clicking on buttons.
The
program
works
by
enabling you to define paths for
your GFA programs from the setup
screen, click on the utility or path
you wish to define and the file
selector appears. Select file paths
and program names as normal and

worth taking the time to read it so
you understand exactly how the
program works.
Run the program by doubleclicking on the MMASTER.PRG file,
you're greeted by the title screen
and a couple of options. You can
either load the script of demo ani
mation supplied or start creating
your own script from scratch.
Select the load option and load the
512KDEMO.MMS using the file

Movie Master is really designed to
use sprites created with Sprite
Master GOLD or the original Animatic Sprite Master. You can get a
copy of this if you register the pro
gram with the author - see below
for more details on how to do so.

Get into the program and
have a good play around with it,
it's straightforward and easy to get
to grips with and enables you to
create some very complex anima

selector. The demo loads and runs,

tions in a short time with the mini

clicking the right mouse button or
the Spacebar halts the demo and
the control panel appears.
You can use the sprites con
tained in the 512KDEMO to practice
making your own animations, but
you are just not restricted to the
sprites
included
with
Movie

mum of fuss.

Master.

You

can

use

blocks

cut

from Degas or Neochrome screens
and use them as sprites, although

then click on the OK button, Buttonz
Basic remembers the details and

whisks you straight to the program
or directory at the click of a button.
This is a demo version of the pro
gram, so you can't save the config
uration for next time.

into

a

self-extracting

archive to enable us to shoe-horn it
onto the

disk with

all

the

other

goodies. Copy BUTTONZ.TOS to a
blank formatted disk and run the

program, Buttonz Basic decom
presses itself and writes all its files
onto your blank disk in a few min
utes. Once everything has decompacted you may then delete
BUTTONZ.TOS from your blank
disk.

Now

run the

registration fee to the author of the
program. This covers the time and
effort spent in writing and improving
the software. If you register Movie
Master for £5 you get a full copy of
Sprite Master GOLD.

Basic program by double-clicking
on SHELL.PRG, although it's a good
idea to read SHELL.DOC first for a

full description of all the options
available. Now get programming!
Get the full monty

Buttonz Basic has been com

pressed

Shareware

Movie Master is a Shareware pro
gram, that means if you like it and use
it on a regular basis you must send a

main

Buttonz

This demo version of Buttonz Basic

gives you a good idea of what a timesaver the shell program is when you
are programming in GFA Basic. The
demo is fully functional except for the
Save Configuration option, so you
have to set up the paths to your pre
ferred programs every time you run
this version of Buttonz Basic. The full

version of the program is available
from Bath Publications, 43 Midford

Road, Bath BA2 5RW for £29.95, give
them a call on n

0225 480700 or fax

them on 0225 480600.

MULTI
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LEMMINGS 2 "THE TRIBES" From Psygnosis
"RGOLD: "Its everything you'd expect and much mdre beside - Ajoy iolook at. listen
3ndto play"You've saved the Lemmingsnow save the Tribes in this sensational sequel,
12 Tribes withover 60 new skills, a challenge forall ages from 7 -70.

ST ACTION 94%

ST USER 93%
£30.99
R.R.P.

DYNABLASTER From Ubisoft
;.,<•. -•

ST ACTION A1 RA TED 92% "The most addictive thing since Rainbow Island", (includes
adaptor forup to 5 playergame) Place yourbombs toprotectyourselfin thistotally mind
blowing game. "In one player mode, it's a massive and addictive task but in head to head.
with 5 players, this is trulyawesorne" CVG

ST FORMA T GOLD A WARD 92%
VOTED BESTMULTIPLA Y GAME OF THE YEAR
£19.99
R.R.P.

D/GENERATION From Mindscape
Virtual Reality meetsAction Adventure inthis innovative game. Over 120rooms filled with traps and
surprises, unique storyline andhumourous animation allgo tomakethis game tosr~' ~
"D/Generation has everything every game should have". ST ACTION

1ST ACTION Al RATED 93%

PREMIER MANAGER From Gremlin

ur Pric

>e the next Graham Taylor? Findout ifyou've got whatit takes to runa football team with

12.99

this sophisticated strategy game. Features include Cup competitions, Sponsorship deals, 1-4 players
' rs. "It's easy to pickup and easy to play. Best of allit'seasy toget into" ST ACTION.

1ST ACTION

ST FORMAT 85%

£25.99
R.R.P.

ARMOUR-GEDDON From Psygnosis
ST ACTION: "Don't find time to play Armour-Geddon, Make time"..

£9.99

Canyou save what's leftof humanity Irom a deadlynew weapon? Control up to 6 vehicles at
once, buildup your arsenal and help create your own new weapon system. Also leatures a

f4i less t

serial link option for head to head action

ST ACTION 90%
£129.95
R.R.P.

From GST
Timeworks was probablythe world's most popularDTPpackage forthe ST: now TIMEWORKS 2 is available
"an excellent buy lor both beginners and experienced users alike"ST USER.

V

It's faster andmore efficient andhasa range ofextra fonts. All in alla terrific package.

POST & PACKING £1.00 PER ITEM

TITLE

QTY INPCRIPC&EP

TOTAL

LEMMINGS 2 THE TRIBES (1 MEG)

15.99

DYNABLASTER (1 MEG)

16.49

D/GENERATION (1 MEG)

10.99

PREMIER MANAGER

13.99

NAME:

ARMOUR-GEDDON

10.99

ADDRESS:.

TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER 2

50.95

NON EEC ORDERS DEDUCT 10%

)2^§

ORDER BY PHONE 0726 68020

OR POST WITH CHEQUE/PO OR CARD No:

POSTCODE

£

POST TO: MULTI FREQUENCY

PO BOX 68, ST AUSTELL, CORNWALL. PL25 4YB

CARD NO:
EXPIRY DATE:

Allow upto 28days for delivery

•Qrcfer_s- noijnpjly despatched same day

49.95

COVER

DISK

GUIDES

BY: BRIAN TILLEY

you don't want to take any risks
with your data. All it takes is a
small electromagnetic pulse to
wipe your ST FORMAT Cover Disk
clean and you are left without all

RESOLUTION: ALL

that wonderful software.

RESOLUTIONS

Luckily we always provide the
cleverly programmed and ready-touse Back-up program on the Disk
so you never have to go through
the trauma of staring at a blank
directory window. Always make a
backup copy of your Cover Disk you know it makes sense.

* Cover Disk

Back-Up
MACHINE: ALL MACHINES
MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K
HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

FOLDER: BACKUP

FILES: BACKLUP.TOS
SIZE: 13K
GET STARTED WITH:
BACK UP.TOS, SEE BELOW

With

almost

1.5MBytes

To squeeze more programs
on our Cover Disk we use a special
ten sector format, unfortunately

of

this completely baffles the Desktop
disk copy routine of your ST and it

software on the main Cover Disk

and Wordflair on the second Disk

gives up in disgust when it tries to

copy the

disk.

Back-up is the

answer to your prayers, it makes a
pristine copy of your Cover Disk
with

a

minimum

of

fuss

and

bother.
It
uses
your
ST's
memory to store data so that the
Disk is backed up with the fewest
possible disk swaps, if you have a
1MByte machine then only one
swap is required.
Have a blank disk ready and
write-protect your Cover Disk, slide
the little black tab so you can see
through the hole. This ensures that

You can back up other disks

and the function key you wish to

BY: H SCHONFELD & B

SPELLENBERG

<F1> to <F10> gives you your first

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM AND

MACHINE: ALL STS, TT AND

ten

FALCON
MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

nate> <F1> to

macros

and

<Shift>

<Alter-

F10> gives you

nnuert sannle

nport sanplei I

HIGH RESOLUTION ONLY

MACHINE: ALL STS, TT AND

macros 11 to 20. Press <Alternate>

FALCON

MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

FOLDER: MONKEY

and the function key to finish defin
ing a macro.

FILES: MONKEY.ACC,
MONKEY.RSC. README

disk from the Monkey Desk Acces

FILES: 525E.PRG, README,

SIZE: 13K
READ: README

sory, if you include a macro file

SOUND1.WAV, SOUND2.WAV

called

SIZE: 110K

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

Macro sets can be saved to

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Monkey is a macro editor
enabling up to 20 text macros to be
stored

memory and accessed at any
time - this is perfect if you are
entering line after line of near
identical

data

in

a

in drive B.

using the Back-up program, but
you can't copy game disks because
they're protected.

store the macro on, <Alternate>

and

in drive A and the destination disk

disk. Run the BACKJJP.TOS pro
gram on your Cover Disk and when
it's loaded choose option 1, this is

BY: THE DUKE

once

is the blank disk that you are copy
ing the data onto. If you have two
disk drives then put the source disk

can't accidentally wipe the

you

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM AND
HIGH RESOLUTION

at

Cover Disk and the destination disk

memory. To define a macro all that
you have to do is press <Alternate>

Monkey

defined

the copy option. Keep an eye on
the screen and swap disks when
you're prompted by the program.
In a few short minutes you have a
perfect copy of your Cover Disk
ready to use.
If you get confused while
swapping disks, remember that the
source disk is your ST FORMAT

word

in

MONKYMAC.MAC

in

the

root directory it is loaded automati
cally when you boot your ST.
Pressing any function key, or
<Shift> and any function key trig
gers the macro.

m

•

processor or a database. The
macros are assigned to the
function keys and can be up to
127 characters long.
Because Monkey is a
Desk Accessory you must copy
it to the root directory of your
boot disk, not in a folder. The

This loads and saves nar.ro definitions
for MONKEY, The macros thenselves nay

be defined anytine with ALT-F1/F18 and
executed with F1/F18 alone, Holding thi
SHIFT key gives you 16 nore, Pressing

Pile format

® Keep

8DVS ® AVR

5*
f •
c

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

rrnTu

I

lb Bit
II, Bit
g Bit
ib Bit

Stereo
St»re» ri»h m> <><:!<
Stereo
Mono

SND OHflV
- Save options •

•
•

Bit Mono i(»Il:»|>»i:l<
8

Bit Mono

Maxinize vol
Fade in/out

FOLDER: 525

I It all looks simple but 525 is the

READ: README

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Now you can use high quality
sound samples from almost any
source on your ST, it doesn't mat

M0 H K E V

S0UMD1

Data reduction

ter if the sample was originally cre
ated on a PC, a Macintosh, a NeXT
or a Sun Workstation, this handy

most versatile sound sample
conversion program available for
any computer. Probably.

simple options displayed. Click on
the Import Sample box and select
one of the two sample WAV format
files we have included on the disk.

program can convert it to the Atari

To save the sample as an ST for
mat AVR file, click on the AVR but

AVR format for you.

ton in the File format box and then

To use the program, copy the
525 folder to a blank disk or to your
hard drive. Once you have copied

ALT and r, gor dchanges the color

the folder read the README file

palette (anywhere!! Enjoy! Ui

included for detailed

instructions

click the Export button. The file is
now saved with the original name
and the AVR file extension.

Files

can

be

converted

in

either direction, so you can convert

ST samples to NeXT and Mac for

MONKEY.ACC and MONKEY.RSC,

store an infinite number of macros

on converting and using sound
samples between the various for
mats. To get started, run 525E.PRG

when they have been copied reset
your ST and Monkey is loaded into

sets on an infinite number of

and select Convert from the file

monkeys. 'IMuff said.

menu. A window opens with a few

Tape
Catalogue

database and a menu button. Click

record

ing on the menu button calls the

index time of each one. All actions

main menu which enables you to
access the rest of the program. The
options available are file menu,

can be aborted by selecting the
Cancel button at any time.
Video Tape Catalogue is a
useful utility that demonstrates

files you

need to copy are

I Monkey magic indeed, you can

BY: PETER CLARKE

Keeping track of programs and
films you've video-taped can be a
bit daunting if you have more than
20 or 30 tapes in your collection.
Everyone means to sit down and

RESOLUTION: HIGH

sort them out but it's one of those

record menu, statistics, informa

RESOLUTION ONLY

jobs that you put off, again and
again. The Video Tape Catalogue is
a quick and painless way for you to
finally do it.
Copy the VIDEO folder to a

tion, exit and quit.
Selecting the file menu
enables you to load and save your

MACHINE: ALL STS AND STES
MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE
FOLDER: VIDEO

FILES: VIDEO.PRG, VIDEO.DOC,
README.DOC, UPDATE.DOC
SIZE: 47K

READ: README.DOC,
UPDATE.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: SEE RIGHT
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blank disk or a hard drive directory
and then click on VIDEO.PRG to run

the program. The main database
screen pops up with a row of but
tons along the bottom, arrows to
scroll back and forth through your

database files to disk, one file is

included for you to study. Database
files can also be printed out singly
or as a complete record from the
file

menu.

The

record

menu

enables you to add, delete and edit
records, you can enter up to eight
programs on each video-tape

mat or even convert Mac samples
to PC formats.

Now your sound sample
library can expand limitlessly.
including

details

of the

what can be achieved with

GFA

Basic and a little thought. You're
not just restricted to using video
tape information, you can enter
any type of data providing you with
a quick and easy to use database
for any subject. If you want to copy
the source code so you can see
how it's written, send a disk with

return postage and a donation to
the address in the Readme file.

What's your problem?
1. This Disk won't load!

I

Before you do anything else, check your drive. If it's older than 1988, it's prob

ably single-sided and cannot format any disk to more than 360K - this also
means it can't read ST FORMAT Cover Disks. Single-sided drives are obsolete
and it's well worth upgrading. Replacement drives are easy to fit and cost as
little as £35.

So your drive's spanking new, or at least it's double-sided. ST FORMAT
duplicates hundreds of thousands of Disks every month so, unfortunately,
some are bound to be defective or damaged in some way. If the Disk just
won't load, or you can't open a window at all, there's nothing in it, or the
folder names are gobbledegook - the Disk is defective. It doesn't happen

GREAT ST PROGRAMS

often, but please accept our sincere apologies. You're guaranteed a free
replacement if you return the Disk to:

for just £14.95

ST FORMAT November Disk Returns,
PO Box 21, Daventry. IUIM1 5BU
Enclose a sturdy self-addressed envelope (unstamped - we'll pay for the
postage) and a brief letter explaining the problem. If you're worried about
trusting your precious Disk to the mails, the Royal Mail's Recorded Delivery
service costs only 55p on top of the normal postage.
Please don't send your defective Disk to any other address than the

- that means a mere

14p per program!

above one - we have no stocks of Disks at the Bath or Somerton offices.

2.1 can't work out this Cover Disk program!
Your Disk seems OK; everything loads, but you've got a problem with one of
the programs. Make sure you've read all the relevant Cover Disk pages and
any document files on the Disk. Try consulting your ST owner's manual - that
may have the information you need. Still got a problem? Then give us a ring
on Wednesday afternoon. Telephone the ST FORMAT Cover Disk Hotline
•a 0225 442244 on Wednesday between 2 - 6 pm only.
We don't write the Cover Disk programs ourselves and don't know as
much about them as the programmers, but we'll do our best to sort your
problem out. The above phone line is for Cover Disk problems only.

pmos

3. I have a problem with this other program I bought!
The best place to start is the distributor of the program. Most software
houses run some kind of helpline service - check the information that came
with your software for the number.

4. I've still got an ST problem!
If you've still got a problem, you suspect your machine may be faulty, or you
need an answer to a more general query - then you have two options, (a)
Ring the official Atari Helpline " 031 332 93233 on any day from Monday to
Saturday 6 pm - 11 pm or on Sundays from 8pm to 11pm. (b) Write to ST
Answers, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW - and let

ST FORMAT'S team of experts tackle your problem in the pages of STF.
Please could you indicate on the envelope what type of problem it is.

Nearly 6M Bytes of creative and
productivity programs, games and utilities
from the cream of the ST FORMAT Cover

Disks come together along with a specially
produced booklet detailing all you need to
know about each of the 100 programs.

Share your creations with STF

It's brilliant!

We pay for your software - games, utilities, demos - anything good,
original and short. Ifyou've written anything worthy of appearing on

Please send me my
100 programs

STF's Cover Disk, send it with this form and full documentation to:

Clive Parker, ST FORMAT Cover Disk Editor, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Please be patient: we get absolutely loads of
submissions, and we try to give them all a fair testing!

Name.
Address

Name
Address

Daytime phone_

.Telephone.

Postcode

Yes! Please rush me J sets of 100 programs at the

_Program title _

incredible price of just £14.95

Total size in K

TOTAL ORDER

On a separatesheet, explain concisely what the programdoes and whyyou
happen to think it's so brilliant.
Remember to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Write your
name and address on the disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a copy of your
program, because contributions are non-returnable • Enclose an attractive
bribe. Not that it makes a difference.

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for
publication in ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I hereby
agree to indemnify Future Publishing against any legal action should
copyright problems arise.

Signed .

Pay by either: • AccessD VisaD Cheque

P0 (please tick)

Credit card No

Expiry date

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies I—I
Customers outside the UKplease add £4 for overseas delivery
Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to: Future Publishing Limited.

SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMA TMail Order,
Future Publishing, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.
You don't even need a stamp if you post it in the UK!

Protext 6 - A Winning Performance
Protext is still the fastest
• Fastest at editing.
• Fastest at spell checking.
• Fastest at printing.

Protext still has the best

printer support
• Hundreds of printers supported
• PostScript driver included NEW
• Scalable font support NEW
• Colour printing NEW
• Automatic line spacing NEW

Protext still has the most

advanced features including:
• Styles NEW
• Graphics import NEW
• Spelling checker
• Thesaurus

• Hyphenation
• Document analysis
• Glossary NEW

Some highlights of Protext 6
Styles

Document Layout

Styles let you make flexible

An easy to use dialogue lets
you lay out your page
precisely as you want using

use of printer fonts and
effects. You can change a font
throughout a document with
a single operation.

Graphics
Graphic images may be
imported into a Protext
document. Supports IMG,
PCX, GIF and IFF. You can

select any resolution and
scale the image. Dot matrix,
inkjet and laser printers.

.mmm

mx

•

Footnotes

• Widows and orphans
•

Index and contents

• Addition of numbers

• File sorting
• Mail merge

inches or cm for the page

length, margins and tabs.

• Programming language

Printers

Protext is now easier
than ever to use

Protext's unrivalled

understanding of printers gives
you the highest quality printing

• Menus and dialogue boxes
• Interactive Help NEW

at the highest possible speed.
Using a printer's built in fonts

• Macro editor NEW

• Dictionary editor NEW

enables Protext to print pages in
seconds rather than the minutes

taken by some programs.

limmmmmmrnim

Q

S

for just £99 inclusive- For tne Atari ST and TT-

WL

Phone us today and we will send you a usable demo version and a
full specification, absolutely free. Upgrade offers available - please
call us for the current price.

Amor Ltd (STF), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough, PE1 3HA

Tel: 0733 68909 (24 hr),

Fax: 0733 67299

WORDFLAIR

COVER
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COVER
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This month we're being ever

Desk

File

Edit

so generous and giving you a
whole program - worth over

with a hard drive and a monitor -

beyond that of a desktop publish
ing program and it means that you

although the program works per-

it

has features

above

preferably

a

mono

Open will loads a previously
saved docunent. A dialog box
will give you the option of
saving your current file

first, Then the GEM Iten
Selector appears and you can
open the desired docunent,

5

and

enables you to combine text,
graphics, calculations and data
from the same place. It's much

Open

..;gr\il
""J"'hlfis.,di<i
tsappear-J'ls
Hreally since they nake, it
Hilif.f itiilt' to' read' evehytfii
•jBi'i tiny if 'they don*t

can create eye-catching documents
without having to fiddle around

Wordflair

Help

H

^W+

!godrtex'r tieri;•if •kiorf' ci|e

sor,

it.

4-

•'1 ijlje•|fii?• a|nd ]na%ica1l's q1

more complex than a word proces

within

Page

DLt:mEDC

^ou ciri iasTIs start to' ty

with lots of different programs.
With Wordflair you can do every
thing simply and without fuss.
First off you need at least
1MByte of RAM, a double floppy
drive system or one floppy drive

from

Stale

UNTITLED

%i • I• i &

Paula Richards shows you
how to get started

do

Font

aiiiiBapiiBiaLi

3 D

Wordflair, from Hisoft.

to

Record

AB + -

£50. It's a brilliant integrated
document processor called

T h i s is one helluva program
- you can do almost every
thing you've ever wanted

Fomat

IRITE1.

monitor,

Page 2 of 21.

I If you're confused about any of Wordflair's many options just click on the
Help option and a drop-down menu appears enabling you to discover more
information about any of the choices in the program. Here the Open option is
examined in more detail.

fectly happily in medium resolu
tion, and GDOS or G+Plus. Before

you start anything, read, inwardly
absorb and act upon the instruc
tions in the Installing GDOS boxout
on page 21. As always, be sure to
make a backup copy of your disk

which you should work from - put
the original away in a safe place.
Turn on your ST, insert the
disk and click on the WF.PRG icon

and the Wordflair screen appears so

now

you

can

start

typing

straight away.

First steps to get going creating documents in Wordflair
^T5^jT^^»7^^T^<r^'7^nj^M(
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To affect where your nargins are and where you get your
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I Once you've started writing on the

You can copy boxes, if you want more

Click on the Write Icon and you can

Background Writing Area you might

than one of the same size, just by hold

create a box into which you can either

decide that you'd prefer to make the

ing down the Shift key and the right
mouse button and dragging the box onto a dif
ferent section of the page. This is very useful
for creating databases. Doing this only dupli

page look different with a two or three column
structure and narrower paragraph indents, for

example. You can either change everything
from this dialog box or use the arrows at the
top of the text writing box. Just left click on
the markers and move them to the place that

cates the writing area, however, not anything
that's in the box. Make sure you don't attempt
to overlap boxes - Wordflair's not very happy

you prefer. Creating documents with more

about you doing that.

than one column gives a professional "ner

You can alter attributes of the fonts -

import text or type some words that you
especially want to stand out from the rest of

the page. If you decide you want to change the
look of the page you can move the box about
by right-clicking with the mouse button until
the hand icon appears and then move the box.

If you need to make the box bigger, hold down
the right button and make it hover near one of

the box's "handles" until it becomes a pointing

paper" sort of look to a page and the margins

whether they're italicised, underlined or what

finger. You can then alter the size of the box

you choose also affect the overall "feel."

ever and their size - from the Style menu.

from there as you want it.
pa
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Create a box with the Calc icon and

To create graphs - either bar charts,

double-click in it to get this dialog box.

line graphs or pie charts - create a box

It gives you the chance to perform

with the Graph Icon. It's likely to take
up quite a lot of space so make sure you

calculations and have the answers included in

Bieastlord
aScrabble
•Toki
•Strike Fleet
nHardbal!

U H e r e you can see the finished graph taking up much more room than
initially anticipated! The key is on the

side - you can see what game relates to which

the main document. The formula could be just

position the box in a place on the page where

block and the axis is clearly labelled as

the sum you want to work out, you choose

it can be expanded. Here you just click on the

indicated in the initial dialog box. If you would

whether you want the answer to actually

icon relating to the sort of graph you want to

rather show the same data in a different

relate to anything - for example either money •
(click on Pound) or as a percentage (click on

create, label the vertical and horizontal axes

format just go back to the initial dialog box

under V-Axis and H-Axis. Data Set is for the

and click on the relevant icon and it magically

Percent) and where you want the answer

numerical entries you want to include and the

alters. Once you've mastered all these arts,

displayed - for example click in Left for it to be
positioned on the left side of the box.

labels relate to the key which ends up

you can go on to merging files from the

positoned to the side of the graph.

different aspects of the program.

Command at your touch
Just hit the keys as you would do
normally to start creating your doc
uments - the words just wrap
themselves around so you don't
have to hit <Return> - if you do

letter just left of the cursor and
move around the document using
the cursor keys. Hit <Delete> to
erase letters to the right of the cur
sor. If you make a mistake you can

you get further into the depths of
the program you discover how
much it all relates together - and
while it's quite intuitive generally
there are some areas where you

gone into the one for Wordflair- all
the instructions are easy to follow
and detailed ensuring you don't
miss a trick. Just fill out the coupon

you start a new paragraph. If you

normally just go to Undo in the
Edit menu to put it all back

want to erase mistakes you can hit

together

this

holding. This is where a manual
comes in handy. As with all of

on page 21, checking out the other
special offers as well, and you'll be
well on your way to business-like
pages and an organised life if you

<Backspace> which gets rid of the

doesn't work for deleted text. Once

Hisoft's manuals, a lot of work has

use all its features, s t f

again,

although

could do with a little bit of hand-

WORDFLAIR S WILDLY WONDERFUL, ER FEATURES
REFERENCE BAR - tells you the
title of the active region.

WRITE REGION - enables you to
create "Fixed Write Regions"

you can either write straight
into or import text into. You

GRAPH REGIONS - create graphs

PAGE VIEW ICON - toggles

containing pie, line or bar graphs

between normal and reduced

or with metafiles and image files.
You can supply the data you want

view. Reduced view enables you
to see how all the elements look

to include or take the data from

together on a page - you can

Calc regions.

also move the elements around

HELP VIEW ICON - toggles
between a single window dis

playing the active document and
two windows displaying the
active document in one window

and help info in another.

from here if you need to.

can use word processor func
tions within it and it always

stays in the same place in the
document.

CALC REGIONS - enables you
to create "Fixed Calc Regions"
that work out and show the

TITLE ICON - toggles between dis
document and the content of the

GRID ICON - this toggles between
displaying the Background Write
Regions with or without the grid.

results of ready-made formulae
and formulae you create. You

regions. You can give any Word
flair region a title of up to 20

The grid enables you to align
regions on the Background Write

can also link the answers into

characters.

Region, enabling you to create

templates for page design. It dis
appears when you begin to type.

graphs in Wordflair.
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DRAWING ICON - activates the

drawing pen so you can use to
draw lines ands arrows at various

widths and different directions of
arrowheads on.
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INSTALLING GDOS
To get the most out of Wordflair including being able to print your
documents and being able to view
other fonts than the system ones,
you need GDOS, Atari's system for
installing on-screen and printer fonts
for different styles ofjext

ASSIGNLQ.SYS for 24-pin Epson LQ
compatible printers.
ASSIGNLB.SYS
printers.
ASSIGIMLS.SYS

for

for

Atari's

the

Atari

9-pin

laser

I

If you have bought virtually any com

mercial""serious" software then you

printer came on a disk with it. Look
at the ASSIGN.SYS file for the spe
cific names of the driver and fonts.

Go

to

the

File

menu

Create

and

I select Import File.

the

folder

0 l \ l o w turn off your ST and
with

partition you indicated in the

matting a new floppy if you need to.
Import your ASSIGN.SYS file
into Wordflair.

your boot disk, if you're
using a double floppy disk
system make sure you use a newly
formatted disk.

I

I

The

first

line

of

the

I7 I ASSIGN.SYS file tells GDOS
where to look for the GDOS

0 C o p y only the appropriate
files for your system into the
folder as you can see below:

GDOS Disk One HILO RES folder.

or

PATH = A:\GDOS.SYS|
so when you run Wordflair there

G+FLAIR.PRX into the Auto

should be a disk in drive A with a

If

you're

using

G+FLAIR.PRX, rename G+FLAIR.PRG.

Copy the ASSIGN.SYS file for
your printer to the root
directory of your boot disk

and rename it as below either -

ASSIGNEP.SYS for 9-pin Epson FX80
compatible printers.

folder named GDOS.SYS that con

tains all the fonts and printer drivers
you need for your system. Change
the line to show where you keep
your fonts and drivers when you
start up the program. This folder is
often kept in partition C if you have a
hard drive - or alternatively keep the
fonts and drivers on drive B if you
have a double floppy system.

boot

disk

in the

0Unless your fonts and drivers
are on your boot disk, you
can now remove it.

Mono and large screen displays

fonts and drivers. It looks like

either GDOS.PRG

the

drive, boot the system - you
should see a message that GDOS or
G+Flair is in the system.

first line of the ASSIGN.SYS file, for

Create a folder called Auto on

folder.

Atari laser printer
The GDOS fonts and driver for this

(GDOS.SYS?) on the disk or

the following:

DCopy

PRINTER folder that's lurking inside
the NB15 folder.

Exit Wordflair.

0

for around £4.95. To install GDOS, do

1

1

GDOS Disk Two, contents of the

Load Wordflair.

probably have got GDOS - you can
use it with any other software that
requires it. If you don't have it get it
from the ST Club who can supply if

•

24-pin Epson LQ compatible printer

H S a v e your ASSIGN.SYS file
back out to disk by going to
the File menu and select Export
ASCII. Type in the whole name,
ASSIGN.SYS. At the prompt "Sepa
rate lines with carriage returns"
select yes.

0

contents of the

Insert the disk with Wordflair
and make sure the disk with
the fonts and drivers is in the

Medium res screen

GDOS Disk One -

proper drive - you can see this in the

contents of the

first line of the ASSIGN.SYS file.

MED RES folder.

Atari SMM884 printer
GDOS Disk One -

0 R u n Wordflair. Once it is up
and running you can remove

contents of the

PRINTER folder.

the

Wordflair disk

and the

disk with the fonts and drivers.

9-pin Epson FX80 compatible printer
GDOS Disk Two -

PRINTER

folder

contents of the

inside

For

the

more

details,

consult

the

READ ME file on the disk.

FX80 folder.

MAKE EVEN MORE OF WORDFLAIR
With this special offer you can purchase Wordflair 2
for £34.95 or Wordflair 2 with SpeedoGDOS for
£59.95. Both of these represent massive savings-so
fill out the coupon below and send it to Wordflair
Special Offers, Hisoft/AVR, The Old School, Green
field, Bedford MK45 5DE with the relevant payment.

ST FORMAT have teamed up with Hisoftto help you
make the most of this excellent package - we're not
going to leave you stranded with nowhere to turn,
not us. So take your pick of what you want to do.
PAGE ICON - this displays the
current page number.

VACUUM ICON - enables you
to remove unwanted items

from the background write
region - just like being able to
delete, really.

You pays your money
First off we're giving you the
chance to upgrade to the full and
complete version of the program,
complete with GF/a/r (Hisoft's ver

Wordflair upgrades from
ST FORMAT and Hisoft

sion of GDOS,) bundled with the

program disk in a neat Hisoft wal
let. You also get the superb easy
to follow manual which includes

Name

tutorials and detailed instructions

RECORD ICONS - these enable

you to go forwards and back
wards through records in a
database.
SCROLL BARS - click on the

tab and you can move through
out the document.

BACKGROUND WRITE - start

typing here if you want to get
going immediately.

on how to get the most out of the
program. All this for £24.95.

SpeedoGDOS compatible
If you want to run SpeedoGDOS
making the most of over 1,000 Bitstream Outline fonts, you need
the upgraded version - Wordflair
2. SpeedoGDOS gives you true
font scaling for all compatible
software, and a huge selection of
printer drivers so you can print
documents out so they are more
likely to print out as they appear
on-screen. The screen update sys
tem is much faster and there is

also none of that really fiddly
installation process that you get
with GDOS. For more details on

the FORMATGo\d rated

SpeedoGDOS turn to the review
in issue 50 - if you don't have a
copy, turn to page 47 to order it.

Address

Postcode

Daytime telephone number
Description

Quantity

Price

Wordflair complete version

£24.95

Wordflair 2

£34.95

Wordflair 2 and SpeedoGDOS

£59.95

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

AccessIZl Visa Q Switch G ConnectQ ChequeD Postal Order d
Cardnumber:D •

nDaDDDaDDDDDnDD

Expiry date: DDDD
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

To order by telephone call w 0525 718181 or you can fax 0525 713716
Please make all cheques payable to Hisoft/AVR
Send this form to Hisoft/AVR, The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE
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The fitari

Modern fitari

System So ftwar

Compendium

_.pac 3.10 - essential for all serious programrr

....illy! This book, from Scott Sanders, provides the
most comprehensive collection of information
designed for every level of Atari programmer. It
covers all Atari 680x0 computers from the 520ST up

who want to use these packages. Majoring on t

to Hip Falron030 and includes a detailed reference

This invaluable book contains all the latest detail

A'ari's newest system software together with tJ
dings for Lattice C 5.60, HiSoft BASIC 2.10 a

Imoh'nti nrucoiit in TOQ I II .1.-. {0 TOS 4,

^

Devpac 3.10

FALCON

030"

Weare pleased to announce the immediate availabilityof Devpac3.10, our latest releaseof the acclaimed
assembler/debugger package. Version 3.10 containsmany improvements and enhancements as wellas detailed
support for the new Falcon030. Upgradesstart from only£3for our GoldSupport customers, RRP remainsat £79.95.

Extra include files forSpeedoGDOS™,

gf Falcon030 AES and XBIOSsupport (full
details given in Modern Atari System Software)

MultiTOS™ and MiNT™

Improved debugging and editor facilities
including support for all Falcon resolutions
Editor now works in low-res on all

[*f

Falcon030-specific libraries for the
DSP/Video/Audio hardware

gf

versions of TOS!

Supplied with handy reference card giving
editor and debugger keyboard shortcuts

*&9-

isgr

BASIC 2.10
Ideal for both the beginner and the seasoned programmer, HiSoft BASIC 2 combines ease-of-use with
exceptionalpower and flexibility - the only BASIC that is still developed and supported in the UK.2.10
contains many new features detailed in an extra 32-page manual - upgrades start from £19.95, RRPis £99.95.
Extra include files for SpeedoGDOS™,
MultiTOS™ and MiNT™

Improved debugging and editor facilities
including support for all Falcon resolutions
Major GEM Toolbox improvements incl
dialogs with keyboard shortcuts and pop-ups

t^
[«tf

Named compiler options for simplicity
MultiTOS™ friendly dynamic

tf

Falcon030AES and DSP/Audio/Video
support (full details given in Modern
Atari System Software)

heap option

Lout

%£

BIGGER,
FASTER
Your ST is infinitely
expandable, there's
no upper limit to
the hardware you can
add to increase its

potential. Clive Parker

takes you to the outer

limits of DIY upgrading

Y o u r ST can run PC soft

ware, process informa

faster,

tion up to eight times
display graphics in 256

colours, 32,000 colours and true

colour, store hundreds of MBytes
of software and look like a profes
sional office based tower system.
How is this all possible on
your ST? By upgrading it using
one of the many DIY kits and add
ons available from the range of
companies who support the ST.
Upgrades range from PC and Mac
intosh emulators to complete
Tower cases with internal hard dri

ves and colour graphics cards, and
you can fit most of them yourself.

Why should you DIY?
Installing an upgrade yourself can
save you money, most companies
charge an installation fee that can
range anywhere between £25 and
£100 depending on how complex
the upgrade is and how long it
takes to install. Besides, installing
a new piece of kit in your ST your
self gives you an enormous sense
of accomplishment and satisfac
tion when you know that you've
done the job yourself.
Another good reason for
upgrading your ST yourself is that
it's fun to do, you learn a lot about
your ST and how it works and you
can plan your future upgrades so

that they are specifically what you
want. You know exactly what
upgrades are in your ST, so you
know which new add-ons you
need to complement them and
expand your system even further.
Most ST upgrades are easy to
install and you can perform most
of them without having to use a
soldering iron - the most complex
tool needed for many upgrades is
a hand drill.
You can benefit from the dif

ferent types of upgrade depending
on what you want to do, the most
common upgrade is an increase in
memory to 1MByte, 2MBytes or
MBytes. If you're interested in

colour vector graphics and you
want to use powerful software like
DA's Vector then you need a
colour graphics card, hardware
accelerator and extra memory. For
mono desktop publishing work a
graphics card, memory, hardware
accelerator and large screen moni
tor are required. Almost all "seri
ous" work on any computer
system requires a hard drive to be
used, and the ST is no exception.
You can now build an inexpensive
hard drive yourself using a kit and
second-hand drive mechanism.

So turn the page and get
started by following our easy step-

Jep instructions..

Before you can start on any DIY project you've got to strip
your ST down. This can be quite a daunting job so follow
these instructions carefully. Remember to keep all the

bits and pieces you remove in a

safe place and don't get the different screws mixed up,
they have to go back into the correct holes

1j'J^e^jjtt'

1'BfsifBl'nnn wlBm

• B.
1
' "

Make sure everything is unplugged

U U n d o the screws holding the shielding

from your ST, then turn it over and

over the power supply and the disk
drive, then remove the shielding. Lift up

crews from the underside.

the disk drive and carefully disconnect the large

There are seven screws in square holes which

Lift out the power supply and put to one
I I side. Undo all the screws holding the

'

I metal shielding to the base of your ST

and untwist all of the metal tabs so that they

secure the lid, and three screws in round holes

ribbon cable and the power cable, making a note

pass through the holes in the upper shielding

that hold the disk drive in place. Carefully turn

of which way around they fit. Undo the two

when it is lifted clear, if you miss just one

the ST the right way up and remove the top half

screws holding the power supply unit to the

screw or tab you won't be able to remove the

of the case by lifting it and sliding it to the right

motherboard at the front, and unplug the cable

shield. Removing the shielding can be a bit fid

to disengage the disk drive eject button. Care

connecting the power supply to the mother

dly at the best of times, it must be eased gently

fully lift the keyboard out of the case and

board. Power supplies can retain a charge so be

out of the casing. Once the shield is removed

unplug it from the motherboard.

careful not to touch the components.

your ST is ready for the upgrade to be fitted.

LET'S GET HARD AND FAST
Comparing the speed of a hard

drive mechanisms is SCSI (Small

drive to a floppy disk drive is akin
to comparing the top speeds of a
Porche 911 with a sad old Yugo without an engine! Hard drives are
so much faster that you're likely to
wonder how you ever managed to
cope without one.
The problem is that ST hard
drives have always been expen
sive, this is because the ST uses a
non-standard hard drive protocol
called ACSI (Atari Small Computer

Computer Systems Interface). To

Interface) while the most common

standard protocol

used by

hard

Where to buy all

more

everything you need to build a hard
drive except for the SCSI drive
mechanism itself, you have to get
this yourself, and they are very
easy to build. Generally you just
have to get your SCSI drive, mount
it in the case and connect it up. For
matting, partitioning and booting
software is supplied with the hard
drive kit as standard, enabling you
to get your drive up and running.

affordable to buy ready built, an
even more affordable option is to
build a hard drive yourself using a
kit. Hard drive kits usually contain

mechanism is not included as part
of either of a hard drive kit - you
have to buy it separately.

connect a SCSI drive to the ACSI

connection

of the

ST

needs

an

expensive interface.
The price of SCSI hard drive
mechanisms has dropped dramati
cally in the last year, with most dri
ves now costing half the price they
were 12 months ago. This means
that

ST

drives

are

much

Remember, a SCSI hard drive

You can get hard drive kits
from Gasteiner Technologies
and the First Computer Centre.
The Gasteiner kit costs £149

complete and ready assembled
or you can buy the individual
components separately as you
need

them,

we

recommend

that you get a complete kit
then all you have to do is find
a SCSI hard drive mechanism.

The First Computer hard drive
kit uses the ICD host adaptor
and is ready assembled apart
from a few small components

GASTEINER TECHNOLOGIES' HARD DRIVE KIT

now

U T h e Gasteiner Technologies' kit is sup

ST

Place the hard drive mechanism in the

Connect the power supply cable to the

plied with all the cables you need to

case and position it so you have plenty

socket on the back of the drive mecha

connect the drive to your ST, format

of room in the drive case to connect

nism, it only fits in one way so it's

ting software and internal connection cables

the data and power cables. Once you have

for the SCSI drive. The SCSI drive we used

found the best position in the case for the

bon cable at the bottom of the picture con

here is an old 20MByte Quantum drive from a

drive, fix it firmly in position from beneath

nects directly from the SCSI drive to a SCSI

scrapped Apple Macintosh.

using the fixing screws.

socket on the back of the case.

FORM

impossible to connect it incorrectly. The rib

9
LET'S GET TOGETHER AGAIN
Well, now you've installed the upgrade you've got to get
your STback together again, this can be almost as bad as

cases you iMaVvWjve to cut a hole in the metal shielding
before you^epMce it because the upgrade may be too big

taking it apart in the first place, if not worse! In some

to fit underneath

WsjAi.;

# - fi

Fix the small piece of shield over the

Replace the power supply shielding
and fix it into position using the tabs

Re-assembling your ST is exactly the
reverse process to dismantling it.

disk drive. Plug the keyboard cable

I and screws. Now get your disk drive

| into the connector on the motherboard

upgrade, if it does then replace the shielding

and reconnect the ribbon cable and the power

and then replace the keyboard carefully making

and re-twist the tabs to hold it down, then

cable, making sure that they are the same way

sure that it is mounted correctly on the sup

replace the retaining screws. Ease the power

around as they were originally. Replacing the

ports. Replace the lid but don't replace the fix

supply unit back into position and screw it to

power and data cables the wrong way around
can damage both your ST and your disk drive. It
pays to replace the disk drive fixing screws at

ing screws yet, it's a good idea to test your
upgrade before you've fixed everything back
together otherwise you have to strip your ST

this point because it can be awkward lining the
fixing holes up when the lid has been replaced.

replace the fixing screws underneath.

Check that the shielding fits over the

the motherboard. Now plug the connecting
cable back into the socket on the motherboard,

it only fits in one way around so don't worry
about plugging it in the wrong way.

down again. If everything works correctly then

What you need
such as the SCSI ID switch, the
kit costs £199.
There are several sources of

SCSI

drive

mechanisms,

both

new and second-hand. If you
want to buy a second-hand drive
then there are a couple of
options open to you. You can go
to a computer auction and buy a
SCSI drive "as seen" and hope
that it's in good working order,
or you can buy one of the
weekly computer trading mart
magazines that feature classi
fied ads. In both cases you are

relying on the honesty of the
person you are dealing with, in
99 per cent of cases people plac
ing private ads in the magazines
are reliable.

The other route is to buy a
new SCSI drive, both Gasteiner
and First Computer Centre sell

bare SCSI drives or you can
browse through any PC oriented
magazine for companies selling
components.
Remember,
the
prices of components advertised
in PC magazines usually do not
include VAT.

Before you start on any DIY project you need the correct tools, a large
clear working area, a basic knowledge of DIY electronics, the confi
dence to do the job, a good deal of common sense, a free afternoon and
a bit of patience. You should never try any DIY upgrade if you're not
sure that you can do the job, if you have any doubts then ask a more
experienced friend to help.

Basic tools required: Small flat blade screwdriver, small Philips (crosshead) screwdriver, snips, long-nosed pliers, pliers, a small hand drill,
soldering iron and an earth strap. You may need a junior hacksaw and a
file to get rid of rough edges if you have to cut the shielding.
STF warning: never handle any electronic components without earthing
yourself first to dissipate any static charge. Static electricity can
destroy computer chips. If you don't have an earth strap then earth
yourself regularly by touching a central heating water pipe or any other
exposed metal surface.

•
I

Now connect one end of the 50-way

The other end of the 50-way ribbon

The final stage of the assembly is

I ribbon cable to the 50-way IDC socket

cable is connected to the socket on the

putting the lid on the drive. Make sure

I on the rear of the SCSI drive. There is a

GE-Soft Host Adaptor. Again, the notch

that all cables are tucked away and

notch on one side of the socket that corre

in the 50-way socket ensures that the plug is

cannot be snagged, then slide the lid on and

sponds to a lug on the plug, this ensures the

inserted in the correct way up. All you need to

screw it down firmly. All you have to do now

cable is the correct way up.

do now is tidy up the cables.

is connect to your ST, boot up, and run the for-

SPEED FREAKS
Your ST runs quite happily at a
clock speed of 8MHz, and in opera
tion looks as fast as PCs running at
speeds of 25MHz. This is because

used in STs, the architecture of the

80x86

makes

it

an

inherently

slower processor.

form the same kind of calculations

PC makers get around this
problem by using the brute force
method of using processors run
ning at 33MHz, 50MHz and even at

than the 68000 series of processors

66MHz. This method can also work

the 80x86 range of processors used
in PCs actually take longer to per

for your ST. Running your ST at
8MHz is wasting the potential of
your machine, installing a faster
processor running at a clock speed
of 16MHz or 25MHz can make a

vast improvement in the speed of
operations. This is important if you
are using your ST for processor

intensive operations like raytracing
desktop publishing or other graph
ics programs, installing a faster
processor makes your machine zip
along like a thing possessed, per
forming tasks in half or even a third
of the time it used to take before -

and that can't be a bad thing.

GETTING UP TO SPEED
ST accelerator boards are usually designed and manufac
tured in the USA or Europe, System Solutions are the
main importers of these accelerators in the UK. They have
a range of boards that can increase the speed of your ST

U

Strip down your ST as detailed on page

to 16MHz. 25MHz, 50MHz: or even a fantastic 66MHz. The

accelerator board we've chosen is the Turbo 25, it costs
£299 and increases the speed of your ST by a factor of
three when installed.

U l n the STE the 68000 processor is the

24 until you reach the main circuit

large square chip near the front right of

board. The accelerator board must be

the motherboard, near the hole for the

m w h e n you have lined up the Tiny Turbo
accelerator correctly over the 68000
socket you must press it firmly into
place, ensuring that the pins are in the outer

mounted on top of the 68000 processor, the

mouse and joystick sockets. You must make

STFM version fits into a socket you must solder

sure that the accelerator board is aligned cor

holes of the socket and not between the legs of

onto the 68000 while the STE version is already

rectly with the 68000 processor - all the pins are

the 68000 and the socket connections. Once the

mounted on an adaptor for the square version

numbered so it's easy enough for you to match

accelerator board is in place you can assemble

of the chip.

them accurately.

your ST and test it.

KEY TO THE PROBLEM
One of the

most common com

plaints about the one piece ST is
the lack of a separate keyboard.
This may not seem to be that big a
problem, but being able to move
the keyboard to a more comfort
able position for typing can really
improve the speed and accuracy of

any work being done. Atari did pro
duce the Mega ST, Mega STE and
TT with separate keyboards and
processor units, and the rumoured
new version of the Falcon is likely
to be a two part machine when it
finally arrives. With the Mega STs
discontinued by Atari, and second

hand machines getting more and
more difficult to get hold of, it's
very difficult to get an ST with an
external keyboard.
Luckily, System Solutions
have the answer to this problem.
They've come up with a special kit
that enables you to remove the ST
keyboard from the main case and
house it in the same external key

board casing they use in their
Lighthouse Tower kits. It's quite
easy and straightforward to trans
fer the keyboard to the new case,
the most difficult part is drilling a
hole in the side of your ST for the
keyboard connector socket.
The keyboard kit and cover
costs £59.95 if you buy them
together from System Solutions.

SPLIT YOUR ST IN TWO

Strip down your ST as detailed on page

U N o w you can replace the lid on your ST

24 but don't remove the disk drive.

as no more work needs to be done on

Next find a position to drill a hole for

it. The next part of the kit is a large

I

Get the base of the keyboard. Stick the

rubber pads to the keyboard rest along

I the back to stop it from pressing on the

the keyboard cable socket. The best place is
above the hole for the joystick and mouse
port. The socket can be inserted and fixed into

smoked-glass effect perspex cover that fits

metal and prevent the possibility of any shorts

neatly over the top of your ST, effectively seal

occurring. Rubber sleeving is placed around

ing off the innards from dust and other conta

the edges of the mouse port hole and along the

place using nuts and bolts. Now plug the cable

minants that may be lurking around your

back edge. Two screws with spacers go at the

from the socket into the old keyboard connec

home. Full access is available to all expansion

back of the base above the mouse port for fix

tion on the motherboard.

ports and the disk drive.

ing the keyboard interface socket.

EMULATION, THAT'S WHAT YOU NEED
Strangely enough, you might like
the software you use on your PC at
the office and would like to use it at

home on your ST. Of course, PC
software isn't directly compatible

installation is more complicated

inexpensive hardware upgrade that

able, as well as commercial soft

enables your ST to run PC soft
ware, but it doesn't enable you to
play PC games.

ware there are hundreds of thou

requiring a socket to be soldered

sands

onto the main processor. The emu
lator then plugs into the socket.
It's definitely worth consider

Another excellent reason for

with the ST. The answer is to install

installing a PC upgrade in your ST

a PC emulator, a small, relatively

is the volume of PC software avail

of

PD

and

Shareware

programs around that you can use
once you have a PC emulator.
Installing a PC emulator is an easy
operation in an STE, the STFM

ing as it opens up a new range of
software otherwise unavailable.

GETTING THE PC BOARD
The most popular and easy to fit PC emulators for the ST
are supplied by Compo Software, they have a range of
boards suitable for the STE, STFM and Mega ST. The ATSpeed C-16 we've used costs £199 and emulates an AT
80286 PC, the STE adaptor board costs £25.
Remember that you need to get a version of MSDOS to run PC software, PC programs cannot run without

U T o install the AT-Speed emulator in the
STE, strip down your machine as
described on page 24 until you are look

ing at the bare motherboard. The AT-Speed
board is designed to fit into a socket soldered

on top of the Motorola 68000 processor in the

U

it installed. MS-DOS can be obtained from almost any

computer shop. Make sure that you get a version on 720K
3.5inch disks, if you get MS-DOS on 5.25inch disks or on
high density disks you can't install it on your ST/emulator
combination. It's even possible to install Windows using
an emulator, provided you have the required memory. You
need at least 4MBytes of RAM.

Because the STE uses a square 68000
chip an adaptor board is used so the
emulator can be fitted. The board must

be lined up so that it fits over the square 68000.
The pins are numbered on both the adaptor and

STFM. The 68000 in the STE is the large square

the ST motherboard. The pins on the underside
of the adaptor fit in the outer holes of the 68000

chip at the bottom right of the motherboard
near the hole for the mouse port.

and the socket.

U

Place the keyboard interface board on

socket, not between the pins of the 68000 chip

U

Place the keyboard case over the key
board, making sure that you don't trap

the two screws and fix firmly using the
nuts provided. Next, get your keyboard
and fit it onto the base, you may need to adjust
the position of the rubber feet to ensure good
positioning. Once everything is lined up, plug

is seated correctly on the base unit. When

the keyboard connector into the interface and

everything is in place fix the lid to the base

position the keyboard on the rests. Make sure

unit, four tiny self-tapping screws are supplied
to fix the two halves of the case together.

that you haven't trapped the keyboard wires.

any stray wires. You should be able to

push down the top half of the case easily, if it
doesn't fit very well then check the keyboard

U

Quite a lot of pressure is needed to get
the adaptor into the socket on top of
the 68000. After the adaptor board is in

place the AT-Speed board can then be inserted

into the socket on the adaptor, you must firmly
press the emulator into the socket so that the

pins are completely inserted. You may find it
easier to fit the PC emulator and the adaptor
together first. You can now assemble your ST.

U A H you have to do now is connect the

two together. An expanding curly key
board lead is supplied which enables
you to position your keyboard comfortably up
to a metre from your ST, any more than this
and you won't be able to reach the disk drive.
, If there are any problems with the keyboard
/ then check that the connection inside the ST is

f on the correct pins.

^7

^THE PROFESSIONAL TOUCH

9

s is the monster ST upgrade to
top all the rest, the Lighthouse
Tower case from System Solutions.
The Tower has been designed to

enable you to mount all of your
add-ons and upgrades inside a sin
gle case with an external keyboard.

This means fou/fcn put the Tower
on the floor under your desk with
just the keyboard and monitor in
top, avoiding a tangle of wires and
cables. The complete Tower kit
costs £219.90. The project looks
daunting, but it really is relatively

t

<S3J

easy to install your STFM, STE,
Mega ST, Mega STE, TT or Falcon

torn half of your ST case. Before

in one of these smart cases.

Tower system, insert all the cage
nuts into the holes in the top and

you start work on the chassis of the

Strip down your ST following
the stages described on page 24,

bottom halves of the chassis. You

then carefully remove the mother
board from the shielding in the bot-

use these to fix the outer casing to
the main chassis.

A TOWER OF STRENGTH

U T h e layer of insulating card between

The multiboard fits in the old disk drive

I position, you mount it on the four spac-

the motherboard and the bottom

shielding is needed in the Tower case.

I

tom half of the inner chassis. Fix the

5mm spacers in the positions on the

chassis that correspond to the original fixing

that controls disk drives and resets. The board

inal case using the nuts and bolts supplied. If
you have a TOS switcher you may find that

has two spring clips on wires, the red one con

there is not much room between the TOS

chassis and place the motherboard on top. Fix

Find the multiboard - a square circuit board

points, now put the insulating card on the

nects to the Yamaha sound chip and the black

ROMs and the underside of the multiboard,

one (on our model) is connected near the ana

you may need to place an insulating layer

down the motherboard using short screws in
all the original holes with the exception of the

log joystick ports on the STE.

between the two boards.

power supply fixings.

I I Now connect the new ribbon cable for

U T h e floppy disk drive po

I Go back to the multiboard and find the

I your floppy disk drive to the multi-

original floppy disk drive ribbon cable.
I

| and plug it into the first floppy drive

|

| board. The cable plugs into the first

next. You can plug it in any of the
power sockets on the multiboard. To

keep things tidy, plug the floppy disk drive
power cable in the first free socket on the left

the disk drive ribbon cable in the wrong way

free floppy disk ribbon cable connector on the
board, the one nearest the original floppy disk
cable. The cable is quite long so you can posi

your disk drive won't work. The other ribbon

tion it where it suits you best. Though it's best

so that you plug it in the right way around. The

cable connections on the multiboard enable up

to place it in the far left drive bay so it's at the
top of the Tower when it's finished.

manual shows you the correct way to connect

connector on the left edge of the multiboard.
The ribbon cable must be straight. If you plug

to three disk drives to be connected at once.

ST

1ers that supported the drive in the orig

U N e x t , fix the motherboard to the bot

side of the board. The wires are colour coded

the other end of the cable to your disk drive.

U G e t the top half of the chassis and fix
your original floppy disk drive in the
front left bay. Feed the floppy disk

I I Plug in the floppy disk drive power

drive power and ribbon cables through one of

describes how to connect the power cable, the

the holes. Now fit the two halves of the chas

ribbon cable should be plugged in the same

joystick ports. Screw the lower case to the

sis together using the hinges at the rear. Ther

way around as the original floppy drive cable.

chassis and fit the caps over the screws to

I and ribbon cables, making sure they
1are the right way around. The manual

Place the bottom half of the case down

and carefully lower the chassis into it.
Remember, if you have an STE you
have to remove some knockouts for the analog

is plenty of room for expansion within the

It's best to make a note of the orientation of

hide them. Now lower the top half of the case

Tower case, with a total of nine bays available

the disk drive ribbon cable when you disman

onto the chassis and screw it into place in the

to mount hard drives and other devices.

tle your ST, line one is always marked red.

same way.
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Now get your original power supply

U

Insert the power switch in the front of

unit (PSU), being careful not to touch

the chassis, feeding the wires through

the components, and mount the four

the hole first. Now connect these four

35mm spacers on the top. These fit in the four

U G o back to the multiboard you installed.
Find the original internal disk drive
power connector, a small plug with

wires into the connector block, following the

four wires, two black, a red and a blue. It con

threads in the corners of the PSU circuit board.

colour codes in the manual. Put the PSU onto

nects to the socket at the front left edge of the

Now remove the old ST mains switch from the

the motherboard and screw it down, and plug

multiboard with the red wire nearest the front

PSU and cut the four wires running to it, you

the power connector back into the socket.

now connect them into a 4-pole connector

Place the new PSU shielding on top and screw

of the board. The power sockets on top of the
board provide power for up to three floppy dri

block - follow the diagram in manual.

it to the 35mm spacers you fixed earlier.

ves or a single floppy drive and a hard drive.

fiii

I

Now install the keyboard connector
socket. It's situated at the far left of the

I chassis in front of the cartridge port.

U T h e multiboard is eq

U A n alternative reset button pushes into

mosensor and indicator light to tell you

place in the front panel near the power

when the Tower is getting too hot. The

switch, there are two wires connected

Push the socket through the hole from the

manual recommends that you position the

to the reset switch. You screw one of the

inside and screw in place, the other end of the

sensor near the PSU, obviously this is going to

wires to the motherboard using one of the fix

cables connect to the original keyboard con
nector. The location prevents you using some
L-shaped cartridges, but you can drill a new

be the hottest place anyway. You fit the LED

ing screws along the front edge, the other wire

indicator light in the front of the chassis near

connects to a wire from the multiboard using a

the power switch, push the outer sleeve into

single pole connector block. Once connected

hole at the back of the chassis for the socket.

place and then slide the LED into the sleeve.

the Tower can be reset from the front panel.

Now fit the plastic front panel over the

front of the Tower, it has large holes in
the front which can be covered by disk
drive frames. Cut out the relevant pieces from

U P o p the other frames over the drive

Finally, here's the Tower keyboard. The

bays, and one over the cartridge port

steps for building the Tower keyboard
are the same as the external keyboard

and it's finished. You now have an ST

in a large, expandable case, with enough room

the frame to make a slot to fit your disk drive.

for any ST upgrade. The Lighthouse Tower is

Another frame covers the power switch and

available for all models of ST, including the

kit for the ST on page 26. The only small criti

cism of the external keyboard is that the

I mouse and joystick ports are still in exactly

reset buttons to make the whole thing look

MegaST, MegaSTE and TT, and there is also a

professional. Press four plastic rivets through

Falcon Tower available . Oh yes, don't forget to

/

the holes in the front panel to hold it in place.

stick on the feet.

j yourself using 9-pin Dplugs and sockets.

the same place, underneath at the front. It

wouldn't take too much effort to relocate them

Tel: 0813651151
Fax: 0818851953
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GOLDENl

SCANNER
Newcomers who like to scan detailed graphics or complicated images experience
with the ALFADATA a favourable alternative to typing or re-scaling and investing a
lot of time. Advanced users who insist on efficient character recognition and com

fortable graphic software choose between ALFA-DATA plus or ALFA-DATA plus

OCR

POWER

ICD

^

ST FORMAT

\f \/LLS r l l l n l l l

ALFADATA

PLUS
£119.00
(256 Creyscale)

ALFADATA
OCR
Limited Special
Offer

£145.00

System requirementsto run OCR: minimum 2Mb RAM and hard drive

FALCON 030

ACCESSORIES

WORD PROCESSORS
Vordwriter
st Word Plus V3.2

£45.00
£33.95

lalligrapher Pro

£73.95

lalligrapherCold

£104.95

)TP SOFTWARE
:alamus1.09N

£95.00

'agestream V2.2

£149.00

Ialamus5
"imeworks Publisher 2
lalamus SL
DCR Software

£325.00
£53.95
£545.00
£49.95

"ouch Up
:asydraw (supercharged)
lyber Studio
lyber Control
lyber Paint
lyber Sculpt
"ruepaint (for Falcon)

£27.00
£29.95
£19.00
£19.00
£19.00
£59.00
£32.95

Human Design Disk
uture Design Disk

£9.00
£9.00

ID Fonts 1
:ad 3D

£9.00
£9.00

lad 3D Developers' Disk

£9.00

-Jeo Desk 3
"hat's Funface

£28.00
£9.00

ligns and Banners
Calendar + Stationery
Meeting Cards

£15.00
£15.00
£15.00

Falcon 030
Falcon 030
Hard Drive
Falcon 030
Hard Drive
Falcon 030
Hard Drive
Falcon 030
Hard Drive

4Mb
4Mb + 85Mb

£749.00

£899.00
14Mb + 85Mb
£1599.00

4Mb + 120Mb
£989.00
4Mb+ 210Mb
£1089.00

Falcon monitors
Hi-Res mono monitor for
Falcon 030
SVGA colour for Falcon 030

£99.00

.28 dot pitch
£239.00
includes adaptor cables from

Printer Cable
Modem Cable
Null Modem Cable
Serial Cable

Philips/Atari Cable

£10.00

Scart Cable
5.25" External Drive
3.5" External Drive
3.5" 1.44Mb External Disk

£10.00
£29.00
£50.00

Drive for Atari/Mega STE/TT

£99.00

Blitz Turbo

£25.00

Ripper Cartridge

£25.00

Power Cable (kettle lead)
Mouse Pad (picture)
Blank Disk (branded)

£6.00
£5.00
£4.49

Spike Protectors

£30.00

Dust Covers (all sorts)
Soldering Irons

£6.00
£10.00

SCSI II Cable
Hard Drive Fans
Midi Cables
D.M.A. Cable
SCSI Cable

£29.95
£5.00
£10.00
£6.00
£6.00

SCSI Splitter Cable
Optical Mouse Pad

£9.99
£10.00

£59.00

Monitor Stand

£9.95

Disk Box (40 capacity)

£4.95

Atari to TV cable
Printer Switchbox

bracket and IDE cable.
40Mb
65Mb
85Mb
120Mb
240Mb
330Mb

£10.00
£9.95

ICD

vlUSIC SOFTWARE

• Space-saver: Occupies only 5cms
of rear space.
• Maximum Safety: Prevents
accidental bumping that may lead
to disconnection and eventual

damage.

Fax/Modem only
£129.00
Fax/Modem with straight fax
software

£179.00

SCSI BARE HARD DRIVE
40Mb...
52mb...
85Mb...
127Mb.
170Mb.
240Mb.

P.O.A

£69.95

Atari Internal Disk Drive

Keyboard Atari STFM-STE....

£100.00

STE Motherboard No RAM ..

AD SCSI plus ST

£110.00

D.M.A. Chip

£89.00

£24.95
£14.95

Cubase Audio

Notator Logic
400 DPI Mouse

Microphone
Midi Cable

Stereo Speakers
Stereo Headphones...

Speedo GDOS inc 14 fonts.

..£299.00
..£399.00

Diamond Edge

TOS 2.06 STE/STFM
1/2Mb STFM Motherboard..

Outercasing STE/STFM
Atari Original Mouse

..£32.95
..£45.00
..£59.00
..£99.00
....P.O.A
,.£59.00
..£69.00
..£28.00
....£8.00

.£34.95
..£15.00
..£15.00
.£43.99
.£33.99
....P.O.A
....P.O.A
..£17.95
.£29.95
.£12.95
.£29.95
..£16.95

UTILITY SOFTWARE
ICD PRO Utility
Multitos
Datalite 2
Diamond Back 2

AD SCSI ST.„

ICD Utility Disk + Manual
Clean Up ST

Truepaint

....£99.00
..£199.00
..£229.00
..£279.00

Internal Power Supply for

The Link

SCSI II Cable
ST Monitor Cable
SVGA Monitor Cable.
Musicom

Migraph OCR

Atari (ST-STF-STFM-STE)

ICD HOST (SCSI1 ADAPTORS

£129.00
£169.00
£199.00
£249.00
£499.00
P.O.A

FALCON 030 EXTRAS
• Foldable: Can be turned up and
down within a 180-degree arc.

BITS AND PIECES

Weinberg Pro24

£299.00
£369.00
£449.00
£699.00
..£899.00
£389.00

INTERNAL HARD DRIVE

£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

£10.00

lubase Audio

127Mb + SCSI II Casing
1 70Mb + SCSI II Casing
240Mb + SCSI II Casing
540Mb + SCSI II Casing
1.2 Gigabyte + SCSI II Casing
Floptical

High quality internal 2.5" IDE Hard dri

amily Curriculum Software

£70.00
£1 70.00

£129.00
£219.00
£259.00

ves for the Falcons, including mounting

IT Basic

:ubase Light
Rotator Alpha

SCSI II Casing
40Mb + SCSI II Casing
52Mb + SCSI II Casing

£29.95

P.O.A

£150.00
£319.00

provide device cooling. Also includes the
Falcon SCSI II cable.

£14.95

P.O.A

:ubeat
:ubase Version 3

universal AC input for use throughout the
world and a low noise 15C.F.M. fan to

Multi-sync Switchbox

Printer Ribbons (all sorts)

£279.00
£1 79.00
£230.00

Features a 40 watt powersupply with a

Fold-a-FaxModem
AIM 9624P

Toner Cartridge (all sorts)

:magic Notator SL
imagic Creator
:magic Unitor 2

An economical enclosure designed to
mount a single, half height, 3.5" device.

Mono-Colour Monitor
Switchbox

"hunderhawk Flight Simulator..£29.95

ciilAGii»

FALCON 030
EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE

JK
A 16MHz 32 bit computer for fast pro
cessing, it comes with a 1.44Mb floppy
disk drive, with built-in speaker.

Falcon to the monitors.

SOFTWARE

AATARf

NVDI v2.5+

.£38.00
.£49.95
..£39.95
..£49.95
.£44.95
.£34.95
.£49.95
.£49.95

OFFICIAL ATARI
REPAIR CENTRE

New service centre/repair for most Atar

computers. We offer a quotation servici
of £10 for which we will examine you
computer and report back with an exac
quotation price for the repair, if th<

repair is carried out the £10 is ther
deducted from your bill.

WHAT'S ON
nannma

upgrade

INCREASE YOUR MEMORY!
Falcon 030 14Mb
ST-STF-STFM and MEGA ST
XTRA RAM Board 0Mb
512K to 1Mb
1 Mb to 2Mb
2Mb to 4Mb
8Mb for Atari ST
GASTEINER STE UPGRADES

£699.00
£24.95
£33.95
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A

SIMM to SIPP Adaptor

£3.00

1/2Mb

£7.95

2Mb
4Mb

P.O.A
P.O.A

QUALITY MOUSE

ICD

Xtra-RAM ST f>eLw>
Market Atari Memory

FOR ATARI

The ICD Pro Utilities
£38.00

Allows you to instantly select either your mouse or joy
stick by a simple click on your mouse. You won't need
to fumble around under or behind your computer to
swap your mouse and joystick cable ever again, and
also it saves your joystick port.
AT A GIVEAWAY PRICE £9.99

Mega Mouse with

r ERGONOMIC DESIGN TRACKBALL SERIES L

mouse mat and holder
£14.95

UNDER NINE
POUNDS £8.95

Verbatim DataLife [) | S KETTES
For guaranteed data retrieval
• 100% ERROR-FREE. You get
total reliability. Each diskette
is subjected to more than 70
chemical, magnetic and elec
trical tests to ensure it

Forget-Me-Clock II

delivers exceptional accuracy
and readability

Aslowas £4.49 boxof 10

Clock Cartridge For The Atari ST/STe
and Falcon Series

Clock Cartridge
Clock Cartridge W/Thru port

\

if

£11.99
£14.99

OPTICAL MOUSE & MOUSE-PEN SERIES

^/ ^flfl
FALCON 030 32Mhz ACCELERATOR

£179.00

GASTEINER HARD DRIVE

JK ATARI
\tari 520 STE

1/2 Mb

£169.00

\tari 520 STE
Uari520 STE
Uari520 STE
ttari 1040 STE
Uari 520 STFM

1Mb
2Mb
4Mb
1Mb

£189.00
£265.00
£320.00
£199.00
£149.00

MOUSE 400
New from Japan.
The 400 DPI mouse
with Hi-tech

MONITORS
3ASTEINER DOES IT AGAIN. Sold over 5,000 units

mechanism,

Due to the massive popularity of our Gasteiner Hard
Drives which we have been manufacturing for the

microswitch

)f their high resolution Atari replacement monitors.

past five years, and the demand for our cases, we are

buttons, small, fits

Easterner GM146 no speaker

£109.00

now producing a choice of cases ranging from 3i"
half height to 5i" full height which can take a massive

nice and snug in
the palm of your

Hasteiner GM148 with speaker
Easterner multisync monitor
'hilips 8833 MKII

£129.00
£399.00
£199.00

1.2 Gigabyte hard drive.

hand.
All at an affordable

We also have in stock the latest in hard drive cases

which enable you to have up to 8 SCSI hard drives
fitted internally all in one case. Compatible with all

price of
£14..95

Atari ST-STF-STFM-STE-MEGA ST-MEGA STE

PRINTERS
IP 510 Mono Printer
IP 550C Colour Printer

£319.00
£550.00

ieikosha IP 104 Laserprinter
licoh Laserprinter
IP Laserjet 4L

£549.00
£769.00
£699.00

Jtizen Swift 200
Jtizen 120D
Jtizen Swift 240 Colour

£199.00
£129.00
£299.00

W

computers.
20Mb
40Mb
52Mb
85Mb
127Mb

£149.95
£199.95
£279.00
£299.00
£359.00

170Mb
240Mb
540Mb

£399.00
£499.00
£749.00

1.2 Gigabyte
Floptical

£999.00
£379.00

Casing

£35.00

45 Watt P.S.U
SCSI Cable

£35.00
£6.00

DMA Cable
Power Cable
SCSI to Centronics Cable

£6.00
£6.00
£18.00

IF YOU REQUIRE A FLOPTICAL WITH THE ABOVE

G.E. Soft Host Adaptor

£59.95

HARD DRIVES PLEASE CALL

SCSI II Cable for Falcon

£34.95

How to order

S

When ordering by telephone please quote your credit card number followed

by the expiry date and also your full name and address. If paying by cheque
please make it payable to Gasteiner Technology. In any correspondence please
quote a phone number and also a postal code, please allow five working days
for cheque clearance.

BUILD YOUR OWN HARD DRIVES
FOR ATARI COMPUTERS

Delivery Charges

Small consumables and software items under the value of £59 please add £3.50
P&P. Other items except lasers, next day courier service £10 per box. Offshore and
highlands, please call for a quotation. In addition, we offer the following express
services:- Saturday delivery normal rate plus £15 per box, Morning, next day nor
mal rate plus £10 per box. E&OE prices subject to change without prior notice,
aoods are subiect to rhannp without nrior nnfirp

All tradpmark'; arknowlpdnpH
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BACK TO THE
Do you really like tacky

artwork and grim noises on
your ST? Try bringing a touch
of realism into your creative
efforts. Andy Nuttall tried it -

uch emphasis is put
on
creating things
that resemble the real

world with your ST. Using tech
niques like raytracing, 3D model
ling and virtual reality, you can
create realistic objects and worlds
which exist only in your ST.
On the other hand, a much

more practical way of creating a
graphical representation of the real

and liked it too!

world in your ST is to actually use
the real world to do it. Wow, new

concept! Imagine, you can grab a
picture of, say, your mum, then
play around with it using an art
package - give her two heads, or
three eyes or something. Or, if
you're a bit more ambitious, you
could grab a picture of your mum
and dad, and then combine the two

using morphing, recently used in
Michael Jackson's video Black and

White to change between the faces
of people.
It doesn't stop at graphics,
though. Using a technique called
sampling you can record sounds
into your ST, then play around with
them: looping, reversing, filtering;
then use a sequencing program to
make tunes using those sounds.
The possibilities are endless,
and over the next few pages we are
going to explain just what you can
do to get the real world into your
ST. This includes the techniques
used, the best packages to buy and
how much they cost, and how best
to use the packages once you have
them. So don't just read about it,
get on and do it!

DIGITISING
Scanning is the process of lift
ing a single image from paper
into your ST. Digitising is simi
lar to that, but in this case the

subject is a signal from a video
camera or recorder.

Most digitisers are mono
chrome, which means that they
convert a colour signal into grey
scales, how many depends on the

• Above: An example of true colour

mode running in high resolution on

digitiser. Once you have digitised a
picture, it can be saved as an
image file, so it can be used in art
packages or DTP packages in a

the Falcon. This scene was grabbed
using Falcon Videomaster.

I Right: Even in low resolution, true
colour mode can produce some

similar way to scanned images.

spectacular results, like this shot

Videomaster from Hisoft/AVR

from cult hit Akira.

is a digitiser and sampler built into

GLORIOUS COLOUR...
With all of the digitisers men

into a colour picture. Sound sim

tioned up in that top right-hand
box, the software is very good so
it's difficult to go wrong. For
monochrome digitising, all you
have to do is plug in your video
source, adjust the contrast and
brightness settings on the car
tridge as you would with your
TV, and then grab your image.
Colour digitising, however, is
slightly more complicated. Mono
chrome digitisers such as Video-

ple? Here's how it's done...

FORMAT
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producing results like

\ the pic below. This was
I taken using Videomas-

I ter and an RGBsplitter.
/ Model: Helen.

sponding to the red, green and

WM S T

together automatically,
l

master can be set up to grab
three separate images, corre

blue components of a colour pic
ture. So, what you need to do is
feed in three separate red, green
and blue images to the digitiser,
and let the software merge them

...and then merged

colour digitis

ing, separate grabs of the
image's red, green and blue
components are taken.
These are stored in memory,

REAL WORL
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Buying decisions
Company

Digitisers

Price

Reviewed

STF Rating

Description

Hisoft AVR
« 0525 718181

VideoMaster (ST)

£69.95

STF 42

92%

Good solid ST digitiser.
Lots of features at a

good price.
£99.95

Soon

Superb digitiser for the
new Atari baby. Results
speak for themselves.

Expose (Falcon)

£TBA

Soon

A Falcon digitiser which
we've yet to see, but its
specification looks
impressive.

Rombo
it 0506 414631

VIDI

£99.95

Not reviewed

Old, but good colour

Rombo

VIDI 12 (Falcon)

Hisoft AVR

VideoMaster

= 0525 718181

(Falcon)

Titan Designs
= 021 414 1630

digitiser. Available in
limited quantities
directly from Rombo.
£TBA

Falcon colour digitiser.

Soon

« 0506 414631

Not available at time of

writing, but like Expose
has impressive specs.

X^W

\'r*>rrr*f>-•
• Exclusive! Nowhere else can you
see the Hisoft/AVR RGB colour

splitter, and the Falcon Videomaster.

Both prototypes, both coming soon...

The

Falcon-enhanced

version

of

Videomaster digitises in resolu
tions up to 640x400 pixels, and
operates with 64 grey scales, or
65,535 colours (true colour). The

one unit. It enables you to digitise
bits of moving video - how much
depends on the amount of memory

versions available: ST, and Falconenhanced. Using the ST version

con Videomaster looks pretty spe

you can digitise in up to 16 grey

cial. Watch out for a full review in

you have -

scales, and either 16 or 512 colours.

next month's ST FORMAT.

then add in sound

! i

pre-production version of the Fal

effects and music. There are two

With

Videomaster,

three

small

pieces of red, green and blue
film are provided. You use these
with a colour video camera. Set

the grabbing software to Colour,
and

click

on

the

Red

move -

c;

button.

Position the piece of red film in
front of the camera lens, which
blocks out all light apart from
the red components, and click
on Grab. Repeat this for the
green and blue components, a
then click on Merge. A colo
grab is then displayed.
For a still-life subject, this
works pretty well. Complications
arise with live images such as
people, because they tend to
inconvenient, that! This

is when an RGB colour splitter
comes in handy. This is a device

which electronically splits a
colour signal into its red, green
and blue components, so the
results are slightly better and

• ST Videomaster can also produce
good colour results, like this 256colour image/The colour was split
into RGB using the small pieces of

you don't have to faff about with

film provided with the package.

bits of film.

Model: Deborah.

.•<•***
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SCANNING

SCANNING
M
• Touch-Up
software is

provided with
some hand
scanners. It's

generally
considered to
be the best
around.

printer. The main reason for using
a scanner is for creating a docu
ment, such as a newsletter or a

to start off with a clear image. The
contrast of the image is less impor
tant, because this can be altered
using the scanner and software.
If you have a monochrome

picture into

magazine. Before the days of desk
top publishing (DTP), to include a
photograph in your document you

your ST. The

would have to cut it out, and liter

when scanning full-colour images
such as blue and green, translate
as the same grey shade. You

• Scanners

can grab any

impler pictures

scanner, you need to be careful

Scanning is the process of get

ally paste it in. Using DTP, you can
scan the photograph into your ST,
then import it directly into your
DTP package. Include a bit of writ

ting photographs or pictures

ing, and you have your newsletter!

ning monochrome images, since

into your ST.

OK, it's a bit more complicated
than that, but you get the gist.
When choosing an image to
scan, the most important factor is

while some hand scanners actually
reproduce grey shades, most

give better results,
as you can see here.

A scanner is a device which

passes light across the surface of
your subject, then digitises the
reflection. The image is then stored
in memory, and a software pro
gram is used to display it on your

the clarity of the original picture. If
you start out with a blurred picture,
your scans are invariably going to

screen. Once it's there, you can

be blurred, and it takes a lot of

alter it or get a hard copy using a

work to make them clearer. It's best

because

often

different

colours,

should also take care when scan

replace them with patterns of dots.
There are two main types of
scanner: hand, and flat-bed. With a

hand scanner you need to keep a
steady hand and move at a con
stant speed to achieve good
results. A flat-bed scanner is a bit

like a photocopier; you lay your

subject face down on the glass
plate of the scanner, close the lid,

SUCCESSFUL STEADY SCANNING
For the best possible scans
follow these tips
"I Make
sure that you're

to be scanned, so that you get

1 using a clear subject. If

As you move the scanner
l_l down the image, keep your
hand steady, and move at a con
stant speed. Changes in speed
cause glitches in your image.

your picture is blurred, then
your scan is going to be blurred
and difficult to correct.

1 If your image is too dark or
I light, move the "Light/
Dark" knob on the side of the

scanner, and try again.
1 Position your hand scanner

I slightly above the picture

and then set your software to scan.
The

all of the image you require.

~

Move

the

scanner

in

rest

is

automatic.

Unless

you're seriously into publishing or
you need a colour scanner, then a
hand scanner should be adequate.
Most

hand

scanners

come

with software so you can change
the scanned image. One such pro
grams is Touch-Up - basically a
scanner driver and a paint package

a

straight line using a rule or
a straight edge to help you. This
is especially important when
scanning a wide image, and you

combined. Because most scanned

images are made up of dots, it's
tricky to alter them with a paint
package - but hey! the facility is
there, so who's complaining?

need to scan it in two parts.

Scanning the shelves for the best scanners
Hand scanners

Price

Reviewed

STF Rating

Description

Naksha

Naksha scanner

£116.33

STF 44

91%

•b 0925 56398

and Touch-Up

Superb scanning he tad;
top of the scanning
heap.

Gasteiner

Alfadata Scanner

£119.95

STF 47

90%

Excellent package.

•a 0532 319444

and Touch-Up/Merge-lt
£99

STF 44

90%

Only model which
scans in grey scale s.

£119.99

STF 44

90%

Great kit, good pric ;e.

83%

Power Computing Power Scanner
n 0234 843388

and driver software

Ladbroke

Golden Image Scanner,

Computing

Touch-Up and

~ 0772 203166

Deluxe Paint

Pandaal
•n 0234 327422

Daatascan Professional £89.95
and Daatascan software

STF 44

Evesham Micros

Zydec Handy Scanner

£99.99

STF 44

•n 0386 765500

and Daatascan software

£938.83

Not reviewed

Includes software i o r

converting ditherec 1
images into grey sc ales.
79%

Flat bed scanners

CGS
Computerbild

Epson GT-6500

scanner, in parallel
or SCSI versions.

•b 081 679 7307

fi •
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L.A.P.D

QUALITY P.D. FOR ATARI COMPUTERS (ST/STE/FALCON)

PO Box 2, Heanor, Derbyshire DE75 7YP
elephone/Fax: 0773 605010 or 761944

* HD Falcon disks: £1.75 each •
•

BUDGET RANGE PD DISKS ONLY £1.00 •

S . 95 HIGH FIDELITY DREAMS:8 super pieces of music from Auro. D/S
S. 87 IMAGE FACTORYDIGI-SYNTH 1: Ripped Amiga mods with 'Lemmings'

POV RAYTRACER: The best raytrace program around. Unzips to 3xHD disks (£1.75)
BIRDY2 ANIMATION (4Mb): Smooth animation of a walking 'bird' (£1.75)
JPEG COLOUR PICTURES: True colour picture (£1.75)
JAPAN:Pholo-quality slideshow of XGA pictures (2 disks/£3.50)

seasons, etc.

IT'S A MUG'S GAME: Fun one or two player bowing game.
SKULLS: Addictive up-to-date reworking of Landmines/Minefield

G.299

TERRAMOON: Shareware demo version of a detailed 'STAR TREK'

C.303

GRANDAD AND THE SEARCH FOR THE SANDWICHES: Sequel
to 'Quest for the Vest'. (1mb 2 Disks £3.00)
LOGIC PROBLEMS II: Three more logic problems from Ben Weston.
REBOUND: A bat & ball game requiring determination, stamina
and patience!
DOMINOES: Playable demo version of a domino playing program.
JIGSAW:A computerised jigsaw puzzle. (1Mb)

C.314

(1Mb STE)
type game.

C.306
C.302
C.310
G.311
C.293

H-MEC:The ultimate Pac-Man? (1Mb, STEonly)

C.292

CASTLECAPERS: Superb platform arcade action across 10 screens.

G.294
C.290

ROLL-IT: Challenging German rolling-ball puzzle game. (1Mb)
SOFTWARE PROJECTS: Manage a software house in this business

C.288

DARKLYTE: 'Space Crusade' type droids wargame.
THE COARSE ANGLER: Angling simulation game. (1Mb)
KUBES: Falling block game with a novel twist.

(1Mb)

sim.
C.287
C.285
C.286

ROCKFALL-SPECIAL EDITION: Tunnelling/diamond collecting
puzzle game.

C.284

BIO-HAZARD: Two levels of brilliant Sci-fi

G.281

'Dungeonmaster/Captive' game. S/W
PSYCHO PIG: Platform shoot'em up with Rambo-esque pig. (2

BODY SHOP: Quiz type human anatomy tutor - the knee bones
connected to..

D/S.

S . 70 MAD MAXCHIP MUSIC: 35 pieces of sound chip music from Mad Max. D/S
S. 83 WAVEFORMS:TWB D1GISYNTH 8: More music files from the Wild Boys.

S.
S.

8 NOISETRACKER: Soundtracker .mod player with eight starter tunes. D/S
3 ACCOMPANIST: 16 voice Henry Cosh sequencer (full instructions on disk)

M. 16

L.

01

L.

02

L.

03

UTILITIES
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.

23
53
37
42
44
47
35
34
52

DOUBLESENTRY: Impressiveaccounts package for the small company (no VAT)
TERADESK (1Mb): Replacement desktop. Forthe ST/STE
PREMIER PACKERS:! 3 of the best program packers, plus a de-packer. D/S
PICTUREHUNTER: Rips picture screens from other programs.
THE DUPLICATOR: High speed copier program.
PROBE ST: Handy utility, grabs music/graphics, disk/memory editor, etc.
PICTURE CONVERTERS: Convert any format to just about any other format.
SAGROTAN:Super virus killer to protect your disk collection D/S
VAULTS TURTLE: Hard disk back-up utilities.

ART & GRAPHICS
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

78
36
37
75
70
62

MINI-PICS: Reduce images up to 64 to a screen! Ideal for cataloging.
KOZMIC4: Latest version of thestunning psychedelic pattern creator.
PAD V2.4: Comprehensive mono art program with English documents.
POLYF1LM by Martin Brownlow. Make films from multiple 3D polygon objects.
COMIC BOOK HEROES:22 Neo pictures of your favourite superheroes.
ARTOF DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: Superb collection of pics from

Dragonlance. D/S
A. 47 PICTURECONCEPT: Produce weird and wonderful effects on yourown

BUDGIE U.K.
Full range of BUDGIE U.K software available including the following:
BU.119 FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 1: The original £19.95 version!! (£2.75)
BU.116 THESPITTING FISH: Arcade fly catching game. (£2.75)
BU.113 FOOTBALL TACTICIAN: 1st Div. football game for up to 24 users! (£2.75)
(Money back offer if you upgrade to the full version!)
GO-MOKU:AncientJapaneseboard gameagainstcomputeror friend.(£2.75)
INTERNATIONAL CRICKET II: Animated 3D game. (1Mb) (£2.75)
VIDEO MASTER: Excellent video titling program. (£2.75)
SPACE INVADERS: Classic arcade action by Robert Leong. (£2.75)
MATCH IT: Possibly the most addictive game ever devised. (£2.75)
HORSERACING SIM:Quality sim from the sale ring to the track. (£2.75)
ELECTRONICBANKSTATEMENT: Computerise your accounts! (£2.75)

BU.112
BU.111
PRO.20
BU. 50
BU. 90
BU. 89
PRO. 1
BU. 52

LICENCEWARE
L.A.P.Dpays a royalty to the authors of programs in this section for each copy sold,
hence their price which is slightly above normal P.D. titles.
Last quarter L.A.P.D. paid out almost £500.00 to its Licenceware authors. If you've
written any good software get in touch and you could have a share next time!
L. 50

DEMON: Fantasy game with 3D view, monsters, magic, teleports, traps,

L. 22

GRAND PRIX MANAGER: Grand Prix management simulation. Employdrivers,
mechanics, etc... test cars, then race in a fullgrand prix season! (2 disks £4.00)
POWERCUT:Arcadeaction from Powerfistin a subterranean complex (£3.00)
ENERGETIX: Puzzle game from Nice Bytes. Save the nuclear reactor (£2.50)
DELUXE NOSTRAM(1Mb): Arcade platform action through 70 rooms. (£3.00)
HUNCHY 1066: Arcade action with the Hunchback, multi-levels, traps,
puzzles, etc. (£3.00)
SEVENGALAXIES: Overhead arcade blast 'em up v. aliens on an inter
galactic space-cruiser. (£3.00)
SNOTT:Platformarcade game with a challenge to save the world. (£3,00)
MURDERON THE ORION EXPRESS: Murder solver game set on an

secret walls, etc. (£3.00)

pictures.

A. 1 ANl ST:Commercialquality animation program(once cost £60 to buy!)
A. 30 FULL SCREEN: Display your pictures in stunning fullscreen format! 1Mb. D/S
A. 79 FRACTAO ENGINE 2: Stunning pattern creator.

L. 52

L.48
L,45
L. 44

COLOR CLASH: Adventure/Maze game with puzzles by

PROGRAMMING

Animalsoft. S/W
C.279

G.262
G.268
G.269

G.258
G.250
G.237

OPERATION GARFIELD: Frantic 'Operation Wolf type shoot'em
up action. (STE)
ALIENS!Space Marines v. Aliens strategy combat game.
MEGALINE: 1Mb 'Tron' light cycles game for 1-4 players. STEonly.
QUIZMASTER:Multi-choice answer general knowledge quiz.
(STEonly)
GALACTIC FRUITBOWL: TriviaQuiz meets the fruit machine (1Mb)
CYBERNETICS: Good, challenging 'Defender' type arcade game. SAV
CHAOS: Madcap game of battling wizards by Martin Brownlow
(1Mb or .5Mb)

G.I 97

G.217

GRAV2: Follow-up to highly praised 'Oids' type rotate and thrust
arcade game.
THE MAZE: 3D adventure game loosely based on 'The Crystal
Maze' D/S

G.222

GRANDAD AND THE QUEST...:3D graphic adventure by Ian

selector, etc.

P. 33 ZXSPECTRUM EMULATOR: Emulate the old Speccy on your ST/STE.
(1Mb)

G.1S9

TETRIS & PILE UP: Two very good versions of the 'Tetris' arcade game.
VIOLENCE!: Classy vertical scrolling Xenon style shoot'em up
HACMAN II: 1 megabyte version of Pacman, 100 new levels! D/S
PENGUINS: Move your penguins around the screen 'Lemming'
fashion.

STAR TREK - THE GAME:Defeat the Klingon threat to the galaxy.
(1Mb D/S)
G.148
G. 10

OZONE: Superb platform-arcade game.
VEGAS: Roulette, poker,blackjack and slots

return.

B. 50 STAR TREK: Save the Federation

B. 42 CYBERSNAKE:Top rated action
game

B. 15

ROLL'N'NUDGE: Fruit

without the Nevada sand!

TRAOU'N INT KET BET...:Stunning demo by Adrenalin (2 disks
£3.00 1Mb)

B. 20 HACMAN: Pacman action

PROTECT YOUR DISK COLLECTION

ZONK!: Psychedelic pattern creator program from Dave Henniker(IMb)
STITCHMATRIX: Pattern making program for knitting machines.
CROSSWORD CREATOR: Design your own puzzles.
NORTHERN & EQUATORIAL STARATLAS: Superb serious astronomy
program SAV
ACCOUNT-ABILITY: Fully featured accounts program. 10 accounts,

of virus and bootsectors and could save you a lot of heartache if it traps that virus

M. 93

2,000 transactions!
M.107
M. 77

M.

19

M.

76

RAMWORLD: Three dimensional object creator and viewer program.
THE BIBLE: King James authorised version. 4 D/S disks/£6.00
AIRWARRIOR: Flight sim with World War II aircraft.
FORM-FINDER:Proven horse race analysis and prediction program.
NEWSDISK: Construct your own newsletters and magazine disks.
ULTIMATE CHEAT GUIDE: 320+ game cheats, plus hidden screens on
20 demos!

PLANETARIUM: Excellent, easy to use, astronomy program.
F1LOFACT: Electronic filofax - diary, calendar, alarms, addresses, etc.
GENEALOGY:2 programs for the family historians to trace their

D.363
D.366

GROTESQUE: Psychedelic techno music demo. (1Mb STE)
BIRDSOF PREY: Intro to the commercial game that never made it
to the ST (1Mb)

forebears.

D.360
D.347

DREAMZONE: Mega-demo from the Wild Boys. (2 disks £3.00)
COSMIC JAM:Good multi-vector demo from Imagina of Finland. D/S

G.C.S.E.STUDYAIDS:Help with Algebra, Trigonometry and Geometry.

SLAM - HARDCORE DANCEFLOOR II - More house music from

B. 34 LAPDGAME:Shoot'em up

M.142

M.103

D.323

simulation

BLASTER: Fast'Defender'action

short time. Don't let it happen to you. Protect yourself with Mike Mee's

EXTREME RAGE: Sinecurves, Shadowbos, etc. from Anatomica of

HARDCORE DANCEFLOOR: Sampled house music by the Wild
Boys. D/S

B. 36 8 BALL POOL: Bar game

PONDS & WATERGARDENS: A 'How-to-do-it' instruction disk.

Sweden (1Mb STE)

CROSSBONES: STE demo (also known as RED SECTOR DEMO)

adventure

B. 44 FLY ROBIN: Cute shoot'em up
B. 39 ASTEROIDS: A loving restoration

M.153

M.

D.324

LAZERBALL: Laser reflection

M.143

M.148

DREAMS: Dentro by Animal Mine of Holland.
REALITY IS A LIE:Good first demo from Psychonomix (1Mb)
BURNING ILLUSION:Sequentially running demo by DNT.

D.287

B. 53

puzzle game
B. 51 COLOSSALCAVE:The original

MISCELLANEOUS

M.111

the Wild Boys. D/S.

B. 56 SUPER GALAXOID: Galaxians

TIPTOP HORSE: Workingderno of a horse race prediction program.
INVOICE MASTER: Invoicing system for small businesses.
WORLDWARII:Home frontstudypack forSec.school work.(2disks/£3.00)

M.150

M.106

D.367

SBUDGET PRICE DISKS ONLY £1.00 each! !

B. 33

DEMOS
D.373
D.372
D.374

SUPER SPELL:Teaching program for 4 to 9 year olds by Lexrsoft.

ADDRESSBOOK: Neat database for storing, sorting, etc. (£2.50)
THEY SOLD A FEW:Three games from Ben Weston: Logic Problems, Wild
West Shoot Out and Clan, a kingdom game. (£2.50)

conversion

M.I 35

D.371

L. 31
L. 20

DEADOR ALIVE....?: Large,complex and challenging text adventure. (£3.00)
SUPER FUN:Excellent teachingeducational programfor youngsters.(£2.50)
THE CURSE OF A2RIEL:Fantasy trading/adventure game (2 disks/£4.00)

B. 54 CENTIPEDE: Good arcade

(Shareware)
G.171
G.173

interstellar cruiser. (£3.00)
L.37

B. 45 FIGHTING SAIL: Naval battles

P. 17 68000 PROGRAMMING COURSE: 10'How to do it'document files. S/S

P. 19 GFA EXPERT: Massive text file and help routines for GFA-Basic 3.0. D/S
P. 18 STOS TUTORIAL: Helps make clear some of the STOS commands.

Scott. Shareware 1Mb
G. 80

L. 43
L. 41

P. 37 HEAT'N'SERVE SOZOBON: A friendlier sort of Sozobon. D/S

P. 24 MENU-MAKER: A French program that allows you to make your own
menus with music, sprite and scrolling message. Excellent. D/S
P. 35 JC MEGA MENU: Menu maker with smart fonts, music, program

DUNGEON LORD:3 levels of 'Dungeonmaster' type adventure
from tlie States. 1 Mb.

G.221

P. 44 GFA BASICV.2: Full version of popular language with extensive
tutorial. (NB This disk is not PD - LAPD have permission to distribute it.)
L. 23 GRAV2 SOURCE: All the code for the top rated ST game (£5.00)

DOUGLAS ROCKMOOR 2: Classic arcade action. (£2.75)

BU. 30 QUEST FOR CALAXIA:The'Galaxians'return to your ST. (£2.75).
BU. 70 PACMANST:The definitive version by Robert Leong. (£2.75).
PR0.27 EARLY LEARNINGMATHS2: by Philip Rankin for 9-12 years. (£2.95)

disks £3.00) SAV
G.280

MAGICSPELLER: Computer speaks the word and challenges child to spell it.
KIDZ COMPILATION: Kid Graph, Kid Music, Notes, Piano, Publisher,
Sketch and Story...all on one disk!
ROBOTMATHS: Maths tutor for children aged 6+ (£2.95)
MOON LETTERS: Spelling game for ages 5+ (£2.95)
PICTURE MIX: Jigsaw puzzle type game for ages 6+ (£2.95)
DROP DOWN WORDS: Spelling/memory game for youngsters (£2.95)
MATHS FUN: Maths for children 4 to 7 years. (£2.95)

M.105

S. 19 ALCHIMIE JR: Impressive Swiss multi-window, multi-task sequencer. (1Mb)

U. 60 ST TOOLS: An exhaustive collection of Atari ST utilities.

C.31S

SOLAR SYSTEMGEOGRAPHY: Effects of the sun & moon, on tides,

etc.

U. 62 MENU-HACKER: Replace a picture in almost any menu/demo/game/intro.

H-MEC 2: Sequel to the tremendously popular H-MEC (1Mb STF
or FalconJ

S/Ware. D/S

S. 85 LONE WOLF SAMPLES: Voice and instrument samples for the TCB Tracker

All disks betow are £1.50 unless otherwise stated.

GAMES

children. D/S

PROFESSORCLEVER: Maths tutor program for children aged 5 to 11.

D/S.

A full range of software for the Atari Falcon computer is now available on HD
disks, including:

M. 95

S. 86 RIPPED CHIP MUSIC: Numerous pieces of chip music ripped from demos,

• PLEASE ADD 50p P&P ON ORDERS UNDER £5.00 •

FALCON SOFTWARE

WITCHES, MICE & FAIRY TALE5:Cames for younger users.
ABOUT THE HOUSE: Excellent collection of programs for young

C.266

menu D/S

* Licenceware disks from £2.50 to £5.00 *

-*• Commercial Games Software from only £2.99 *
* Same day service, quality virus free disks -k

KIDS EDUCATIONAL

MUSIC

*PD Disks: £1.50 each*

M. 98
M. 26

COMMUNICATIONS
7
11

VANTERM V.4: Excellent multi-function comms program.
BBS:Three BBS systems - Citadel, Starnet and Mini-BBS.

If a virus gets free in your disk collection it can do irreparable damage in a very
Professional Virus Killer for just £6.95. The program identifies 529 different types
before it breaks free.

TEACH YOURSELF MACHINE CODE
Learn to program like the professionals with ZZ Soft's book and companion disk
'INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE1. Be led, step by step, into the
secrets of programming the ST in its native 68000 assembly language. All you
need to get started right away. £19.95

AUTHORS
L.A.P.Dare always on the look-out for new material to be included in their
comprehensive catalogue of P.D. shareware and licenceware titles for the ST and
falcon. If you have produced anything that you consider worthy of release either
as P.D., shareware or licenceware then get in touch to discuss it with us. We can
guarantee you worldwide exposure for your program if it makes the grade.

FREE CATALOGUE
Fora FREE copy of our latest,user friendlycatalogue disk justsend a blank disk and
s.s.a.e to the address above and we'll send you one by return complete with a selection of
quality PD. Alternatively send us £1.00 and we'll send you the same catalogue and free
programs on one of our disks. (Please quote STF).
PRINTED CATALOGUE now available, 24 x A4 pages of small print listing
hundreds of PD/Shareware/Licenceware titles (excluding demos & music disks).

75p including PS.P or50p if ordered with disks.

p|eK, ^ i(yog have aFalcon.

RECOGNISED WORLDWIDE FOR SERVICE, SPEED AND EFFICIENCY - SIMPLY THE BES

VISA

SAMPLING

SAMPLING
Sampling is the process of
recording a sound digitally
into your ST. Using a piece of
hardware called a sampler, and
some
complementary
soft
ware, you can record any
sound into memory as you
would use a tape recorder.
Because sampling tends to
eat up your memory very quickly,
you're not going to be able to sam-

make up the component parts of an
entire song.
First you need to decide what
you need a sampler for, and how

pies for you to load directly into

(w 0442 870681), The Music Suite

your sequencer. Sample sources
tend to be on CD, although you can
get a few cassettes as well. Phone
around for more details, or if you
require any specific styles. Good
places to start are Time and Space

(* 0239 711032) and Big Time Pro
ductions (if 0782 910611).
Technicalities

When you buy a sampler, you're
going to come across terms like 8-

much cash you have spare. If you
buy a sampler, then all you can do
with it is record and playback sam
ples, or set them up to play when
you switch on your ST. There's
nothing wrong with that, though sampling is great fun. However,
chances are you're going to get
bored with that and want to move

"Sample a kick drum
and a snare drum and

you have the basis of

a piece of music"

on to greater things.
The next step in using your

samples is to buy yourself a
sequencer (or get Composer Two
from

ST FORMAT 48,

available

from Back Issues, page 47.) With a
sequencer, you can use your sam

ples to form a tune - but the
sequencer only records the posi

pie an entire album (unless you
have several gigabytes of RAM, of
course!) Even with 1MByte of
memory you're only looking at

tions of the samples in the song, so
it uses up very little memory. This

several seconds of sampling time.

a more complex form.

Where sampling comes into its
own is in recording instruments.
If you sample, say, a kick
drum and a snare drum, then you
have the basis of a piece of music,
and you've probably only used up
a second or so of your sampling
time. This means that you can add

If you want to make music,
but you can't afford both a sampler
and a sequencer together, then
there are always pre-produced
sample disks. These are disks con
taining loads of good quality sam-

technique is the basis for much of
today's music production - albeit in
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• Replay 16 from Hisoft/AVR comes
with excellent editing software which

in some hihat, maybe a bass sam

edits both mono and stereo samples.

ple, and a keyboard riff, and so

JARGON BUSTERS
ANALOG

CONTRAST

Real world sounds are caused by
changes in air pressure picked up
by your ears. These continuous
pressure changes produce a

The difference in intensity

smooth waveform -

between the black level and white

level of a monochrome image.

known as an

Any type of data stored as num
bers. Analog sounds that are sam

analog wave.

A single binary digit, either 1 or 0.
Eight bits make up one byte,
which represents values between
0 and 255. 16 bits represent val

pled become digital, which are
simple to store in the memory of
your ST.
FILTERING

ues between 0 and 65535.

The process of removing certain

BRIGHTNESS

frequencies from a sound. A highpass filter removes low-frequency

The level of blackness in a mono

chrome image. The higher the
level, the darker the image.

In sampling terms, one Hz (Hertz)
equals one sample per second.
Domestic CDs are sampled at
44.1 KHz (K meaning thousand),
which means you get 44,100
samples per second.

which together in various quanti
ties make up all other colours.
SAMPLING RATE

The number of samples per
second which are recorded. The

sampling rate is usually measured
in KHz.

LOOP

To fit in your ST's memory, your
samples need to be as short as
possible. Once you have a sample,
it is often possible to loop small
sections of it to make the sample
sound longer.

elements, while a low-pass filter
removes high-frequency elements,

Acronym for Red, Green and Blue,

like noise.

the three primary light colours

TRUE COLOUR

Your eyes can differentiate
between thousands of different

colours, but most computers can
only display a small fraction of
these. The Falcon has a "true

colour" mode, which can display
up to 65,536 colours at any one
time - looking more realistic to
the human eye.

Hey you! Watch out, you're not supposed to do that... or beware of people's copyright
The laws regarding scanning, digitising and
sampling are similar to those for home taping
from TV and radio. Legally you can videotape a
program and keep it for 30 days for your own
personal use. Scanning pictures out of STF, or
digitising Star Trekfrom the TV is covered
under the same law. If you do it for your own

use, fine. The second you put the pics in a
demo and distribute it, watch out for lawsuits.

It's civil law at issue here, so it's up to the per

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE
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son who owns the copyright to sue. Because of
this you may think you're safe using certain
pictures because "no-one will recognise them."
Remember, though, that larger companies
who pay hefty amounts of money to publicise
their product are also likely to pay lawyers
hefty amounts.
Sampling is slightly different. Ifyou sample
a portion of somebody else's work - music or
speech - you are infringing the law. You are

not allowed to sample a "substantial amount"

of other people's work. How much depends on
the work. If you sampled the beginning of
Beethoven's 5th ("bom bom bom bomm-

mmm"), then you are breaking copyright. If
you were to sample a short loop from some
thing more nondescript, then the chances are
you get away with it. As a rule of thumb, if you
sample a recognisable section of music, you're
breaking the law.

bit, 16-bit, KHz, sampling rate - you
what?Take a simple sound - a sine
wave or an "analog waveform." To

•B

store this in your ST, it has to be
sampled. Samplers record the level

I

of the waveform at regular inter
vals and stores that level in mem

ory. It does this very fast - up to

8-BIT SAMPLING 1

LEVEL

48,000 times per second, so you
are left with a series of numbers

which represent the original wave
form (Sampling, left, opposite).
This rate-per-second is known as
Hertz (Hz), so 48,000 times per sec
ond is 48KHz. The faster the sam

ONE

T

s. 1
STEPS

-J—i

TIME

pler records the level the more
accurate the representation, but
this uses more memory.

16-BIT SAMPLING

An 8-bit sampler splits the

t

level of the waveform up into 256
points (8-bit sampling, top right),
so the steps between the points are

LEVEL

large. A 16-bit sampler splits the
level into 65,535 points (16-bit sam

pling, right, opposite), so the steps
become smaller, and the sampled
waveform follows the original
more closely. So, the larger the
sampling rate, and the larger the
number of bits used, the better
your sample is. A CD player sam
ples at 44.1 KHz, and uses 16 bits this is just about the best quality
your ears can determine, stf

ONE OF

65,535
STEPS

a

TIMF

(

Sampling samplers
Samplers

Price

STF Rating

Description

Stereo Master

£39.95

82%

Replay 16

£129.95

92%

Good sampler as far as 8-bit samplers go.
Superb 16-bit mono sampler with stereo inputs.

Clarity 16

£TBA

16-bit Falcon stereo sampler. Impressive first impr essions.

All of these are av ailable from Hisoft/AVR o n it 0525 717181

So you've done all that experimenting, what can you do with it now?
When you've armed
pler, a digitiser and
learned how to use
with your results. Try

yourself with a sam
a scanner, and have
them, do something
any of these...

1. MAKE AIM ANIMATION

Animating using a scanner or digitiser is
easy. If you're a whizz at drawing with a
pencil, draw your animation frames on
paper and scan them in to your ST. A paint
package like Deluxe Paint, or an animation
package like Animation Tool (STF 43),
enables you to string your frames together

friends to death with it, but it would make

can be set up to suit your par- -^

an interesting novelty.

ticular subject. For example, if
you want to create a family album,
you can set it to display a picture
of yourself and your close
relatives. When you click on
your face, the program could
display, say, your personal details,
or a picture of your son or daughter.
Clicking on these could in turn
display their children the
options
are
virtually endless.
These are just a few of the
things you can do with

3. COMPOSE A PIECE OF MUSIC

Armed with a sampler and a sequencer,
making beautiful music with your ST is sim
ple. Create your samples, use the sequencer
to knock them into shape and make a tune,
then boast to your friends that you're the
next Pete Waterman.

4. MAKE A PD DEMO

You know those demos you find in the Pub

release it in the Public Domain!

lic Domain, the ones where music plays,
and images flash up in time? You can create
those, too. No, you really can. Using STOS
you can make a program which plays the
music you created, plays the animation you
put together or flashes up the images from
your slideshow. STOS may look tall and dif
ficult to climb on at first look, but to pro
duce demos is surprisingly easy.

2. MAKE A SLIDESHOW

5. CREATE AN ELECTRONIC BOOK

You can also use Animation Tool to display
a series of your favourite digitised pictures
or scans, setting the time limit so that each
frame stays on-screen for several seconds.
Just think, you could scan in your holiday
snaps and create a slideshow out of them,
or do the same with a digitiser if you own a
video camera. You'd probably bore your

Using a utility called Hype (ST Club « 0602
410241), you can create a self-contained
program which acts as an electronic book.
First you get your pictures, either by scan
ning or digitising, and then write some text
to accompany them. Insert them all into
Hype, run the program, and then turn the
pages of the book using your mouse. Hype

in the form of an animation.

You can also animate using a digitiser.
With Videomaster, for example, you can use
a video camera to record a piece of film at
up to 25 frames per second, then save the
frames onto disk. A

Public Domain anima

tion player is provided so that you can
make your own standalone animation, and

your

digital
real world.

Grabbing pictures of people,
and playing about with
., ,
them is a hobby which
you never tire of. And if you

really get into sampling and
music you might even make
some money. Most of all,
though, this area of
your ST is not only

creative, but also a wholee5 ^
lot of fun! We wait for your
demo...

ISSUE
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GAMES
KABOOM/KREUZEN
16/32
DISK LW007

Anybody playing around with a PC
running Windows more than likely
comes across an "executive toy"
called Minesweeper. That Shareware

a grid of squares, some of which
cover up bombs. The idea is to locate
the bombs, mark them, and uncover
the other squares within a given time
limit. Easy in theory - surprisingly dif
ficult in practice.
Also on

this disk is Kreuzen,

another excellent puzzler. Ifyou were

program is probably responsible for

ever into Rubik's cubes, then Kreuzen

more lost business hours than any

might be your bag - it's a similar type
of puzzle, but has a 10x10 grid of

other program - it's just so madden
ingly addictive.
Kaboom

is

a

version

of that

game. It's fairly simple - you're given

squares which you must match up in
colour. A superb disk - get it now.
STF RATING 87%

game is written using STOS by

looked after an entire planet, and
saw to it that it evolved correctly.
With Sim Pig, you are put in
charge of a pig farm, and the idea is
to fatten up the pigs, sell them, and
make more money than your ST-controlled neighbour who has a similar

Animal Soft of Amsterdam, and is

goal. The graphics are very well

based loosely around the Sim
City/Sim Earth series by Maxis. In Sim
City you kept an entire city running,
organising factories, homes and
development. In Sim Earth you

drawn, and there is a lot of humour

SIM PIG

m

AQUILA
DISK STR 17

If you fancy a good
laugh, take a butchers at Sim Pig. The

in the program - which vegetarians
may take the wrong way, inciden
tally, so steer clear. It's an entire busi
ness simulator, involving buying,
feeding, selling and adver
tising pigs; so as well as
being fun, it's an educa

• Take a look at this screen. If

you get Kaboom, you see it in
your dreams, nightmares, every

waking moment...

JUIIIJUfl
J,J

• —And similarly for Kreuzen,

actually. Your target is the light

••

•
,
m
LhddJl

brown colour on the bottom right.

You have a long way to go.

SHOCKWAVE
NEW ACE
DISK CI04
LICENCEWARE

Yet again Asteroids comes to your ST.
Hooray! Oh well, never mind. Shock
wave is a sort of updated Asteroids,
with well drawn graphics and decent
sampled sound effects. Instead of the
usual rotating and firing movement,
though, the Shockwave ship moves in

the direction you move the joystick,
making it easy to control.
Also, as you shoot an asteroid it
leaves behind a mineral deposit
which you can collect. When you
complete a level, you visit a shop
where add-ons for your ship are sold,
and the shopkeeper has an attitude
problem ("OK, I'll sell it to ya. But I
still don't like the way you smell," is
one of his favourite comments). This
is a game to come back

to when you're in need
of a little bit of lighthearted entertainment.

STF RATING 78%

tion. At least, that's what

you can tell your mum
when you're supposed to
be doing your homework.

• Shockwave probably

STF RATING 81%

isn't the type of game
you buy for your kids

I Vegetarians beware:
Sim Pig is a meaty game
that's worth getting your

DISK C304

This set of five simple games was pro

grammed
in STOS
by
Rod
McNaughton. They are all based on
proven ideas, such as '80s arcade
games or board-games, and each is
presented well. Here's a quick run
down of the games:
Confusion: strategic game for two

players played on a chequered board.
Cyclotron: variant of '80s arcade clas

ISSUE

Marvellous for some

what an awful caption.

cheap light relief.

• You like wargames? You might like
to try Ergon, the Battle fsfe-inspired

strategy game which is one of five on

Ergon: Good war game, similar

LAPD

FORMAT

your high score.)

teeth into. Good grief,

sic Light Cycles. Interesting
enough, but basic.

MCNAUGHTON
GAMES

ST

(they probably beat

52

the McNaughton disk.

in style to Battle Isle.
Creenies: simple version of
arcade game Qix - you have
to paint all the squares before
the beasties get you.
R Zone: arcade game, where
the idea is to collect orange
radiation pods, but if you stop
moving, you die.
If nothing else, it keeps the kid
dies quiet for an hour or two.

Only problem is, you need

STF RATING 60%

to read the instructions...

:. T —

If \:ii

• Or if chess-type games

are more your cup of tea,
then Confusion is for you.

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

REVIEWS

FALCOIM/TT
NETHACK
FLOPPYSHOP

work has gone into the game. As well

Nethack only runs on

as the usual characters such as elf,

the TT or Falcon, not the
lower-end machines.

mage and wizard, you can also

DISKS CAM 3777 AND 3778

Before you get the game,

choose from races such as samurai,

Nethack is a Swords and Sorcery-style
game for the TT and Falcon. It runs in

high resolution mode with 16
colours, and requires at least
2MBytes of RAM to run. There, those

prepare yourself for

tourist and caveman. Each is repre
sented by colourful and cute sprites
which you move around the mazes
and levels using your mouse, slaying

weeks of burning the
midnight oil.

Gane

dragons and collecting lots of trea
sure on the way.
The problem with the game is
that although it uses the capable

are the technicalities - if you have
such a machine, read on.

Although it's definitely a varia

power of the TT or Falcon, the char
acter sprites aren't animated. This is a

tion of the RPG theme, Nethack is

quite different to most in the genre.
Even in compacted form the code
takes up a whopping 800K, and it's

shame, but then it's only a cosmetic

point - the game is still very good.

• As you can see, the
game graphics are
small and well-defined.

This is opposed to the

what directi

game, which is large
and, urn, sprawling. You
won't finish it in a

STF RATING 83%

obvious that a tremendous amount of

Here

miss the Jackal.
Jackal Mifse-f.
rtiss the Jackal.
Jackal bites!

hurry, anyway.

EDUCATION
Long ago and Fan
away bnere mas a
kingdom. People

in Eh is kingdom
had become very
Fri ghbened. Each

dag a

dragon Fleu

Prom bhe nountain
and breabhed Fir-e
everyuhere.

• Create your own story

• Peace in our time, eh? These

about menacing dragons,

extracts from a boy's diary

torched homes, terrorised

written during the war make

villagers, frightened
children, burning... Hang

interesting reading - and
amusing, in hindsight.

on, Rolf endorsed this?

national

MAGIC STORYBOOK
16/32
DISK EDUC 033

to the Edit section. This enables you

Probably covered under the muchhyped "edutainment" banner, Magic
Storybook comes complete with a

to change the story, or add to the
pictures from the range of clip-art

recommendation from the great Rolf

provided. It's very well presented,

Harris himself. Apparently Rolf, on his
Cartoon Club programme, said "this
is completely great, mates" or some

and makes a good teaching aid for
the age group.
STF RATING 82%

for

History

Although it's mainly textbased, the author has scanned in

The book is aimed at chil

dren from five upwards, and
gives you a book with pic
tures on the left page, and the story
on the right. You can flip through
the pages, look at the pictures and
read the story, or you can go straight

curriculum

GCSE. And that can't be bad.

thing along those lines. So
there you go.

SECOND WORLD
WAR
LAPD

DISKS Ml 53 A, BAND C

Aside from all the hyperbole about
multi-media and how it's going to
change our lives, the technology is

certainly best used in creating teach
ing aids. Second World War is not
only informative about the title sub
ject, but it's also geared towards
teaching the teachers about the

several pictures and newspaper clip
pings to backup his writing. Every
thing is displayed in normal GEM
form, with the pictures and pages
accessed using your mouse. It's a bit
short, but the disks are packed with
other interesting news clippings and
a variety of pictures.

Note: If you get this disk, use
the Tinyview utility supplied to see
these images, not Art Callery as sug
gested in the supplied documents.
STF RATING 70%

DEMOS
• A good example of

• Providing

the artwork to be

interesting grabs for

found on this demo, a

music demos is

program packed with

always difficult
- and this is no

excellent music,

exception. The

pictures and

music's great, take

animations.

my word for it.

LIQUID OSMOSIS
FLOPPYSHOP

DISKS DEM 3789C,
3790C AND 3791C

Three disks full of tunes and graphics
are on offer with this demo by
Cybernetics. The music is excellent

and varied, with each piece covering

variety of still and ani
mated graphics are
flashed up in correct
time. These range
from vector shapes, to
plasma effects and still drawings.
Other calmer pieces are accompa
nied by serene effects such as ani
mated water droplets, and simple
poetry scrolling up the screen.
It's a rolling demo, which plays
through and asks you to swap disks

a different style from ambient to
techno, and the graphics are chosen

when necessary, but a menu gives
you the option of skipping to any of
the effects. Nicely done.

to suit. As the faster music plays, a

STF RATING 75%

| playing a set ofchan

CHACONA/
GOGGDEMO
FLOPPYSHOP
DISK DEM 3792C

nel meters provides
some visuals - along with the obliga
tory scrolling message which makes
your eyes go funny.
The Coggdemo, by Unit 17, is a
collection of four songs. The sample

A couple of music demos showing
off the capabilities of the STE. Chacona is a single tune, with a bass line
taken directly from an old C64 game
called Comic Bakery (original music

by Martin Galway.) It's a groovy
boppy piece of music, and while it's

quality is excellent, and each tune is
in full stereo. A slightly more read
able scrolly message accompanies
the music - still as pointless as ever,
but the water reflection effect is tech

nicallyclever.

STF RATING 69% $•
ISSUE
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MUSIC
• Using a program such
as Sequencer One, you

• INcontrol is a

fairly old program,

can load in one of 50

but MIDI sound

drum patterns from this

modules are more

disk. Phil Collins, eat

popular than ever.

your heart out.

If you have one,

this program might
make life easier.

OK, so not all of them

are so great, but they are

DRUM PATTERNS
CALEDONIA

very useable. As long as you're
equipped with a sequencer which
supports .MID files (such as

DISK MU59

Sequencer One), and a multi-timbral

50 drum patterns could be yours if
you get this disk by Voyeurs - and

keyboard or drum machine, you're
laughing. There are people who
would say that using other people's

VOL1

none of this rumba, bossa nova and

swing business like you get on those
home organ-type things. No sirree,
these patterns have macho names
like tension, nasty and, urn, latino.

INCONTROL
GOODMANS
DISK CD2014

Written using CM Basic, INcontrol
enables you to program a number of

which can be accessed through MIDI
can be programmed, such as vol
ume, reverb, fine tune and panning,
and the program also supports
MIDI-compatible mixers such as the
Kawai R50.

drum patterns is just lazy, but when

sliders to alter parameters on your
MIDI instruments. This is especially

you're stuck for ideas this is a great

useful for MIDI modules which can't

gram to have around ifyou use MIDI

way to get the muse flowing.

be programmed from the unit, such

sound modules.

STF RATING 80%

It's a fairly old program, writ

ten in 1991, but it's a useful pro

as the Roland MT32. Any parameter

STF RATING 71%

UTILITIES
PRINTING PRESS 3.2
CALEDONIA
DISK DTP14

Gutenberg was a German, so it
seems appropriate that this impres
sive high resolution printing utility is
programmed entirely in German.
Printing Press is a Shareware program
and has been around in several
Karte laden

Karte speichern

sions for a few years now, this is the
best version yet and is stuffed with
features. Although it's in German, it's
no problem getting to learn which

option does what, with options for
creating address labels, posters, ban
ners, disk labels and invitation cards.

There's even a built-in art program
for designing your own graphics or
vertouching up the clip-art provided.
You may have to search
1".™.
for
a long time to find a
• .„.,,=.
better printing utility
• o......
than Printing Press.
• „

INVOICE MASTER
LAPD

DISK M148

Running a small business can be a
tedious task, especially when it
comes to such mundane jobs as
accounts, book-keeping and invoic
ing customers.
Invoice Master is a Shareware

invoicing program designed to be
used with the minimum of fuss. It

.,=„.„

Karte drunken

uses dropdown menus and GEM
forms combined with keyboard
short-cuts keeping the whole thing
simple. All standard invoice functions
are covered, you can even create
summaries to keep an accurate track
of clients, VAT or

well suited to the small

...,.

business based at home.

.,.„.„.

STF RATING 85%

Drafik laden

invoices. New

clients can be simply added from the
relevant menu by entering the details
- raising an invoice is as simple as
clicking on a menu option.
A comprehensive program,

STF RATING 78%
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soppy cards using the

number and raise an

clip-art supplied, if you
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are happy with options

for 300,000 three inch

labelled "Rahmen
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is for you.
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Got it? That's Atari-Text. Included in

ATARI-TEXT
EMERALD CITY
DISK SN37

This is one of the weirdest programs
you're ever likely to see (at least on
this planet). Imagine a teletext simu

lator, where everything is displayed
using ASCII characters, and you enter
numbers to jump to different pages.

the text is a game cheats section,
which covers a fairly large number of
games, an adventure game where
you move location by skipping
pages, and a number of PD reviews.

Ifyou've ever thought of work
ing for Oracle or Ceefax, then you
can practice using Atari-Text because
it enables you to add in your own
pages. This takes time, but it's possi
ble

to

make

unusual

presentations of your
text files. An interesting
but pointless novelty.

HTHRI-

Enter the order

bargain at £100 per

J
*•

'

1,000 lengths..

'

MINI PICS

"menu" files showing up to 64

LAPD

pictures

DISK A78

This is done by shrinking each
picture file to a fraction of its original

on

a

single

screen.

It's a hassle sorting out all your pic
ture files, you never know which pic

size and pasting it onto a screen. Mini

tures are on which disk and it's dead

depending on the resolution. It's also

easy to forget what you have called a
particular picture. Mini Pics gets
around this problem by creating

Pics loads 20 different picture files,
rather useful in that it saves files in

Degas, Neochrome, Crackart and
block formats, and can print disk
labels showing up to 76
filenames, rounding off
a handy but not really
essential utility.
STF RATING 72%

STF RATING 60%
.How Do I Use &Tfmi-TfrXtwsw
.How Do I Enter My Own Page
.Entering A Text File
.Graphics Continuec

.Page Control Connands';
.Exanple Page Fik.Gpttina

I
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• Mini Pics enables

• Using Atari-text, you

you to view 64 pictures

can create your own

at once, the only

Teletext simulator.

problem is that each

Some people will

picture has a separate

probably welcome this

palette so things can

addition to their PD

look a bit confused

collection. Hmmm..

on-screen.

WHAT MAKES THE WIZARD SO SPECIAL?
FULL DOUBLE SIDED DISKS • FAST SERVICE • RELIABLE

• KEEN PRICES • TOP QUALITY (WE ONLY USE THE BEST)

JUST A FEW EXAMPLE* DISKS FROM OUR COLLECTION
WHY^fOT GET ONE OF OUR CATALOGUES?
ART07Superb ac^fiacki

ZERCHESS, OTHELLO,

CHECKERS, WHEEL OF FORTUNE, and

DTP. 23 built iruftmts.

llection of BOARD GAMES.

monochrome f#r b
for leaflets etc/

ADV 01 DDStTduNGEONS &

DRAGONS, Role playingadveni

.

PARANOIA, ENCHANTED-REALM and

ELBOZO CITY. 3 more goocl adventute&'atso
on thisdisk.
[ ^~jr * s

3reat animation package
^0.00 now PD, VAN
Paint packtggwith animatedsprites.4
LANDSCAPE Generators including
ami •"
n&mS&Stsd The\

ARC50 HACMAN, superb pacman clone
MR PACKY,another super pieman. :: :

R (V2.5)
.2 and

SOCCER brilliant 3DfootHL garnetrjfyers.

,word processors for
:er,print spooler

MUTANT WIPEOUT ajjrfl shoot gprtip.,

INVADERS needs no de%ription.

BRD04 CHESS, superb cpess game.

se fetters.

J

F STARTREK

DECODER, excellent njastermind. SLJPER

SIMON, computer vprsfon of hand held garne.
DOMINOES,»urfe game. GOLF card /
game. Also on fas disk DRAGON MAZE; 2
game,SENSOR1BACKGAMMON,
BRIDGIT, STARTREK, BATTLESHIPS.

ifews and biographies

from the fligftal STARTtEK and NEXT

up. MONKIES &B^U^QNSAouhce the

8c BURGER, 3 more good games to fill this

saper value disk.

I

ARC20 BLAT Superb Falttg Blocks game.

STE only, Best onJUMegf^

U316 eOABfiFISHERMAN
Superbjtngling simulation 12 venues. Choice

LOST TREASURE, WIDOW MAKER,
SLALOM & BREAK OUT.

AST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best PD
Astronomy program. SKYMAPanother great
Astronomy program plus aSTronomer.

The campaign is fought using a strategic map and a scrolling tactical map forty screens
in size.

Designed for peoplewho enjoy intelligent games, allowingplayersall the time they
need for thought, based on strategic and tactical manoeuvre not on mere mathematics.
You command the German army through intelligent army commanders against a
computer opponent, developed over ten years, that commands the Russian army as
competently as a human player.

Easyto use interface produces a fast pacedgame with the need to change army orders
only when the playerdeems necessary. Written by KenWright, the most prolificauthor
of strategy war games.

Cheques made payable to K.W. Software, 155 Ringinglow Road, Sheffield S11 7PS

both series. A must for all TREKKIES!!!

review in issue llsf this mag), KLAX TRIX,
WBLTRIS8cTETSIDE, 3 mire good games

version on thepinbatl theme. Also o

Available for ST 520 & 1040 by mail order only
A simulation of the German invasion of the Soviet Union during the Second World War.

ARj^04 TETFi^S, superb tetris game (see

games. GALTIC RaNGER, unusual shootem on the tetristhemf.MR DICE, COLLAPSE
LAZERBAL, supergame and interesth

Price £17.00 unboxed

GENERATION plus loaa\ of pictures from

ARCH HOME, anjlL'ORB 2super pinbaj?
clown and burst the balloons. FTRESTfORM,
another good arcade game rescue the m

BARBAR0SSA JUNE 1941

of roo^practice or match/specimen hunt. A

must if you have 1 meg ST and any interest in

SOLENT SOFTWARE
PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR THE ATARI ST
We stock a full range of Cames, Demos and Utilities plus ALL the POV Compact Demo
Disks and are now authorised distributors for Powerfist Licenceware. All disks are

double-sided, single-sided available on request. For a copy of our disk Catalogue just
send a blank disk with return postage or alternatively just send £1 with SAE

fishing.

PRICES -1 to 9 disks: £2.00 each. 10 disks or more: £1.50 each.

Powerfist Licenceware Disks £3.00 each. Catalogue Disk: £1.00

BUDGIE LATEST
LIC116 THE SPITTING FISH •

LIC118 SLALOM/THE JUMPING GHOST •

LIC117 TROLLS •

LIC119 FOOTBALL TACTICIAN

SELECTION OF 46 COMMERCIAL GAMES ALL AT UNDER £3.00 EACH.

EST. 19.89

24 HOUR ORDERLINE

W/T'7 A T? T\ T) T\ 9am- 9pm Opening Hours. MornF
W l A A I V l J L.LJ ANSWERPHONE at all other tira
178 Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ Tel: 0734 574685
For disk cataloguesend blank+ S.A.E. OR 70p

^^^^^K

PAPER OR DISK CATALOGUE FREE WIT! I ()RDER ON REQUEST

ALL I'D DISKS £1.75. 50P P&P ON ORDERS UNDER £10.00

i/ica

mmnim

BUDGIE DISKS 82.75 EACH

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION OF SOFTWARE

OVER

til

GAMES

III STOCK TODAY - FROM £2.99:
IN A HIGH STREET NEAR YOU

TOP T!!l£S... Go for Gold, Impossible
Mission II, Crazy Cars II, Race Drivin,
Pharriasie III and Thousands More.

FOR... Amiga, C64, Spectrum,Atari ST,

GAME21
CAME 40
GAME 49
CAME 50
GAME 53
CAME 63
GAME 64
GAME71
GAME79
GAME 93
DEMO 97
DEMO 102
DEMO 103
DEMO 118
DEMO 170
DEMO 193
DEMO 201
UTIL 1
UTIL 4
UTIL 25

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
ADVENTURE CAMES - 7 text only adventures including Colossal Cave Adventure.
EDUCATIONAL CAMES with 7 Kids, Magic Storybook and Magic Speller.
Revenge of the Mutant Camels - latest shoot 'em up from JeffMinter + 3 others.
Klalrix, 8 Ball, Entomljed, Rockfall and Mystic Well - brilliant collection.
LLAMATRON - the original megablast from JeffMinter, 520 and 1 MEGversions.
COMPUTER SCHOOL and BODYSHOP - more educational games tor the young.
EDUCATIONAL CAMES including Kids ABC, Alphabet Game, Flashcard and Spell Pic.
VIOLENCE - the best 'Xenon' type shoot 'em up in the Public Domain + 2 others.
CRANDADand the Quest for the Holy Vest- interactive adventure game. (1 MEG)

COARSE ANGLER - good fishingsimulator without the cold and rain! (1 MEGJ
DARKSIDE OF THE SPOON - full screen mega-demos from ULM and guesl screens.
VODKA DEMO - ten unbelievable screens from Equinox. One of the best.
WHAT NOT TO DO - 8 short comical animations from the Inner Circle. Very funny.
ELECTRA RESET - joke demo but press reset for brilliant mega-demo. (1MEGJ
GROTESQUE DEMO by Omega - the fastest graphics ever seen. (1 MEGSTE ONLY).
DREAMS by Animal Mine - excellent multi-part demo released in the new year.
THE LAME TROP by Zuul - non-stop running for nearly 30 minutes (1 MEG)

28 Desktop Accessoriescomplete with AccessoryLoader, Ramdisks, etc
6 Databases plus 2 Label Printers, good selection for your home business.
5 more Databases and Address Books including Supercard. (Shareware).

UTIL 41

VIRUS KILLERS-disk full of virus killers, detectors and immunisers.

UTIL 51
UTIL 52
WORD 1

Spectrum Emulator - can you remember all those key commands? (1MEG)
DC UTILS - the full range of 48 Utilities from Double Click Software.
STWRITER V4.2 with W.P. Utilities plus 2 TypeTutors and 2 Spell Checkers.

WORD 3

1ST WORD Still Ihe best Word Processor wilh Printer Drivers and Word Counters.

WORD 22
WORD 38
ART11
ART 13
ART34
LANG13
LANG 17
LANG18
LANG28
MUS 6
MUS 14
MUS 23
MUS 11J
MISC 8

DESKJET Printer Drivers for the Hewlett Packard Deskjet, plus utilities.
CALAMUS MANUALeasy to understand manual plus loads of Calamus Utilities.
COLOURBURST and FINELINE art programs with Snoopy and Garfield Slideshows.
6 excellent Art Programs including Van Gogh, Art. ST, STGraph and STCad.
CRACKART- the best art package in the Public Domain (1 MEG) Shareware.
SOZOBON C - complete implementation of the C language complete with docs.
Adventure Game Toolkit (ACT)write your own 'Infocom' style adventure games!
ACT Source Code for eight complete adventure games. (LANG 17 required).
GFAMANUAL V3 everything you wanted to know to program in GFABasic.
ACCOMPANIST16 track midi sequencer by Henry Cosh, (latest version'2.5)
EMPIRE NOISETRACKER the full version with modules, samples, source code, etc.
ALCHIMIE JUNIOR SEQUENCERthe latest and best midi sequencer available. 1 MEG.
PROTRACKER by Equinox - fully functional soundtracker for 1 MEGSTE machines.
CITADEl, VULCAN EMBASSY and ENTERPRISE - three excellent BBSprograms.

MISC 10

KERMIT VI .02 and VANTERM V3.8 - two of the best communications software.

IBM/PC and Amstrad.

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 RUFUS GARDENS, TOTTON, HANTS. S04 3TA TEL. 0703/868882

AVAILABLE NOW AT.,

M

Jewel PD

John Menzies

ATARI, AMIGA & PC SOFTWARES.

and leading computer retailers.
Phone

0782 566566
for your nearest
High Street stockist
or write to: Software On Demand Ltd, Unit One,
Rosevale Business Park, Newcastle Under Lyme STS 7QT

19 Hodgkinson Rd

Kirkby-ln-Ashfield,
Notts NG17 7DJ
Tel: 0623 754061

D007 BAD TASTE DEMO STE

M003 EZ ART 8,5 OTHERS

T002 CROSSWORD MAKER

D021 WAR OF THE WORLD 1 MG

M013 PATTERN GENERATORS

T024 PLAY/SPIDER SPELL

D054 ULTIMATE MUSIC STE

MOM COMPOSER 2 & OTHERS

T019 SPANISH TUTOR

D057 T.RICHTER SHOW STE

M020 SOUND LAB & 3 OTHERS

U010 MODEM USERS DISK

D059 KINKY BOOTS

M029 PUBLIC PAINTER DTP MONO

U028 68000 ASS/DISSEMBLER

D061 RAVE PACK NO.4

M082 VARIOUS TRACKERS

U067 HAM RADIO DISK

D063 SATAN DEMO

M042 CARTOON 8, FANTASY CLIPART

U074 FREEZE DRIED TERMINAL

W001 ST WRrTER & 4 OTHERS

M043 ATARI IMAGE MANAGER 2.5

U091 GFA HINTS AND TIPS

W003 FIRST WORD

M051 VIZ CLIPART

U092 ANTIVIRUS DISK

G008 ST VEGAS GAMES

M069 GARFIELD CLIPART

U109 LOTS OF UTILITIES

G010 MASTER BREAKOUT ETC.

M071 GEMVIEW2.01

U111 ASTUBANK1.1

G013 VIDEO POKER S 2 MORE

M080 BEST MODULES & PLAYER

U113 SUPERCARD3

G044 VIOLENCE

M088 80+SPL SAMPLES

U115 COMPLETE ARCSYSTEM

G053 FATEMASTER

M093 SPORTS CLIFAHT

U102 SHELLS INC. STZIP 2

G071 tABOTAMY INVAD.STE 1MG

M110 FAGESTREAM FONTS

FO01 FORTUNE FALCON ONLY

G076 GRANDAD HOLY VEST 1MG

M119 MIDIDRUM FILES (SO)

F0O4 WINREC FALCON ONLY

G091 OPERATION GARFIELD STE

T051

Also POWERFIST licenceware.

POWER ISSUE 7

#Rlt printed catalogue, but sand a stamp.
DISKS:

1-* 61.85 «aeh.

1« + CI.00 eaeh.

MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO JEWEL PD.

Prices include
FREE postage &

Packln9 <n U.K.
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FOOTBALL
Four new soccer games are

set to join the plethora

already available on the ST.

W h a t makes a good
game of football? If
you're anything like
most footie fans, you've probably
got an opinion or two to share with
your mates over a pint or two: pas
sion, skill, aggressiveness, hyper-

Can the newcomers score?

Andy Nuttall sticks his boot in
*Put 22 players
and a ball in a

game, and it sells
in droves"

bole - all ingredients which make
up the best football games.

many questions in this article?
After all, it's supposed to be infor
mative and interesting, isn't it?
Hang on a sec, though. These
questions have been pondered and
argued by game designers, pro
grammers and marketing execs
since the days of the Spectrum.
Hundreds of 'em appear; some are
great, most are average, and some
are downright awful. But nearly all
have one thing in common: money.
Fact one: football games sell.
Like so many scarves, kits and win
dow stickers, put 22 players and a
ball in a game, and it sells in
droves. Marketing people know
this as well, and they're willing to
throw more money at football-type
games than virtually any other.

But what about ST football

games? Do the same rules apply,
and if so, how are they translated
into your ST? And why are there so

• Goaf/, Dino Dint's

sequel to Kick Off 2,
is due to appear on
the ST in the next

few months.

With 40-odd football games for the
ST, and only a handful of them worth
their salt, what happened to the rest?
We cast our cynical, incisive eyes

over previous issues of ST FORMAT,
and then retrieve them, pop them
back in, and get some
amusing quotes...

Soccer Glory

MicroProse Soccer
MicroProse

Not reviewed

Tanglewood

STF 11, 29%

This came out before ST FORMAT was born,

"The sheer randomness of events in the match

but this quote from Maff Evans' footie round
up of STF 11 should give you an idea of the
quality: "This offering broke new records for
sub-standard gameplay, lousy graphics and
poor control of players." An interesting fact to
note, fans, is that this game was written by

destroy any illusion of reality."

Gazza's Super Soccer
Empire

Reviewed here and now, 25%

"A small sprite wibbling around the screen in

Sensible Software...

~<$X) ^y

Kenny Dalglish Soccer Match
Impressions
STF 7, 32%
Although Kenny did incredibly well at Anfield
he made a mistake putting his name to
atrocity. Our review said: "Getting to i
with kicking the ball proves extremely
cult thanks to one of the most ridiculous

trol systems ever installed in a soccer gam

zxa's Sup
i, more like. God, this is awful.

WirMfifKirMi
UMicroProse Soccer was originally crea
the Sensible boys, but converted to the ST by i
Electronic Pencil Company— and bodged.

ST
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CORNER AWARDED TO
TAKEN BV MCMAHON
GREAT HEADER FROM
GOAL! I GOAL I I

LIUER
ABLE-

My goodness. Soccer Glory is

ipressive. Look at those bright, vivid hues;
read the beautifully-written prose; imagine the
sad sound effects and completely cack gameplay—

GAMESI

• Ocean are trying to steal
the computer football

CRAZY?
But wait - let's play a game. Make
a

mental note of the ST football

games you've played, and count
how many of them were worth
playing. Got past five fingers? Time
for fact two: there have been over

crown from Sensible

with their European

Champions game.

in, which is good, so with our forth
coming Goal! people know what to
expect without us having to sign
John Barnes or FIFA."

Anil Gupta of Anco is tightlipped about the sales of Kick Off 2,

40 football games on the ST.
Does this show a real attempt
at bettering the quality of footie
games; to produce a more playable
game than the last? Or is it just bla
tant hype and commercialism from
the games houses? It's interesting
to note that the top football games,
according to our colleagues (see
boxout - page 43) are non-licensed.
Virgin Interactive Entertain
ment have brought in Dino Dini to
produce the forthcoming Goal!.

which built on the success of Kick

He's pretty well known by games

"Renegade are quick
to release figures for
sales of Sensible

Soccer - to date over

30,000 copies"

players as the creator of the classic

Off. "I'm not in the hype business.
Let's just say that it's the biggest-

Kick Off series. Mike Merren of Vir

selling game ever." That's some

gin commented: "We've got Dino

claim -

but one which

unconvincing without hard
facts. Renegade are quick
to release figures for sales
of Sensible Soccer - to date

over 30,000 copies on the ST

alone. Tom Watson of Renegade
commented: "There is always
going to be a demand for these
games. Like football, it's a maledominated market, so football
games will continue to sell."

remains

Goal!

The new boys
With no fewer than four football
The good bits from
Kick Off 2 are in

here, apart from
the bugs and
the ability to
score easily
from kick

off. "Keep
"em in,"
w e say...

games to be released in the com
ing months, this flood is set to con

tinue. There's Goal! from Virgin,
which we've already mentioned;
Super League Manager and Euro
pean Champions from Ocean and
Sensible

World

of Soccer from

Renegade.
Given what we've
already said about the football

game genre, we could be forgiven
for being ever-so-slightly cynical
about these releases. But hey, who
are we to prejudge? (Snigger...)
Prosoccer 2190
Vulture
STF17, 12%
vague

response to
your
joystick's
movement," it says in issue 28.

Treble Champions
Challenge

STF 14. 19%

Getting on for the worst game

This really is the lowest of the
low, the epitome of crapness,
games scale.
This offering from Vulture
got the praise it so richly

appearing and reappearing like
a

with

the

truth. It looks more like a sixth-

form computer project."

pint of beer."

challenge for one player, but a
complete Friday evening in for a
group of two or more.
Kick

Off

2

is

an

unusual

game, in that part of its appeal lies
not in its payability or graphics,
but in a number of bugs which dog
the program. For example, occa

sionally you kick the ball over your
crossbar, and the referee awards
you a corner - from the other end

of the pitch! Similarly, now and
again a penalty is awarded for a
challenge which could in
no way be considered "in
the poor refereeing deci
sions which occur in real-

life games, so making it

move like the clappers but their
bodies warp across the screen,
bad

Goal! from Virgin Interactive Enter
tainment is Dino Dini's sequel to
Kick Off 2. That game is considered
by some to be the ST's finest hour;
a game which provides a good

the area." This recreates

deserved: "When the players
run around the pitch, their legs

ningly

economical

All of the games are in the
very early stages at the moment,
but using proven scientific technol

the lowest end of the football

ever, we have: "Challenge claim
the game is a 'stunningly realis
tic football strategy game,' but
realistically they're being stun

ogy (and stealing a look at other
computer formats) we can get a
good idea of what they are about.

more realistic.

Goal! promises to iron
out these bugs (shame.)

Do we

really need to add anything?
12%. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha...

-—^
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attempt to take
football into

1»

the future. It's

17
•a

utterly, utterly

u

pathetic-

Do yourself a
favour, buy
Speedbafl 2
instead.

• The screen on the right
has got something to do
with tactics, apparently.
Further than that we

couldn't guess, because
the game is in
German, and called Lothar
Matthaus.
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THERE'S ONLY ONE JIMMY HI-ILLL
To find out just what does make a
good footie game, we took a wander
around the Future Publishing
building, and hassled various
football-playing types until they
gave us some quotes. It seems most
computer footballers hold strong
opinions about the game
Trenton Webb of Sega Zone magazine isn't a
big fan of licences: "Licences are out of the
window, really. None of them have ever been
any good - Gary Lineker's Hot Shots, Gazza's
Super Soccer..." (Trenton then goes on to list

football, and at the end of the day you need

Whoa there, guys. Surely you don't all

11 men both giving 110 per cent for the full
90 minutes. And lots of green, obviously."
Andy Hutchinson, erstwhile editor of ST

have to talk about Sensible Soccer? There are

FORMAT,

now

of

Commodore

Format,

is

slightly more reserved: "Sensible Soccer is
like a cartoon version of football. It could in

no way be called a simulation. One of the rea
sons for

its success is its role as a

multi-

player game, where you can invite 12 of your
mates around and play a full league."
Ollie Alderton, also of Commodore For

ones which have come out on their own - like

mat, says "I liked Kick Off 2 and Sensible
Soccer because they felt good to play.
There's an excellent game I saw in an arcade
recently, with huge player sprites which
moved really well. That's the ultimate, really,
because it's just like watching football

Kick Off and Sensible Soccer."

on the TV."

Stephen Bradley of Amiga Format is simi
larly enthusiastic about Sensible Soccer:
"Some games need the hype of a big-name
licence to succeed. I don't think that applied
to Sensible. It's the simplest game to play,
and it can be one of the most spectacular."
"A good football game," says Amiga
Power's Stuart Campbell, "Should have a

two most important things are speed and a
good control system. I liked Sensible Soccer,
although it's difficult to turn on the ball that could be improved. Above all, there's not
enough violence - we want to see pitch inva
sions, and be able to elbow other players in
the face." Charming.

about

500

other

football

licences

which,

frankly, were awful.) "The best games are the

Gamesmaster's

Les

• Ocean's other offering is a

SCRIVHni,

management sim. which links
*

with European Champions.
Sorry about the Italian.

Ellis

reckons

"The

40-odd other games, you know. Ah, here's
Tim Smith of Amiga Format Specials. He'll
see us right:
"Sensible Soccer has proved it. What you
need beyond all else is playability. You need
the programmers to have paid some attention
to what's going on in real football.
"I'd like to see a football game that didn't
encourage the long ball game; a true manage
ment sim which would link you up via
comms;

Manchester

United

docked

three

points for Manchester United Champions;
and possible tweaking of rules, such as kickins, dropping the back-pass rule, and wider
goalposts. That way, it would be possible to
experiment with future FIFA rules, to see if
they would work."
Now here's a little thought to leave you
with, it seems that Leicester City and Liver
pool football clubs are producing their own
exclusive range of toiletries - for men, we
imagine. Not to be outdone, Jon Hare of Sen
sible Software told us: "I think you may see
some Sensible condoms, actually. Flavoured
ones, of course."

son in Super League Manager, you
are given some ties to play out
using European Champions (or
Audiogenic's Emlyn Hughes' Inter

imagine. It's going to take some
thing pretty special to beat the
original, but we've got plenty of

national Soccer, for that matter) -

There'll

so if your team isn't doing too well,
you get the chance to put it right.
Also, at the end of a season, you
can set up a mini-league between
the top teams. And lastly, let's have
a big hand for...

this in the coming months - keep
an eye out for it. stf

confidence
be

in
more

the

Sensibles.

information

on

Sensible World of Soccer
add

in

loads of features and

added player control
to make the game even better. The
most notable addition is going to

European Champions
The first of two football games

Super League Manager
Well, it's a football management
game. What more do you want to
know? OK, OK, you're the manager
of Folkestone United (at least, you
are in the game. If you are the
manager of Folkestone United in
real life then, erm, ha, ha, ha.) Any
way, you're this manager, right,
and you have to manage a team.

from

an arcade footie

You start off in the fourth division,

game, played with either one or
two players. On the surface of it,
European Champions looks just
the same as many other football
games, with a choice of teams

and you have to get your team out

Soccer uses tiny

of the lower ranks and into the

men, you can use all

Super League.
There are two ways to make
it: work hard, work your players
hard, and score lots of goals; or sell
your players down the river, black
mail the chairman of a Super
League club with some compro
mising photographs, and then slot
into your big fat leather chair with
a fat cigar and a smug smile on
your face. (Oh, um, hello, Mr
Ocean. I was just saying about your
game, and how accurate and realis
tic it is. No, really.)
Ocean have built a handy
link-up feature between their two
games, if you just happen to buy
then both. Sometime during a sea

sorts of strategies

be

realistic

momentum

on

the

players, enabling you to dribble
the ball past defenders without
having to trap it. At least, that's
how it works in theory...

Ocean

is

from around Europe, but there are
a couple of features which stand
out from the crowd.

The first is the different con

trol options. You can either set it to
ping pass, where you tap <Fire> to
pass; point method, where you
hold down <Fire>, move the joy
stick then let go of <Fire> to pass;
and

the

cursor

method,

which

gives you a direction cursor to
move around. The second option
is to change the view of a match either horizontal or top-down while you're playing.

IBST

The sequel to Sensible Soccer,
almost unanimously acclaimed as
the king of football games, is due
for release early next year. It is to
take the proven game engine of
Sensible Soccer and add manage-
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• How do you create a football game
which actually makes you laugh? Give
it to the Sensible boys, any day.

• Because Sensi

so it feels like you're
playing football.

ment options, hundreds of interna
tional league teams, a worldwide
transfer market... oh, loads of stuff.
The Sensible boys are writing

it at this very moment, having
employed an expert to type in all
the teams, players, coaches and
managers - a big job, as you can

All prices include VAT @17.5%

The Upgrade Shop tel 0625 503448

but exclude delivery (see below)

37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SKtl 6QF

Please make cheques payable to

mon-fri 9am-8pm, sat 9am-5pm for ordbis and tkhucal support

THE UPGRADE SHOP".
1 year warranty on memory and other

SAME DAY SBTVKE AVALABLE FOR UPGRADES AIUD MOST REPARS.

A^s

Please rng before you brng.

^^H

products. 3 months on repairs.
Prices subject to change without notice

UPGRADES AND REPAIRS

ACCESSORIES

SCSI HARD DRIVES

MARPET XRAM DELUXE KITS

Give your silent Mono Monitor sound. Simply
plugs in, no setting up required.

TUS Hard Drives can be tailor made to individual

For STF/STFM. These kits use Simms to Upgrade to
a maximum 4Mb. Same day fitting service
available for only £10.00. If you have any
problems fitting a kit, return it to us and we will
be happy to do it.
XRAM UNPOPULATED
520 TO 1Mb
520 TO 2Mb
520 TO 4Mb

£28.99
£34.99
ECALL
£CALL

DOUBLE UPGRADE 1Mb XRAM AND
1 Mb DRIVE £85,00
FOR OTHER VARIATIONS PLEASE CALL

STE KITS
All STE kits include comprehensive fitting
instructions and a ramtest disk. Same day fitting
available for only £5.00
520 TO 1Mb
520 TO 2Mb
520 TO 4Mb

£6.99
£CALL
£CALL

WITH INTERNAL SPEAKER AND THROUGH
PORT
£17.99
WITH AMPLIFIED INTERNAL
SPEAKER AND THROUGH PORT
£20.99

with ICD 'The Link' Interface.

NEW ATARI POWER SUPPLIES
£33.99
TOS 2.06 FOR STE/STFM
£65.00
INTERNAL REPLACEMENT DRIVE
£39.99
ELCO HIGH DENSITY MODULE
£39.99
OVERSCAN FOR PRE STE MACHINES £39.99
REPLACEMENT 280 DPI MOUSE
£9.99
AD SPEED ACCELERATOR STFM....£1 39.99
AD SPEED ACCELERATOR STE
£1 59.99
PC SPEED EMULATOR STFM/STF
£60.00

AT SPEED EMULATOR STE
HISOFT SOFTWARE

£149.00
£CALL

At affordable prices, fully trained engineers for a
reliable repair. No fixed charge, all jobs are quoted

520 STFM iMb
£149.00
520 STFM 1Mb
£189.00
1040 STE FAMILY CURRICULUM....£199.00

etc.

Fitting service from only £10*00

MONITORS
PHILIPS CM8833 MK2
TATUNG HIRES MONO

9 High Street South
Olney, Bucks MK46 4AA

CO

Tel: 0234 240954
Fax: 0234 240272

TUS
TUS
TUS
TUS

40Mb QUANTUM
85Mb QUANTUM
107Mb QUANTUM
1 70Mb

£199.00
£329.00
£369.00
£449.00

Many other sizes and combinations available.

Ring for prices and to discuss your requirements.
DON'T GET CAUGHT MAKE SURE ITS UPGRAOEABLE

HARD DRIVE PARTS AND EXTRAS
ICD "THE LINK" INTERFACE
G.E. SOFT HOST ADAPTOR
SCSI TO CENTRONICS CABLE
SCSI TO SCSI CABLE
BARE DRIVES AVAILABLE

£199.00
£129.00

£89.95
£59.95
£14.00
£8.50
ECALL

SOFTWARE
HISOFT DIAMOND BACK II
HISOFT DISK DOUBLER

COMPUTERS

We also supply and fit high density modules and
drives, accelerator cards, PC Emulators, TOS 2.06

Prices shown are for ST Systems with GE-SOFT
Interface. Add £40.00 for a FALCON ready drive

ADD £7.00 FOR MONO SWITCH BOX

(SWITCH BETWEEN MONO AND COLOUR
MONITOR WITH TWIN OUTPUTS)
OTHER VARIATIONS AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL

REPAIRS
for individually, standard 3 month warranty.

requirements. You can specify the interface and
setup so it is ready to 'plug in and go',
large or small footprint case that can accept one
or two drives and the type and size of power
supply.

£33.99
£49.99

DELIVERY CHARGES:
postal delivery for small items C3.00. NEXT DAY

courierservicefor large itemsC7.00 (fully insured)
Courier pick up servicefor upgrades and
repairs £11.00.

r™n'/Y n^\ ^W

)©A771 Rife

1 NORTH MARINE RC>AD, SCAI 1B0RC >UGH, N0RTH YORKSHIRE Y012 7EY TEL:0723 376586

FRCJMWIZ ARD GAMES

10 DSDD PLANET
BRANDED DISKS

in

o

DATA

supplied in

MAIL ORDER DISK SUPPLIERS

o

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Grade 'A' fully guaranteed
DS/DD 3.5" PLANET BRANDED
20 =
£8
+
£2
p&p
50 = £17
+
£3
p&p
100 = £30
+
£3
p&p
250 = £70
+
£3
p&p
Same day despatch on orders received
before 3.00 pm

QUALITY
LIBRARY

Tel Ktt
779696

5 •

f +

Written by experienced
kkl

Tel: 0626 779695

teachers.
FORMAT GOLD in

Amiga Format Autumn '92
Trade enquiries welcome

Day or evening
Do you want to see your children use the computer for something
other than shoot-em-ups?

Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick?
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out
which button does what?

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for
Send SAE for information or disk/50p for demos, state computer
To: C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9NH

4.99

CRICKET CAFTAN...

699

MANHUNTER SAN FRANCISCO2. ...

COUNT DUCKULA 3 DOL JELE PACK
aiNTHEUSA

6 99

NIGEL MANSELL

5 99

5 99

.

'099
9 99

CRYSTAL KINGDOM DlZZy..

!299

CALEKATTACK

I I 99

FUZZNIC

DOODLEBUG

9.99

REACH FOR THE SKIES

5.99

ROLLING RONNIE

4.99

.

.

599

.

9 99
i4 99

PLAN 9 FROM OUTERSPACE +VIDEO OF FILM
PREMIERMANAGER
POSTMAN PAT I + 3 DOUBLE PACK

and including

Programs

.U

9.99

LOTUSTURBO CHALLENGE
LOTUS3
McDONALDLAND
MATCH OF THE DAY

DIZZY PANIC
ENGLAND

ONLY £4.99

5.99

LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS

5.99
5 99
9 99

O'S ELEPHANTANTICS

P&P

UTILEPUFF

6.99

7.99

BUBBLE BOBBLE...

BLUES BROTHERS..
CALIFORNIA GAMES 7 .

CASE with
FREE LABELS

Educational
ETl

BALANCE OF POWER
RJLLYSSPOTTING [3ARTS....
BUBBLE DlZZy

8.99
6.99

4.99
'599
5.99

FI TORNADO
FINALaOW

4.99

GOLD OF THE AZTECS
&AUNTLET3

7 99

SPACE GUN
SPACE CRUSADE + VOYAGE BEYOND
SILENTSERVICE2
SUN CROSSWORDS
SHINOBI

9.99

TOYOTA CEUCA .RAJ LY . . . .

GODFATHER

9.99

THUNDERHAWK

9 99

HARLEQUIN

7 99

TIMES CROSSWORDS

699

ELV1RA2....

I499

5.99

HERO QUEST + RETURNOF THE WITCH LORD
10.99
HUCKLEBERRY HOUND
7.99
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKRACING
5.99
KICK0FF2
5.99
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD CLASSCRICKET
...14.99

6 99
15 99

...14,99
6.99
4.99
5 99

VIDEO KID+ KJDGLOVES
ULTIMATE GOlI

999
5 99

UTOPIA TWIN PACK .

1699

WORLD RUGBY

5 99

ZOOL

14.99

WIZARD SPECIAL ANY 3 FOR £10.00
ARMALYTE

CISCO HEAT

GUARDIANS

MANIX

BSS JANE SEYMOUR
SUSPICIOUS CARGO
VENUS FLYTRAP
NEIGHBORS

DARKMAN

MIINDBENDER

RESOLUTION 101

SrAGONS OF FLAME

WINDWALKER

XYBOTS

VOODOO NIGHTMARE

SNOW5TRIKE

ST.DRAGON

PSYCHOS SOCCER

COMPILATIONS

KICK OFF 2/ MAN UTD/INT ERNATIONA - SOCCER

BOARD GENIUS
THE GREATEST

CHALLENGE/
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP />

JIMMY WHITE/LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS/SHUTTLE19.99

COMPUTER HITS 2

CLUEDO/SCRABBLE/RISK

19.99

TETRIS/TRACKER/JOE BLAC E/ TAU CETI

SUPER SIM PACK

ITALY 1990, AIRBOURNE RANGER

9.99

BARBARIAN 2/ GREMLINS' /COLOSSUS CHESS/

KIDS PACK

WORLD CHAMP SOCCER

POSTMAN PAT, THE MUNSTERS, COUNT DUCKULA6.99

THE POWER PACK

MAGNUM 4

XENON 11 LOMBARD RAC RALLY/ TV S ORTS
FOOTBALL/BLOODWYCH

AFTERBURNER/DOUBLE DRAGON/BATMAN THE CAPED
CRUSADER/OPERATION WOLF
9.99

9.99

FLIGHT COMMAND

ELIMINATOR/STRIKE FORC
LANCASTER/SKYFOX II

16 BIT MACHINE

SUPER CARS/SKIDZ/SWITCHBLADE/AXEL'S
MAGIC HAMMER

5.99

CLASSIC COLLECTION

INTERNATIONAL 3D TENNIS, CRAZY CARS 2,

HARRIER/ S KYCHASE/

12.99

9.99

GAMES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PLEASE NOTE • A PHONE CALL RESERVES YOUR ORDER. ORDERS UNDER £5.00
ADD 50P POSTAGE + PACKING. CHEQUES + POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO WIZARD GAMES. PLEASE ALLOW
7 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD £2.00 PER ITEM. EEC OR WORLD.
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PUBLIC DOMAIN, LICENSEWARE &SHAREWARE
rc*v

AMAZING NEW PRODUCT

OUR NEW PRINTED, PD, LICENSEWARE AND SHAREWARE

STOS BASIC

GUIDE HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY:

RING, WRITE OR FAX FOR FREE INFORMATION SHEET

AMAZING NEW PRODUCT

Mr Smart's BIG TIME
The largest suite of educational games ever released for the Atari ST/STE.
Twenty five, YES, 25! educational games for 6-12 year olds. Complete
with video tape detailing the games and how to use them -

<

lots of new software has been added and disks are now double sided.

THE BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO
A brand new programming course for Atari ST/STE
comprising 618 page course manual and 2
double sided disks. Learn to program!

MATHS

Our entire PD library had been re-catalogued. Old software has been removed,

SPELLINC

GRIDWORK
ROAD SENSE

TELLING TIME
HUMAN ANATOMY

FLAGS

COUNTRIES

AND MUCH MUCH MORE...

RING, WRITE OR FAX
rr\n rnrr
FOR FREE

INFORMATION SHEET,

OTHER PRODUCTS
10 Blank Disks
25 Blank Disks
100 Coloured Disk Labels
100 Tractor Disk Labels
200 Address Labels
ST/STE/Falcon Dust Cover

£4.99
£11.99
£3.00
£3.00
£5.00
£4.99

Deluxe Mouse Mat

£3.99

Mouse/joystick Ext Lead

£5.99

Easy Text Plus DTP
Easy Test Pro DTP
Imprint Colour

£19.95

Accounts

Education

Amateur Radio

Education • Shoestring Range

Music and Midi - Other

Art and Graphics
Astrology
Astonomy
Budgie UK Games
BudgieUK Compilation Range
Budgie UK Productivity Range
Budgie UK Magazine Disks
Budgie UK Demonstration Disks
Bulletin BoardSystems
Chemistry
ClipArt

Electronics

Operating Systemsand Emulators

Music and Midi - Yamaha

Films

Picture Disks

Font Disks -Calamus

Programming - Adventure Writing
Programming- Assembler
Programming - C
Programming - Gem and Bios
Programming - GFA Basic
Programming - Pascal
Programming - STOS Basic
Programming - Other

Font Disks - Easy Text Plus/Pro
Font Disks- Signum
Font Disks - Pagestream
Font Disks - Publisher Partner
Font Disks - Other
Football
Games - Adventure

Games - Colour and Mono

Satellites

Genealogy

Cookery

Music and Midi - Kawai

Databases

Music and Midi - Quartet

Data Production

Music and Midi - Roland

Desk Accessories

Music and MidiSequencers

Speech Synthesis
Spreadsheets
STE Only
TypingTutors
Word Processing + Printer Support

Disk and Virus Utilities

Music and Midi - Sound Trackers

Plus much much more

Communications

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN, LIGENGEWARE AND SHAREWARE GUIDE

£39.95

£15.95

PLEASE SEND TWO 1st CLASS STAMPS FOR YOUR FREE COPY

IntroST MachineCode (Book&Disk) £19.95

MT SOFTWARE: Greensward House, The Broadway, Totland, IOW P039 OBX
TEL: 0983 756056
FAX:0983 755800
W [E]

LETHAL WEAPON

MX220MEGAGRIPII

for Sega (8-bit) Atari, Commodore,
Amstrad and Compatibles.

MX120 MEGASTICK II

for Sega (8-bit) Atari,
Commodore, Amstrad
and Compatibles.

ore guts... More power... More fun. Get to grips with these new game controllers from SAITEK, world leader in
telligent games. Serious stuff! 4 designs, 14 models. Auto-fire, turbo speed/volume control, slow motion, turbo

ebuttons, multi-directional control pads, and more. For the ultimate
>wer in your games get SAITEK. Check'em out atyour games shop today!
78
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PUT THE POWER IN YOUR HANDS.

Contemporary Games pic, Hounslow TW5 OPA, I

j
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There were issues of ST FORMAT before this one - an

jolly good they were too. INIow's your chance to catch up

e£Eci>uiI
.FORMAT^>W"

SPECIAL

EDITION
packed full of game reviews,
="ss "serious" software - including DTP,
t business, utilities, PD and lots more

IS
ISSUE 51

ISSUE 50

OCTOBER 1993

SEPTEMBER 1993

Disk: Zool demo;

Disk: Civilization

Disk: POV

Fractal Playtime;

demo; Supercard
database; Mega
Depack; Runes
Inside: 50 inspiring

Raytracer complete
program and the
Chaos Engine demo.

STOS extension

Inside: Games test

ing; colour printing;
high and low end
DTP; using fractals
in art and music.

- and hardware of all sorts.

-^ Absolutely unmissable.

AUGUST 1993

Inside: Discover

50 techie terms;

the power of
raytracing, and take

Legends of Valour.

a look at MultiTOS.

i(

m

ISSUE 49

ORDER HERE OR
CALL v 0458 73279
We have other issues available in small numbers - phone to check availabil
ity: 22 (word processing, Devpac 1), 23 (3D worlds, comms), 24 (Uamatron,
ST video), 25 (upgrades, emulators), 27 (graphics, games to last 1,000
years), 29 (intro sequences), 33 (raytracing), 36 (expand your system), 37
(create great games), 38 (Spectrum 512, Sensible Soccer demo), 40 (war
games, Trip-A-Trori); 41 (Air Support, multi-media); 42 (Knife ST, 50 games)

dill
pj^s^-'"' j^iT^^js*'^

r^ ?c>-~ -

ISSUE 48

ISSUE 47

JULY 1993

|UNE 1993

ISSUE 46
MAY 1993

Disk: B77demo,

Disk: Legends of

Disk: Biz Accounts

the complete

Valour demo, three

Prism Paint and

more games,

demo, three games;
Kubes, Rayold, and

Composer Two.

DynaRAM, Picture

Balls and two vector

Inside: Make music

Monitor. Inside:

fonts. Inside: Be

Adventure games,
upgrade your TOS,
Xenomorph review.

productive with
your ST, floppy
drive roundup.

on your ST, summer
sports, review of
DA's Vector.

Please use the coupon below. Prices per issue include the Cover Disk,
packing and postage. Please note that issues 33, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41 and 42
cost a bit more because you get two disks. Each copy costs - in the UK
£4.00, in Europe £5.45 and elsewhere £7.50. Add £1 each for issues 33, 36,
37, 38, 40, 41, 42 and the Special.

Name
Address^

Telephone

Postcode,

Please send me the back issues I have circled

Issue: 22

23

41

,Ff^MATjM

24

42 43

27

29

33

36

37

38

40

44 45

25

46

47

48

49

50

51

Special

UK £4.00*, EUROPE £5.45*, Elsewhere £7.50* per copy

,l*£$l

*INos 33,37,38,40,41,42 and the Special: add £1 extra per copy)

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

i -: \

D Access

D Visa

• Cheque

• P0

©V; I

Credit card No
ISSUE 45

ISSUE 44

ISSUE 43

APRIL 1993

MARCH 1993

FEBRUARY 1993

Disk: Nigel Mansell's

Disk: 15 programs
including Picture
Concept, Grav 2,

Disk: Noddy's
Playtime, Fractal
Landscape,

Crand Prix, No

Second Prize demos,

Protext dictionary.

Insectroid and loads

Animation Tool,

Inside: Get into

more! Inside: Art

Centipede. Inside:

programming,
multi-player games,

on your ST, scanner
roundup, the

Create animations,

Protext masterclass.

games for the '90s.

basic disk safr*--

printer roundup,

Expiry date
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMATBACK ISSUES,
Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.
No stamp required if posted in UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS ONLY VALID UNTIL 30 DECEMBER 1993
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REVIEWS

MUSIC

DIGIT
SOU IMDTR ACKER
Take a look at the spectacular new high
res-only soundtracker program from Germany
unfilled

comes with two manuals. The second

ply means you can't save anything.

the UK market for

one is in German but don't discard it

some time for a good com
mercial, soundtracker package. Audio
Sculpture, which also runs in high res,
promised much but was let down by
a poor user interface and an awful
manual. The package is presented in
a conventional A5 ringbinder and

as you need it to look up a password
each time you load the program.
The program is easily installed
by clicking on the main DIGIT.PRG
and filling in the registration form.
This only happens the first time you
run the program. After entering the
German password the main program
screen appears. If you are unable to
enter the password correctly the pro

There is a GEM style drop down
menu bar which controls loading,
saving, tone control and preferences.
Provision is also made for accessing

There

has

niche in

been

an

gram loads in demo mode. This sim• Digit even has its own built in
sampling module. You can tune

existing samples and edit them
precisely as well as sampling with the
Sample Star cartridge. For extra fun
you can add echo to your samples.

EPSILOH
6PSIL0N
EPSILON 2

any standard GEM accessories you
have loaded. The rest of the screen is

PIBV

divided into four sections:

The Sample Manager is com
prehensive, to say the least. Here you
can load .SAM signed samples into

slots ready for use in a piece. If you

I The friendly main screen of Digit.
At last someone has had the sense

to produce a soundtracker with a

MIDI sequencer-style interface. This
is sure to widen the appeal of

click on the name of a loaded sample
and then on the "TEST" button you

soundtracking further still.

can audition that sample before using
it. There is even a dedicated sampling

then you are still able to load in exist
ing .SAM samples and edit them to
your liking. The Arrange Window
enables you to organise the playlist
for your patterns. It includes a loop

module built in to this section. If you
have Galactic's Sample Star you can

actually sample from here. If not,

SAMPLE STAR
Take a break from tradition and create 8-bit

samples via your printer port
New sampling software always
creates a lot of interest in the

ST world, whether you're a
serious musician or you just enjoy

sampling for fun. Traditionally, all
samplers plug into the cartridge port
on your ST, but Galactic are now sell

ing a high quality sampler in the UK
which uses the printer port instead.
The accompanying software is
very comprehensive and runs in high
resolution only. The sampling section

these two products complement each
other perfectly.

of Digit uses the Sample Star cartridge

The sampler is quite fiddly to
set up, but it's definitely worth the
hassle when you hear the results. This
is the best - it's superior quality 4-bit

as well. If you're into soundtracking,

and

8-bit

achieved,

sampling.
even

at

The

clarity

6.25Khz,

is

astounding. The samples you create
are easily converted to work with any
Sanptfl Info

other sample-based software.

Marker points are used to great
Sample nane: ROCKIT.BLS__
Date:

18. 7.1991

Frequency 19.33 kHz

Tine:

13:13:28

tength 27.873s

4 -Bit Sample

• Galactic's new sampling cart

effect - there are no limitations to the

boasts 4 and 8-bit resolution, plus

basic left and right markers as you

oversampling. An over-modulation

find in Replay 8; you can have up to
eight markers in your sample. You
can place these markers very accu
rately. For example, marker A can be
placed 16.076 seconds from the start

trimmer and digital re-processor are

of the sample and marker B 16.077

from several disks into the different

I Everyone hates the ST's eight

intact. A selection of digital effects are
available from the drop down menus

also included. It's pretty good.

seconds from the start of the sample.

These points can be saved, enabling
you to load a long sample in chunks
marker points and keep it perfectly

character limit on filenames, so

Galactic have found a way round this
little irritation. Whenever you save a

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE
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including echo, repeat and fade-out.

sample, this wonderful dialog box
pops up - giving you the opportunity

All the effects work very well.
The manual begins by explain

to write a couple of lines about it.

ing how to hook the cartridge up to

MUSIC

REVIEWS

spoint facility which ensures that your
music does not come to an abrupt
end. There is also a display here
showing how long, in minutes and
seconds, your music runs for.
The

Pattern

Editor

Digit

tWt 2 I 5 I 4 j PORTRP1ENTO

I

controls

:-«sS

REC

QUflNTIZE

STE

PLflV

PflT

UNDO | STAC| OFF

sound
tracker

DIGIT

Andth&r famoua Program- from"

much of the editing and global
power of Digit. You can set sound

SHRL I ST
snnpLER

GALACTIC
*
© 1932 b^'Sj^Scltek, DSffienburg und Raeker

LOOP

sum j

Price DM 60 (about £24)
Galactic, Julienstae
7, 4300 Essen 1,

Germany
CDPV

SRIHPLE

DELETE

"Functions are

^ 010 49 201 792081

NOP.P1RL

Highs:

PSILOH

PSILOH

self-explanatory and

SILON

easy to use*

output for STFM or STE here, mean
ing that STFM users are not excluded
from the fun, although there is full
STE DMA support. A section called
Logical Edit exists to enable global

changes on selected blocks of music.
This saves a great deal of note by
note editing. Portamento, quantize,
transpose and a whole host of other
features

are

controlled

from

this

section. On top of all that there is a
couple of old-fashioned style Left and
Right level meters added to make you

Superb
sequencer-style

2

SILON

2

SILON

3

LZ_I

Input can be from computer or MIDI
keyboard and in step time or real
time. The whole input process is
quick and painless. Using the quan
tize feature it is possible to give a
piece of music a good "groove"
rather than sounding completely
mechanical. The patterns are gener
ally 16 bars long and divided into
semi-quavers, but this configuration
can be customised for each piece.

• Luckily for us Brits, Galactic are

Verdict

not in

manuals from German to English.

you've never seen or heard before.

format.

back is superb, after a little twiddle of
the tone controls. The only problem
is that Digit saves pieces of music in
its own propriety .SNG format and
the conventional .MOD for

played. Cursor control enables you to

from the German sometimes reads a

little strangely. The quality of play-

ANDY CURTIS

.0"

Alternatively:
— Audio Sculpture
Software « 0908 379550.
Poor manual and user
interface. It does
handle standard MOD

files, though. This is
something that Digit
can't cope with.

• By marking blocks in your sample
you can create whole pieces of music

using the in-built sequencer. With up
Sequencer
CD...

hook the cartridge up to your sound

CD___

to eight markers you can produce

EB

some very accurate sample. It plays,
Play

loops and repeats blocks in any com
bination you choose. Effects such

source and your amplifier. It would

as echo, repeat and fade-out can

make life much easier if the cables

EB.

and the power supply unit were sup

Loop

also be added.

EB.

plied with the software. It's a bit irri
tating that the sampler sits in the
printer port - you need to "attach" a

q:19.51 ki

Rt_
LIS..

£B_

<>0|0 0 \oo[
SI ill 1

Saiie

End

Load

Hide

Copy

EB.

RC_
CD_

CD___

"This is the best - it's

EB

superior quality 4-bit

EB

none

Play

Delete

Sample Star
£68 from Galactic,
Julienstaue 7, 4300 Essen 1,
Germany
•* 010 49 201792081

Highs

and 8-bit sampling9*

• Superb sample quality,
versatile sample editor,
wide variety of features.
Lows

printer distribution cable or buy a
printer switch box.
The manual gives a long and
detailed explanation of what sam
pling actually is, how it's done and
why Sample Star is better than what
ever else it is that you're using. It's

• Incomplete German
translation.

• Power supply and cables
not supplied.

• Fiddly.
Alternatively
•

good to have the background
although the bias doesn't give a very

Stereo Master

Microdeal £29.95, full STE

stereo support but not
high res.

rounded view! One feature of the

• Replay 8 by

manual is that all the screen grabs

•*

Microdeal.

shown are of the German version of

Verdict

the program. This means that you
have to refer to the English version

Sample Star is an excellent sam
pler for your ST. There are some
annoying drawbacks with the pack
age but you get good value.

are still in German.

V

£4.99 from Direct

Sequencer

mono 3.5mm input jack plug and a
stereo 3.5mm output jack plug to

Indeed, even parts of the program

Needs a different

German password
every time you
boot-up.

mat. The .SNG files contain all the

also need a

on screen to work out what is what.

No support for
.MOD file

you need a mono emulator!

quickly arrive at any note and edit it.

at least 200mA. You

Lows:

If you haven't got high resolution,

channel output is graphically dis

your ST. You need a 12 volt DC
power adaptor capable of delivering

Stuffed with useful
features.

a soundtracker package like

samples and there are source code
listings supplied with the program to
enable playback in your own pro
grams. Galactic tell us that they are
releasing a player program into the
PD very soon. We look forward to it.

Pattern View is where the four

Stunning
sound quality.

In the first batch to arrive is Digit,

Digit is a polished piece of software.
The majority of functions are selfexplanatory and easy to use. It's
capable of bringing the musician out
in almost anyone. The manual is clear
and helpful, even if the translation

feel at home.

interface.

translating all their programs and

ANDY CURTIS

• The Sample Star software runs only

£66.99 from First

in high resolution, this means that a

Computer Centre

lot more can be crammed onto the

s

screen. Don't be confused, though.

bit support, medium
or high resolution.

Sample Star is a breeze to use once

'

>

0532 319444 8-

set up correctly.
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imMmMwmmm
Keep yourself

STF COVER DISKS

informed with a

Som

subscription to

come complete with two disks,

including

ST FORMAT,

,

commercial

t h e world's

software. The price

best-selling
" magazine

S£».. pB
SSS^.T.^ssaSSs

of these issues is

£3.95 although with
II11 kr*~-If]

f-1 m. ^-M 4 I

worth more than this.

By subscribing you
save even more cash!

.i,,..., , ' '•"•;-i

""V'msrM' i J^

I

When you subscribe
you can choose one of
these brilliant packages - as a gi

CIVILIZATION
This amazingly useful Desk

--&& ^si

^JBL

m

Accessory and program enables
you to edit text, data, binary files,
disk sectors and RAM.

"Civilization is a

brilliant, brain-

• Civilization's a god _,_

trouble-free and

meltingly wicked guide

massive scale - this sim of life enables

indispensable utility for

you control nations of people over

to life, the universe

thousands of years.

and everything*

the serious ST owner*

•nmrau

By subscribing you—
• Guarantee your

copy of ST FORMAT
every month

game releases

•

AND YOU ALSO

Find o u t tKe l a t e s t

most in-depth news

•

•

magazine delivered
right through your

Learn h o w t o

make the most of

FORMAT

• Discover the truth
about the latest

Have the

your favourite

front door

programs
• Decide what hard

•

ware and software

is best for you

Have first c r a c k a t

the great offers
• Receive a letter
from t h e Editor

EASY TO ORDER...
^

PHONE NOW ON

0458 73279
Alternatively, fill in the
subscriptions coupon
below and simply put it
in the post or even take
out your subscription on
direct debit and get a
free copy of The Best of
ST FORMAT book - all

you have to do is fill out
both coupons below

This coupon instructs your bank or buildingsociety to make payments direct from your
account. Please complete then send to STF Direct Debit Subs, Future Publishing Ltd,

• You get a free copy of the 188 page book
The Best of ST FORMAT.

• And you can still claim all subscription gifts
• You don't have the bother of having to
resubscribe when your subscription runs out.
• You can still cancel your subscription - and
your direct debit mandate - at any time you
like. We will refund, without question, all

payment for unmailed copies.
• When your subscription is due for renewal,
we will give you at least 14 days' notice and
advise you of the amount that is to be paid
from your account.
• Please call customer services on « 0458

74011 if you have any queries.

Name
Address

FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR

{Banks andbuilding societies may refuse toaccept instructions topaydirect debits
from sometypesofaccounts.)

Instructions to bank/building society
• Iinstruct youto paydirect debitfrom myaccount at the request of Future Publishing Ltd.
• Theamountsare variable and may be debitedon variousdates. I understand that Future Publishing
Ltd maychangethe amounts anddatesonlyaftergiving me priornotice.
• Iwillinform you inwriting ifIwishto cancelthis instruction.
11 understand that ifany directdebitis paidwhich breaksthe terms ofthis instruction, you will

Telephone

Postcode

Iwould like O CIVILIZATION O ED HAK as my free gift (please tick one)
12 ISSUES

O UK £39.95 O EUROPE £67.80 O REST OF WORLD £96.85

To ensure you receive your magazine and Disk quickly and in perfect condition,
all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail

make a refund.

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

1. Accountnumber: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.Sortcode:DOOOOO

I IAccess

I IVisa

1 Cheque

1 IPO

1 birect debit'

Credit card no

3. Account in the name of:
4. Signed

Expiry date

Date

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

5. Please write the full address of your branch

direct mail from other companies!

To: The Manager

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:

Bank/Building Society

Future Publishing Limited. SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMATSUBSCRIPTIONS,

Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

Address.

Please send me my free copy of The Best of ST FORMATbook
Postcode

^Telephone.

No stamp required if posted in UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS ONLY VALID UNTIL 31 DECEMBER 1993

I
I
I

•SOFTWARE

THE

•HARDWARE

ATARI ST
PEOPLE

•TRAINING
38 Milton Road • Cambridge • CB41JY • Tel (0223) 324423 • Fax (0223) 302361

immmmsB/mosm • I graphics/design

LANGUAGES &COMPILERS}

MUSIC
Replay 16 (16-bit soundsampler)

£44.90
£59.95

Arabesque
Convedor Professional

£99.00

Breakthru Sequencer

£109.95

Hisoft Basic 2

£65.00

System 3 (Inv/Slock)

£39.95

Truepainl
Degas Elite
Hyperdraw
Hyperpaint v2

£34.90
£19.95
£29.95
£29.95

Breakthru Plus

£129.00

Hisoft C. Interpreter

£42.00

£39.95 £

Cubase Lite
Cubeal
Cubase v3
Midex
Midex +
Concerto
Quartet

NEWmBil

PHONE

£119.00

£99.95

HomeAccounls2
Cashbook Combo Pack

E-Magic Notator Logic
E-Magic Notator SLv3.16
E-Magic Creator SLv3.16
£39.95 E-Magic Nolalor Alpha
E-Magic Unilor II
£59.95
£39.95 j~ E-Magic Export

Data Manager Professional
£29.95
Digila DGBase
£39.95
Super Base Professional ..Special£89.95 gEasy Draw 2
Digicalc
£29.95 nSupercliarged Easy Draw2
Cvber Studio (CAD 3Dv2)
3D V2)
K-Spread 3
£67.95 r-•Cyber
K-Spread4
£95.00 .CyberPaintv2
=:DAVeklor
Sfl,

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Pagestream v2.2

£159.00

Calamus vl .09n
Calamus S
Calamus SL
Timeworks DTP v2
EZTexIPIus
EZText Professional

£109.00
PHONE
PHONE
£89.95
£19.95
£39.95

C0MPUTERS/M0M0RS/PRMERS
NEW LOW PRICES ON ATARI COMPUTERS

520STFM Discovery Pack
£149.00
520STE Discovery Extra
upgraded to1Mb
£199.95
520STE upgraded lo 1Mb
wilh Steinberg Pro24 soltware ...£219.00
1040STE Family Curriculum II
£209.95

WORD PROCESSORS
Calligrapher Professional

1040STE Music Master Pack

£89.00

Calligrapher Gold

£129.00

GST First Word Plus v3.2
Wordwriler
ProlexlvS.5
That's Writev2

£57.95
£39.95
£109.00
£109.00

£149.00

Canon Bubblejet BJ10sx

£229.00

Ricoh LP12O0 Laser Printer

£795.00

£79.95
£45.00

£24.90

£79.95

Fortran

£79.95

C

£79.95

£55.95 |

gl UTILITIES & EXTRAS
£79.9511
o NEW Speedo GDOS
£34.90 f

£129.00 HflflVFalconScraenblaster
£249.00
£44.90 >.NEW Dataiite
PHONE ZNeodeskv3

2

£42.95
£29.95

£295.00

5 Harlekin 2

£44.90

Roland PC-200GS Keyboard
Roland PC-150 Keyboard

£239.00
£139.00

< XBool 3
Diamond Back II

£29.95
£34.90

SC7GM Sound Module
CS10 Stereo Audio Monitor

£259.00
£109.00

Diamond Edge

£39.95

SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS MONO MONITOR
14' PAPER WHITE LOW RADIATION

WITH SPEAKER

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

G+Plus

£19.95

SLM804 Replacement Drum
SLM804 Replacement Toner

£165.00
£37.95

^ gg gg

PC EMULATORS/TOS 2.06
PCSpeed
AT Speed 8MHz
AT Speed C-16MHZ

Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software

£45.00
£79.95

p;Prospero Developers Toolkit

D2D4T/FXlor Falcon

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO
All prices include VAT &delivery onUK mainland

£109.00

£ Prospero Pascal

£95.00
£175.00 ~ Prospero
£359.00 2 Prospero
£289.00
£349.00 CI
£34.95
£39.95

Musicom lor Falcon
D2D Edit lor Falcon

Falcon 0301MB
PHONE
Falcon 030 4MB
SPECIALOFFER
Falcon 030 4Mb 65HD
£959.00
Colour VGA Monitors Now in stock
PHONE

£65.00

SPECIAL OFFER
Hisoft Lattice C v5.5
£279.00 Hisoft Nevada Cobol (Wilh CP/M)
£219.00 Hisoft High Speed Pascal
£179.95 £5 FTL Modula 2Developer
£229.00 q GFA Basic Interpreter v3.5
£89.00 £• GFA Basic Compiler v3.5

Feeling Partner
KCS Omega

£229.00

Hisoft Devpac v3

£99.00
£129.00
£199.00

TEL 0223 324423
FAX 0223 302361

TOS 2.06 Official UK Versions in Stock

24-HOUR ORDER LINE 0223 324423

. VIRCCT SOFTWARE

• FREEPOSTERS'
WITH EVERY

KICK OFF 1

.FOR THE CHEAPEST PRICES ANYWHERE,

. ORDER,

ANY 4 £4.99 GAMES FOR ONLY £15!!
LETHAL weapon

WWFZ £.139?

£139?
20000 Leagues Under the Sea
Alien Syndrome

ro Te
tennis
CH99 Pro
life...
LH99
tH99 Hobocop I
Pobozone
W99
f.H.99 SDI

HiqhSteei

am

Shadowgate

£199

£199 Jumping Jackson

£4.99

Kick Off 2

fm

Silent Service
Skate Wars

£199
£199

£199
£199

Asterix

£.199

Audio Sculpture

£199

Hack To The Golden

Age Adventure

£H99

Falcon Classic Collection.
Federation of Free Traders
Fernandez AW Vie
FireZone
First Samurai

£1.99 TITLES

DEVIOUS
DESIGNS £H99

SUPER
FIOHTEP £13.99
lour t

£199

Addams Family
Carl Lewis Challenge

£199

Cool World ...

£15.??
£1199
£1699
£1199

Epic

£1999

Archie Macleans Pool.

£1999

10 Great Games (Ferrari FI. Rick

£1199

Hook

£15.99

Dangerous. Pick WPile. Great Courts.
Satan. Chicago 90. Xenon Z Night Hunter.
Carrier Command. Super Ski)
Quest+Glory Compilation (Cadaver.
Midwinter. Iron Lord. Hloodwych)

£199

BloooWycfi
BlueAngel 69

£199 King of Chicago
£199 /Manchester United Europe

£^.77

Soldier of Light
Spherical

£199 Jimmy WhitesSnooker
John Barnes Football
£199 Knights
of theSky

Bombuial
Bounce Oof
Chaos Strikes Back
Chose HQ 2
Cisco Heat

£199
£199
£199
£199
£199

(no box)
Matrix Marauders

£199
£199

Strike Force Harrier

£199

Lemmings

£219?
£1199

£199

Lotus 3.

£159?

Mystical

£199 SunDog
£199 Swooper
£199 Total Recall

Corporation

£199

Onslaught

Crossbow
Dark Castle

£199
£199

Orbiter

Narc

Nightbreed

espionage

Pang
£199 Paris - Vakar Pally
£199 Phobia
Plotting
...M99

Fallen Anqel....

...£H99

VejaVu
Vyter07

Prince of Persia

£199

Lureof the Temptress
£199 Ml
Tank Platoon
£199 Micro Prose Oolf
£199
Microprose Grand Prix

Uninvited

£199

Vengeance of Excolibur

£199

£199
£199
£199

£199
£199

LZT>UCATIONAL.
SHAPES ANV COLOURS

FIRST LETTERS
LETS SPELL (OUT & ABOUT)

£t99
...IW

W9?

FUN SCHOOL HUNVER5..
FUN SCHOOL 15-1

. £13.9?
...£ 13.99

FUN SCHOOL 1 OVER. 7

...£13.99

High Energy Compilation (North &South.
Tin Tin. Fire * Forget. Teenage Queen.
Hostages)

Heimdahl

Flames of Freedom

Batman The AWe

Stos(nobox)

Raving Mad (Rodland. Robocod. Mega
Twins) - £999

FULL PRICE TITLES

£199

£199

COMPILATIONS

£1999
£799

£IH99
£1999
£1199

£1199

Direct Mega Pack - Corporation.

Ohno not mareLemmings

£1499

Man Utd. Pro Tennis Tour 2. Prince Of

Parasol Stars

£159?

Persia. Silent Service - £999

Populous 2
£1999
PsychoSoccer(Kick Off2,International
SoccerChallenge. World Champ Soccer.
Manchester Utd)
Push CWr
....
Pace Vnvm line irtdso)
Pobocod (James Bond 2)

£?.??
£1999
£7??
£1599

Pobocopl

£169?

Sensible Soccer
Shuttle
Silent Service I

£1699
£1999
£1199

Sim City/Populous
Sports Collection
The Games Espana 92

£1199
£1999
£1999

Universal Monsters
WWF

£1199
£1599

SENSIBLE SOCCER

£1199

•RL-ANK.

50.
100.
250.

fVRMNO- £H99
(Including free
video worth
£1099)

2

p&p for Disk orders)

DIRECT SOFTWARE LTD

Unit 3, Cross Keys Shopping Mall, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 2AU
Tel: (0908) 379550
P&P is FREE, within the UK

I l l 00
130 00 i
110 an

inc labels (Please add £2M

Please send orders to:
RACE

DISKS -

SHop prices

I

PRINTER

REVIEW

HJ-400 INKJET
Do you want a printer that
looks a bit different to fit into

your designer home? This
could be the one you want...
Imagine a particularly attractive-

looking grey plastic building block
- about the same size as a breeze

block, but lighter in colour and
smoother to the touch - and you've
conjured up the image of the new
inkjet printer from Brother. Although
this portable machine is a Bubblejet
clone - being virtually identical to
Canon's

machine of that

name -

the HJ-400 certainly looks original
and, more importantly, it performs
pretty well too.
The separate sheet feeder,
which holds 100 sheets and acts as a

rest for the printed pages as they are
ejected, fits in the top of the
machine. Into the back goes the
power supply - a small black trans-

**You don't have to do

any more messing about

- you plug in and go"

enabling you to make permanent
changes to the default settings.
Whatever alterations you make
to the settings are stored in the
printer until you need to change
them again, for example alter the
emulation, serial port settings and
international character set

Assembling the machine is sim

ple, and its default settings of Roman
typeface and Epson emulation means
Czechoslovakia!) Sudetenland, an

area of over 1100 square miles,
resting on the borders of Germany
and Austria, will now
of the third Reich. F
Hitler, 49, Chancellor

I (Above) The rather handsome

HJ-400 Inkjet printer from Brother.

jKlEi^ilsixtyJ lines of text (filling&

assemble and a good performer.

Party, walked away fnd included were
inumpnam yestert jxc, Condensed, E n
,.„^
,,
These styles of
fr*-8a \) t ost printers can

Verdict

the National Socia

not only nor
ZL el jtr g & ci ,
printing are
do some if n

rstuvwxyz{se OUT.put of the machines wer
T\ Till frnrvel meter, quietness being an
ting.

And to check out their

Brougham document was printed (a mockformer connected to a 13 amp lead
with mains plug. If you're interested
in the minutiae of this sort of thing,
you're going to want to know that

1938,

part of a school Histo

'#$%&' ()*+,-.
Jaaaageeeiii)

,n:SanTS6Q.Sa><l)k, iu« | j
• Printing is a bit on the slow side,

there are five control buttons and six

LEDs on the front panel which you
can use to make changes like altering
the fonts, switching Economy mode
on and form feeding the paper. They
also act as electronic "dip switches,"

but the HJ-400 redeems itself by

you don't have to do any more mess
ing about-you plug in and go. Most
text-based ST software runs perfectly
well, and the printed results are very

The HJ-400's specs
this machine there are

certain basic facts you
really should know about
it first. These are they
EMULATIONS: You can switch the

HJ-400 to respond to either Epson
ESC/P or IBM Proprinter control
codes, enabling most ST software to
run quite happily without any
problems at all.

INTERFACE: Plug the printer straight
into the ST's parallel printer port,
but the HJ-400 also has an 8 pin ser
ial port on the back.

PRINT METHOD: The HJ-400 uses the

same kind of 64-nozzle inkjet printhead as used by Canon, and pro
duces 360 dpi resolution.

FONTS: It has three inbuilt fonts,

Roman, San Serif and Brougham.
These are printable at 10, 12, and 15
characters per inch; alternatively it
can use proportional spacing.

SIZE:The machine occupies about 28
x 38 cms of desk space, stands just
over 30cms high, and weighs in at
just under 41 kilograms.

slower than the newest DeskJet, but

makes up for this in output quality.
At this price it's expensive,
although if you can pick it up for
around £300 - and there are defi

nitely rumours that you can! - it's cer

defined results.

tainly an inkjet to consider, stf

good. The ink used in the print-head
cartridge gives you really dark black

Brother
HJ-400

crisp and well defined.
All three fonts are well propor

Inkjet

tioned

£485 from Brother Business

and as

attractive as

these

things get, but switching between
them via the printer controls is a bit
involved - when there are specific
printer drivers for the HJ-400 to suit

PAPER: Feed paper via a 100 sheet
auto-feeder supplied which clips on
top, or manual feed for other media
like envelopes from the front.

The HJ-400 is a quiet and refined
machine, incorporating the proven
Canon type of print mechanism into
a more robust chassis. It gives excel
lent results printing text, beating the
HP DeskJets for print quality, but it's
not as good on graphics. It's a little

producing crisp, clear and well

letters, and at 360 dpi they're very

If you're going to choose

It's compact, portable, easy to

your software, things are likely to be
much easier.

The same applies to graphicsbased software, for example the
desktop
publishing
package
PageStream 2's printer drivers can
only extract 360 x 180 dpi resolution
instead of the full 360 x 360 dpi that
it should be able to do. This just
means that DTP output isn't compa
rable to text output - you're going
to have to wait for new drivers if

you're desperate for darker

and

Machines w 061 330 6531

Highs
• Excellent output.
• Straightforward to use.
Lows

^89
kh»

Lack of ST drivers.

Fiddly dip switches.

'V

What else?

• HP DeskJet 510, 029
HewlettPackard,
» 0344 369369.

• Canon BJ-IOex, £199
We Serve, « 0705 647000.
~ Star SJ-48, £199,
We Serve, « 0705 647000.

more defined results.
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FUTURE

Lowest Priced Top Quality
Ribbons, Inkjets, Toners & Disks

SHOW '93
LONDON OLVMPU HTH • 14TH MOVEMBBI

Printer Ribbons

COME TO THE ECU STAND (A251). CUT

europecm
computer luser
FREEPHONE
0800 318576

32.99
21.99
7.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
9.99
9.99
23.99
15.99
9.99
B17FLYING F0RTRESS1MEG 23.99
BARBARIAN 2
9.99
21.99
BAT 2
BATMAN RETURNS 16.99
BATTLEHAWKS1942 10.99
BATTLE OF BRITAIN 15.99
9.99
•BEAST 2
BEASTLORD
14.99
5.99
BIG RUN
BOSTON BOMB CLUI 4.99
8.99
CAPTIVE
CAMPAIGN
22.99
CAMPAIGN 2
CALL
CAMPAIGN MISSION DISKS 11.99
CALL
CANNON FODDER
CARRIER COMMAND 7.99
CARL LEWIS CHALLENGE 15.99
CARTOON COLLECTION 15.99
16.99
/CASTLES
CHAMP MANAGERswl MEG 16.99
CIVILIZATION 1MEG 23.99
;-C00L WORLD 1 MEG 12.99
CRUISEFORA CORPSE 18.99
CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY 14.99
CRYSTALS OFARBOREA 4.99
20.99
D-DAY 1 MEG
DISCOVERY STEPS OF COLUMBUS 18.99
DIZZY COLLECTION 16.99
23.99
DOGFIGHT
8.99
-DOODLEBUG
:-D0UBLE DRAGON 31 MEG 5.99
5.99
•DRAGONS BREATH
:-DUNGE0N MASTER/CHAOS 17.99
:-DYNABLASTERS1MEG 18.99
>EUROPEAN CHAMPIOMNS 16.99
F5 STRIKE EAGLE
10.99
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER 11.99
FACE OFF
7.99
7.99
FINAL FIGHT
FIRE AND ICE1 MEG 16.99
14.99
FIREHAWK
17.99
•FORMULA ONE GP

2.45
3.31

BLACK

2.25 Panasonic KXP1123/1124/I140
3.11 Panasonic KXP1080/1180/90/1592
2.30 Panasonic KXP2123/2180

5.70

5.55

5.35 5.15

2.29

2.14

1.94 1.84

Commodore MPS1220/1230

4.50

3.00

2.85 2.65 2.45

Epson LQIOO
Epson LQ400/500/800/850
Epson FX/MX/RX80/FX/LX800
Epson FX/MXTRXIOO/FX/MX I000
Epson LX80/86/90
Mannesmann Tally 80/81

4.10 3.95 3.75 3.55 Star LC24-10/200
3.45 3.30 3.10 2.90 Taxan Kaga KP810/815/910/915

2.86

2.71

3.14

2.99 2.79 2.59

2.90

2.75 2.55

2.35

loll

2±

3.36

3.21

2.81 Citizen Swift 24

4.35

4.15

3.01

3.95

Star LCZOO

COLOUR

FOOTPEDAL
MAVERICK
NAVIGATOR

SPEEDKING (AUTOFIRE)
ZIP STICK

S± lil±

10.63 10.48 10.28 9.
6.00

5.85

9.78

9.63 9.43 9.03

9.63

9.48 9.28 8.

5.65 5.25

Ring us and WE WILL BEAT all other Ribbon prices
31/2" Disks & Disk Boxes
DS/DD

DS/HD

Inkiets. Ink Refills & Toners
Canon BJ-10/20Cartridge
Commodore MPS1270Cartridge
HP DeskJet Cartridge (Double Cap)

17.54each
12.13 each
24.24 each
20.89 each
12.13 each

10 Disks

£5

±8

100 Cap.

25 Disks
50 Disks

±12

±18

Lockable
Disk Box

IIP Deskjet Tri-Colour Cartridge
HP Thinkjet/Quietjet Cartridge

±22

±32

100 Disks

±40

±60

£5.99
with
orders of

HP Deskjet Tri-Colour Cartridge Refill
16.00each
InkJetRefills(Twin Packs) for Canon BJ-10/20.BJ300,HP
Deskjet. Available in Black. Cyan, Magenta.Yellow, Red.
Blue, Brown, Light Green, Dark Green and Gold..

250 Disks

±145

500 Disks ±168

±285

£10+

1 Pack ill.00. 2+1'acks £10.60 ea, 5-t Packs £9.95 ea.

ilable at 2p extra 'disk
All Disks Certified 100% Error Free and
INCLUDE FREE Labels.
Preformatted (MS-DOS) disks

HP Laserjet II/III Toner Cartridge

44.51 each

HP Laserjet IIP/IIIP Toner Cartridge

53.14 each

Miscellaneous Items
Roll 1000 31/2' Disk Labels

Ring For Inkjets & Toners Not Listed.
CPU St.Monitor Dust Cover
Monitor Dust Cover

5.49
4.99

8.99

80 Column Printer Dust Cover

3.99

31/2" Disk Cleaning Kit

2.99

Parallel Printer Cable (1.8m)

3.99

Amiga 500 Dust Cover
Amiga 600 Dust Cover

3.99
3.99

Mouse Mat

2.99

Amiga 1200 DustCover

3.99

All Prices INCLUDE VAT (@ 17l/2%) & UK DELIVERY

0543 250377 Rin§ us or send cheques to: 0543 250377
Owl Associates Ltd, Dept 133, Owl House,

=-| 5The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE [
t^.\

Official Government &Educational orders welcome

E&OE

POOLSWINNER
1993/4 THE P00LS PREDIC™N PROGRAM g 3 gi SA
WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

m~* "

* -*

• THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Poolswinner,

now has artificial intelligence. The latest version of the program,
Poolswinner Gold, has the power to leam from the results of its

own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to

improve performance.
• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures for English and
Scottish League matches are generated automatically by

10.99
11.99
8.99
18.99
10.99
11.99
8.99
10.99

Poolswinner Gold (yearly updates are available from Selec).
• MASSIVE DATABASE 22000match database over 10 years.

0 PREDICTS SCOREDRAWS, NO-SCORES, AWAYS and HOMES

Predictions are based on many factors.. recent form, the massive
database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and draw averages
The user can adjust all parameters.
• SUCCESSFUL Selec guarantee that Poolswinner performs
significantly better than chance.
•

LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. Can be used

for the non-league and amature matches often on the coupon.
• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away) are automatically
generated by the program as results come in.
• UPDATED WEEKLY.Poolswinner Gold is supplied fully updated
with all league results from the start of the season

Post and packing: UK 75p peritem 2nd Class; £1.50 per item 1stClass; £2.00 per item 1stClass Recorded.
E.E.C. =B.00 peritem; Non-E.E.C. =£6.00 peritem;

• IMMEDIATE USE No need for tiresome input of previous results. All results are
already in the program - predictions can start immediately.
• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature.

Swift Air E.E.C. =£5.75 peritem; Swift Air Non E.E.C. =£9.00 peritem
Next Day Courier=£5.00 perconsignment (Up to5kg. Deliveries Mon-Fri Only)

Titles marked with a may not be released attime of going to press. Please

VISA

telephone for availability and afull copy ofour terms and conditions.
Titles marked with a

Also available from Selec...

areavailable at the price shown while stocks last.

['1 ;J z\^

AY

nameE
ADDRESS E

l!

If

PHONE

POSTCODEL

PRICE

ITEML

PRICE

ITEMr

PRICE
(Please indicate if you require Disk or CD-ROM)

Visa/Mastercard/Switch Number;

Switch issue No:

SIGNATURE: _

Card Expiry Date:

COURSEWINNER V4

£36.50

THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. With artificial intelligence.
Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money etc.

Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw effect
etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit. Sophisti
cated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree.

POOLS PERM PLUS

£32 50

Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results
and popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning
lines, or tests your theories on results over the last 5 years. Reveals all the

ITEMC

|fe

POSTAGE
TOTAL
Make cheques payable to:
European Computer User
& send to:

Units A2/A3 Edison Rd,
St Ives, Huntingdon,
CAMBS PE17 4LF

2.31

Ring For Ribbons Not Listed.

JOYSTICKS

CRUISER ( BLACK)

2.51

12.81 12.66 12.4612.06

3.17 3.02 2.82 2.62 Star LC24-10/200

CHEETAH BUG
COMPETITION PRO

2.54 2.34

Amstrad PCW8256/8512/LQ3500 2.85 2.70 2.50
3.90 3.75 3.55 3.35 Seikosha SL90/92/95
2.85 2.70 2.50 2.30 StarLC10/20/100

PSYCHOS SOCCER
RAILROAD TYCOON I MEG
RAINBOW COLLECTION
REACH FOR THE SKIES
ROBOCOD
RODLAND
RISKY WOODS
SABRE TEAM 1 MEG
SCRABBLE
SECRET MONKEY ISLAND1MEG
SENSIBLE SOCCER
SHADOW DANCER
SHAD0W0RLDS1MEG
SILENT SERVICE 21 MEG
SLIDERS
SOCCER STARS
SPACE CRUSADE VOY BEYOND
SPACE CRUSADE MISSION OISK
STARBLADE
STEEL EMPIRE 1MEG
STORM MASTER
STREETFIGHTER21MEG
STRIKE FLEET
SUPER CAULDRON
SUPER CARS 2
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER
SUPEROFF ROAD RACER
SUPERSKI2
SWAP
TEAM YANKEE 2
TERMINATOR 21 MEG
TEST DRIVE 2
THE CHAOS ENGINE
THE GREATEST
THE PATRICIAN
TOKI

WIZKID
ZOOL

3.11 2.91

2.74

I NEC Pinwriter P2200

ULTIMATE GOLF
UNIVERSAL MONSTERS
+VIDEO KID
VOODOO NIGHTMARE
WAR INTHE GULF 1 MEG

s± is±

3.31

5.60 5.40 5.20

ii OKI ML182/183/192/193/195

TRANSARCTICA1MEG

2±

2.89

TITLE

10.99
13.99
13.99
19.99
7.99
7.99
19.99
15.99
17.99
13.99
15.99
7.99
15.99
17.99
3.99
14.99
16.99
10.99
4.99
11.99
6.99
17.99
9.99
16.99
8.99
16.99
8.99
4.99
3.99
17.99
6.99
6.99
16.99
19.99
21.99
7.99
17.99
8.99
16.99
8.99
3.99
20.99
16.99
16.99

i "it

3.46

5.75

2.12 1.97 1.77 1.67 Panasonic KXP2123/2180
3.90 3.75 3.55 3.35 Star LC10/20/100
3.03 2.88 2.68 2.48 Star LC200

Prices can be subjectto change.E&OE

Allitems are subject to availability.

2.65
3.51

Brother M1009/1024/1109/1209
Citizen 120D/LSP10/Swift24/9

YOU CALL CAN WE SAY FAIRERTHAN THAT?

9.99
FUTURE WARS
GOAL 1 MEG
19.99
GODFATHER
7.99
GOLD OF THE AZTECS 7.99
GRAHAM GOOCH'S CRICKET 20.99
GRAHAM TAYLORS SOCCER 7.99
HARD DRIVIN 2
7.99
7.99
HARD NOVA
HERO QUEST
8.99
HILL STREET BLUES 7.99
INDY FATE ATLANTIS (action) 16.99
INDY LAST CRUSADE ADV I MEG 10.99
•ISHAR
10.99
ISHAR 2
19.99
6.99
JAMES POND
JOHN BARNESFTBALL1MEG 12.99
8.99
KICK OFF 2
KID GLOVES 2
10.99
KILLING GAMESHOW 9.99
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY 1 MEG 13.99
7.99
LAST NINJA 3
LEANDER
9.99
LEGENDS OF VALOUR 27.99
LEMMINGS 21MEG 17.99
LEMMINGS STAND ALONE 9.99
LEMMINGS DATA DISK 12.99
LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK 19.99
LETHAL WEAPON 3 14.99
10.99
LOOM
11.99
LOTUS 3
•:-M1 TANK PLATOON 11.99
MANIAC MANSIONS 9.99
7.99
MAN UTD EUROPE
7.99
MEGA TWINS
MERCENARY31 MEG 7.99
METAL MUTANT
4.99
MICROPROSE GOLF 13.99
9.99
MIDWINTER
12.99
MIDWINTER 2
MIG 29 FULCRUM
9.99
9.99
••MOTORHEAD
NICKY 2
16.99
NIGEL MANSELLGP 11.99
NO SECOND PRIZE
15.99
9.99
I OBITUS
ONE STEP BEYOND 14.99
OPERATION STEALTH 11.99
PANZA KICK BOXING 7.99
9.99
PIRATES 1 MEG
POPULOUS 21 MEG 19.99
POPULOUS/PROMISED LANDS 9.99
PREMIER MANAGER 16.99
6.99
PRINCE OF PERSIA

2.80
3.66

Amstrad DMP 4000

ORDERS PLACED BETWEEN THE SHOW DATES (11-WTH
NOVEMBER) IF YOUQUOTE OUR STAND NUMBER WHEN

PRICE1

laff 2± S± 1S±

Amstrad DMP 2000/3000

AND IF YOU CAN'T MAKE IT? DON'T WORRY - WE'LL
GIVE YOU THE SAME DISCOUNT OFF ANY PHONE

Fax: 0480 496379
3D CON KIT 2
AIRBUS N AMERICAN
ADDAMS FAMILY
ANOTHER WORLD
APOCALYPSE
ARCHER MACLEANS POOL
•ARMOUR GEDD0N
-AT0MIN0
AV8B HARRIER
AWARD WINNERS
•AWESOME

BLACK

OUT AMD BRING THIS SECTION WITH
YOU AND WE'LL GIVE YOU AN EXTRA
POUND OFF EVERY GAME YOU BUY
~THE SHOW.

weeks a bet would have won, and the probable dividend.
Formats available:

LBM (3kor SK), AMIGA, ATARI ST / Falcon

All programs are supplied on disc,
packaged wilh detailed instruction
manual, and support literature.

Prices are inclusive of VAT & delivery

SendchequeIPO

Selec Software a,, 1984, E3 r^*

for reiurn ofpost service to.... V?CICV/ OUI IVVQI C (Est. 1984)
62 Altrincham Rd, Gatley, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4DP
Tel 061-428-7425
(send forfull listofoursoftware)
Phone orFAX 24hrs

PHOTOSHOW

REVIEW

H-

PHO
SHOW
Sound and vision are brought
together on the Falcon.
Clive Parker shows you how to
create stunning presentations
T r u e colour graphics combined
with CD quality sound - multi
media is here with the first Fal

con program to actually use Photo
CD. Both of the Falcon's major
strengths are brought together in
Photo Show a configurable
slideshow enabling Photo CD images
to be displayed accompanied by a
CD quality soundtrack.

• The other effect for overlaying a
picture over another is the Strip
option, the new picture is displayed
using four vertical bars.

ating the script is easy because every
thing is done by pointing and clicking
with the mouse. Scripts can be con
structed in

minutes and consist of

Photo CD images, sampled sound
files and FTC images. FTC images are
simply Photo CD pictures that have
been converted to Photo Show for

mat, the advantage of using them is
that they load in under a second from
hard drive, the same image takes 35

Sound and vision
The idea behind the audio

images from several CDs in one show,
this is impossible if you are running
the presentation from CD-ROM. Sam
pled sounds in standard AVR format

*M configurable
slideshow enabling
Photo CD images to be
displayed accompanied
by a CD quality

capability of Photo Show is
to add music, speech and
sound effects to a

soundtrack9*

visual

presentation - the Falcon's

built-in
audio

sampling

and

are used, you can create these with
any sampler that can save in AVR for
mat either on the Falcon or on your
ST. Samples can either be played indi
vidually or looped to provide continu
ous background music for a rolling
presentation. Three music samples
are supplied.
When you select a Photo CD
image from the CD-ROM drive you

hardware makes it

perfect for this type of
application. Slideshow pre
sentations at meetings are
typically boring affairs so

adding sound, in the form
of music or spot effects,
• "..;•,•
can really make an impres
sion on a client. Imagine
that you are showing a
potential customer designs
for a new music CD inlay, it would be
more impressive if music was playing

choose a visual effect to be used

when
• Using the Fade option enables one
picture to be faded into the next
using a shutter effect.

from the CD at the same time.
In control

seconds

The slideshow is controlled by a script

Another advantage of using FTC
images is that you can combine

created from within Photo Show. Cre-

to

load

from

Photo

CD.

displaying

the

image on

screen. This is a good idea let down
by the fact that there are only three
visual effects in the program, a few
more imaginative fades, wipes and
merges would greatly improve the
versatility of Photo Show.
You can show your presenta
tion in either manual or auto modes.

Most

DTP

programs

cannot

use

Photo CD images directly in Kodak's
PCD format. The Photo Show export
module is supplied to enable Photo
CD images to be converted to other
file formats for use in graphics,
photo manipulation or DTP.

Three major file types are sup
ported in five image sizes; Encapsu
lated PostScript (EPS); Tagged Image
File Format (TIFF) and RAW format.

You can import EPS files directly into
any DTP program that uses Post
Script, EPS files are typically twice

the size of the other image file types.
Practically all serious DTP and graph
ics software can use TIFF and RAW

files, enabling your Photo CD pic
tures to be used with almost any
software. Be careful when saving pic
tures in the two largest resolutions,
they create files of over 4MBytes and
18MBytes in size. These soon eat up
your hard drive space.
You can use the export module
on any ST with suitable CD-ROM dri
vers, the MultiTOS CD-ROM drivers

only work with the TT or Falcon030.

In manual mode you control the flow
of the presentation with the mouse
buttons, ideal for meetings where
you may need to move back and
forth through a series of images to
make a point. Auto mode simply
plays a prepared script, usually run
ning in a continuous loop. This type
of display is the kind of thing you see
running on computers in showrooms
showing off the capabilities of the
hardware and software.

Getting up and running is a
simple process and only takes about
five minutes, just transfer the soft
ware to your hard drive and run the

program. To use Photo Show, Multi
TOS must be installed and running. If
you don't have a CD-ROM driver
installed instructions are provided for
installation of the driver supplied.
Verdict

Photo Show is the first of many CDROM compatible programs lined up
to appear on the Falcon. It's All Rela
tive have taken a simple but effective
approach to creating multi-media
presentations that is easy to set up
and use. The manual is packed with
hints and tips for getting the best
results from MultiTOS, Photo CD and
the Falcon.

Priced at $35, about £24, it's

not going to break the bank. Remem
ber that you have to pay postage
from the USA, import duty and VAT

before you can use it. Of course, you
do need to have a Falcon and a CD-

ROM to use the program in the first
place. Photo Showis definitely worth a
look Adding a few more options and
effects would turn a good program
into a brilliant one. s t f

Photo
Show
S35 (about £24)
It's All Relative, 2233 Keeven
Lane, Florissant, MO 63031
USA "0101 314 831 9482.

4MByte Falcon030 with
MultiTOS, hard drive and

Photo CD compatible CD-ROM

Highs
Simple to use, easy to
set up, inexpensive.
• Runs on any colour TV
or monitor.

_ Converts Photo CD

lft>
i/

images to useable
formats.

Lows

Can only be ordered
directly from the USA.
Limited visual effects.

Scripts cannot be edited
once created.

Photo CD images take a
long time to load.
What else?

Nothing yet.
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ST

FORMAT

c

REVIEW

GRAPHING

UTILITY

BBS Call Breakdown Comparison

DRAGON
GRAPH
Present your statistics
informatively in graph form.
Frank Charlton shows you how
you can use it, but there's no com
plex installation procedure to be
done. |ust copy the files to your hard
drive or make a backup of the disk,
register it, and you're ready to go.
D-Graph is a standard GEM-driven program, and is written to run
under MultiTOS. The program is
designed to be used with a minimum
fuss without resorting to the manual
every few minutes - the manual is
sparse at only 20 pages, but it
does cover all of the program's
functions, and you shouldn't

W h e t h e r you're producing a
detailed report on your
company's sales figures or
displaying the results of a survey in a
home-produced fanzine, making
large chunks of numerical data look
interesting as well as informative can
be difficult. Often the most eye
catching method is to present your

figures as a graph - easy to read, and
gives you an instant comparison
between sets of figures.
D-Graph from American soft
ware house Dragonware is simply a
tool for turning your statistics into a
visual form, which you can then
incorporate into your DTP program
or word processor. The program

need

to

refer

to

it

comes supplied on four floppy disks,
three of which contain Atari's Font

ences between most of them are

GDOS system for displaying and

difficult to spot. You can use one of
four basic graph styles - Pie Chart,
Bar Graph, H-Line and V-Line - but a

FontCDOS is sort of a "halfway
house"

between

D-GRRPH File

Edit

Font

Style

Size

still

Font
uses

the

sented in a more man

ageable
form.
Of
course, you don't need
to use FontGDOS if you
already have GDOS
for

wide selection of parameters can be
easily customized from a single dialog
box to produce the effect you need.
Titles can be added and altered, but

you're restricted to placing the title
above or below the actual graph in

preset

positions.

All

Graph Title on

Reference Lines

E l I Button |

QDH1

•JUMIaED

Grid Lines

Fill Patterns

Point Titles

SFF~H

•JEBOED

OFF

I

Legend Box

I Fill Index « 11 | Point Stale It 6 'l Point Size » 1Z

another

Done

program, and D-Graph

I

also supports SpeedoG

• Here you can change the styling of

DOS if you have it. Your copy of DGraph needs to be registered before

your graph to suit your needs, all
from one dialog box.

Meaningless Things : Soles (Aug 93)

Widgets
Doohickies

Gadgets

Thimgummybobs
Wotsits
Doobries

Clicky Things

in

FORMAT

to

a

out

format
can

D-Graph

use.

uses

• A 3D pie chart
can have a

section "exploded" for
clarity. Here we've
emphasised the largest section.

sections by enhancing its 3D effect.
Once you've chosen your basic
graph format, you have two ways of
entering the data needed to produce
the graph. The easiest method is to
enter it into the custom dialog box
for each graph type, which means
you need your figures on paper in the
first place. The dialogs are selfexplanatory though, and it only takes
a few minutes to set them up. Click
the "Done" button, and your data is
transformed into an attractive graph.
You can set the fill patterns used, font
types and sizes, titles for the horizon
not you want a "key box" to explain
what each piece of the graph repre
sents. Producing a graph takes liter
ally minutes, and the whole thing can
be altered and re-generated very
quickly without losing data. You can
even switch graph types and D-Graph
produces the new format without

SO

145

800

as

ZOO

ISSUE

52

GDOSfor printer output, and you can
make the graph fill the page, or spec
ify where you want it printed at its
normal size. Graphs can be saved in
many formats - IMG, DOO (a basic
32K screen dump), PI3 and even
MAC and IFF. The preferable choice is
to use the GEM metafile format for

vector graphics if your programs sup
port it, so you don't lose quality when
rescaling the graph, stf

Dragon
Graph
£75 16/32 Systems
=• 0634 710788 hard drive

installable; 1MByte RAM;
TOS 1.4 or later

Highs
~1 Very easy to use,
produces high quality
results, supports all
popular formats.
Too expensive
for what it does.

What else?

HyperChart, from
Atari « 0753 533344

basic bar-graph with data represented
by stacks of coins.

ST

changing your entries. Alternatively,
you can import an ASCII file from
your database, word processor or
spreadsheet, and D-Graph enables
you to choose which character acts
as the "separator" - used by
the program to tell
where each entry
begins and ends.
Obviously you

you

• We've created a "coin" graph here, a

ISO

graph showing a comparison of
three years' worth of data.

put the graph

tal and vertical axis, and whether or

100

• Here we've created a filled line

need

made to stand out from the other

same bitmap fonts as
the original, but pre

installed

1991

Jai Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

graph types can be either flat or 3D,
which can improve the graph's read
ability in most cases. Pie Charts can
have a section "exploded" - that is,

Graph

newer vector font based

SpeedoGDOS.

•

the

original GDOS and the

GDOS

1992

once

you've used it a few times.
D-Graph
supposedly
generates graphs in up to 50
different styles, but the differ

printing the fonts used by D-Graph.

1993

368 >

STOS

GUIDE

REVIEW
•

BEGINNERS
GUIDE TO STOS
A package that promises to
be gentle with you as you
take on STOS programming
Learning to program your ST is
undoubtedly a rewarding and
fascinating business, unfortu
nately it can also be an intensely frus
trating experience. It's very easy to
spend long nights staring at the
same bit of obstinate code trying to
figure out why it refuses to work. You
need a gentle initial introduction or
you might be scared off the whole
thing for life.
The Beginners Guide to STOS
Basic aims to take you from a stum
bling absolute beginner to a compe
tent 5TO5 Basic programmer with the
minimum of bloodshed. STOS Basic
has been around for a while now and

at first sight. There is a 600 page ring-

Guess The Numbers game. The Chap

bound manual and two disks. It's in

ter starts with the bold statement that

fairly big print and takes things

principles and then onto a series of

writing a program is easy. Which it is.
Programming is a very logical series
of simple commands. Writing a very
good program is less easy but you

tutorials. Everything is accompanied

have to start somewhere, don't you?

slowly, subject by subject.
Your hand is held through basic

is an slightly idiosyncratic but power
ful version of Basic. It has lots of spe
cialised commands for controlling

**lt gives you a
substantial

by examples of code which are also
on the disks.

Hello, World

Things start at the very begin
ning with a chapter on using the edi
tor and the basic operation of getting
a programs to run. The very first
example is getting something to print

By Chapter 20 you are ready to start
on a more serious shoot-'em-up.
Don't expect any wonders though,
the programs are all simple and are
designed to introduce various aspects
of using STOS. All the main areas are
covered from graphics and sound
through to file handling. The pages

on the screen.

Subsequent

knowledge of

chapters

explain

the use of colour, variables, numeric

the basics"

graphics and sounds and is an ideal
package if you're a novice coder. The
Beginners Guide is a daunting package

functions and control loops. Each
area is explained in detail. The chap
ter about variables takes five pages to
explain the basic principle before
moving onto different variable types.
By chapter Seven you are ready for
your first program, a very simple

Integral to the STOS
Beginners Guide is a series of
tutorials that build into
Address 3: totland
Address 4: Isle of Night

ideal way to learn structured
coding and the range of

Address 5: P039 OBX

and confidence to use the STOS man

Note: Publisher of Conputer Software

because of the initial shock the com

• Something a little more serious, a

sampled sounds is included. STOS

database. It covers all the basic

Basic needs the Maestro extension

techniques of opening and closing

plexities of programming gave you,
then TheBeginners Guide is ideal.

to handle these although The Guide.
unfortunately, doesn't cover it.

files and getting data in and out of

CHRIS LLOYD

them. Vital stuff.

3
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• This is a simple educational shoot'em-up called Shoot the Spook to
introduce animated sprites and col

H

al

\m \m
*V
iv*
• What you were all

TheBeginners Guide to STOS cer
tainly lives up to its title. At £40 it's
trifle expensive too, costing more
than STOS itself. But if you've got
STOS sitting around doing nothing

• An example of a program using

o BBBM THE BBmS,

more complex at this point.

ideal to start with but need to be

ual to learn new commands

commands. Bach program is
explained in depth and by
the end of it you should have
a firm grasp on the basics of
a program s construction

lision detection. Things start to get

lot to learn. Some aspects of STOS are
scrapped if you go on to more
advanced things. Games like Ozone
represent the very best in 5TO5
games programming and don't use
the methods outlined in the guide.
It's not a complete course in STOS. It
gives you a substantial knowledge of
the basics and enough experience

Include these fabulous recipes

complete programs. It's an

are littered with encouraging com
ments like: "It might look compli
cated but it's really very simple."
Even if you ingest and absorb
the entire guide you will still have a

rj
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.blasting. Alien

w 0983 756056

Attack has you

• A project every programmer

• Bonk the Gonk, a particularly

using your mouse t

attempts at some stage: an art

cruel game which involves hitting

kill waves of little

package. STOS's powerful range of

small mammals with mallets. A

foreigners.

graphics commands come into

good example of a simple game

their own here making features

that STOS can easily handle that

like cutting and pasting blocks

would involve some serious

coding using any other language.

Highs
— Clearly written and
gentle introduction to
&">

STOS.

Plenty of tutorials.
Lows

• A bit too simple in
places.

S76

Leaves a lot still to

t^

On the expensive side.
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RAYTRACIIVG

COMPO

/ T / ' € <*&;&
aytracing enables you to

l The complexities of script
files, lighting positions
and texture mapping
challenged your intellect and

create the most realistic

pictures possible on your
ST or Falcon, and when we gave
away the Persistence of Vision raytracer back in issue 49, we were

giving you the chance to prove that
- and you did.
With the added incentive of

artistic skills. Here are the

£100 up for grabs you set to work
and got to grips with the occasion
ally difficult task of unraveling

best entries from our compo

script files aiming for your reward
with brilliant images. Some of the
results were truly stunning - here
we bring you the best of the bunch
and some of the others as well, just
so you can see how much creative
potential there is
If you haven't got the issue
with the Persistence of Vision raytracer on it and you'd like to give
tracing a go, turn to page 47 and
order your issue now.

THE CLOWN BY COLIN RICHARDSON OF KENT
-After a great deal of sweat and tears, this is the best I could do in four weeks.
My ST has been on nearly every night - raytracing! I've read the PC version of

the manual backwards, forwards, sideways, inside out and even the right way
round and I still couldn't get the hat right! The POV file is very simple - just
some nested spheres, a few triangles, some boxes and that bloody hat... it

started about two weeks ago, I'd mapped out all the co-ordinates, figured out
the sphere, box, triangle and cone positioning, traced it, tweaked it, and
tweaked it again... the triangles, boxes and cubes looked brilliant but what
about that bloody hat! First I couldn't get it off the floor, then it was like a giant
bow tie at the clown's feet then it was like giant feet at the clown's feet and so
on, but it was all still on the floor, then I got it the right size and shape but it
was still on the floor... eventually I moved everything below the hat!"

WOMAN BY LENNART OSTERMAN OF SWEDEN
"Thank you very much for sharing the wonderful POV raytracing program
with us - it's a delight! Since I got it, all I do is think and eat POV
raytracing. When I create computer graphics, I'm mostly interested in
creating something new, not in copying some that already exists, like
objects or pictures. 'Woman' may seem very simple when you first look at it,
but what is important is finding the right colours - a shape that evokes
some kind of feeling, and the right angle to light the scene.'

The four pictures here were all raytraced by
Philip Matthews of London SW18 - talk about ambitious!

f

RD

RINGS

ng from where you're position
rather eerie feeling - and the whiteness of the fencing is very emphasised
against the shadowyness of the rest of the scene. A very complex image
almost bordering on the professional level.
ge

a

ST
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d an intricate set

of rings. The colours here look very clean, highlighting the shapes.

COMPO

RAVTRACIIMG

RFVSSITED
CHURCH BY
NATHAN TAYLOR

OF CORNWALL
rtl defined each object for this separately,

then gave the whole thing a definition then duplicated the pillars and
arches down each side having decided what the whole thing was going
to look like it was designed with a pencil on graph paper. The roof is a
big cube with a cylinder taken out then mapped with the cloud texture. I
drew the window using Degas Elite, save as a .PCI loaded into Prism
Paint then saved as IFF format uncompressed. I tried to use the Texture

map on the Window .IFF but POV would have none of it, never mind.
I found that if the COMMAND.TOS is set from the INSTALL.APP on the

Desktop you are able to run Protext and also Photochrome from within it,
returning back when you quit - before they would run but there was no
mouse pointer - which does make loading a bit on the tricky side!
I've also found that the RAWTRACE.BAT is incorrect - if you set it to
dump not raw, that is pov68000 -vflbl -h% +V -d +x +fd +bl -a +q9
+1includes +lgraphics +lscenes -i%3.pov -o%4

This enables you to trace smaller pictures (80 x 50) and still be able to
trace them from Photochrome.*

BLOBBYSNAKE BY STEVE ATTWOOD
OF THE WEST MIDLANDS
"Although this is only a load of spheres and a couple of

ellipsoids, it does look pretty - OK, the head isn't quite right
- that is the intersection between the two ellipsoids, but
there isn't time to run it again!
A tip - if you keep getting Out of Memory errors and so on
when you're trying to create complex objects and you're
using the command.tos command interpreter to launch the

POV 68000 program, try this: rename command.tos to
command.prg, place it in an Auto folder and reset your ST. You
then get the {A} prompt, try running tgatrace etc to render

your image. By auto-booting command. PRG it frees up anything
between 30 and 70K of RAM, making the difference between
whether your raytrace runs or not.**
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ST ANSWERS
Connecting CD-ROMs, curing viruses, PC
compatibility and many other questions
are expertly fielded by the ST Answers crew
Co-processing
THE STF ADDRESS

Send all your ST related problems
to ST Answers, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

Please indicate the type of prob
lem on the envelope.

f If you have bough

^^_^

I

• Sadly, the Chaos

am

considering

Engine demo didn't

W{T)f adding a 68881 co-

work on some older

\~~^jfe> processor to my Mega
STE

and

have

a

few

STFMs. It's still a

brilliant game though,
so go and get it.

questions to ask. Would all soft
ware benefit from it or would the

the 68882 costs £76.38, from CGS

doesn't work on some older

program have to be specially writ

ComputerBild on & 081 679 7307.

STFMs and upgraded 520 STFMs. The
full version of the game works per
fectly on all 1MByte STs including
STFMs, so you can buy it.

I where, you need I

ten? Does the co-processor speed
up the screen updates in Calamus?
Where can I buy the 68881 co
processor that was mentioned in

COMMS

the news article in ST FORMAT 50?

I have tried to decom

• Communication is the buzz

Philip Hough, Newport

press the Chaos Engine

, recently and you'i

|,Sure aboutjWhich

Chaos chaos

Is my Cover Disk faulty?

word for the '90s and is becom

ing a buzz word for ST
Answers. Check it out here.

Floppydisks spin at incredibly
high speeds, so something's
bound to go wrong with them
at some stage.

demo from issue 49 and

stf: Co-processors are only used by
specially written software, if a pro
gram doesn't know that the 68881 is
in your Mega STE then it can't use it.
Unfortunately Calamus falls into this
category, it has no co-processor
option. The 68881 costs £52.88 and

GAMES

it doesn't work. The demo resets

my ST in a few seconds when I run
it. I have a 1MByte STFM.
L D Sanderson, Peterborough

Keyboard killer

I have a problem with a

ll 'i^l

v'rus 'nside my STE. I

can only use the first
five keys on each line of
the keyboard, the other keys either
don't work or display random ASCII
characters. I have tried various virus

stf: No, your Cover Disk is fine.
Unfortunately our Chaos Engine demo

killers but they don't work. They
deal with infected disks and not my

BEEM

If cheating at games is your
thing (tut, tut) you're better off
turning to page 46 for

though this is usually impossible! Do
you have any suggestions?

Stuck on your STOS? Billy
Allan provides the solutions

Gamebusters.

1040

A M Marsh, Kent

Sound techniques
Could you please tell me how to get
ST Speech to work from within STOS
and whether you can play Quartet

stf: Well, you certainly get the prize
for "Most Obscure Bug of the Month"!

music from within STOS? How do I

run animations from STOS? I own
HARD DRIVES

Ilt's hard, very fast and can
store a hell of a lot of data.

Animaster and Cyberpaint.
Maximillian Worth, Bognor Regis

Sometimes though, it causes
stf: There is a PD disk which shows

unsolicited errors.

PRINTERS

! Using a printer is the easiest
thing in the world... until your
paper gets chewed and big
black blobs start appearing.

you exactly how to use ST Speech, it
includes a special version of ST Speech
for STOS. You can get it from Flop
pyshop (* 0224 S86208) on disk LAN
7S. There is PD program by ZZD which
enables you to play Quartet music, also
available from Floppyshop on disk num
ber MUS 3687. We don't think there is a

PROGRAMMING

I Whatever language you use, at
ST FORMAT we have the

experts to tackle your particu
lar programming nightmare.

program which displays SF.Q files from
STOS, though if anyone has one then
please let us know!

Unlimited edition
How do I make one of those "infi

nite" sprite screens. I'm sure there is
a bit of cheating going on!
Lawrence Bender, Inverclyde

• The sprite is not erased when it is

moved, giving the impression of
multiple images on-screen.

stf: "A bit of cheating" is an under
statement! The way they work Is to

•

ST

recently

across

an

110 rem> MAIN LOOP

<

120 logic=SCR(CNT)

:J

:

the clear Command in an .ACB file

70 fill start (10)

90 SCR(0)=back :

the message "Editing Program 5"

I If you're not quite sure what
your looking for, or not quite
sure what your problem is, look
out for this logo.

comes up on the screen.
If you then press HELP again you
can now list the accessory even

FORMAT
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J

+Y#*COS(Gl#))+150.0

: J

:

: wait vbl

:

i f MRK>359

J

then MRK=0

170 Gl#=rad(Gl)

J

to start(10)+length(10),0

175 X#=X#+sin(rad(Gl*2))*2

176 Y#=Y#+sin(rad(MRK*3))

: Y#=30.0

180 bob logic,start(1),0,X,Y,0

J

SCR (1) =physic J

i f Gl>359 J

then G1=0
160 inc MRK

50 D=palt(start(1))

down the left side of the window and

then CNT=0

130 X=(X#*sin(Gl#)

140 inc GI

40 dim SCR(5)

80 X#=25.0

i f CNT>5 J

Y#*sin(Gl#))+80

mode 0

and you try and call it for the second
time, a row of black holes appears

inc CNT :

:J

Y=(X#*cos(Gl#)-J

10 key off : hide : curs J

unusual bug in STOS. When you use

ST PROBLEMS

: MRK=0

was underneath them before they were
drawn, as normal. If you then keep flick
ing through a series of different screens
in a loop it appears as all of the trails
left behind by the sprites are in fact
moving! Thishow to do it.

30 reserve as work 10,32000*4

come

Gl=15

Gl#=rad(Gl)

off

I have

:

draw the sprites without restoring what

20 bob 0,0,320,200,0,1

Interzone inc

92 SCR(5)=start(10)+96000
100 CNT=0

190 physic=logic : wait vbl

:

200 if inkey$<>" " then J

SCR(2)=start(10)
91 SCR(3)=start(10)+32000 J
SCR(4)=start(10)+64000

:

goto 120
210 default

: end

ST

Which TOS?

mmmnV3!2}3M?'/aimmim

Written by Richard Karsnakers
Douglas Connunications
P.O.

-—

\^j§> to order a1040 STE. On

England
Search'n'Destrou Viruses
OS)

BgrSfflfe
Su^tpn

tn

Status

Dpqktop

• The Ultimate Virus Killer is brilliant

for fixing dodgy disks, but it's not so
hot at repairing faulty keyboards.

ST itself. Is there a virus killer that

deals with my problem?
Paul Fowler, Merseyside
stf: No, there is no virus killer that

can sort out your problem because
you don't have a virus in your
machine. Your STE is suffering from a
faulty keyboard - a hardware prob
lem. A virus is a small program and
disappears when your STE is turned
off. Contact Ladbroke Computing on
«• 0772 203166, they can sort it out.
Ladbroke have a minimum repair
charge of £35.25, the repair may cost
more depending on what's wrong.

enquiring if TOS 2.06

I have a Fujix cam
corder and I am pro
ducing videos with it.
How can I combine my
ST and camcorder for editing and
titles? I haven't managed to find
any information on this subject.
B Cray, Lines
stf: The only video editing software
and hardware that we know of is

made by Syntronix (contact «r 0332
298422), they have a range called
Editman Super. The EX 300 enables
two Super VHS videos to be connected
together for editing frame-by-frame.
It costs £399 and you need two 5-VHS
videos to use it. Editman Super is
designed for semi-professional use, as
yet there isn't a program specifically
for amateurs.

You can create video titles sim

ply and quickly using Video Supreme,
£14.95 from Goodman International

(contact b 0782 335650). Turn to

page 87 for a review of the software.

told that this version of the operat

to for advice

I know TOS switchers are available

to flip between operating system
versions, but what TOS should I
expect when buying a new STE?
David Stretton, Walsall, Staffs

create stunning titles for your
videos using Degas and Neochrome
graphics and sound samples. You

can see that over 300 fades, wipes
and merges are available in your
intro sequences.

and how to save and load data using

following program;

this format?

R Tew, N Yorks

1.

have TOS 1.62 installed as standard.

are to be saved and loaded with each

If you want to buy an STE already
upgraded to TOS 2.06 then contact

file, and also how many characters
each field in every record takes. Take a
Name and Telephone number file,

Compo Software on a- 0480 891819,
they can upgrade an STE to order
before sending it to you so it remains
under full 12 month warranty. It's
best to speak to Compo Software
directly to discuss your exact require
ments as prices varydepending on the
upgradesfitted.

/tSBJS\ nected to my stereo sys^U'kM tern usinq a Monster
Is

there a similar device available for
the Falcon030?

Kris Hyde, Ross-on-Wye
stf: No, the Falcon doesn't need a

cartridge for stereo sound output
because it has built-in stereo capabil
ity. There is a 3.5mm stereo jack
socket on the Falcon that you can
connect directly to yourstereo system.

Can TOS 1.0 handle a

jr~==|fte> older games crash when
it is

old

1985

in use? I have an

STFM

and

telephone inputs.

I want

4.

PRINT F%

5. FUNCTION SQUARE (F%)
6.

F%=F%*F%

7.

RETURN F%

2. FIELD #1,20 AS N$

Line [1] gets the number we wish to
square, Line [2] prints what we are
doing, line [3] calls the FUNCTION,
notice that it is a slightly different

3. FIELD #1,15 AS T$

format than what we would use to

l.OPEN "r",#l,"FILENAME.EXT",35

4. INPUT "NAME :";NAME$

to call a PROCEDURE,

5. INPUT "TELEPHONE :";PHONE$

the result of the function,

6. LSET N$=NAME$

is the beginning of the function,
line [6] does the mathematics, line

8. PUT #1,X

line [4] prints
line [5]

[7] returns the mathematical result,
that is if F% held 12, it would now

9. CLOSE #1

hold the value 144, line [8] ends the
Where line [1] opens the file on disk
and, lines [2 and 3] reserve 20 and IS
characters respectively for each field,
lines [4 and S] get your data to be
saved, lines [6 and 7] set the characters
to the left hand side of the string, line
[8] saves the record (X) to the file, line
[9] closes the file. To load in your data
use lines [1 to 3 ] then CET #1,X, then
close the file with line [9]. To make use
of this style of saving and loading data
it is best used from within a loop.

I have seen in some program listings

(f^TVp b'itter chip and do

OF ";F%;" IS "i
3. F%=@SQUARE(F%)

where we have allowed 20 characters

Functional procedure

Blitter questions
—-—•_

INPUT F%

for the name and IS characters or the

7. LSET T$=PHONE$

I have my STFM con-

Cartridge.

value may be returned with the com
mand return x. For example, If our

program needed the square of a num
ber many times then we could use the

stf: With Random Access you have to
specify how many overall characters

Sound

be called many times from within a

program. It is a useful addition to any
program, used like a procedure, but a

Enterprising data
Could you please explain how to
open a file by using Random Access,

stf: All new 520 and 1040 STEs

^^-y~m

stf: The function command with
endfunc form a subroutine which can

2. PRINT "THE SQUARE J

the

command

"FUNCTION',

could

you please explain how this differs
from an actual procedure?

Malcolm Hipps, Nottingham

Tip of the month
A problem we have recently come
across is that when using atext
1,1,2,"5T FORMAT', sometimes only
part of the text message is printed
on the screen, that is. "rmaT". The
cure for this is to set aclip before

using atexT, to give the largest pos
sible screen

area. ACLIP defines a

""clipping"' rectangle, to which
"Line A" screen outputs are limited.
Using aclip A,X,Y,X1,Y1 where;
A = 0 clipping switched off
A = (Any non zero number) on
X,Y = top left coordinates of clipping
rectangle
X1,Y1 = bottom right coordinates of
clipping rectangle

to

upgrade it. Can I add STE capability
to my old STFM?
Dave Harley, Somerset

stf: If you have an old STFM with
TOS 1.0 then there is no place on the
circuit board to install a blitterchip. If
you want to upgrade your STFM with
a blitter and other STE components
you should contact Gasteiner Tech
nologies (s- 087 365 1151), they can
supply STE motherboards for £99 not
including RAM. Allother STE chips are
included on the board. To install it in

• Video Supreme enables you to

with your programs, Mac
Marsden's the expert to turn

Falcon stereo output
Video star

If you're having problems

was installed in the 1040 STE I was

ing system was only installed in the
Mega STE which is no longer made.

HELP!

GFA CORNER

I have just contacted

•T *7VP Silica Systems intending

Box 119

Stockport
Cheshire SK2 6HW

Hill t

_

ANSWERS

your old STFM case takes a bit of case
cutting to accommodate the extra
ports; stereo output, analog joystick
ports and a relocated TV output. You
simply transfer the power supply and
disk drive to your new motherboard.
If you don't want to hack up
your old case then Gasteineralso sup
ply STE cases for £28, although by the

time you have paid for a new STE
motherboard (£69), STE case (£28)
and 1MByte of RAM (£20) you could
almost buy a new 520 STE from Silica
Systems (& 081 309 1111), they are
selling them for £149.

Desktop memory

How

much

Wipe out
I have

a

second-hand

ST and I have somehow

wiped the Language
disk so I can only play
games on it. Where can I get a
replacement disk so I can learn to
use the ST properly?
Stephen Pike, Norwich

memory

would TOS 2.06 take up
on the Desktop of my
1MByte STFM if I added
a TOS switcher?

stf: You don't actually need the
Language disk to use your ST for soft
ware besides games! The Language
disk contains a version of BASIC and

Brian Barrington, Avon

some other utilities to run on your ST,

stf: Using TOS 2.06 in your STFM
doesn't take up any more RAM than
your old version of TOS, or so little
more that it doesn't make any differ
ence at all to your software.

UK customer services can supply a
replacement Language disk, give them
a call on s- 0753 533344. Ifyou want
to learn more about your ST then read
ST FORMAT every month, we cover all

the ST runs OK without them. Atari
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aspects of the ST. Ifyou want a good
book on learning to use the ST then
get the Atari ST Explored direct from

ASSEMBLY POINTERS

Kuma Computers fa- 0734 844335)

Assembly problems bothering you? Tony

for £9.95, or youcan order it quoting

Wagstaff provides the answers

16 pixels, followed by thesecond bitplane of the first 16pix
els, and so on.

ISBN 0-7457-0141-8.

Copy form...
I am trying to blit a NeoChrome picture to the screen using
the VDI vro_cpyfm call, without much success. Could you

What's the difference?
What's

the

difference

between an SVGA mon

itor and a VGA monitor,
and

what

resolutions

are possible on the Falcon using a

tell me how it's done?

L | Russell, Ramsgate

ScreenBlaster and these monitors?

information about the size and format of the source and desti

nation memory areas. Each MFDB is 20 bytes long, the first
long containing the address of the start of the data area,
where the NeoChrome picture data is stored in memory for

stf: The difference is in the screen

instance. If this is set to zero, the screen is used, and the rest of

resolutions, a VGA monitor has a res

the MFDB is ignored. Otherwise the following elements of the
MFDB, all word lengths, are used.

olution of 640x480 pixels and an
resolution of

The first two words after the data address contain the

1080x800 pixels. There are so many
resolutions possible with ScreenBlaster
that it's impossible to list them all

width of the image in pixels then the height of the image in
pixels. The next word contains the width of the data in words.
If, for example, the data was 26 pixels wide, each line would
still need to be stored in 32 bits, or exactly two words of data.
Following this comes a standard flag, set to 0 for vro^cpyfm
indicating the colour bit planes are interleaved. Finally come
the number of bit planes, which can be obtained from
vg_extnd extended inquire in the fourth element of intout or

monitor has a

here, the maximum resolutions avail

able depend on the capabilities of the
individual monitors.

work_aat, and three words reserved for future use.

PC piccies
I have many of your
picture conversion pro

grams

from

Cover

Disks, but I need a pro

gram to convert RAW, TGA, PI1
and SPC pictures to PC compatible

Having set the MFDBs, one for the source, and one for the
destination, the top left and bottom right co-ordinates of the
source and destination rectangle are placed in ptain, (in C,
the points array), enabling us to blit just a section of the total

image. Make sure the two rectangles are the same size, and
that they fit inside the total image space, or anything could
happen! Lastly the mode is set to the logical operation, which
is the same as for the Line A BitBlt.

PCX, BMP, DIP or MSP files.

David Hampson, Chester

...and transform

Can you tell me when to use the VDI vr_trnfm routine?

stf: The program you need is called
GEM-View, it's a Shareware program
available from any PD library - look
in Essential Contacts on page 104.

GEM-View converts all the file types
you have listed to PCX or BMP files,

The four bit planes are interleaved through word values.
In medium res there are only two bit planes to interleave,
which is why low res pictures look decidedly odd in medium
res. Vr_trnfm enables you to translate images between for
mats, even if you don't know what they are - programs writ
ten a couple of years ago wouldn't have known about some of

stf: Although L is programming in C, the principle is the
same in any language. First off we need to set up two Memory
Form Definition Blocks, or MFDBs, which supply the VDI with

William Baldwin, Birmingham

SVGA

first word of screen data contains the first bit plane of the first

stf: This call, similar to vro_cpyfm, is used to transform

data that is machine specific into standard format, or vice
versa, and is useful if you need to draw images on machines
whose graphics format is unknown. In low res for example, the

the Falcon's resolutions.

Suppose you create an image in low res 32x32 pixels in
size. Set up a source and destination MFDB for this with the

standard flag set to 0, indicating we are transforming
machine specific, interleaved, data to standard format. Now

call vx_trnfm, you can pass the same MFDB for source and
destination but this can get very slow, and your image is
transformed into standard format. This is not interleaved, each

bit plane contains all the pixels of the image, not just 16. Save
this image data, and when you come to use it on an unknown
machine, vr_trnfm it with the standard flag set to 1, since
we're transforming from standard to machine specific, using
the original dimensions (32x32), and vcr_extend for the num
ber of bit planes, as above. This converts to the resolution of
the machine it is running on. Finally, having checked your
image fits into the screen area, use vro_cpyfm, again using
the original dimensions and vq_extend in the source MFDB,
with the first long of the destination MFDB set to zero to move
this image to screen.
The only drawback with vr_tmfm is that images are
often stretched and squeezed between resolutions. Since high

res is the same pixel height, but only half the width of medium
res, images appear twice the height when transformed from
high to medium, as can be seen with the Desktop icons.
Memoiry
How can a program tell how much memory the machine it
is running on has available?
S A Bennlng, Wallingford
stf: The MMU memory configuration register, which takes

the byte value at address $ffff8001, can be used to deter
mine the memory capacity of an ST. Bits two and three contain
the size of memory for Bank 0, and bits nought and one the
size of Bank 1. Both banks take the following binary values 00=128k, 0l=S12k, 10=2mb 11=reserved. You need to be in

supervisormode to access this address.

Slow screendumping

for full details on using GEM-View
turn to the Masterclasson page 94.

SET UIDB

i

Colors

understand

IS Colors
•/ Z5B Colors

[A j iii m

"\f ST's graphics

Co limns:

problem

"T3~

FT

I have a bare 120MByte

">*<) IDE hard drive. Can you

Double Line;

stf: It is impossible to connect an
IDE (Intelligent Drive Electronics) hard
drive to an ST. All the host adaptors
and hard drive kits

available are

designed to connectSCSI drives to the

onds before I can use the mouse. I

|

COMPATIBILITY HOPES
I

OK

1

• Another way to speed up MultiTOS
is to reduce the number colours to

16 instead off 256, you can do this
from the Set Video option.

ST. Your best bet is to sell the IDE

drive, or swap it for a SCSI drive, and
buy a SCSI hard drive kit from First
Choice Computers (£199) or Gasteiner
Technologies (£166). Both kits con
tain everything you need to build your
own drive except the SCSI drivemech

Speeding up

anism. Give First Choice a call on

stf: There's no denying that Multi
TOS is rather slow when compared to
the standard Falcon operating system.

a-

0532

319444

or

Gasteiner

v 081 365 1151.

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE

52

on

seconds before I can use the mouse

again, yet if I use a 64K hardware
printer buffer it still takes 50 sec

Off

tell me how I can con

nect it to my ST and
where I can get the parts?
Richard Kennedy, Worcs

an

screen

takes 32K of memory. If
perform an <Alternate> <Help> screendump it is 105

True Dslar

Slight incompatibility

that

I understand that Multi

TOS is "boringly slow."
What is your opinion?
Petit Josef, Belgium

|

I Cancel i

had expected it to take about ten
seconds before I could use my ST
again. Why does it still take so long
to send the data?

N W Scott, Cheshire

However, you can speed up the opera
tion of the top application by insert
ing the following line in your
MINT.CFG using a text editor;

send the screen information to

SLICES=3

buffer Ibyte at a time before freeing
yourSTto carryon with other tasks. If

stf: Although you have a 64K hard
wareprinterbuffer it still takes time to
the

you use a software printer spooler a
much greater speed increase is

This provides more processor time to
the topped application. Another way
to speed up text scrolling and screen
updates in 80 column mode is to
change the video to 16 colours rather

data is shifted almost instantly to
another area of memory from where it
is sent to the printer. Your ST is able

than 256.

to continue with other tasks after

achieved, this is because the screen

HELP!

ST

ANSWERS

around ten seconds while the printer
chugs away. Spoolers are available
from all PD libraries, try the ST Club

version of GEM and are not compati

fa- 0602 410241) disk PTR.15, it's

crammed with printer utilities and
costs just £1.45.

Give me more

Where can I get more
fonts for Write On?

Peter Taylor,
Portsmouth

Take control

How can you
printer control

insert
codes

stf:

Call the ST Club on a- 0602

for the Canon B)-10ex

410241, they supply a program called

into Protext 4.3?

C-Font that converts Calamus outline

T Richardson, Northumberland

fonts to the Write On font format. You

stf: Changing dipswitch 12 on the

can also get Calamus fonts from the
ST Club, they have 20 disks of PD
Calamus fonts ready for you to con

printer to ON flips it to Epson LQ
mode. You can now use the Epson LQ
printer drivers supplied with Protext

=== PRG ===;;;
• active
AMCGDOS
±
CDMANAG
CLICK
CRAZVSND
DATALITE
FUNKALRT
• MINT
• NUDI
SEBRA
SPDGDOS
SUPERBT
SUPERBTA
SVNC

WARP9_ST
• XBOOT

vert. ST Club disks are £1.45 each and

T

C-Font costs £9.95.

•

ACC
active

• ALERT

1

"•

ble with the ST.

_£

BUTTNFIX
CRAZVSND
CSNDMINI
DATALITE
DISKIT93
• DISKSPCB
DISK_KIT
DRIUERS
FSWITCH
GEMUIEW
JAMES

sTT^?

i

==== CPX ===
• active
•/ CALENDAR A
CLIPBRD
• COLOR

</ CONFIG
COOKIES
DCMOMETR
DC.CPX
•7 DIAL
• FILEINFO
«/ FORMAT

f

=HEUvE5K.IHFH

KWlkl 11

™

MEGASNAP
NEWHORD

:>

•7 NUDICONF
OUTLINE

:::

"ASSIGN.SVSli

RUBRIKS

;•;•;•

SNAPSHOT

v

i
Autostart=

to drive the Canon Bj-IOex.
• Swapping drives between machines is possible if you use a boot manger
like XBoot 3. it enables you to choose the programs and Desk Accessories

Blankness

Going CD-ROM
_
I have a Mega STE with

jfTvJR internal hard drive. Can

\-^jfe> I add

a Mitsumi

CM0005

Multi-Session

I bought some blank

that you want to use.

have a SCSI connector for the Falcon,

always compatible with the STE or

they were already for

so you are able use the drive with

STFM. You have to use some kind of

matted

both machines.

boot manager like XBoot 3 to select
the correct setup for the machine con
nected. The 52MByte FA-ST 52DC
drive from the First Computer Centre
(*r 0532 319444) costs £350 or the
130MByte FA-ST 130DC costs £400.

disks

and

found

and

that

could

be

the hard drive mechanism and I am

read by both my ST and my PC. My
ST cannot normally read disks for
matted by my PC and vice versa.
How is this possible?

left with a 50-way socket on the

Eric Mann, Winchester

using it on the Falcon you could run
into problems because of the differ
ences in the operating systems. The

socket. Does a CD-ROM drive work

stf: Your ST should be able to read

programs and Desktop files are not

with this setup?
Christian Payne, Devon

any problems, the ST disk format is

stf: The SCSI host adaptor can
drive a SCSI CD-ROM drive as long as

based so closely on the PCformat that
they are almost identical. Try format
ting a few disks on your PC to nine

CD-ROM drive by using a Supra

SCSI host adaptor? I have removed

ribbon cable and a power supply

Falcon versions of utilities, Auto folder

it. The ICD Professional Hard Drive

sectors and 80 tracks, this is the stan
dard format for 720K PC disks, and

Utilities are supplied with CD-ROM

yourSTcan read them.

driversand work with all STs, you can
Falcon and ST drives

(a- 0772 203166) for£39.95.

I have an ST and a Fal
con and would like to

get an external hard

PC GEMs?

I have seen GEM soft-

K s \ ware advertised in a PC

\f%^ magazine, Deskpress 1.2
Ventura

Publisher

drive.

Is there a

hard

drive with a connector so that I can
use it with both machines?

Scott Clark, Scotland

GEM 3.0. Do these work on an ST?

William Bailey, Cardiff

stf: The ideal drive for you is one of
the FA-ST ICD range from First Com

stf: No, they don't. These are pro
grams designed to run under the PC

mm MUSIC AND MIDI
Having some problems with

the MIDI software req

music and MIDI? Then Andy
Curtis is your man

to which is the best for me. I like the

Memory worries
I have recently borrowed a 520STFM

get them from Ladbroke Computing

and

puter Centre. Their drives have an
internal host adaptor for STsand also

• You may not
be able to race

nimbly

through the

and obtained some PD sequencing
software. I already have a MIDI key
board and I'm interested in purchas
ing my own ST setup with, perhaps,
Steinberg Pro24. I need to know if it
is best to get a 520STFM or a 520STE
with or without a memory upgrade.
My confusion is added to because
the STE is no longer made so will
software soon dry up completely? I
would really welcome your help.
Ian Puttock, Kent

stf: If you really are after Pro24 then
the only way to buy it new is to purchase the 1040STE Music Maker pack
age from Silica Systems («• OSJ 309
1111), currentlyon offer at £199. Thismeans that you have the 1040STE - a
great starter computer for MIDI compo
sition. The STE is still being made in
quantity and is likely to be until
November. Withexciting MIDI software
being
constantly produced and
updated the ST is still head and shoul
ders above the rest in the MIDI arena.

bush, but
GEM-View

shows you
someone who

can and also
converts the

picture to PC
file formats.

ige

Til S T

FORMAT

ISSUE

XBoot 3 from HiSoft/AVR (a- 0525
718181) is £34.95.

disks formatted on your PC without

you get the proper driver software for

-u

However, if you just swap cables
and use the drive on your ST after

5 2

Contemptible
compatibility
When I buy my STE I would like to
buy a reasonable monitor as much of

level of resolution. I am

occasional arcade game and so
would prefer colour but do not want
to invest, for example, in the Atari
SCI 435 if this is not compatible with
an IBM PC which I might be able to
afford in the future.

Blandford Hayes, Norwich
stf: If you simply fancy an arcade
blast from time to time then why not
just hook up to a standard TV with the
RF lead supplied with your ST? This
leaves you free to buy a dedicated high
resolution Atari monitor for use with

your MIDI software. These can be pur
chased from Ladbroke Computing for
£140 (v 0772 203166). As for PCcom
patibility, all we can suggest is that you
look into what your ST can do for you.
Now then, do you need that PC?

Score editing in colour
Is it possible to use Notator or any
other MIDI program with score edit
on my TV set?
Brendan Coodjohn, Ely
stf: No. You need an ST as well as a

TVset. If your ST has at least 1MByte of
memory then you can use Breakthru
from Cajits Software which has an
excellent score edit facility that looks
beautiful on a standard TV set. See the

special offers on page 104 for details
on how to order Breakthru.

lUeSerue
Atari Workstation

/Expansion System

i
of Hampshire Established 8 years

Special Offer

Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables

1/2MSimm

or mouse are included.

£8.90

Special price lZ/.DvJ
All Citizen printers have
a 2 year warranty

Swift 90
Advanced 9pin printer, (Swift 9
replacement), "optional colour. Price
with cable & paper
„ . . _

90 Mono
90C Colour

£145
£169
24pin

Swift 240

Colour*

Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E
replacement}. *optional colour. Price with
cable & paper

240 Mono

£245

240C Colour

£265

Swift 200 2c40%nur>
Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224
replacement.) "optional colour. Price with
cable & paper

200 Mono

£200

200C Colour

£224

2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

110.00
220.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe
2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

39.00
140.00
249.00

* Deskjet 510
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser
quality at dot matrix price.
f)rn
3 year warranty.

With cable &paper

L^D3

•* Deskjet 500C
300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost.

3 year warranty.

with cable

&paper

Mono

Colour £223

Citizen 120D +
with cable

Deskjet Portable
\*

TT

3 year warranty.

r» o o n

With cable &paper

& paper

Special Offer
Philips CM8833 mk2
14" Stereo Colour Mon. 240V UK.
0.42mm. Medium Res.

£179

£167

with cable

without cable

New monitors without boxes very
limited stocks

Panasonic
KXP1123
Probably the best 24pin

Canon BJ-10e/ex
Citizen Swift

£5
£5

mono printer available,

With cable &paper

All printers are supplied with a printer pack
consisting of printer paper and a connection

cabte

Free of charge

A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer)

Ink Refills
15.90

Canon BJ-10ex
360dpi Inkjet primer
with cable &paper

BJ-10SX

£219

Canon BJ-200
Inkjet + Sheet Feeder pOQQ
with cable &paper
T-£.*j<3

•#

Golden Image Mouse
Genius Happy Mouse

12.90
12.90

True Mouse

12.90

UUeSerVE

£65

Wnile stocks last

r»a aq
I. I *H7

£47.00
pcr

Stereo for ST/Falcon

LOO

V-JLCII

&Paper

LC2420 Mono 24pin
LC24100 Mono 24pin ....
LC24200 Colour 24pin ..
SJ48 360dpi Inkjet

£ 185
£175
£249
£199

Auto Sheet Feeders
Canon BJ 10 series

£52

Citizen Swift range
Panasonic KXP range ....
Star LC range

£79
£85
£59

Joystick/Mouse

..

Autoswitcher
Suitable for

ST &Amiga

PI O QR

Ll*,aa

Best for service

Excellent Offer

Discovery Xtra Pack
1 ST Basic, NEOchrome, ST Tour,

+ 4 GAMES: Sim City, 9 Lives,
Final Fight, Robot Monsters

While stocks last

£ 10

Steinberg Pro 24 v3
While stocks last

£59

1 st Word Plus
TimeWorks 2

£34
£52

£79

Atari 520STFM
{FM only model)

Monitor

Amitar Hi-Res Mono
c-]OQ
t- I 2. cJ

Dust Covers
most types in stock

from £4.70

Philips CM8833 mk2
14" Stereo Colour Mon. 240V UK.
0.42mm. Medium Res.

£194

£190

with cable

without cable

Special Offers
1st Word PLUS
FirST Basic - HiSoft

34.00
9.90

9.90
2.00

1st Word PLUS & TimeWorks 2 79.00
TimeWorks Publisher 2
52.00

HyperDraw by Atari

9.90

Music Maker

9.90

9.90
13.90

NeoDesk 3
28.70
Protext V4.3
49.00
Aces (Blue Max Aces of GtWar) 19.50

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead
5.88
Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead
Atari ST Dust Cover

£139

Atari STE's
with START PACK software

from £185
520STE 51 2k ram
520STE 1M ram
520STE 2M ram
520STE4M ram

£185
£189
£299
£409

Above ST's are supplied with
START PACK Software:

IstWord, NEOchrome, Ani ST,
+ 4 GAMES: Missle Command,
Crystal Castles, Battlezone
& Super Breakout.

SONY
DISKETTES
SONY branded
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
7.50
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
32.30
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
59.93
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
141.00
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
540.50

DISKETTES
SONY /DYSAN bulk
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

Accessories

£123
£1 79

£189
£299
£409

0.5M Ram 1M Disk

with cable

LC20 Mono 9pin
LC200 Colour 9pin

1040STE1Mram
1040STE2Mram
1040STE 4M ram

Both of above

ViewTek VT12
12" Mono monitor

We stock the full range of ST software

VTQK

Atari STE's
FAMILY CURRICULM PACK

Special Offers

Internal 1M Drive

Organiser by Triangle Pubs ....
FlexiDump 9pin Mono

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Mice

STF rating 90%

AB Zool by Microdeal
Atari Basic Source book & Tut.

f 1 RQ

KXP4410 Laser 5ppm
519
KXP1170 9pin
134
KXP1124i 24pin
215
KXP2180 9pin Colour.... 179
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 229
HP LaserJet 4L 4ppm ... 587
Epson EPL4000 6ppm ... 582
Epson LX400 9pin
119
Epson LQ570+ 24pin ....265
Olivetti JP350 Inkjet
249
Citizen Projet Inkjet
219

84 tracks.

r^-i qq

t I oo

360dpi Inkjet BJIOex replacement

9pin colour with
cable & paper

Printers/Lasers

1M external floppy. High quality build.
The most reliable drive you can buy.

12" Hi-Res Mono Mon.

_ ._

*- • w w

Cumana CSA354

Stereo with cable

Star LC 100

_, -

Floppy Drives

NEW

Printer Drivers

Deskjet twin refill various colours 15.90
(We stock 200 types of ribbons)

L I IO

£549
£849
£945
£1039

LZZc)

BJ10 twin refill varoius colours

CA-\tz

1-14Mram, 8 channel sound

IMramNoHd
4Mram 65Mb Hd
4Mram 127Mb Hd
4Mram 209Mb Hd

,, _ -. _

Printer Packs

£199

Falcon *
1 6MHz 32bit CPU, 1.44M floppy,

With cable &paper £ 2 9 9

Swift Auto Sheet Feeder £79

Swift 24E

3£ = Special Prices

|<S'

6.99
10.95
4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

5.95
21.86
39.60
94.88
379.53

40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock

5.49

100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock....

7.50

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53

Phone for our 70 page catalogue. All prices include 17.5% VAT

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

_

§

All products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty.

<

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.

w

Please phone for express clearance of cheques. Credit APR 29.8% "
Established 8 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. Free parking.

Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday. Carriage/order
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 Securicor AM £11.75

UleServe
E3

Larger items delivered
by Securicor

ST/Format Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants

P0169UW
Tel: 0705 647000

Telephone 0705 647000

J

Amazing Prices for AtariiUsers
PIT FIGHTER

Games

6.96

PIXIE & DIXIE

THE MANAGER
THE MUNSTERS

7.95

22.95
6 96

PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE

24.95

THE PATRICIAN

24.75

18.75
6.96

ID POOL

PLAYDAYS
POPEYE 2
POPEYE 3

THOMAS FUN WITH WORDS
THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE
THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE 2

15,75
6.96
7.95

I WHEELDRIVE(COMP)

POPULOUS II(1 MEG)

(DDAMS FAMILY

POPULOUS/PROMISED LANDS
POSTMAN PAT

21.95
10.95

ID CONSTRUCTION KIT 2

VDI MATHS(13-14)

7.95

TIMES CROSSWORDS 1 8 2
TIMESCROSSWORDS38 4

6 96
6.96

6.96

TOKI

7.95

6.96

TOP BANANA
TOTAL RECALL
TOYOTA CELICA

1.00
6.96
6 96

UR SEA SUPREMACY(COMPJ

POSTMAN PAT 3
PREHISTORIK

OINS PUZZLES
WCIENT ART OF WAR IN THE SKIES
VNOTHER WORLD
1P0CALYPSE
WCHER MACLEANS POOL

PRINCEOF PERSIA (NOTSTE)

6.96

TRACKSUIT MANAGER

PRINCE OF THE YOLKFOLK
PRO TENNIS TOUR 1
PSYBORG

6.96
6.96

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY
TREBLE CHAMPIONS 2

4 49
15 75

4.95

TRIPLE PACK1 (SPORTSI

15,75

(WARDWINNERS(COMP)

PUFFY'S SAGA

1.00

TRIPLE PACK 2 (ACTION)

15.75

J-17 FLYING FORTRESS

PUSH-OVER
PUZZNIC

18.95

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE (COMP)

24.95

(DVANCED DESTROYER SIM

7.95

PREMIER MANAGER

SALLGAME

iARBARIAN II(BUDGETJ
SARBARIAN II(PSYGNOSIS)

18.95

R.B.I. BASEBALL 2
RAGNAROK

?AT2
3ATTLE CHESS

6.96

RAINBOW ISLANDS
RAMPART

SATTLEHAWKS1942
JEASTBUSTERS
5IG NOSE THE CAVEMAN
ilTMAP BROTHERS - VOLUME 1
30NANZA BROTHERS
BOSTON BOMB CLUB
BRIDES OF DRACULA
BUBBLE BOBBLE

iULLYSSPORTING DARTS(1MB)
21.95

)AESAR
dampaign

24.95

campaign 2 (1mb)

24.95
6.96

daptain dynamo

12.95
18.75

;aptive

:artoon collection
;astles

21.95

)hampionship manager '93 (1mb)
dhaos engine (1mb)

18.95
18.95

dhips challenge
;huck yeager 2

18.95

;iVILIZATI0N(1MB)

24.95

8.95

6.96

;j IN THE USA

HUDSON HAWK
HUMANS
IAN BOTHAM'S CRICKET

INDIANAJONES 8 L. CRUSADE (ACT)
INDIANAJONES & L. CRUSADE (ADV)
INTERNATIONAL RUGBY CHALLENGE
INTERNATIONAL TRUCK RACING
ISHAR 2

2195

WARRIORS OF RELEYNE
WHICH? WHERE? WHAT?

9 95
15 75

KIDS PACK
KNIGHTMARE

;rossbow • the legend of tell
;ruise for a corpse
drystal kingdom dizzy
crystals of arborea

15.75
7.95

;yberspace(imb)

24.95

LEMMINGS (ORIGINAL)
LEMMINGS 2 (1MB)

D-DAY
)ALEK ATTACK
JICK TRACY
)IZZY COLLECTION

21.95

LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK

13.95

LEMMINGSLEVELS(ADD-ONVERSION)

20.95

7.95

18.75
6.96

18.95

WOLFCHILD

1895

6.96

6.96

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD
WWF EUROPEAN RAMPAGE

7,95
18,95

7.95

ZAK MCKRACKEN

10.95

6.96

ZOOL

18.95

ROBOCOP II

6.96

18.95
7.95

RUGBY COACH
RVF HONDA

INDIANAJONES & L. CRUSADE (ADV]

5.99

SAMURAI - WAY OF THE WARRIOR
SCRABBLE

17.95
20.95

KNIGHTMARE
LOOM

5.99
7.99

SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/93

18.95

MANIAC MANSION
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND

7.99
5.99

ZAK MCKRACKEN

5.99

Oursales staff C-c tmpuk'iisc( 1
systems can helpyi ii - lr • then

7.95

18.95

LEEDS UNITED CHAMPIONS
LEGENDS OF VALOUR

16.96

SHADOWORLDS(IMB)

18.95

DREADNOUGHTS - BISMARCK

12.95

10,95

21.95
21.95
11.95

SHUTTLE

22.95

REASONING WITH TROLLS

10,95

SILENTSERVICEII(IMB)

21.95

TIDY THE HOUSE

10.95

SIM CITY/POPULOUS

21.95

TIME FLIES

10,95

External Disk Drive

54.95

ANSWER BACK JUNIOR QUIZ (6-11)

16.99

Head Cleaner (3.5")

ANSWER BACKSENIOR QUIZ(12-AD)

16.99
16.99

Mouse

3.75
14.75

795

21.95

12.95
7.95

SLIGHTLY MAGIC

6.96

SMASH TV

6.96

18.95

SOOTY 8 SWEEP

6.96

SOOTYS FUN WITH NUMBERS

7.95

25.99

DUNE

22.95
21.95

;P!C

22.95
21.95
21.95

1SPANA • THE GAMES '92
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS

18.95
7.95

:-16 COMBAT PILOT
:-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
:ACE OFF-ICE HOCKEY
rALC0N

13.95
7.95

12.95

;ALCON - COUNTERSTRIKE DATA DISK
:ALCON - FIREFIGHT DATA DISK

7.95

:ALLEN ANGEL

6.96

:ANTASTICWORLDS (COMP)

7.95

25.99
6.96

:ANTASY WORLD DIZZY
=INAL FIGHT
=IRE AND BRIMSTONE

-IRE HAWK

15.75

^3
||

5
LU

O
ra

g>"D

Q

Mon - Fri 10am to 8pm

Q> ra

Saturday 10am to 4pm
2 miiis from Old St. Tithe- take exit J

=OOTBALLCRAZY (COMP)

ADI FRENCH (12-13)

ADIFRENCH (13-14)
ADI FRENCH (14-15)
ADIMATHS(11-12)

SPACE CRUSADE PLUS MISSION DISK
SPELLBOUND DIZZY

18.95

18.95
21 95

STAR BLADE

7.95

STARGLIDER II
STEIGAR

7.95

FUNSCHOOL 2 (UNDER6)

6.96

FUN SCHOOL 3 (UNDER 5)
FUN SCHOOL 4 (7-11)
FUN SCHOOL 4 (UNDER 5'S)

MEGA SPORTS

18.95

STONE AGE
STRATEGY MASTERS

18.95

MEGA-LO-MANIA/ FIRST SAMURAI

22.95

STREET FIGHTER

MERCS
MICROPROSE GOLF
MICROPROSE SOCCER
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE

24.95
•5,96

MIDWINTER

:0RMULA1 GRAND PRIX

13.95

rUTURE WARS
GAUNTLET II
GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS

10.95

6.96
6.96
6.96

18.95

STREET FIGHTER 2 (1MB)

7.95

STRIDER
STRIDER 2

13,95

STRIKER MANAGER

10,95

SUBURBAN COMMANDO (♦ FREE FILM)

6,96

SUN CROSSWORDS 18 2
SUN CROSSWORDS 3 84

18.95

MURDER

7,95

SUPER ALL STARS

GOBLIINS 2

21.95

MYTH

GODS

18.95

NEW ZEALAND STORY

696
21 95

NINJA REMIX

GRAHAM TAYLOR'SSOCCER (1MB)

NODDYS PLAYTIME
NORTH 8 SOUTH
ONE STEP BEYOND
OPERATION STEALTH
OUTRUN EUROPA

18,75

21.95
7.95

SUPER SPACE INVADERS

7,95

GRAHAMGOOCH WLD CLASS CRICKET (1MB) 21.95
18.95
24.95

SUPER CAULDRON
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER
SUPER MONACO G.P.

16 95

6,96

15.75

'

6.96

18.95
18.95
18.95

SWITCHBLADE I!

7.95
7.95

4.95
6.96

HOT RUBBER

HUCKLEBERRY HOUND

PINBALL MAGIC
PIRATES

7 95

10.95 1

/'AS'"

Amiga Atari PCSega
Trust us lu bare all von need

TEAM SUZUKI
I TENNIS CUP 2
1 TERMINATOR II

9.25
9.75

Quickjoy 1 Turbo (SV121)
Speedking A/F

11.00

Star Probe

13.50

Supercharger (SV123)

7.95

9.00

The Bug (black or green)

13.50

Topstar(SV127)

21.50

Printer Ribbons
STAR LC10/20/100 black (LC9)
STAR LC10/20/100 colour (LC9CL)
STAR LC200 black (ZX9)

7.95 !
6.96

THE GREATEST (COMP) (1MB)

6.96
24.76

THE IMMORTAL

10.95

I TEST DRIVE II

(

Cheques/postal orders to

Credit card orders 10 am to 10 pm

071 608 0624

Prices include UK postage and VATand are effective until 8th November 1993.

Youcan also FAX your order to 071 608 0688

On overseas orders, postage is charged at cost. New titles will be sent
as released and are subject to manufacturers' price reviews. Allorders
taken subject to our standard terms and conditions. E.&O.E.

7 days a week (not an answerphone)

18.75

4.50
6.80
6.25

6.50
13.75

PANG

7 95

18.75

9.00
13.75

27.00
13.75
22.00
13.75

STAR LC24-200/XB-24 series colour (X24CL)

6.96

21.95

6.96

Competition Pro 5000-black
Freewheel-digital
Maverickl (QS128F) or 1M (SQ138F)
MegastarA7F(SV133)
Navigator A/F
Python 1 (QS130F)

4,95

SWITCHBLADE I

HEROQUEST-TWIN PACK

18.95 1

6.96

12.30

SWIV

PICTIONARY

125*

STAR LC200 colour (ZX9CL)

T.N.T. 2 (COMP)

PANZA KICK BOXING
PARASOL STARS

Joysticks

6.96
18.75

10.95

STARLC24series black (Z24)

15 75

7.95

16.95
6.96

'» 0

8.75

7,95

21,95

6.96

18.95

5.60

7.95

PAINT POT 2

18.95

18.95

4.95

SUPERCARSII

PACIFIC ISLANDS

HILL STREET BLUES

6.80

betssupplied computer
banlicaiv and softwetre to lens
ofthousands of'satisfied
customers sine

7.95

24.95

HIGH STEEL

I

18.75

24.95

6,96

100
120
150

DataGEM

7.95
6.96

HEAD OVER HEELS
HEIMDALL

7 95

6.30

18.95
18.95
18.95

'

18.75

HARRIER ASSAULT(1MB)

6.96

80

SUPERSKI2

j SWAP

12 95

18.95

Python 1M(QS137F)

18.95 ,

21,95

0.94
40
50

7.95

STRIKER

MOONSTONE
MOONWALKER

Disk Boxes

18.95

20.95
6.96

10,95

MIDWINTERII (1MB)
MIG 29 FULCRUM (1MB)

3.65
6.99

7.65
6.99

18.95

7.95

10.95

7,95
22.95

NIGELMANSELL'SWLDCHAMPIONSHIP(1MB

24.75

STRIKE FLEET

6,96

GO FOR GOLD
GOAL
30BU.IINS

7.95

18.95

Monitor

STAR LCI0 printer
STAR LC24 printer

18.95

ADIENGLISH(13-14)
ADIENGLISH(14-15)
ADIFRENCH (11-12)

12.95

Dust Covers
Atari

18.95
18.95

M1 TANK PLATOON

MCDONALD LAND

18.95

18 95

MAGIC STORYBOOK

7.95

18.95
13.95

ADI ENGLISH (11-12)
ADI ENGLISH (12-13)

MAGIC POCKETS

6.96

18.95

MAGIC MATHS (4-8)
MATHS MANIA(8-12)

17.95
15.75

MAGICLAND DIZZY
MANCHESTER UNITED

19.95

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)

ADI MATHS (12-13)
ADI MATHS (14-15)
FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-8)
FUN SCHOOL 2 (OVER 8)

:UN SCHOOL 4 (5-7)

GOLDEN AXE

19.95
19.95

15.75

4.95
24.95

GILBERT

MICROSCIENCE(8-GCSE)

SPACE CRUSADE - DATA DISK

7.95

rOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2
:OOTBALL MANAGER 3
:ORGOTTEN WORLDS

Trackball

22.95

7.95
18.95

14.75
28.75

19.95

LUREOF THE TEMPTRESS (1MB)

12.95

2.95

19.95

JUNIOR TYPIST(5-10)

6.96

2.95

Mouse Mai

16.99
16.99

MICRO ENGLISH (8-GCSE)

BETTER MATHS (12-16)
BETTER SPELLING (8-ADULT)

^

Mouse House

16.99

MICROFRENCH (BEGINNERS-GCSE)
MICROMATHS(11-GCSE)
PRIMARYMATHSCOURSE (3-12)

I-

ra

Miscellaneous
Parallel port extension cable
Parallel printer cable (2m)
Roboshift (auto Mouse/Joyslick switch)

7.95
18.95

6.96

rIRST DIVISION MANAGER
:LIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
BIMBO'S QUEST

HOOK(1MB)

FRENCH MISTRESS
GERMAN MASTER
ITALIAN TUTOR
SPANISH TUTOR

7.95

:IREANDICE
rIRE FORCE

10.95

PICTURE FRACTIONS

7.95

18,95

DUNGEON MASTER/CHAOS STRIKES BACK
DYNABLASTER (1MB)

10,95

15.75

SLEEPWALKER

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE II

10.95

SHOOT EM UP CONSTRUCTION KIT

SIMPSONS

18.95

CAVE MAZE
FRACTION GOBLINS
MATHS DRAGONS

SHOPPING BASKET

1.00

DOODLEBUG
DOUBLE DRAGON III
DREADNOUGHTS

61.90
72.40
90.25
115.75
143.30
170.75
221.70
269.65
320.60
524.40

18.95

6.96

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE
LOTUS III - THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

39.95
49.40
60.95
78.75
97.30
116.30
154.50
184.65
223.50
364.30

29.95

LOMBARD RAC RALLY
LOOM

24.95

100
120
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
1000

All our disks are fully
guaranteed and include labels.

6.96

SEYMOUR GOES TO HOLLYWOOD
SHADOW SORCEROR

LEONARDO

18.75

Educational

7.95
24.95

LAST NINJA III

DOG FIGHT

7.95

18.95

Can't see what you want here?

KWIK SNAX

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES

Hint Books

7.95

SABRE TEAM (1MB)

18.95

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1MB)

795

18.95

ROBIN HOOD - LEGEND QUEST
ROBOCOD
ROBOCOPI

1.00

6.96

JAWS
JOE S MAC - CAVEMAN NINJA

7,95

VIZ

ROADBLASTERS

RODLAND

6.96

6.96
4.95
18.95
6.96

GUNSHIP 2000
GUY SPY
HARD DRIVIN' 2

WARIN THE GULF (1MB)

6.96

ROTOX

6.96

21.95

DIZZY PANIC

22.95

21.95
21.95
6.96
12.95
18.95
6.96
21.95

ITALY 1990

munt duckula
features

VROOM

18.95

JAMES POND

dombat air patrol
dount duckula 2

18.95

7.95

ROBOCOP III

7.95

lalifornia games ii

VIDEO KID

RICK DANGEROUS
RICK DANGEROUS I

IUBBLE DIZZY

24.95
2195

15.75
6.96

REACH FOR THE SKIES

RISKY WOODS

6 96
6.96
6.96

TWILIGHT 2000
UTOPIA - TWIN PACK

29.95

RAINBOW COLLECTION

6.96

TRIVIAL PURSUIT
TURRICAN
TURRICAN II

9.95

3.5" Disks

Department STF
23 Pittield Street, London N1 6h
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DOGFIGHT
MicroProse in non-simulation

shocker! The Big M's latest offering
puts you in any dogfight anywhere

HERE

SCREEIMPL

We've got a few stonkers i
store for you this month... walk
this way with Andy Nuttall
through the best of 'em

in history - from World War One
right over to the Gulf War, with a

ISHAR 2

choice of 12 different aircraft. Unlike

most flying games, you

"Hang on, didn't you

don't have to bother

review this one a couple

k with all that land

of months ago?" you cry.

ing and taking off

Aha, but this is the extra-

business: this is

super-smashing Falcon

pure arcade

version, and ifs great.

action, and it

Find out all about it on

starts on page 68.

page 72.

t? ".imm
CAMPAIGN
MISSIONS DISK
We slated Campaign a
few months ago for

-•***im

being buggy and
crashing all the time.
Empire have ironed

out those bugs, and

HUCKLEBERRY HOUND

released a new set of

"Oh, my darling; oh, my darling; oh, my darling,
Clementine—" Hanna Barbera's cyan dawg gets
the full alternative treatment (that's a platform

missions to boot!

Step into Europe and

2BSt€. -T

North Africa on

game between me and you.] Find out if ifs better

than Dr Who: Dalek Attack on page 75.

Hints, tips and cheats
„ Blimey! These cheats
and tips are getting
more popular by the
month. We've got a
whopping four pages of tips
for all the best games

/ starting on page 80, and
a full page
~X

dedicated to

.
Captain Blunder
,!,/ on page 84
The

'

second

installment of Rene

gade's play guide
•.

to

the

brilliant

—v Chaos Engine.

The rest of the level codes for

Cheat

Tip

"Oooh, no. I couldn't

A bit like a cheat, this
one, but smaller and

Psygnosis' Lemmings
• The final part of our spookily full

bring myself to do

solution to Elvira 2: laws of Cerberus.

that." Come on,

• Planet and computer codes for
landscape's classic Captive, giving
more power to your droids.
• A really weird cheat for Xenon

there's no shame in it.

• less of a giveaway.
Useful if you only

Cames can be difficult for all of

want to know the answer to

us. Except CB, that is, because

a specific problem. Mr B's
got loads of them.

he knows all the best cheats.

^j'

B~
Captain Blunder's pages

Techie

£ M

What happens if your

s*-.*v-

Availability
What is it? Where did

f it come from? Where
'7 -/•' has it gone to? Direct

>*?•

I General
If you've

ChaosEnginedisk goes

got an

down when you're

enquiry

almost at the last

which

level? Or your ST bombs out in
the last stages of Gunship? Let

doesn't fit into any of
the categories above,

Blunder, and he'll scour the

Blunder know all about it, he's

it comes under this

countryside to find "it."

your man.

inspired heading.

questions like these
towards our very own Cap'n

/f r
'• \

!

STF REVIEW POLICY —It is ST FORMATpolicy to only review completely finished games - that is, games you could actually buy in the shops,
never incomplete or demo versions. We won't be rushed into reviewing unfinished games to beat our "competitors."
We assume all games run on 520STFMs unless otherwise stated.
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Chocks away with MicroProse's
latest simulation, enabling you
to fly against the Red Baron or
the Red Army. Andy Nuttall
reaches for the skies...

it

n

I

what

seemed

like

no

time at all I was flying,

Iwind in my hair and the

sharp smell of fuel bringing back
memories of the last time I was up.
My Camel was a good beast - I
hadn't been up in her before, but
she had a good pedigree. Like the
pup before her she was strong and
solid, but I was finding it difficult to
manoeuvre her easily.
"Manfred Von Richthofen was

up that morning as well, I remem
ber. Nobody had really heard of
him before, so I wasn't apprehen
sive at all -

as far as I was con

cerned it was going to be just
another dogfight.
"Suddenly, everything was
quiet... Even my engine seemed to
be making no noise - it was pretty

scary, I can tell you! Then, in the
distance, I could make out a small

shape from just below the clouds.
Then all at once it was upon me,
and it was gone: a long, thin metal
cylinder that made a whistling
sound as it passed a few feet above
my head.
"With
thoughts
flashing
through my mind as to what the
thing was, I decided to fly through
the clouds to investigate. Pulling
back on the stick, the Camel turned

and rose up into the whiteness... In
seconds I was above them, an

image frozen in my mind that
would stay with me for ever. A
huge, dart-shaped aircraft
heading straight for
me at a speed
which gave me

Above: An idea for the What If? mode,

no time to

were any type of planes fight each other.
Left: One of Baron Von Richthofen's

get away.

Flying Circus aircraft, guns blazing,

Thoughts

swooping in for the kill.

flashed

through my
mind: should

I fly for the
aircraft, and die

for my country?
Should I jump out,
even without a parach
and take my chances? Should I try
and manoeuvre past him, and then
get away quickly?..."
To find out what happened in
the end of that little story-ette, you

simply must play MicroProse's Dog
fight. It puts you slap bang in the
middle of an aerial battle with any
number of enemy aircraft, all com
puter-controlled and hell-bent on
your demise.
You can fly a Sopwith Camel,
and you can set yourself against up
five fighter jets - just to see what
would happen, and to test your

carefully, you'll just

*»<r/ '

make out the Red
Baron on the left here.

Bloody fast, this blighter.

wits and skill more than any flight
simulator ever has before.

a simulation at

all, but an arcade game - because

Micro

Prose call this a "What if..." sce

most of the technicalities such as

nario, because you can take any of
12 different planes from anywhere
in history, and throw them
together into combat.
MicroProse are extremely

taking-off and landing aren't there.
You can begin a dogfight from
whichever position you like: behind
the enemy, above them, side-by-

keen for this to be described not as

above. It's also more of an arcade-

side, head-to-head or bounce from

LEARN LOTS ABOUT PLANES AND IMPRESS YOUR

•

North American F-86E Sabre

A single-seat fighter-bomber which

ST

• F-16A Fighting Falcon

• Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15

•

Hang on, that sounded a bit train-

"My aeroplane's got no nose.

Marvellous.We used to have this

one in Top Trumps years ago. If s

McDonnell F-4J Phantom II

ruled the skies in the 1950s. Proba

spottery, didn't it? Wouldn't it be

"How does it smell?"

bly the first modern jet fighter,

better to just put "my goodness,

"Er, a bit like diesel, really.*"

got these missiles on it, which are

because of its computerised inter

this one's a bit of a beast." or some

* The publishers would like to point

ception and afterburner system.

thing. As it happens, this one is a

out that they are in no way respon

dead hard and everything, but
they're called "Sparrows." How we

Apparently it was the first plane to

beast - what with four Maverick

sible for people's actions in

laughed - as did the enemy when

shoot down a MiG-15.

missiles and 18 FFAR Rockets.

response to that "joke."

one of these babies was launched.

FORMAT
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GAME

REVIEW

SCREENPLAY

Five things with dogs in them
Ocean's excellent Comic-Relief cash -

ears. And a yellow suit, sadly. He's
the star of this game from Ocean.

sorry - tie-in has a dog in it. He's
called Ralph, and he likes swimming,
jumping and saving his master. Eats
anything, loves children (arf!)

Reservoir dogs
Quentin Tarantino's slightly disturb
ing gangster film has got a whole

Sleepwalker

host of dogs in it. Seven, in fact, and
they've got names like Mr Orange,

Huckleberry Hound

• Dogfight offers you a plethora of aircraft to fight with. As you can see, it

Hanna Barbera's Hound is most defi

Mr White and Mr Pink. Worth see

nitely a dawg, except that he's not
like others. He's blue, you see, and

ing, but not if you hate razor blades.

he's also unfortunate enough to

Man Bites Dog

have a game made about him (see
page 75.)

Hailing from Belgium, MBD is a
mock-documentary about a serial
killer. In the nicest possible way, the
documentary team follow him about
as he kills people, and it all gets a bit
graphic. But it's got a dog in the

One Step Beyond
Smith's crisps make Quavers, and
their mascot is Colin Curly, a dog
with an extremely fat head and small

title, so it can't be bad.

doesn't only stick to one period, you can choose from anywhere in history!

style game

because

MicroProse

have seen fit to make it one-player
only. If there's ever a game which
is crying out for a two-player
option, it's Dogfight. Apparently
there is a possibility that later
updates of the game may have a
two-player or a link-up mode, but
it's doubtful.
The

main

reason

to

be

it's still incredibly difficult to out
manoeuvre your foe. If you think
that sitting in a Mirage HIE or a Sea
Harrier, and trying to shoot down a
Fokker DR1

for the first few attempts at knock
ing other planes down from the
sky, you get knocked down from

or a Messerschmitt is

easy, then think again. These things
fly so quickly your target has disap
peared as soon as you locate it.
"But why don't you just use a mis
sile?" you say. Aha, it's because

annoyed about the lack of two-

most air-to-air missiles

player mode is because your ST is
so damn good at it. Even on Easy
mode, with you given the advan
tage of being behind your enemy,

seeking, and are programmed to
detect the heat from a jet aircraft so the heat from a propeller plane
isn't enough for it to pick up. So,

are

heat-

"If there's ever

drive, there is no hanging around
before you can go back into the air
and try again. The presentation in
Dogfight is where it scores most
brownie points - it really is second
to none, including other Micro
Prose games.

a game which
Impossible missions...

is crying out for a

Once you've got the hang of flying

two-player option,

around and shooting other planes
down in

it's Dogfight"

Duel

Mode,

and tried

meddling around with history in
the What If? option, you can then
go on to the really meaty part of

the sky. Lots, in fact.
Fortunately, even though the
game doesn't install onto hard

the game. The missions.

These take place in six differ
ent scenarios: WW1, WW2, Korea,
I Britain, France, Vietnam...

the world is your oyster,
really. Well, maybe a
bit more of a
whelk. But

anyway, the
point is that
most

scenes of

great
aerial bat
tles can be

reproduced

using just
Dogfight, two
bottles of Sqezy
and a cup of water.

FRIEND*

• ''JSSIBLY

• Hooray I Tho mlgh
panels of tho SopwKh

jHMlllh

Carnal win the skies

once more— and the.. •
guns, obviously.

0
• Sopwith Camel
Aaaahhh, this is a bit of a dear, isn't

Doesn't the spitfire remind you of a

it. Couldn't you just cuddle it, and
call it Grandma? Well, matey, the
Camel was up shooting things
down before you were, er, born.

dog? If it was alive, it would proba

bly be a bloodhound, or something with a big cold, wet nose which it
would put on your toes just as you

Before your Grandad was born as

went to sleep. Ah, they don't make

well, probably.

'em like they used to.

Dac sive option end q kilting insti

just rewards - another
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• A typical view

Win! Win! Win!

out of an F-16A

Fighting Falcon.

To give Dogfight the best chance in

Unfortunately

life, MicroProse are giving away an

we couldn't

Avirex canvas flying jacket, worth

bring you an

about £150, away in our amazing

enemy craft as

Dogfight competition. To further
prove their generosity, they're lob
bing ten copies of the game our
way as well - one for the winner,
and nine runners-up.
Simply answer the following
questions,
and
scribble
the
answers on the back of a postcard
or stuck-down envelope.

well - we were

flying too fast!

I Before

every dogfight you are given the
choice of a highly patriotic aircraft,
or one which was at one time

considered to be highly unpatriotic.

radar sites and SAM installations.

You can set your group of F4 Phan
toms up to patrol, attack, support
or defend various sites, and they go
off and get on with it while you just
concentrate on completing the mis
sion objectives.
The other three missions are

Vietnam, the Falklands and Syria.
Each is well-planned, and as you

south of Port Stanley and one posi
Sound.

similar to those - fairly simple if
you're a flight sim addict, but not
easy to complete. You can play the
enemy as well, remember, so even
when you finish the six allied mis
sions, you've still got plenty of chal
lenges ahead. This isn't a game
you're going to finish in a hurry.
The main area which lets Dog
fight down is the sound. OK, so the
ST's capabilities in the aural depart
ment aren't supreme, but you

would imagine it fits in well with
the point in history. The WW1
strategy sends you out as one of a
group of Sopwith Camels, with a
view to taking out a couple of

Taking the role of the British, your

expect something more than a dull

Observation Balloons and a Zep

pelin. Lots of Fokkers are launched
to try and wipe you out - this is
generally where the ST-controlled
Camels get shot down, leaving you
to get the other targets yourself.
The Falklands scenario pits
British Sea Harriers against Argen
tinian Mirages. The British Task
Force is split into two groups, one

tioned

north

of Falkland

the Task Force against Argentinian
air attacks - with a priority given to
certain aircraft carriers. (You're get
ting into this now, aren't you?)
As well as doing your heroic
duty, you have to find time to
destroy a couple of Argentinian

"The presentation in
Dogfight is where it
scores most brownie

points - it really is

defensive installations, so that the

zooms

towards

A
B

"Eat lead, Fokker."
"Make tracks, MiC."

C

"Suck on this, Sopwith."

Again in WW1, flying in your
Camel the peace and tran
quillity is disturbed by a raving
lunatic in a Flying Circus. What is
the name of this dastardaly chap?
A

Monty Python

B

Baron Manfred

C

CheGu-

Von Richtli

r^"l In Britain, how do you spell
1—1 "manoeuvre?"

Now write your name and address
on the envelope, and post it to:
Er, I'd like a flying jacket, please,
ST FORMAT

30 Monmouth Street
Bath
BA1 2BW

Task Forces can move in.

19 November 1993.

In the Vietnam mission, you
take on the role of a USAF pilot
No employees of Future Publishing

with an order to knock out the Hai-

duong railyard, along with some

thudding sound when you fire your
machine guns. To make it worse, all

later

aircraft

make

a

dull

"whoosh" sound when launching
missiles. Oh, and not forgetting the
crash when you die, of course, and
the low hum of the engines, but
that's about your lot - a distinct
lack of atmosphere.
Dogfight is a bit of a risk for
MicroProse. It's difficult to make a

• Duel Mode: fighting realistic battles against realistic enemy; What If?:
putting your choice of any six planes into the sky at the same time; Missions:
12 storylines give you the chance to re-enact bits of history.

52

aircraft

To arrive here no later than Friday

second to none"

and

ISSUE

German

you, guns blazing. As you turn
around to intercept, what is your
rallying cry?

Avon

of the aircraft make the same noise

FORMAT

in

WW1, taking your Spitfire for
a quick spin, when a well-known

mission is to defend both halves of

when firing cannon-type weapons,

ST

| You're flying around

game of this type exciting, but by
cutting out all the technicalities
they've managed it pretty well. If
you are into techie flight sims, you
can add in details such as taking off
and landing, but they've pitched it
right for most people. It's a good
game as it is, but if MicroProse add
in a two-player head-to-head mode
and a few more sound effects, we'll
have a classic on our hands, s t f

or

MicroProse

are

allowed

to

enter. Or any if their relatives,
come to that. Oh, and definitely
nobody whose name is Manfred,
especially if his surname's Mann or
something silly like that. Our lovely
Editor Paula's decision is absolutely
final (if she ever gets back from
holiday in Turkey.)

Dogfight
£34.99

MicroProse
« 0454 326 532

Highs
Fast and playable
simulation.

Loads of missions

to complete.
Poor sound
effects.

One player only.

m
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CITIZEN PRINTERS
FROM SILICA SYSTEMS
• FREE DELIVERY

•WINDOWS 3.1

Next Day - Anywhere inthe UK mainland

• 2

FreeWindows 3.1 driver withStarterKit

YEAR WARRANTY • FREE HELPLINE

(including thedot matrix printer head)

Technical support during office hours

• FREE STARTER KIT With Citizen dot matrix printers from Silica

FREE! STARTER KIT,
WORTH £57.58
INC VAT

I

FREE STARTER KIT INCLUDES:

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER V2.01

• 3'A" Disk withAmiga PrintManager

Forfaster prinling from your Amiga, with clearer

•

3'A" Disk with Windows 3.1 Driver

"rages andmorevibrant colours. Available free
ofchargeas partoftheSilica Printer Starter Kit.

•

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

Matures include:

• Improved Image Smoothing • Image Scaling

• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
•

• Gamma/Colour Correction • Colour Separation
• Reduces.'I Hi minaies Banding

100 Continuous Tractor Feed

KIT

VALUE

Tractor Feed

£49

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES
EXCLUSIVE OFFER

SWIFT 200
RRP
SILICA STARTER KIT

£259
£49

TOTAL VALUE: £30B
SAVING: £123

• ParallelInterface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x 360dpi

SILICA PRICE: £185

• Quarter Printing and Auto SetFacility
• Ultra Quiet Mode • 43dB(A)
• Colour Kit - Optional Extra (See Left)

£185

RRP

•

4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

SILICA STARTER KIT

•

Parallel or Serial Interface

£199
£49

TOTAL VALUE: £248
SAVING: £133

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x216dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

SILICA PRICE: £115

Pull tractor & bottom feed
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

The Citizen 1200 printer comes supplied with a|
parallel interface as standard. Ifyou require a serial

interface instead, please state ref: PRI 2125 when

tVAT=£217.38-PRI 2490

• FREE Silica PrinterStarterKit

CITIZEN 120D+

• Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 80column
• 144cps Draft. 30cps NLQ

•
•

• Epson. IBM. &NEC P20Emulations

Address Labels

• 5 ContinuousEnvelopes on

• Citizen Swift 200 • 24 pin - 80 column
• 270cps SDttswi, 216cpsDraft. 72cps LQ
• 8K Printer Buffer(4Kmax) 17 LO Fonts

placing your order wilh Silica.

£115
+VAT=£135.13- PRI 2120

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA1200 120D+

£71.38

PRA1222 1240/224/SwittSOCol Printers. £88.13

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA1189 1200*
£56.45
PRA1209 Swill9/9X/I24D/224
£32.25
PRA1709 Swill 24/24x/24e/200/240....£26.38

32K MEMORY EXPN
PRA1753 224/Swill24/24x/24e

£14.45

PRINTER STAND
PRA 1242 Swill 9.90.24.241.200,240.22« £22.33
PRA1274 Sw«t9W24X/200/240

£34.95

ORIGINAL RIBBONS

FEEDER
ForSwift9, 90, 24, 24e, 200, 240, 224
Semi-Automatic Cut Sheet Feeder for

smoothtrouble freepaperhandling.

Requires manual sheetinjection using lever.

RIB3520 120D/Swi(t9/90 Black

£2.91

RIB 3949 Swill9x Black

£7.15

RIB3924 124D/Swill 24/200/240 Black.. £4.20
RIB3936 224/Swilt9/90/24/200/240Col. £15.63

RIB 3248 PN48 Single Strike

£3.61

RIB3348 PN48MultiStrike

£3.61

COLOUR KITS

£19"

PRA1236 224/Swifl 9/90/241/200/240... £35.25
PRA1240 Swill9x/24x
£45.25

*VAT= £23.44-PRA 1228

PRA1155 PN48CableExtn

£29.37

PRA 1162 PK48 Car Adaptor

£18.74

£aes

PN48 ACCESSORIES
PRA 1148 PN48 Battery
£46.70

ra

• Citizen Swift 24Q/24QC • 24pin- 80column
RRP

» 8k Printer Butter - 40K maximum

STAHTER KIT .

• 9 LQ Fonts+2 Scalable Fontsts-wptsi

TOTAL VALUE: C3Ba

• Font Cartridge Slot- forplugin 'style' fonls

» Citizen Projet
inkjet - 80 column

120cps NLQ
• 50 Nozzle Head -

> 8K Printer Buffer

> RAMCard Options

• FREESilica PrinterStarter Kit

Cards

>2 Year Warranty

P

TOTAL VALUE: £408

SAVING: £149
SILICAPRICE: £259

£496

£259

Colour Printing Optional -Swift 90

+VAT=£304,33- PRI 2571

»FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

TOTAL VALUE: £496

SAVING: £217
SILICA PHICE: £279

RRP
£489
SILICA STARTER KIT £49

f»

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at all our stores.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Allof your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailedto you withoffers + softwareand peripheraldetails.
• PA YMENT: Majorcredit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms (APR 29.8% - written quotes on request).
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, willthe company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

{^081-309 1111

mucA
SYSTEMS

£169

+VAT=£198.58-PRI 2297

• Epson, IBM, NECP6 & Citizen Emulation
IRP

fi ,•

.£325

TOTAL VALUE: £325

7/

I)

£126

SILICAPRICE: £199

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

+VAT=C233.S3 - PRt2100

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 081-308 0608

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA Tel: 071-580 4000
Mon-Sat 9.30am-5.O0pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

£199

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9.QOam-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

£99

• Power: Mains, Battery orCar Adaptor

MAIL ORDER:

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UKmainland.
> TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitorson a "Same product - Same price"basis.
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professionalcomputer sales.
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliableand profitable.

SAVING:

SILICAPRICE: £169

• Graphics Res: 360 x360dpi

+VAT=E363.06 • PRI257J

•

£219

TOTAL VALUE: E26B

• Parallel Interface

SAVING:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

'

STARTER KIT. _£49

Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

TOTAL VALUE: E53B
SAVING: £229
SILICA PRICE: £309

+VAT=£175.08- PRI 2290

SWIFT 90C COLOUR

• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper
• 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts
• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

230693-1630

•

t Ultra Quiet Mode - 45dB(A)
*Advanced Paper Handling
>Colour Printing Standard - Swift 90c

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
• Colour Option Available
RRP

SILICAPRICE:£149

» Epson and IBM Emulation
>Auto Set Facility

£359

STARTER KIT.. J49

£199

SAVING: £99

*Graphics Resolution: 240x216dpi

• 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

> Parallel and Serial
Interface

Emulation

£239

^+VAT=£2S0.83 - PRI 3560

SWIFT 90 MONO
STARTER KIT._£49
TOTAL VALUE: E248

> 6 Fonts Built-in
»Parallel Interface

• Citizen Swift24x-24 pin-136 cot
• 192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ

> Optional HP
Compatible Font

>HP Deskjet Plus

»8K Printer Buffer

SWIFT 240C COLOUR

Auto EmulationDetection

* 3 Fonts Built-in

£49

SILICA PRICE: £239

• Ultra Quiet Mode - 43dB(A)
• Colour Printing Standard - Swift240c,
Colour Printing Optional - Swift240

Whisper Quiet47clB(A)

» Citizen Swift 90 • 9 pin• 80 column
*240cps SO (Wcpi) 192cps Draft. 48cps NLQ

E339

SAVING: £149

• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x 360dpi
» Epson, IBM, NEC P20&CEL Emulations
>Quarter Printing Facility
>Auto SetFacility - Bi-directional i/F,

> 380cps Draft,

» Graphics Resolution:
300x300dpi

SWIFT 240 MONO

» 300cpsSDnscpo, 240 cps DraftSOcps LQ

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (BasementArena), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9,30am-7.00pm

Late Night: Thursday - 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX. Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA Tel: 0702 468039
Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sat 9.0Oam-6.00pm)

Late Night: Thursday - 7pm

Fax No: 0702 468039

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-1193-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
n

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised pnces and specifications may change - Please return the coupon (or the latest information.
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GAME

REVIEW

ISHAR
Once again, this time on the
Falcon, the people need
someone to do battle with

the forces of darkness
There's always someone spoil
ing things, isn't there? No

and lots of sandwiches. Each char

acter has a profession and various

sooner have the islands of

attributes and skills. You need a

Arborea become the kind of place
you feel safe letting the kids roam
around in, than a syndicate of odi
ous misfits starts causing trouble.

well balanced party to make it; a
priest and a magician being essen

Your reaction is obvious. You round

up a small group of adventuring
types and go around hitting people
who don't co-operate and nick
their stuff. Ishar 2 is a vast fantasy

tial characters.

If you've played the original
Ishar you're going to feel at home
straight away - the look and feel of
the game is very similar. The
method of spell casting has been
improved and at last you get a map

• The vital shopping part of the game which no adventure is complete without.

There are no pretensions to reality here - you can't buy clothes or anything.
It's all potions, food and nasty implements here.

few keyboard short-cuts and very
easy to get into, one quick read of
the manual is enough to get you
into the thick of things.
My God, it's full of colours

The graphics are superbly colourful

ear. If you don't finish the first
quest you can't even get off the
first island.

There is a lot of exploring to
do, even though you have a map
you still need to know the locations
of the all-important shops and inns.

• Friendly

-

looking bunch

mode to good effect. Everything is
detailed and atmospheric and every

sion and set sail for the next island,

island has a distinctive new set of

and a whole new set of challenges.

aren't they? The
inns of Ishar
are full of these

ne'er-do-wells,

dodgy priests
and strange
monsters. It's

these guys you
have to chose

for your team.

it uses the

Falcon's 256-colour

graphics. The backgrounds and
sprites are simply luscious.
When it gets dark the
entire palette fades
to a range of dark
colours and lights
appear in the win

Sometimes all the wanderings gets
a bit much, until you suss the mis

The Falcon version of Ishar 2
• "You swine, I've

been waiting here
for six hours to

l

"wait around

dows of the build

until it gets dark

ings and at dawn
everything is given
an orange hue.
-""«!.:H
The sound is pretty
special too. At the beginning of
the game you have the option to
have

role playing game with all
the magic, monsters and
strange old men in lurking u
in the woods that you
would expect.
There's nothing new in the
formula. The adventure is divided

up into a series of missions. It's vir
tually the same as Ishar 2 for the ST
but improvements have been made
for this Falcon version.

san
• Under the third island is this

moody dungeon populated by very
thin people with axes. If you haven't
developed your character's
attributes much then you get a

severe kicking. Gosh, they really are
terribly thin, aren't they?

As with all RPCs you recruit
various characters to help you. You

need to equip your chaps with suit
able sharp instruments, metal suits

continuous

8-track

music

along with the sound effects. Each
new area brings its own sounds,
from croaking frogs and birdsong
to moans and clanking chains - all
in glorious stereo.
The gameplay is the same as
the ST version, although everything
moves faster, curing one of the ST
version's main problems. There are
no extra characters or missions to

that actually shows you where you
are. The action takes place over 14

really make the Falcon version par
ticularly stand out, although the
extra graphics and sound capabili

different islands and is three times

ties are used well.

game can be loaded in so
you can keep all your old
adventuring buddies, just
like the old days. It's all

level
Experience

Vitality

SOO t.
100 r

mouse controlled with a

•p.:iy«jic

icrn '

• Your attributes and

Physical

20 JT'j^i^otpS

Tern .spirit

•

|

i

inventory. To survive you
need to build up money

j

and experience to buy the

best monster-bashing
tackle. The priest and

magician are essentials.

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE
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and hope he goes
away plan" didn't

quite work.

plays one mean game and looks
and sounds divine - a highly recom
mended game.
CHRIS LLOYD

Ishar 2
£32.99 Daze Marketing
t* 071 3282762

All 2MByte Falcons
Two high density disks
Hard drive installable

Highs
Simple to play but has
loads of depth.

• Huge and varied
world to clump
around in.

bigger than the prequel.
Characters from the first

have this fight." It

I looks like the

Verdict

Brilliant graphics

If you consider yourself a fan of this
style of game and you've got a Fal
con then you've no excuse but to
get Ishar 2 - it's right up your

and sound.

street. It's simple to play, huge in
size and once you start adventuring

it's difficult to stop.
It's not easy at first, you wan
der around getting clobbered until
you work out some tactics and
what your objective is. The game
suffers a little from being quite lin

Lows
Too much

exploring to

l*>
<

m

do which slows

things down.
— You can't really talk
to anyone which gives
you a slightly detached
feeling to the
environment.

kb»

GAME
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CAMPAIGN
Once again war rages in Europe. And this time it
ranges from the scorched African desert to the
icy steppes. James Leach gets both hot and cold
Y o u remember Campaign, a
wargame that swaggers to
its friends about having a
added 3D battlefield option.
Despite this hard pub-talk, the

game didn't work too well. It just
tried to do too much and ended up
not doing anything brilliantly.
Back in issue 44 we awarded

the original Campaign 20 per cent.
This, as it turns out, was a little

harsh. The bugs which caused origi
nal copies of the game to crash
were later removed, and the game
was re-released bug-free. So, if you
buy Campaign now, you shouldn't
have any problems. (Indeed, to run

this mission disk you need an origi
nal copy of Campaign.)
Anyway, undaunted by our
review, Empire have launched a

counterstrike with the cunningly
entitled Campaign: From North
Africa to Northern Europe. This, quite
patently, is a stack of new scenar

ios, all historically accurate down to
the last jerry-can of stale water. So

maybe you liked Campaign. Maybe

you love the idea of having another
25 scenarios to play around with.
Maybe when you rushed home and
tore open the box, you were disap
pointed when all that dropped out
was one disk and a thin manual,
occupying 1.7 percent of the actual
space of the packaging. Never
mind. 25 missions is a number not
to be sniffed at.

The

scenarios

Battlegroup h5ftl Stuart Ml

basically. You can try
rearguard

actions,

beach-landings

• Berlin! City of 1,000 canals. Relax

at the luxurious Ritz, then why not
walk along the Seine to the Colos
seum? It's all in lovely Berlin!

minefields, set forces and decide
their locations and formations. This
means that the amount of work

that went into producing this mis
sions disk must be less than any
other comparable product; the
writers

could

do

it

all

from

inside Campaign.

so that it's

possible to play
'^™
through them
in order and end up

,

Verdict

Campaign

is

flawed,

but

still

remains playable, especially if you

feeling exactly like you've

didn't partake too much of the 3D

just come through the latter half of

the war. The rumbling all starts at
Tripoli, then drifts across Libya,
briefly popping up to Berlin for a
scrap, before settling back down in
the deserts for some more slap
ping. Then the melee spreads to
Italy. Of course, it doesn't last long
there, and before you know it, the
focus

n

are

arranged in rough
chronological order,
„•.::•.<%&}"
presumably
^jj

war in Asia." I forget who it was.
Fanny Craddock, possibly.
Anyway, around scenario nine
you get to test out this maxim by
having a go at Kiev or Leningrad.
It's an incredibly complex tankfrenzy, and if the idea of lots of
heavy armour moves you - you're
going to be riveted to the screen.
So you get the general idea.
There are loads of maps,

is

on

Russia.

Someone once

said

"Never fight a land
• (Left) Learn your
tanks. Or, er, don't, in

fact. That way you
can head towards

any tank in the area
and blast it,

chuckling heartily if
it's one of your own.

Side Arnoar Gin)
Rear firnour (hn)

Maxinurc firnour Penetration Gin) 6
Haanfin Road SWed tkri^h)

**j4 stack of new
• Replete with pasta and slightly
tipsy with Chianti, the Allies head off

to the Alps for a spot of skiing.

massive tank wars, river crossings
and, oh everything.
Whether or not Campaign:
From North Africa to Northern Europe
is any good depends on what you
think of Campaign itself. The major
problem is just that it tries to be
two things and fails to be either. If
you want 3D vehicle destroying,

surely you can get a fiott/ezone-type
game? If you're a strategy fan,
you're likely to recoil in disgust at
the idea of actually driving a tank
across a plain, and shooting at dif
ferently coloured baddies.
The graphics aren't too

• (Right) Wake up, villagers!
This is your early morning call,

scenarios, all historically
accurate down to the last

jerry-can of stale water**

sections. This addition takes the

game further, and 25 is a healthy
number of scenarios to play.
So really, it's impossible to
criticise a missions disk which is lim

ited by the parent program. Let's
put it like this; From North Africa to
Northern Europe is Campaign at its
best. And it'll take a long time to
play through (and win) each sce
nario. If Campaign worked for you,
this disk is a necessity, stf

bad. Well, the 3D sec

tions are quite good.

courtesy of the Eighth Army!

They inevitably slow
down badly when

Eneraj SdKFz25

there are lots of vehi

Campaign
missions disk

cles around, though.

Knocked On

The strategic views aren't

• (Left) Oh. It's

your lot. It does the job - just.
You can play either the Allies

— 25 long battles, all
historically

(hooray) or the Axis forces (boo),

watch it shoot

someone, kill it

eral would do. In fact, the customis

Let's follow it,

and claim the

credit! (Snigger).

Empire
= 081 343 7337

and it's possible to customise each
scenario to weigh it heavily in your
favour, as any self-respecting Gen

one of ours.

£15.99

so hot. A jerkily zoomable map
and a few screens depicting units is

ing options of Campaign is one of
its strongest features. You can lay

Highs

accurate

and very varied.
Campaign isn't the
best wargame
around, though.

w
^
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AND SUPPLY THE SOLUTION
ACS Electronics is an established service centrefor ATARI equipment. We
specialise only in the repair and maintenance of computerhardware. Dedicated
to a programmeof quality customer care,our continual expansion enables us to
offer you, our customer, a service that we believe to be second to none. Our
service includes;
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE,
most repairs are carried out within ONE DAY

QUOTATIONS RATHER THAN FIXED PRICES,

fairer to you, and in practice faster to process. Each repair is quoted for
seperately, no fixed charges full or exclusions, or hidden extras.
REPAIRS FROM £23

FREE CARRIER SERVICE with insurance,

FREE diagnostic inspection, free 90 day warranty, FREE soak test, FREE software.
No hidden charges.
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

at competitive rates.

Experienced and qualified engineering and support staff.
5% DISCOUNT

available to students and OAP's.
UNBELIEVEABLE UPGRADE FITTED PRICE OF £15 INCLUSIVE

Trade and Education welcome. Dealer pack available on request.

ACS
ELECTRONICS

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE, UPGRADES AND REPAIRS
ACS DESIGN WORKS. WILLIAM STREET. FELLING. GATESHEAD NE10 OJP
TEL: 1091) 495 0300 (10 LINES)
FAX: (091) 495 0440

(^

15cr.n^rr-R?s fata rjprprry; r?r=

WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive
and accurate replacement

.^ Allows easyupgrade toa totai 1Mb RAM •, Simple, lastandeffective

mouse you can buy for your Atari
ST. Excellent performance, with a

.; RAM upgrade path c Suits almost any 520ST model (notsuitable for
STE machines) Requires no soldering or technical know-how

300dpi resolution. Amazing low price!

£49.95

£14.99

N.B. Due to the large
variance in design of the
Atari ST, there is a small

minority of boards In
existence which may
require a little soldering.

bAl ISrAL, IIUN

GUARANTEED

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
NEW LOWER PRICE!

E 29.00
£ 249.99

With 1Mb RAM filled ....£269.99

2Mb ... £ 349.99

4Mb

1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack
• With 2Mb RAM fitted .... £ 389.99

£449.99

£ 289.99
4Mb

£ 489.99

520 STE 1Mb upgrade (2 x 256k SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2 x 1Mb9-chip SIMMS)

£ 14.95
£ 100.00

Trackball

£ 29.95

Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter
For STF/STFM/STE machines

£4.95

ZY-FIAmptified Stereo Speaker System
£ 39.95
VIDI-RGBautomatic colour separator add-on for colour input... £ 64.95
Star LC 20 Printer

Successor to the LC 10, 4 fonts. 180/44cps

—1

71

SPECIAL OFFER

£129.99

| StarLC 100 Entry level 9-pin colour, 4fonts

£168.03

: Star LC24-10024-pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps

£ 186.83

Star LC 24-20 Mkil24-pin, 210cps high speed draft mode
Panasonic KXP2123 ColourQuietprinter
<44dBA,192/64cps
NEW! Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 510
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 550C COLOUR

£ 229.13

£210.33
£257.33
£ 304.33
£ 504.08

^ THHEW0RKSDTP2
""»"""£ 49.95
Available with any hardware purchase over £75.00

Unit 9 St. Richards Rd Evesham Worcs WR11 6TD
Tel: 386 - 765500 fax : 0386 - 765354

5 Glisson Road Cambridge CB1 2HA
Tel: 0223 - 323898 fax : 0223 - 322883

320 Witan Gate Milton Keynes MK9 2HP
Tel: 0908 - 230898 fax : 0908 - 230865

I

251

Convenient

£ 57 99 1

Long reach

for location either

^

side of computer

INCLUDES ITS OWN

EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU
Be*KKClc^mc*esot<^thatk*elh&poMzlwttejoyslickpai1!

520 STFM 1Mb Internal Drive Upgrade

Slightcase mods required

.JS4M8

-wpprr-fAivpr SCArT-JTEf?
QUALITY SCANNIN
Representing
outstanding value for
money, this package
combinestop quality
scanning hardware with the
distinctively powerful
software.

At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this new scanner

produces trulysuperb qualityscans. Has a full105mmscanning

Hi

SPECIAL OFFERS & CLEARANCE ITEMS (limited stocks)

1

Drive Mechanism
On /Off switch
on rear of drive
connection cable

520 STE Discovery Extra Pack

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (GenuineUKversion,
stereo sound) - includes cable, 1 Year on-site maintenance
£ 229.00
and lotus EspritTurbo 2' game

Very quiet Slimline design Cooling Vents
Sleek, high quality metal casing Full 1Mb
Unformatted Capacity Quality Panasonic / Citizen

•255 Moseley Rd Highgate Birmingham B12 0EA
Tel: 021 - 446 5050 fax : 021 - 446 5010

Showrooms open Monday, Tuesday, Saturday; 9.00 - 5.30 and Wednesday - Friday; 9.00 - 7.00

E 99.95

width, variable brightness control and 100 / 200 / 300 / 400dpi
resolution. Daatascan Professional scanning and editing
software allows real-time scanning in either line art or in grey
scales. Provides powerful editing

features and excellentcompatibility with : f\ f\f\ f\f\

most DTP and Paint Packages, eg.

Jr MM MjJ ,-

Deluxe Paint, Touch-Up.

ALT-FRrCEs \m\-\W-WT(i2'\7Jrf/r. AK'U ui
Semis (fey dec-peli* utawrir pnsclble. Bj,mm fewferDelivery (UK Melnlenc! Only) Eli-SO e;irc.
Monday-Friday, 9.00 • 7.00; Saturday, 9.00 - 5.30
Technical support (Mon-Fri, 10.00 - 5.00): 0386-769403

VISA

Call us now on <Z> 0386-765500 "V
Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs WR11 6TD
Send an Order with Cheque, Postal Order or
ACCESS/WSA/SWITCH/AMEX card details.

Please aUow5 banking days for Cheque clearance.

Government, Education end PLC orders welcome
AHproducts covered by 12 Months Warranty
AMgoods subject to availability.
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THOMAS THE
TANK ENGINE 2
is the fastest train. You take the

part of whichever engine you have
the most empathy for and if you
have a willing friend you can get
them to join in as well - decide
whether you can cope with an easy

• If you just can't leave your

There are leaves on the line to con

time, but it looks attractive with

childhood alone, you need to return
to Thomas the Tank Engine, the

simulator of steam engine racing.

Back in the mists of time of your
childhood you probably remem
ber
Reverend
Christopher
Audrey's stories of trains who
had lives and feelings of their
own. They'd get depressed,
fancy the train in the next shed
and generally have quite a social

life in the sidings.
-

route

and

choose what

*'.

Verdict

scenery you'd like to race over either the main line, postal run,
waterway or through the wood
glade and then get on with it.

hard

V .',' •',',','

. frr,- ,'K.' I'.^f

see what line you should take when
the line gives you an option some
where along the course.

Really designed for
children,
Thomas the Tank Engine is going to
appeal to everyone who's a closet
train spotter - and those who have
come out as well. It's a bit repeti
tive going on the same lines all the

or

detailed graphics from the books
signals and level crossings.
although it does have an irritating
Irritatingly, you can't actually
tune bleeping along all the time.
plan for obstacles until you've gone
Great fun for a short while.
too far and lost precious seconds PAULA RICHARDS
although there is a
small map on-screen all
"Ptosis £stop signing..'
"I tanow," ccntumtd
it effectively does is
tMFa:C«itr-iIer
uieFatCmtroliei,
show you where you
butted in.
are compared to your
tend with as well as other trains,

i

opponent - it doesn't

• You play the train at the top and

your mate or your ST competes
against you beneath.

Thomas
the Tank

Engine 2
£9.99 Alternative Software
t* 0977 797777

Recommended for age
group 4-8 years

Highs
— Big enough choice of
options for the intended
age group.

Appeals to adults

•fr

as well.

2t.

really enable you to

\

Graphics too
• The intro sequence is

Well, Thomas and his friends

ripped straight off the

as well as the Fat Controller -

book and gets you into

have come to your ST in a burst of

the game in a sedate

competitiveness to find out which

sort of a way.

c

"Wei soon fiid crt
vho'stt.e fastest

Everyonewent quiet..

J$

detailed for

cfjroaalll".

HUCKLEBERRY
HOUND
This is actually HuckleberryHound
in Hollywood Capers, though the
Hollywood Capers bit is a very
tenuous connection. The only
remotely Hollywood thing about
the game is that you're search-

any other, in fact;
try and find the
ornaments along with
a

selection

of dia

monds - and if you /
can manage to J
pick the jewels up *
in a particular

"You've got to avoid the

order so much
the better.

baddies, help yourself to
temporary invincibility**

of

the

levels

whether or not to manage to find
Huck's diamonds or Oscars.

The only vaguely good thing
about the game is that it's not ludi
crously expensive for what it is get it only if you need to waste
some time and money.
PAULA RICHARDS

There are six

avoid the baddies, help yourself to
extra lives and temporary invincibil
ity along the way - all except for
the last level that is - there are no

ing for Huck's Oscars which he's
carelessly mislaid since the
award ceremony - and the fact
each

hero Huckleberry Hound.

levels round which

extra lives and

that

• What a dog, what a man, it's your

baddies on that one - you just have
to pick up as many goodies as pos
sible within the time limit.

are

Huckleberry
Hound
£9.99 Alternative Software
o 0977 797777

Highs
• Er - everything
you'd expect from a
standard

.

described as acts and scenes.

Verdict

platformer.

An excuse for a platform
game, no better nor worse than

Nothing remotely

• First scene, first act. Get to the top

There's nothing remotely special
about Huckleberry Hound, the
graphics are simple, your tasks

of the heap and pick up the Oscar,

aren't original, the baddies aren't

whatsoever.

collecting the diamonds in the order

particularly bad or frightening and
worst of all you don't really care

red, green and blue for extra points.

original about it

ISSUE
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SUPER SPAC
INVADERS
Your

age

may

just

be

the

decider in whether or not you
like this coin-op conversion from
the Hit Squad. Space Invaders
was responsible for a complete
cultural revolution in entertain

ment and social response to
computers. The alarm and panic
seemed to affect everyone from
teachers to journalists to par
ents. The only people who
seemed unaffected by the hype
were the actual players of the

game. Aside from mugging
grannies and stealing from
mum's purse, they were none

The

the worse for wear.

process is incredibly similar s»^=-with the inclusion of super

As is natural, arcade games
progressed and Space Invaders was
soon perceived as the arcade equiv
alent of a train spotting game. This
seems to have been too much for

the creators of said game and they
tried to fight back by releasing
Super Space Invaders. So does it live
up to the arcade machine? Well,

the simple answer is
that the question isn't
an easy one to reply to.
It's one of those annoyingly ambiguous yes
and no responses.
It is a good
conversion because the

look and process of the
coin-op has been cap
tured very well indeed.
• Some of these

invaders have big
brothers.

Terrifyingly, they know

where you live. Gulp!

backgrounds

and

invaders are almost identical
to the arcade machine. The

power-up weaponry, gained

by a strategic shooting of the ubiq
uitous flyover flying saucers.
The bonus section where you
have to protect a herd of cattle

being mysteriously abducted by
UFOs is hilariously adhered to. As is
the ability to play with a friend by
your side, if, of course, you feel that

• Opening screens like this make
you think that you're in for

something special. Ah well. Will you
fall for it too?

you may be overcome by nostalgia
and part willingly with our tenner.
Cry before you buy.
STEVE MCGILL

way inclined.

Right, with the "yes" part of
the answer out of the way, what
about the "no" response? The
payability suffers from the wrong
feel. The bullets that you fire travel
too slowly. The Invaders' bullets are
too quick and certainly more fre
quent than with the original.

Super Space
Invaders
£9.99 Hit Squad
s

061 832 6633

Highs
• Basically sound
coin-op

J

•A.

Verdict:

Out-paced easily
by other budget
shoot-'em-ups.

Despite the fact that the coin-op
was a success, if you're under 19
you're likely to think 55/ looks
dated and boring. If you're older

HARD DRIVIN' 2
Coin-op conversions always face
an uphill struggle when they're
adapted to fit the constraints of
home
computing
hardware.
When the original Hard Drivin'
was

converted

it

had

been

waited upon with hopeful antici
pation and hand wringing all
round. 16-bit computers were
still perceived as being able to
do anything that the arcade
machines

could

muster.

Thus

many thousands of purchasers
were disappointed to find that

they had a game that resembled
the coin-op in name only.
The biggest criticism was the
poor control. It was almost impossi
ble to stop the car skewing all over
the road as if it was being driven by
Teddy Kennedy. Even perseverance
and practice to the most extreme
degree only ever resulted in inade
quate performances.
Hard Drivin' 2 is supposed to
put paid to the inevitable backlash

• There's no accelerator

of criticism and bitterness. Does it

ving experience.

succeed? The answer is partly. The
steering includes a new special
auto-centring feature. The simula
tion algorithms are tweaked to
make the car feel more like a car.

ISSUE
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steering

wheel

I

that

made it feel like a real car.

The

sound

was

excellent

and you had a brake and
accelerator pedal. All round,
a

true simulation and dri

Verdict:

There is no doubt that Hard Drivin'

2 is streets ahead of the original
conversion. Its saving grace is the
inclusion

You just can't help but feel

FORMAT

had tactile feedback from

the

enables you to play against an
Amiga or PC owning friend. It also
has a track creating feature so you
can design your own circuits. But
the thrill of the coin-op was the

that Hard Drivin', no matter how

ST

with the coin-op was that it

as hard to drive as the original, it's
merely difficult. Sighting cars

realism there.

M Hard Drivin'. Far too hard to keep

mouse as a steering wheel.

This means that Hard Drivin'2 is not

through solid objects has also been
corrected. So middling marks for

driving on the track, more like.

pedal. There's no brake or

clutch. But you do have a

good the conversion, was going to
disappoint anyway. The real hook

of

a

serial

link

that

visual, aural and tactile feedback.
For that reason alone, the conver
sion doesn't burn the rubber.
STEVE MCGILL

Hard Drivin'
£9.99 Hit Squad
«061 832 6633

Highs
Improved control
system.
•

Serial link.
Track Editor.

Still does no

justice to the
coin-op.

m.
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GO ONE STEP BEYOND!
I Eating crisps
and playing
games in the

moonlight? Is
this normal
behaviour for

a... oops, nearly

gave Question
Two away.

W i n yourself a copy of
the

FORMAT

rated

Gold

Pushover

or

One Step Beyond in our special

cheesy snacking compo. We've got
together with a host of companies

-

Walkers,

Smiths,

Ocean

and

Microtime Media - to bring you
either One Step Beyond, reviewed
last issue, or one of ten copies of
the staggeringly original Pushover.
Just answer the questions
below and send your entries (on
interesting postcards please) to Go

One Step Beyond!, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW
by Friday 15 October.
If you are related or belong
to any of the companies involved,
don't even think about entering.
Remember - no multiple entries.

wu

What

•"•

does Colin Curly like?

sort

of

snack

Pj What sort of animal is

M Colin?
n

What

sort

of

games

are Pushover and One

Step Beyond?

The editor's decision is final.

GIMME! GIMME! GIMME!

(No. that's not

Back in issue 50 of ST FORMAT we gave you the
chance to win yourself five games from Kixx XL's
range. We asked you five questions: 1. What STF
rating was F-19 Stealth Fighter given? 96% 2. Who
does Zak McCracken try to save the world from?
Aliens 3. How many Kixx XL titles are there for
your ST? 13 4. Who played Indiana Jones' dad in

Question Two,

the Last Crusade? Sean Connery 5. What is so spe

• You've eaten

them all? Pig!

cial about the aliens in Future Wars? They travel
through time and space.
The lucky, generally Christian nameless, win
ners are G Bainbridge, Tyne and Wear; G Brewer,
Herrtel Hempstead; A Conniff, West Sussex; A

Piper, Cardiff; Tim Walker, Orkney; Jon Kelbie,
Dunblane; A Mortimer, Hull; M Badge, Wilts, Alf
Cole and Justin Keverne of Kent. Congratulations!

either...)

This month's
Future Music

shows you ho

M &iilte3
vn

J-S

•n't miss game-music
vice from the Fiends.

laserve a copy of FM

i

..flow-cost studioTOixers on

t; getjnore outxf
J!/jj!JJ

-

-7\>;

ui 3/fffgf pro music-ma
lithe latest news and reviews

v< tstccxte
Telephone..
Dear Newsagent, please reserve me a copy of
Future Music every month, starting with issue 13,
on sale Tuesday 19 October.
FMis published on the third Tuesday <>t tht* month and is
available fully SOR from vour local wholesale!

FES

PREVIEW

Get involved in the

THAT'S

P£oncl

future of computing at

^^5^3]

J the amazing second FES

IT?
I

Helter skelters were the order of the

day last year, but in 1993 we've got a
huge lasre game in a bouncy castle for
you to enjoy. Sounds rather surreal...

ment, where the prize is a trip for
two to the Consumer Electronics

Show that's held in Chicago.
If hardware is more the sort

of thing you're interested in, you're
going to be able to pick up some
bargains at the show. With compa
nies like Gasteiner, Datel, Power

Computing and Silica there ped
dling their wares, they may just be
reducing their prices a little...
On Thursday Channel 4's
GamesmasterTM pro
gramme is going to
be broadcasting
live from the

• This horrifying sight is the Typhoon

- it's apparently the only fairground
of its kind - presumably because it's
fast - like a typhoon, probably.

show, with the
new presen

ter Dexter

Fletcher

L a s t year's Future Entertain

around on all

four days to
host competi
tions and give
aways. Also on
Thursday the Radio One

That's it so far, although there
are more and more exciting events
being added in all the time. It really
will be the most spectacular enter

Roadshow will be broadcast

tainment event ever - so don't miss

ing a three-hour programme live
from the FES, with star DJs making
appearances on the stage.
As an added bonus if you buy
a ticket for the Friday of the show,
you receive a free Aladdin movie
ticket. Not just any old ordinary

out! Remember, though, this year
the show is ticket-only, so make
sure you order your tickets now by
ringing the hotline on « 051 356
5085, or use the priority booking
form on page 99. Be quick, time is
running out... stf

ment show was one of the

biggest ever entertainment
events. Later this year you're going
to find

that the

Second

Future

Entertainment Show at Olympia is
even bigger!
Incorporating Gamesmaster
Live, the show is to bring together
all areas of entertainment - loads

of the latest video games, arcade
games, fairground
rides and
there's even the futuristic

Laser

Quest set in a bouncy castle.
One of the highlights is the
world's largest games arena, spon
sored by The Games Arena at
Rumbelows. Here you're going to
be able to play all of the latest
games from the top software
houses - including Domark and
Gremlin Graphics. Game-playing

•

Dexter

Fletcher, the

new presenter of Channel 4's
Gamesmaster is going to be at the
FES every day - if you want to meet
him, that's the place to be.

competitions are to be held on all
four days, and on Sunday the final
of the National Computer Games
Championships is going to take
place, with a top prize of £10,000.
Regional heats take place all over
the country during the school halfterm in October - so if you want to
enter, get in touch with your near
est Virgin Games Centre or Megas-

ticket, though. Oh no. This is an
invitation to a preview on Sunday
21 November - this is the only way
you'll see the film before the gen
eral release.

THOSE IMPORTANT Q AND As
Where is this amazing event
going to be held? Grand Hall,
Olympia, London

family - that is, two adults and
two children - you can get a
special priced ticket of £24.95.

tore. Also to be held in the show
are

the

tional

Interna

Computer

Pinball
Champi
onships from 21st
Century Entertain• Last year the
games arcade was

Nearest

Underground

Station?

Kensington, Olympia

When is it going to be? Thursday
11 November 110am to 8pm);
Friday 12 November (10am to
5pm); Saturday 13 and Sunday
14 November (9am to 5pm)

sponsored by

And what if I can persuade my
teacher to take a whole load of

us from school? If you can book
one ticket for at least 15 people
- if you're a teacher, say, you
can get everyone in for £6 each.
Well, I can't be bothered with all
that hassle, I reckon I'll just turn

Electronic Arts

How much is it going to cost

up on the day. No! Whatever you

and this year

me? £6.95 each

do

doing the honours
with what's being

don't

do

Entertainment

Rumbelows are

But what if I've got a family who
also want to go? If you've got a

that!

The

Show

is

Future

ticket-

only and you won't be able to
get in without one.

billed a s "the

world's largest

games arena."

ST
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Call the hotline * 051 356 5085

If you want to find out what's new, have a great day
out and pick up some bargains for Christmas, then
come along to the

Opening times:
Friday
10.00 - 6.00

Saturday
10.00 - 6.00

Sunday
10.00 - 4.00

Ticket prices:
On the door £7,

,4

under 10s £5

till
WEMBLEY
IH
VENUE OF LEGENDS

In advance £6,
under 10s £4

For the Home and Small Business user

19, 20 & 21 November 1993
Wembley Conference and Exhibition Centre, Hall 1
Interactive demonstrations

Presentations of new products

*Key feature areas including:
The Popular Electronic Music Centre with Keyboards of 93 and Home Recording, featuring
equipment from Atari and Commodore.

Home and small business centre, featuring equipment from major brands including IBM,
Amstrad and Digital.
Virtual Reality Centre.
Simulator and Games Centre.

Advice centres and computer clubs.
Over 150 companies selling the latest available products and services and
offering excellent show prices.

y
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EXHIBITIONS
Westminster Exhibitions Ltd,

Pre-Purchase your tickets by
12th November to save time and money
To: International Computer

The Cotton House

Show, POBox68,

PO Box 36

St Austell PL254YB

Dinas Powys
South Glamorgan
CF64 4YN

Please send me

Fast Lane Tickets @ £6.
Under 10's Fast Lane Tickets i

I enclose a cheque / P.O. / Credit card details for £ .
Name

made payable to
International Computer Show

Address

Ticket hotline:

0726 68020
'Correct at time ot going to press, subject to
alteration without notification

Postcode

Credit Card No.

£4

Fax No.

Expiry date

OR phone 0726 68020 to book with credit card

VISA

ELP!

GAMEBUSTERS

>^m

Stumped by your favourite ST
games? Then despair no longer.
Rob Mead has rounded up
another selection of hints, tips
and cheats for your delectation
Chaos Engine

RENEGADE

Explore the first two worlds
with Renegade's complete
solution. Watch this space for

the bridge to the west giving access

the rest of it next month!

choice by the narrow bridge which
leads to the fourth set of gold keys.

World One, Level One -

If you venture down here and col
lect the keys, you must then retrace
your steps and head north, having

The Beginning

This level provides a gentle intro
duction to the game. Shoot the first

to the rest of the level.

You're

now

faced

with

a

elected to take the top route up the
narrow isthmus, surrounded by

to the secret area immediately to its

ardous of the two choices. If you
ignore the fourth set of gold keys

west. Go all the way to the bottom

and continue around them to the

of gold keys. To leave the next sec
tion you must obtain the fifth set of
silver keys. Collect the gold ring to

"*

The only way to exit the level is to
shoot the last node which is down a

node you come across to reveal the
first set of silver keys. Collect these

keys to open a gap in the trees to
the east. Collect the first set of gold
keys to open the small, secret room
immediately beneath you.

pit at the end. This node can be
activated by throwing an appropri
ate special weapon into the pit like the bomb - or collecting the
fifth set of gold keys which com
pletes the set of steps and enables
the node to be shot.

World One, Level Three Rings

Shoot the first node you come

After coming down the steps from
the start position, you're immedi
ately presented with a choice of

across to reveal the first set of silver

routes. You can either continue due

keys. Collect these keys to create a

east in relative safety past the trees,
or head south to follow a parallel
route past the rock face. The latter
route leads you past the first set of

World One, Level Two Mud Rivers

bridge across the mud.

If you collect the first set of
gold keys, a pair of bridges appears
giving access to the small island
with the second set of gold keys on
it. The monster who patrols these
keys can be shot from the safety of
the main island. If you collect these
keys, the third set of gold keys
appears and creates a bridge imme
diately to the east enabling you to
enter the hidden area. Pick up the
second set of silver keys to reveal

• Don't forget to zap the node

standing on top of the stone column
in the Rockies level of World One.

52

of this area and collect the sixth set

the north and west of the fifth set

of silver keys. This causes it to dis
appear from the top of the wall and
reappear within reach.
To reach Exit A, you must first
activate the node. This reveals a

coin, slightly behind you, to the
east. Collect this coin and another

appears again, slightly to the east.
Follow this chain of coins and you
discover the way to the sixth set of
silver keys is open, this creates a set
of steps to the ledge and the exits.
World One, Level Four The Rockies

There are two start points to this
level - A and B. Which one you use

gold keys. These create a set of
steps which provides access to the
top of the western side of the cen
tral ring. As you approach the stick
of dynamite you're surrounded by
beetles. Collect the dynamite to kill
them all off and reveal a circle of

gold rings.
The third set of gold keys on
the western side of the central ring
opens a set of steps which leads up
to the eastern half. If you shoot the
rock-pillar with a face on it, it blows
up, enabling you to collect the first
set of silver keys which opens the
central ring. Once through the cen
tral ring, the fourth set of gold keys
shuts down the monster generator
- they are directly outside and save
you the bother of having to shoot
all the Lizardmen.

ISSUE

of gold keys. These provide access

" floor to destroy the sttvie monsters

the bottom route to the final island.

FORMAT

the ring of stones outside the door.

This set of keys opens the way for
ward. They also reveal the fifth set

small islands. This is the more haz

south and east, by the time you
have shot the node the keys have
disappeared and you have to take

ST

shoot the node in this room, the

fourth set of silver keys appears in

• Collect the dynami*! lyJafe on the
and th«r generators.

MB

ing the second set of silver keys
which disappears by the time you
get there. There is no way to get
this set of keys. If, however, you

To get out of the next section
you must collect the third set of sil
ver keys. It opens the room contain

• Kill the yellow monster and you
can liberate the power-ups and dosh
secreted in the air.

depends on which exit you took
from the previous level. Collect the

second set of silver keys to remove
the rock pillar which blocks access
to the main section.

Collect the third set of silver

keys which reveals the fourth set of
silver keys. The latter set of keys

creates the stairs which provides
access up to the central column. If

GAMEBUSTERS

you stand on the very top of this
column you can shoot the node on
the rock pillar to the east and this
causes the fifth set of silver keys to
appear. These keys create a set of
steps. As you continue along the
rock ledge a number of beetles
attack you, so collect the bomb to
shut down their generators.
When you pick up the sixth

set of silver keys another set of keys
appears just to the north. As you
collect these, another set appears
and so on, until you come to the

set on the left reveals a lot of trea
sure and food whereas the set on

the right produces a lot of nasty
monsters. You can only get one set,
so you have to get it right.
If you enter the room to the
west of the maze by any of the
three entrances you are sealed in.
Here the pillar in the centre of the
room starts to change. If you shoot
it while it's completely smooth it
blows up to reveal the first set of
silver keys. These keys release you
from the room.

final set - the seventh set of silver

The maze has three exits. The

keys - which creates a set-up step
immediately to the north. The
node at the bottom of the pit can
be activated by firing an appropri
ate special weapon deep into the
pit. If, however, you do not have
such a weapon, you can collect the

first set of silver keys gives you

node activation token. This attacks

the node, but also creates a large
number of thumpers, all of which
fire. Having activated this final
node, you may now progress down

access to the centre of the maze.

This enables you to shoot the node
at the centre and

exit over the

walls up the middle. The third set
of silver keys opens the western
exit of the maze at ground level.
The fourth set of silver keys opens

enable you to switch to the eastern
route. If you continue along the

HELR!

you begin at start B, you must col
lect the gold rings, shoot the fire

western route, collect the fifth set

men

of silver keys. These keys release
the beast guarding the sixth set of
silver keys. When you kill this beast,
pick up the sixth set of silver keys

form a complete circle of marks.
When you have completed the cir

to leave this area and activate the
node at the end of the route. If this

is the first node you have activated
on this level, a crater appears
behind you and you have to step

into its middle and be teleported. If
this is the second node you have
activated, door A opens.
Where you are sent to by the
teleporting crater depends on
whether you activated the node in
the centre of the maze in the previ
ous level. If you did, you're sent

and

activate

the

nodes

to

cle, a crater appears at point one

which teleports you to start A. If
you begin at start C you must
shoot all the nodes along the corri
dor to open the pipe grating at
point two. If you enter the pipe you
get teleported to start A.
From start A you must collect
the first set of silver keys which
completes the parallel set of steps
and enables you to continue into
the level. When you leave the area
where the steam jets are, the pipe
carrying the steam blows up and all
the steam jets stop. The steam jet
must be extinguished before you
can progress any further. Shoot the
feed pipe directly to the north to

maze at

turn it off. To reveal the second set

of silver keys, you must activate the

and round the corner to the east

ground level. If you have exited the
maze by the central route over the
walls, you can collect the fifth set
of silver keys which enables you to

towards the exit.

exit this area. All three routes con

Just before the final section,

the way is blocked by two rocks.
You can shoot and destroy either

the eastern

exit of the

I

verge. If you then move to the east
when you reach the exit you can
explore the area to the west along
back to the original start
point of this level, if you
didn't activate the node,

you're sent to the begin
ning of the eastern route.
The start begins in the large
room filled with dust devils. If you
collect the third set of silver keys
you have access to the central rings
of the level and can switch to the

western route. If you continue
along the eastern route you're
sealed into the room until you have
killed all the guards which attack
you. You are then allowed out to
of them, but not both - unless you
are very quick. The fourth set of
gold keys is under the one to the
east which reveals a set of steps

the narrow wall tops. This gives
you some special power and a
power-up. If you move to the west
you get the food which lies on the

down to the secret room to the

eastern walls near the exit.

south, immediately below you.
World Two, Level Two -

World Two, Level One -

Traps

Maze

When you appear in this level you

There is a large number of hidden

have a choice of two sets of silver

bonuses within the maze. Collect

keys to collect. The first set of silver
keys opens the door to the east,
while the second set of silver keys
opens the door to the west. It isn't
possible to get both sets of keys.
The western route takes you
into a sealed room where you must
shoot the metal pillar. This opens a
gap in the wall in the western side
of the room. However, if you shoot
the pillar again, it changes to
another shape and opens the door

the first set of gold keys to create a
set of steps. These give you access
to the second set of gold keys to
reveal silver coins surrounding you.
If you walk down the corridor, a
weapon power-up is revealed.
There are three metal pillars.
Only one can be shot, so you can
get either a first aid kit, a weapon
power-up or an extra life. It is pos
sible to get more than one by hit
ting the pillars at exactly the same
moment. In fact, it's possible to get
all three with the right weaponry.
You see two sets of gold keys. The

to the room to the south which

contains the fourth silver keys.
These keys give you access to the
central rings of the level and

node which is round the corner to

the west. This generates a number
of monsters. Catch up with them
and kill them to reveal the keys.
World Two, Level Four
- Quarters

the end of the route and can acti

This level has three start points - A,
B and C. Which one you use
depends on which exit you took

vate the node.

from the Steam Level. The level is

Similarly, if this is the first
node you have activated, a crater
appears. However, if it is the sec
ond node you can go out of door B.
If you are forced to go into the
crater, you're either sent back to
the start point or to the beginning
of the western route depending on
whether you activated the node in

divided into four quarters, each has
an entrance-way and an exit-way. If
you begin at start A, you cannot
adventure through the entranceway of the south-western quarter
which means you miss an extra-life
token. A metal pillar is placed in
the doorway of the secret room
which means you also miss out on

the centre of the maze.

all the treasure in the room.

If you are sent back the origi
nal start point of the level by either
of the teleporting craters, the sev
enth set of silver keys appears,
revealing the set of steps up onto

World Two, Level Three -

If you begin at start B you
cannot adventure through the
entrance-way of the south-eastern
quarter. If you begin at start C you
can explore the whole level. The
first set of silver keys one opens the
north-eastern quarter so that you
can activate the node and proceed.
The first set of gold keys destroys
the steam jet so you can pass safely

the central walls of the level. You
can then activate the final

node

and leave the level via exit C.

Steam

through the entrance to the north

This level has three start points - A,
B and C. Which one you use
depends on which exit you took

western quarter.

from the previous level, Traps. If

to World Three.

And that's all for

now.

See

next month's issue for the solution
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GAMEBUSTERS

Captive

ELVIRA 2

MINDSCAPE

ACCOLADE

>4

k-. Neil Clarke of Anfield, Liverpool has sent in some tips to
f/t boost your droid's experience points and a complete

<J--y^A guide to allthe planet and computer codes. Well done
G\'M

fti^ff

/
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with the weaker droids, you can get experience from

the strong droids. To do this place a weaker droid's ROM chip

Are you ready for an
encounter with death? You

better be. It's time for part
two ofjaz McCovern's com
plete solution to this

bodice-ripping, body-splatting
adventure

into the brain of a stronger droid's brain. You now have
access to the experience points of the stronger droid. When

Studio Three

you 've used all or some of the experience points replace the

You should have Level Six magic by

ROM chips

now. Leave behind everything with
your junk pile except your:
Weapons and armour
Spells

Base 0 - Butre

EXNEED

CHAESELUME

LAPLELEBEE

Base One - Pelphi

Base Eight - Phupet

RUPPESICBERY

Test tubes

MIDINSHAM

Precious metal items

RUPNETON

Crucifix

Base Two - Meestre

SYTHAFAR

Mirror

RUPPEKAL

CHAENEDEAPE

Keys and pen left in the meat

PHYDERLAPS

locker

EXSOMIDED

Base Nine - Budod

Pillow

SCOOOFAR

YULCEPTON

Hairsprays

EGINHAM

EINSTHASY

Gin and vodka

RUPGINENEHAM

Base Three - Triekos

VISOKAL

POCINSBEE

CHALEAPE

ELDERS

POCPEFAR

YULTHAAPE

ELSICBEE

RATSICPOCY

RATINSINK

ELSISYDON

DEESDON

VIGININK

Space Station
POCCEPED

Base Four - Salstee

EXPESOFAR

LAPCEPY

YULESY

PHYDERED

(NB: Do not blow generators)

SYTHALEBEE

EXSOSY

Chips

MIDINSNEING

AG-Scan
Route Finder
Mapper

EPETON
YULESDEAPE

• Your drpids are attacked by * *

POCCEPLAPS

a Loch Ness monster clone in| j|

SYLEKAL

Mindcape's excellent' . .,«

RUPSOHAM

Base Six - Soopia
CHASBEE

haunted

house

entrance.

Patch

your wounds and heal up by wait
ing a while. Then take all your
spells including Buoyancy and
Telekinesis, as many Weapon spells
as

you're

qualified

to

make,

weapons and armour, yellow liquid
in flask and the nail file.
Head across the hall to Studio

One. The crystals you find in the
spider caves can be turned into
spells and the mushrooms have
special properties. You have to kill

with the crucifix to create a Bless

spell. Make a supply of Ice Darts
and Healing Hands before you
close the prayer book. Drag the
pulpit to the left. Check your
armour and open the trap door
beneath the pulpit. Create a Pro
tection spell and head down the
hole. Dispatch the banshees and
the catacombs.

ELSIDON

I Schlock-horror abounds in part
two of our Elvira 2 solution. What if

VIPEAPE
RATSICS
YULOOHAM

Magna Scan
Bodyscan

POCGINKAL

Vision

EXTHAPAR

Corrector

Base Seven - Quooenl
SYINSINK
LAPDERING

YULENEBERY
MIDESDON
PHYSIY

QUESOSIFAR
QUELTES

Optic Super
Devscape Basic

Visor

Devscape
Devscape
Devscape
Devscape
Devscape
Devscape
Devscape

Shield

2
3
4
5
6
7
Super

Anti-Grav

Fire Shield
Greaser

Power Sapper
Fixer

Recharger
Deflector

it is in German. So sue me, OK?

Catacombs

Almost every room has a trap.
When you get to Level Eight,
launch a brainboost and mix spells
for the following:
Freezing Blade (pen and knife from
meat locker)
Illusion (mirror)
Trueflight (pillow)
Apply the freezing blade to the
dagger in the Second Level. This,
along with the Bless spell, makes
the dagger into the ultimate
weapon. At Level Nine mix up some
Cure Wounds spells and turn the
hairspray cans and bottles of booze
into Nova spells.
Don't use Telekinesis, Buoy
ancy or Holy Blast spells in the cata
combs and hold on to at least one

Unholy Barrier spell. Elvira can be
found along the far wall of Level
Six. Wait though. She's really a
doppelganger - you have to kill her
or she turns into an acid-spitting
FORMAT

Spider Caves

Go back to your junk pile in the

move the slab aside. You're now in

SCOSINSINK

ST

touch him or try to hit him with a
weapon - lob holy blasts at him.
When they run out, use fireballs,
then Ice Darts if necessary.

font and use one of the filled vials

Optic Basic
Optic 2
Optic 3

Base Five - Seavy

Wizard suit and make-up
Put on the armour and pick up the
sword. Keep moving straight
through Studio Three. The bats are
nasty, but eventually you enter the
church. Turn the precious metal
into magic armour and the reli
gious articles on the altar into a
Holy Blast spell. Take the prayer
book from the pulpit - don't turn it
into a spell just yet. Fill the test
tubes with holy water from the

cobra which takes all your fireballs.

Take the war lance she's guarding.
When you slash your way back to
the catacombs entrance and get to
the top, watch out. There's a zom
bie behind you. Whirl around and
throw an Unholy Barrier spell to
keep him away. Don't move. Don't

ISSUE

52

every single worm and maggot in
the rooms before you get the
goodies. When you first enter Stu
dio One, look for the elevator near

the entrance and turn it on or you
can't get out later. Turn crystals
into spells and turn edible mush
rooms into Herbal Healing spells as
soon as you can.

On Level A of the spider caves

invoke Buoyancy and Breathe
Underwater spells before entering
the lake. At the bottom of the lake,

along with the water nymph is a
discarded rope which you need for
the Blind Demon spell.
In Level B is a small side cell.

Inside is a giant scorpion guarding
a binding scroll that you need to

defeat Cerberus. On Level D you
run into a director. Get the elevator

key from his wallet with a Telekine
sis spell. In the cavern on Level D

GAMEBUSTERS

you see a giant spider in her lair
across the chasm. Fire an Ice Dart to

down to Level A to get out. In the
haunted house, stop off in the

get her attention. When she comes
after you, lead her around to the
elevator. Go straight through both

from the wall and turn it into a

elevator

them

roof of the house and invoke the

behind you. Now she is trapped.

storm. The surge fires up Franken
stein's apparatus. Go down to the
basement. Keep the wire cutters
handy. Use them to clip Franken

doors

and

close

Climb down her web and rescue
Elvira. This time Elvira turns into a

giant wasp. Once the coast is clear,
pick up the chief's tomahawk
before heading out.
To leave the caves use a verti

cal strand of web to swing down to
Level C. Go to the elevator, use the

key from the director and ride

entrance. Pull down the barometer

Summon Storm spell. Go to the

Lemmings
With Lemmings 2 dominating the ST chart, we thought we'd
take a trip down nostalgia alley and supply you with more of
those level codes for the original game
Taxing
1

MFMCGKLNFO

HMDLGKOMGT

2

GMCOKLMOFY

MELGCKLNGN

3

MCANMMFPFO

DLGIJOMOGV

4

LGENMMDPGU

7

CINOMGMQFK
GEKKNMJBG)
KJILDLGCGU
NHNLJGCDGY

brain,

8

IDLGMOENGN

KjJLFNGCHK
NJLGNGADHW

heart, scalp, eggs and prayer book
for a Resurrect spell, binding scroll
and rope for a Blind Demon

9

LDLGCJOFGV
ENGIjNLGGO
LGANOLDHG)

LFNNGCJNFH
GNGI)LLGHP

12

GKNOLDLIGU

HFANLLFHHU

magic bag, tomahawk, war

13

GA|IMMH)GX

FINNLFHIHN

14

OKHMDNGKGT

lance, chalice of blood and

15

OIMELGALGK

FAJHMFHJHP
IjHMFMFKHG

stein's head wires. Take the metal

S

band, brain, scalp and heart.
There's no time to be squeamish.

6

You

now

have

the

spell, ten black candles, a

matches.

Go

back

to

Click on the candles to

light them and use the magic
bag to summon Cerberus.
Throw the Blind Demon spell
to stop him. The instant the
lightning dies down, throw

11

GGKHNNHBHY

KNOHGOOEHL

Mayhem
IJHMEMGKIO

4

N|MNLFELHX
HMF|FINMHQ
MFHFAJLNHX
FHFIJLMOHQ

5

HFANLMFPHN

DIFIJLMOIQ

6

IFANLMDPIN

8

FINLMFHQHW
FAjHLDIBIW
IJHDIFICIP

9

NHLDIFADIN

1
2

3

7

NHMDIFALIV
HMDIFINMIO

MDIFAJLNIX

FINLMDIQIW

12

LDIFAJLFIO
DIFIJLLGIX

He

13

MGCNNLEHIO

FAJHLFIBJJ
IjHLFIFCJS
NHLFIFADJP
HLFIFINEJY
LFIFA|LFJR
FIFI|LLGJK

appears to blow up, but he's
just spitting fire. Throw the

14

FINLLDIIIN

IFANLLFHKX

IS

FA|HMDI|IP

FINLLFIIjQ

the

• What does this mean? Answers on a

10

GKNNOLHQGS

the

church through Studio Three.
Tell the priest you need help.
He draws a pentangle. Get
ready with the tomahawk,
war lance and magic bag, so
you can get them instantly.

war

lance

at

him.

postcard, please. First out of the bag

tomahawk at his heart. And that's

wins a free German copy of Elvira 2.

it, you've done it.

10

HLDIFINEIV

11

Two-Player

9

JAJHLDKBMQ
l|HLDKJCM|
NHLDKJADMW
HLDKJINEMP
LDK|A|LFMY
DK|I|LLGMR
KJANLLDHMO
JINLLKDIMX
JA|HMDKJM|

10

IIHMDKIKMS

1
2

KULT

HELP!"*

GOLDEN AXE

ACTION SIXTEEN

VIRGIN

General game tips: Attack any aspi

Press <t> when told to press a key to

rants which happen to be around

play for infinite lives. If this doesn't

since they contain useful objects. work plug in two joysticks and select
Never kill guards unless you want to a two-player game. Don't touch the
get killed as well. Try a PSI Shift to second joystick. When you you lose
get: their zapsticks instead. Saura is your last life press <Fire> on the sec
really your girlfriend SciFi, so don't ond joystick for another three lives.
kill her unless you want to be ravaged
by rabid turkeys. Use zone-scan to
detect hidden traps and sticky fingers
to open them.

3
4

5
6
7
8

'•••/•'•,-!/

NHMDKJALMP
HMDK|INMMY
MDKJAJLNMR
DKJIJLMOMK
KJANLMDPMX
IINLMDKQMQ
|A|HLFKBNT
l|HLFK|CNM
NHLFKJADN)
HLFKJINENS

V

J

•"Eat fist, dirtbag." A swift uppercut
sends another belligerent baddie to

beat-'em-up hell in Golden Axe.

XENON
Mastertronic

Die after killing the mid-level nasty
on Level Two and you won't be trou
bled by any more aliens until the end
of the level.
• "Up above the streets and houses, er. Lemmings riding high—" T
last caption for Gamebusters? We want style, panache, humour.

• Tom hated Tahitian restaurants,

• More fast, furious shoot-'em-up

especially when he was about to

action from the Bitmap Brothers' clas

become part of the menu.

sic arcade romp X&non.
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For all your gaming problems, big or small, the
man in the tights is here to answer 'em all
Addressed to drive

I think my copy of Test
Drive 2 is corrupt, but
Accolade haven't put an
address on the box. Do

you know it?
Stuart Dunn, Dorset
CB: Of course. Accolade can be con

tacted at Bowling House, Point Pleas
ant, Wandsworth, London SW18 IPE
v081 877 0880.

CB: You should always play Cover

vated. Press <FI> to <F5> to skip the

Psygnosis stopped producingcopies of
the game years ago, so it's no wonder
you've been unable to find a copy.

Disk games from a copy of the origi

main levels and then <1> to <3> to

Perhaps someone would like to send

nal disk. That way, you're not going
to lose your precious Cover Disk
should things go wrong. The other
reason is that a lot of game demos
take up precious space on the disk

access the sub-levels. Press <4> to go
to the boss stages.

in an unwanted copy to ST FORMAT
which we could pass on? (OK, it's
prettydoubtful, but worth a try.)

War of the disks

I've

recently

bought

and we compress them so we can fit
even more games and utilities on the
disk. Unfortunately this means you
have to copy the game to another
disk to play it.
To copy a game you must first

backup copy. When I try
to copy the disk I get the message

format a new disk and call it Disk B.

make a backup I can't play the

Empire's War in the Gulf,
but

cannot

make

a

"destination disk is not the same

type as source disk." Since I can't

Viking cheats
Have you got any cheats

^Z for Viking Child?
Luke Lawrence, Suffolk

CB: I can't find any cheats, but here
are a few level codes
CODE

LEVEL

DENIS<E>

forest

and insert it into the drive. Your Cover

BUZ

Disk is called DiskA. Open the DriveA
window and select the file you want
to copy by clicking on it. Hold down
the Left Mouse Button and drag the

SHARKMAN

landbridge
labyrinth

NYMHARSW

desert

Now write-protect your Cover Disk

file across to the Disk B icon. An alert

If anyone has any cheats for Viking
Child, send them to Captain Blunder

the [snip - Ed.)

box pops up telling you you're copy
ing a file to Disk B. Click on OK and

page. You could win yourself £25.

Tempting problems

in the formatted disk and click on OK

In Lure of the Temptress
! I've reached the dragon
through the caves, but
every time I try to return
through the Blue and Green caves
the game bombs out. Please help.
C Rowsell, Coventry

again. The file has now copied to the
disk. It's as simple as that.

CB: Your game disks are obviously
corrupted in some way. I suggest you
send the game back to Virgin

further

• Ever been picked up by the fuzz?

No, but I've been swung around by

at the address at the bottom of the

your ST asks you to insert Disk B. Put

Doodle bother

Have you got any cheats
for Doodle Bug? I really
need

a

level

Interactive

Entertainment,

How do

the

Fortress of Fear.

I make the

WIO 5AH with a

brief note explaining
exactly what the
problem is and

my copy of Ivanhoe.
Halfway through loading

game because it saves to disk. I've
contacted Empire but haven't
received a reply. Can you help?
Andrew Beard, Essex

FIRE WALK

CB: The reason for this is that the

disks have been configured differently
- you can't just move the Disk A icon

WITH ME cheat work?

over the Disk B icon on the GEM Desk

James Woods, Northern Ireland

top to copy a game disk. However,
you can copy War in the Gulf folders
across individually, or use the Backup
program from the STF 50 CoverDisk.
Seepage 47 ifyou missed it.

338a Ladbroke Grove, Lon
don

I've a problem loading

a bloody campsite. See that tent?

select

because I can't get any
than

Yo! It's Ivanhoe
• This is Kuwait? It looks more like

CB: The cheat can be activated at

any stage on the title screen or during

gf% wk

Obliterated

I'm trying to
track down

game

Cover Disk

m

blues

57

FORMAT

&%M

Cover

its

Disks

so you have to copy
the best games onto
a separate disk? How

do

I copy

games

from the disk?

ST

.

i

--

• After Eraserhead, Lynch hit the

has apparently vanished
from the face of the earth. Is it

play by typing FIRE WALK WITH ME
including spaces. It doesn't make any
difference whether you use upper or

can I buy it?

still available, and if so, where

lower case letters. Press <Return> and

Streatham

you the cheat mode has been acti-

52

sis around 1987/88 and

"cute" scene with a snuff movie...

you're presented with a menu telling

ISSUE

It

was published by Psygno

Louis Akindele,

FORMAT

a

called

Obliterator.

wa

does

make

blobs

CB: The five blobs are system
bombs, so your game disks are proba
bly corrupted. You can get another
copy of Ivanhoe from Ocean, 6 Cen
tral Street, Manchester M2 5NS «r 061
832 6633. s t f

they can send you
a replacement.

Why

the last disk, five

appear on the screen. I think it's
got a virus on it. Can you tell me
the address of the company that
makes Ivanhoe so I can get another
copy of the game?
Tommy Spencer, Mid-Glamorgan

John Anderson, Durham

CB: Most games only have a
shelf-life of one or two years and
Obliterator is no exception.

Ask me anything-

FREE!

WHEN YOU BUY
AN ST FROM SILICA

ATARI 520ST-FM
DISCOVERY PACK
Lowest Ever Price!
We are pleased to be able to offer the Atari 520ST-FM for only £149.
This model, based on the powerful 8mhz,68000 processor , has 512K
BAM, a 314" floppy disk drive, easy to use operating system and a range
of entertainment and productivity software. Plus, Silica provides a
selection of free gifts to help you get started!
PACK INCLUDES
HARDWARE:

520ST-FM COMPUTER
With Mouse, 1Mb Disk Drive, TV Modulator & PSU
PRODUCTIVITY:

STOS - Create sprite based action packed games
NEOCHROME - Powerfulpaint program
FIRST BASIC - BASICprogramminglanguagc-

When you buyyour new Atari 520 or 1040ST- TENSTAR PACK
E/FM computer tromSilica Systems, we will give ASTERIX
£24.99
you an additional £32475worth ofsoftware FREE CHESS PLAYER 2150 .... £24.95
OF CHAF6E. including some great entertainment DRIVIN' FORCE
£19.95
and productivity programs. These free gifts will LIVE AND LET DIE
£19.99
£24.99
introduce you to the world of ST computing and ONSLAUGHT
£19.99
helpyou :o get offto a flying start with yournew PIPE MANIA
£24.99
ST.Plus,with everyST,wewill giveyou16 nights RICK DANGEROUS
£19.99
holiday hotel accommodation for you and your ROCK'N'ROLL
£19.99
SKWEEK
family toenjoy a breakat homeorabroad.
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY

£19.95

CARRIER COMMAND - Greal 3D battle simulation

£24.95

OUTRUN - Chart topping Ferrari racing game
SPACE HARRIER - An all action 3D shoot'em up

£19.95

people to stay up to a total of 16 nights in any

DISCOVERTHEATARI ST - The complete guide

£6.95

PLUS! - FREE FROM SILICA:

TENSTAR GAMES PACK - See panel to left
PRODUCTIVITY PACK - See panel to left
TOTAL VALUE:

£59.99

PLUS 16 NIGHTS

less pack saving: -

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

£19.99
Spelling checker to complement 1st Word
ST BASIC
£24.99
Basic programming language with tutorial

you have to pay for are your meals (prices are
listed in the brochure).

£9.99

BOOK:

with a Iree 72-page colour brochure wilh SPELL IT.
of 250 hotels with accommodation FREE. All

£4.99

BOM8JACK - Collect bombs to defeat the enemy

Every A'ari ST from Silica comes supplied Word processing package from GST
accommodation vouchers. These eniitle two

£49.99

ENTERTAINMENT:

£19.95

1st WORD-

£29.99

ST TOUR -GEM tutorial loryourST

PRODUCTIVITY PACK:

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

£29.95

SILICA PRICE:

TOTAL VALUE: £324.75

WORTH
NEARLY

£149

[FROM SILICA-See Top Left |

INC VAT - Pel: STC 6222

ATARI 1040ST-E

ATARI 1040ST-E

ATARI FALCON

MUSIC MASTER

FAMILY CURRICULUM II

MULTIMEDIA WORKSTATION

12

14" MONITOR

MONITOR

GREYSCALE • ST & FALCON

HIGH-RES MONO-ST &FALCON

THE NEW
ATARI
GENERATION

LI I lllllllllll" n

32-bit 68030
16mh, PROCESSOR

mm

The Music Master Pack features one of the most

Thenew revised Atari Famiiy Curriculum Pack II hassomething

popularcomputersused by musicians, combined with
the renowned MIDI package PRO24 III, to provide a
perfectenvironment for both novice and professional
alike. The acclaimed MID! Recording and Editing
Systemfrom Steinberg, PRO24 III is usedbymanytop
musicians including DireStraitsand PWL Using any
MIDI keyboard, PRO24 offersthe ability to write and

to offerallage groups.Itincludesthe 1040ST-E and 4 software
modules which include subjects such as learning to read and
write: maths, spelling, and general knowledge; GCSE maths.
French, geography; word processing, music, paint, animation
and programming software. Plus2 greatgames;9 Lives and

compose musicto a very high standard. Youcan record
up to 24 Tacks simultaneously,and then apply real-time
editing to removemistakes.
HARDWARE:
1040ST-E COMPUTER • Bum,16-bit 68000 CPU
SOFTWARE:

£149,95

State-of-Ihe-art musicpackage
TENSTARGAMESPACK
£219.78
10greal games inone pack.See top leftpanel fordetails.
SILICA 'PRODUCTIVITY PACK"

.

PLUS 16NIGHTS \

£104.97

TOTAL VALUE:

£774.69

SILICA PRICE:

£199

LESS PACK SAVING; -£575.69

HOTELACCOMMODATION

HARDWARE:
1040ST-E COMPUTER - 8uh,. 16-bit 68000 CPU

£239.99

IUdHAM, Iud 3r Disk Drive, Mouse, TV Modulalor, PSU

TheAtari Falcon 030is a newand exciting breakthrough inthe
field of personal multimedia. It brings together unparalleled
performance with a wide variety of potential applications. It
offers 32-bit processing power, making ita powerful workhorse
forevenihetoughest oftasks,
System Architecture:
• BUS: 32-bit data. 32-bit address

DigitalSignalProcessor:

• HirOivare-iis^!:0^:':c":;;

linescrolling
• 8LiTTEfl graphics processor

modes on the ST-FM and ST-Eto produce greyscalegraphics
for entertainmentsoftware.It also producesstunninggreyscale
graphics on the Falcon. High resolutionemulationsoftwareis

• 32KWordsSlain RAM

• SCSI-2 Portwuh Direct Memory Access

£58,54

• High-speed LoalTatk/AppleTalk
compatible LAN port

£55.54

• Connector torVGA. composite video. RF

£39.99

(cable supplied), orbroadcast analogue

MUSIC MAKER II - Music Creation Solware ......

£49.99

FIRST BASIC• PowerfulProgramminglanguage
1stWORD • Veryeasy-lo-useWordProcessor ..
AM ST • AnimationPacKage

£49.99
£59.99
£29.95

'""liMMowwrnuBMnB, -ssebelow-

supplied free to use with specificapplications on the ST-FMand
ST-E,eg. DTP,

£24.99
£24.95

>?;'?:-.;'•;•-:

PLUS! - FREE FROM SILICA:
TENSTAR GAMES PACK

£219.78

SILICA 'PRODUCTIVITY PACK"

,

£44.96

T0TAL VALUE: £1035.27*

LESS PACK SAVING:

-£836.27

SILICA PRICE:

£199

I INC VAT -STC 127? X. INC VAT •STC 1273 A INC VAT •STC 1274 )

• 14" MONO SCREEN

• Internal IDE HardDrive Op!ion

• NewDes-k desktop andentensmie-control
pane'ai'oviS customisation

iNt;vAi-src7DOO
INC VAT-STC 7000

£799
INC VAT - StC7C40

WORKS IN LOW 1310x200) * MEDIUMt640t2OO) RESOLUTION

• OPTIONAL FALCON ADAPTOR - SEE BELOW

MODES • ALSO HIGH (MO. .::;.' RFSOl i.e.'::.'.' WITH FREE
SOFTWARE INC

• 640 X 400 RESOLUTION

• FALCON
WORKS IN LOW(320x200) * MEDIUM (640x200) * TRUECOLOUR
(640x400) RES MODESt USING OVERSCAN(768x480) RES

e CASE COLOUR COMPLEMENTS

• STEREO SPEAKERS BUILT-IN

• EASY ACCESS TO CONTROLS FOR

• SMALL FOOTPRINT325mm (W)x300mm (D)
• CASE COLOUR COMPLEMENTS ST HOUSING

VOLUME,

VOLUME, BRIGHTNESS AND CONTRAST

64x0 HD
j

209Mb HD
,

INC VAT - STC 7209

ra

• TILT & SWIVEL BASE AVAILABLE

igiii.v.nif.y-i-i

£899

FREE CABLE
11* VT12rrmor con-eswill i FREfa*

•ftWMMMMfc

f»iS*a P-uusMOfyttcodttoriritc**

BRIGHTNESS AND CONTRAST
INCLUDES FREE CABLE FROM SILICA FOR
CONNECTION TO THE ST-FM OR ST-E.

FALCONADAPTOR

•",:„.':n^:iA

The Falcon raquiras an ST-E
adaptor

£69

£1099

ST HOUSING

»INCLUDES TILT & SWIVEL BASE

• EASY ACCESS TO CONTROLS FOR

aw;»'l!!.l!l.t 127m„ HDCQQQ
^

ON ST-FM OR ST-E

• ST-FM & ST-E

inter-process communication (MutiTOS}
• On-line help

£599

the

• FOR USE IN HIGH-RESOLUTION MODE

DataStorage:
• 144ubFloppy Disk Drive

gmmm

also works with

• 12" GREYSCALE MONITOR

anddropdownmenus

• MS-DOS format compatibility

MM14SAE

• REPRESENTS COLOUR IN UNLIMITED
SHADES OF GREY

playback channels [up lo50m-.- sampling)

• Icon-based graphics userinterface with
self-enplanatory command lurrtons
• iMi-iasking operating system wilit

connectors

Word. The

Falcon in 640 x 400 ST high resolution mode but
requires an adaptor - see below.

• Sleieo 16-bil DMA input &output
• SDMA sound/DMA co-processor

-;.: •:••-:•.::;.:•;•--

• Two 15-pin enhanced digital/analog

designed to work in the Atari ST-FM and ST-E's
High Resolution Mono Mode. Its 640 x 400
resolution ensures that the output ol even the
smallest text and graphics remain sharp and
readable - perfect for use with all productivity
packages such as Steinberg PRO 24III and 1st

• Eight 16-bit digital audio DMA record and

SystemSoftware:
» Multiple window userinierface wifticons
• Two 9-pin joystick connectors

9 LIVES- Help BobCat save Claude-:?
PRINCE• Do battle in this 10thcentu-y wai ga-re

£199l£249l£299 £199 £249 £299
.INC VAT-STC 1264

and ST-E. It can also be used in low and medium resolution

• Motorola 56001 DSP running al32vfj

HYPERPAINT 2 - FullColourPainlPackage

HOTELACCOMMODATION

applications on the Atari Falcon. ST-FM

• Accepts ei

• Im.!! c'cci processor slot
E76.59

KnowledgeQuiz.Spellingand PrimaryMains

PLUS 16 NIGHTS \

price and is ideal for text and graphics

65536colours
gerilocxing -1.

• l6MIPSp«1i>rmaiiceM3&i>u

The ViewTek VT12 12" Monitor offers high

?/•* quality monitor output at an affordable

• VGA-640 x 180 256colour

• True edev16-5:! n-jse- ayiay^ to

FPU: toOttriHA>rob688eiC-1SW:
.Uiftconlioorstioris
• ROM:512K

v

^ INC VAT -SIC1261 A.IM: vhJ• STC M

atl&frj

GCSE - Micro Malhs, French 8 Geoc.r<ir>hy Q„i*

' „, ,.~ 7Z ..,„...^"1

^TATMNG
Tatungspecjfjca||y
MM14SAE
<5. IMI UIVU The
has b0en
r

Graphics:

CPU:V;':.:'

Interfaces,Ports 4 ExpansionSlots:

SOFTWARE MODULES:
PLAY AND LEARN - Word and Sendee Game

GAMES:

PLUS! - WEE FROM SILICA:

,

Productivity Pack(seepaneltopleft).

JUNIOR SCHOOL - Answer Back/General ......

£299.99

It* RAM, In, 3lf DiskDrive, Mouse,TVModulator, PSU
PRO 24 III

Prince and FREE from Silica, Ihe fenstar Games Pack and

mfrmim

to

Tailing

work

with

MM14SAE

Resolution
CAB5772

Monitor

ihe

High
-

Rat:

INC VAT - MON 3012

£129
INC VAT - MON 3144

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS - THE ATARI SPECIALISTS

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Belore you decide when to buy your new Ataricomputer, we suggest
you think very carefully about WHERE you buy it. Consider what it
will be ike a few months after buying your Atari, when you may
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with
your new purchase. And, willthe company you buy from contact you
with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established lor
almost 15 years, we are Atari specialists and are an Atari approved
dealer. With our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now
claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete
and return the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin
to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT:
Volume discounts are available. Tel: 081-308 0888.

LONDON SHOP:

SHOWROOMS:

SIDCUP SHOP:

We havedemonstration and training facilities at allour stores.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE:

All of yourAtari requirements are available fromone supplier.

Opening Hours:

Opening Hours:

Mon-Sal

Mon-Sat

Fax No: 081-308 060B
Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (Basemen!Arena), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

9.30am-7.0Opm

Late Night: Thursday • 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday • 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA Tel: 0702 468039

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
No Late Night Opening

Mon-Fri 1O.u0am-5.30pm(Sat9.00am-6.0Opm)

Late Night: Thursday - 7pm

Fax No; O7O2 46B039

FREE CATALOGUES:

Will be mailed to you,withspecialreducedpriceAtari offers,
as wellas detailson allAtari software and peripherals,

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-1193-79, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
n

PLEASE SEND A 24 PAGE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE

PAYMENT:

Weaccept mostmajor creditcards,cash,chequeor monthly
terms lAPR 29,8% - written quotes onrequest).

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Onallhardware ordersshipped inthe UK mainland.
•

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE:

Ateam ofAtari technical experts will beatyourservice.
•

PRICE MATCH:

Wematchcompetitors on a "Sameproduct- Same price"basis.
•

ESTABLISHED U

•

Wehavea proventrackrecordin professional computersales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff):
Weare solid, reliableand profitable.

•

YEARS:

ATARI APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE

Fully authorised for repairs and upgrades.

SILICA
SYSTEMS

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

Postcode:

081-309 1111

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.

79K

RUBYSOFT, (DEPT STF)
96 Lillie Road, London,
SW6 7SR. England
Tel: 071 381 8998
or 071 610 1703
Fax: 071 610 1703
Some shop prices will differ.

JOYSTICKS ETC

CRUISER BLACK OR PUKEI
CRUISER AUTOFIRE NEW
NAVIGATOR
SPEEDKINC AUTOFIRE
ZIP STICK SUPERPRO OUR BEST SELLER!!
THEBUG

...£25.55
...£25.55

.TBA
...£19.95

„TBA

I BATTUE TOADS *
S< BEASTLORD-

.£17.95
£14.99

CAESAR

£19.95

CAMPAIGN

£22.95

CAMPAIGN DATA DISK

£14.95

CASTLES

£19.95

CASTLES DATA DISK

£13.95

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER'93 1 MEG
CHAOS ENGINE 1 MEG
CIVILISATION 1 MEG

£17.95
£17.95
£24.55

\ COMBAT AIR PATROL*

PREMIER MANAGER1 MEG
PREMIERMANAGER 2 1 MEG
PROPHECY

£22.99
£12.99
QUICKSHOT TOPSTAR SV127 TOP OF THERANGE ...£20.99
QUICKJOY FOOTPEDAL USEWITHFREEWHEEL
GREATI!
£20,99
MANTA RAY GOOD HANDHELD
£9.50

£17.95
£\ 7.95

CREEPERS
CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY
DDAY
DALEK ATTACK

£19.95
£14.95
£19.95
£10.9S

DIGGERS

TBA

DOODLEBUG

£17.95

EUTE 2 'FRONTIER' *
EPIC 1 MEG

.£24.95
£19.95

J FAPREMIER LEAGUE FOOTBALL*

GOOCHES WORLD CLASS CRICKET 1 MEG ..£19,95

.£23.95

GUY SPY*

.£19.95

HEROQUEST 2*

...„

j£17.9S

HIRED GUNS*

.£20.95
£19.95

ISHAR 2

£19.95

KAWASAKI TEAM GREEN*

£17.95

KICK OFF 3 'ANCO' *

-

^..

PLEASE NOTEP&PON ALL JOYSTICKS £1.00
ZYDEC SPEAKERS £2.00

£20.99

, ....

.^mmM^^f

STREETFIGHTER2 1 MEG
STRIKE FLEET.
SUN CROSSWORDS
SUPER CAULDRON *

JEI 7.95
XI 3.95
.£5.95
XI 7.95

SUPERHERO*
TIMES CROSSWORDS

X19.95
XS.95

APACHE*
ARCADE FRUIT MACHINE
ARCADE TRIVIA
AWESOME

X9.95

XI 7.95

WWF EUROPEAN RAMPAGE

.£17.95

ZOOL 'OUT NOWIII* 520/1 MEG

XI 7.95

AS WE CANNOT SHOW ALL TITLES AVAILABLE.

X9.99

.£8.99
JE9.99
.£5.99
X7.99
£6.99

JAMES POND 2 ROBOCOD
X7.99
JOCKEYWILSON DARTS
£5.99
KENNYDALGUSHSOCCER MANAGER
.£5.99
UANDER
.£10.99
LOOM
XI 2.99
LOOM HINT BOOK.
JE7.99
Ml TANK PLATOON
X11.99
MIG 29 FULCRUM
£10.99
MAGICLAND DIZZY
X6.99
MANIAC MANSIONS *
X10.99
MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE
£7.99
MEGA TWINS
.£7.99
METALMUTANTS
.£7.99
MIDWINTER
„
-XI4.99

£5.99

Z!Z.'Z.'ZZ.'.'.X5.'99

CHUCK ROCK * „.

X9.99

CYBERCON 3 *

.TBA

MONKEY ISLAND *
NEIGHBOURS
OPERATION HARRIER
OPERATION STEALTH
PANG
PICnONARY
PIRATES
POPULOUS + PROMISED LANDS
PRINCE OF PERSIA
RAINBOW ISLANDS
_
SHARKEYS MOLL
SIMPSONS
STACK UP
STARBLADE *
STRIKEFLEET
STORMASTER
SUPER CARS 2
SWITCHBLADE 2

DIZZY YOLK FOLK
JE5.99
DOC CROCS OUTRAGEOUS ADVENTURES .£6.99
EDD THE DUCK
£5.99
FI TORNADO
.£5.99
F1S STRIKE EAGLE 2
.£14.99
F16 COMBAT PILOT.
£7.99

.£9.95
XI 7.95
XI 7.95
.TBA
.TBA
.£19.95
X20.95

WORLDS OF LEGEND 'LEGEND 2' *

BARBARIAN 2 *

BATTLE CHESS 2
BEAST2 *
BL1NKYS SCARYSCHOOL.
BOSTON BOMB CLUB
BRIDESOF DRACULA
BULLY'S SPORTING DARTS

TBA

„

.£7.99
£6.99
,£5.99
.£10.99

CHAMPIONSHIP RUN

F19 STEALTHFIGHTER
FACE OFF ICE HOCKEY
FALCON
FALCON FIRE FIGHT.
FRANKENSTEIN
FUN SCHOOL 2 UNDER 6
FUN SCHOOL 2 6/8

XI4.99
.£7.99
£\ 1.99
£7.99
£5.99

.£5.99
X5.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 itGAZZA 2 •
GRAEME SOUNESS SOCCER MANAGER

X5.99
.£7.99
.£5.99

GRAEME SOUNESS VECTOR SOCCER

.£5.99

HEAD OVER HEALS

X5.99

HEROQUEST

.£7.99

HILL STREET BLUES

X7.99

ALL

.£7.99

.£5.99
.£6.99
.£5.99
.£5.99
£6.99

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK RACING

JE6.99

JAMESPOND

j£5.99

ZAC MAKRACKEN

INTERNATIONAL ICE HOCKEY

;

£5.99

NIGEL
MANSELL'S WORLD"
CHAMPIONSHIP
£13.99

WE HAVE NEVER DEBITED A CREDIT CARD YET FOR
GOODS NOT SENT.
WE SHARE YOUR PROBLEMS THAT YOU MAY BE

HAVING AT THE MOMENT OBTAINING SOFTWARE -

•

FOR YOUR STS AND WE ARE VERY CONCERNED.

COMPILATIONS

WILL GO FAST
AT THIS PRICE

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT
ADVENTURES
DIZZY PRINCE OF THE

WE WILL TRY TO OBTAIN ANY SOFTWARE THAT

YOU MAYREQUIRE. JUSTASK!! WE WILLSTILL TRY

PITFIGHTER, WWF

•

I
I

FAST FOOD, KWIX SNAX,

WILL CO FAST

MiCROPROSE

MAGICLAND DIZZY.
FIVE GOOD GAMES
ONLY £16.95

FOOTBALL CRAZY j
CHALLENGE
KICK OFF 2, PLAYER

FANTASYWORLD DIZZY,

MANAGER,

J

f THE FINAL WHISTLE ANB
WORLD CUP '90.

I

GREATVALUE ONLY I
£10.99

SENSIBLE
SOCCER
£13.99
* WILL GO FAST
, AT THIS PRICE

TEMPTRESS AND
SHUTTLE.

FOR THE YOUNGER ONES!
ONLY £16.95

ONLY £17.95

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY,

JIMMY WHITE'S
SNOOKER, LUREOF THE

DIZZY, BUBBLE DIZZY, PANIC
DIZZY, KWICK SNAX,COOD

FINAL FIGHT AND

ICROPROSE
CRAN PRIX
£15.99

THIS IS THE BEST COMP
PACK MADE TODAYII

YOLKFOLK, SPELLBOUND

SUPERFIGHTER

TO SUPPORT THE ST FOR AS LONG AS POSSIBLE.
BUT THIS IS GETTING MORE AND MORE DIFFICULT
DUE TO VERY SHORT SIGHTED DISTRIBUTORS.

£17.95

JEI 0.99

PUNDI

TITLES CAN BE PUT ON BACK ORDER. REMEMBER,

X11.95

TBA
X6.99
.£7.99
£11.99
X5.99
JE5.99
........XI 0.99
X11.99
X6.99
X5.99
X5.99
X7.99
X5.99
£7.99
£10.99
XI 0.99
£7.99
.£7.99

TENNIS CUP 2

TITANIC BUNKEY
TRIVIAL PURSUIT
WORLD CRICKET
WORLD RUGBY
WORLD SOCCER

INDIANA JONESLAST CRUSADE (ARCADE).JS5.99
INDIANA JONES LAST CRUSADE (ADVENTURE) X11.99

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR ANY TITLES NOT SHOWN

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY
j£23.95
LASER SQUAD 2*
£17.95
LEGEND OF VALOUR
.£25.55
LETHAL EXCESS *
.£17.95
LETHAL WEAPON
jEI 7.9S
LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK SPECIAL
.£21.95
LEMMINGS 2 THE TRIBES 1 MEG
.£19.95
LOTUS 3 THE CHALLENGE
.£17.95
MICROPROSE GOLF
.£22.95
MICROPROSE GRAN PRIX SPECIAL PRICE
XI5.95
NIGEL MANSELLS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP. jEI 9.95
ONE STEP BEYOND*

.TBA
£\ 9.99
XI 7.95
.£19.95
XI 7.95
X20.55
XI 7.95

SUBJECTTO AVAILABILITY. PLEASE TELEPHONE TO
CHECK.

.TBA

POPULOUS PROMISED LANDS

MOUSE GOOD REPLACEMENT

I—MliiWI

* PLEASE NOTE: TITLES ASTERISKED MAY NOT BE
RELEASED AT PRESS DATE BUT WILL BE
DESMTCHED WITHIN 24 HOURS OF RELEASE

INDIANA IONES FATEOF ATLANTIS ARCADE£17.95
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE

SEVENTH SWORD OF MENDOR*
SCRABBLE US GOLD*
SHADOW WORLDS 1 MEG
sim cmypoPULOUS
SIMPSONS BART/VS WORLD*
SLEEPWALKER STE ONLY 1 MEG
SPACE CRUSADE + VOYAGE BEYOND
SPACE CRUSADE VOYAGE BEYOND
DATA DISK

TRODDLERS *
TROLLS *
URIDIUM2*
UTOPIA 2 *
WAR IN THE CUUF
WEEN

.£17.95
.£24.95
.£19.95

GUNSHIP 2000*

.£20.95
XI 7.95
JEI 7.95

TORNADO *

JEI 7.9S

FOOTBALL MANAGER 3*
: GLOBAL EFFECT *
GOAL*

REACH FOR THE SKIES
ROBOCOP 3
SENSIBLESOCCER 92/93

TREBLE CHAMPION 2

.TBA

FOOTBALL BOSS*

.£17.95
X17.95
.£19.95

RAGNAROK*

.£19.95

COOLWORLD
CREATURES*

!.£22.99

QUICKSHOTMAVERICK 1M GOOD STICKI
QUICKSHOTMAVERICK 3 FOR MEGADRIVE

.TBA
..£23,95

£17.95
£23.95
£17.95
£24.95

MOUSE DATALUX CLEAR

80 CAP DISK BOX
DUST COVERFOR PHILIPS MK1 OR 2 MONITOR
DUST COVERST
CARRIER CASE FOR LAPTOP/MECADRIVE/A600
ZYDECSPEAKERS 8 WATTRMS
TWINEXT LEAD MOUSE/IOYSTICK
EXTLEAD LONG IOYSTICK/MOUSE
NULLMODEM LEAD ST/AMICA

£9 50
£12.50
£]2 99

QUICKSHOT INTRUDER 1

19.95

ARCHER MACLEANS POOL
B17 FLYINC FORTRESS
; B C KID
BAT 2

£9 99
£12 99
£12 50

GREAT PRICE £23.99

[

SOCCER MANIA
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2,
GAZZA'S SOCCER,

FANTASTIC

WORLDS
REALMS, PIRATES,
WONDERLAND,
POPULOUS 1 AND

MEGALOMANIA,

I MICROPROSE SOCCER AND
!

FOOTBALL MANAGER
2 WORLD CUP EDITION,

I OUR PRICE FOR ALL FOUR

I

GAMES ONLY £10.99

GOLF

r

rTWW

GREAT COMP
WONDERLAND
1 MEC

L

£15.99
•

WILL CO FAST

MANGA MADNESS GOT A VIDEO? GET A MANGA!

AT THIS PRICE

RUBYSERIOUS/EDUCATIONAL
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT

£32.95

ADI ENGLISH 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 EACH £17.50
ADI MATHS 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 EACH £17.50
ADI FRENCH 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 EACH £17.50

ADI JUNIOR READING 4/5 6/7*

EACH £14.99

ADI JUNIORCOUNTING 4/5 6/7*
FUNSCHOOL4 (UNDER 5)

EACH £14.99
£17.95

AKIRA

CERT 15

12.99

CRYINGFREEMAN (NEW)

CERT18

12.99

OVERFIEND
PROJECTA-KO
VAMPIRE HUNTER D

CERT 18
CERT 15
CERT15

12.99f
12.99,
12.9«

VENUS WARS
3X3 EYES

CERT PC
CERT 18..

.12.99

AKIRA DOUBLE

CERT 15

19.99

FUN SCHOOL 4 (5/7)
FUN SCHOOL4 (7/11)

£17.95
£17.95

DOMINION 1&2
DOMINION 3S4

CERT 15
CERT 15

12.99
12.99

KOSMOS THE FRENCH MISTRESS ALLACES

£14,95

DOOMED MEGALOPOLIS(NEWJCERT 15

12.99

FIST OF THE NORTH STAR

CERT 18

12.99

PLEASE NOTE'

LEGEND OF DEMON WOMB

CERT 18

12.99

ADD £1.00 P&P PERVIDEO, UK ONLY.

LENSMAN

CERTPG

12.99

CHECK CONDITIONS FOR ELSEWHERE.

ODIN

CERT PC

12.99

KOSMOS THE GERMAN MASTER
KOSMOS THE SPANISH TUTOR
KOSMOS THE ITALIAN TUTOR

ALL ACES
£14.99
ALL AGES ....£14.99
ALL ACES...X14.99

NODDY'S PLAYTIME 3+

£17.95

.10.99,

I :]

CREDIT

CARDS

DEBITED

Please charge my Access/Visa No:

ORDER FORM

ONLY

ON

DAY

HSCBH
Date.
PRICE

TITLES

Name....

Business hours

Address.

10am-5pm
Monday to Saturday
After hours + Sundays

Postcode
P&P

| TOTAL

DESPATCH

SHOP OPEN SUNDAYS 10-1PM UNTIL XMAS.

Please supply me with the following for

Computer

OF

Expiry date:

Valid from:

Ansaphone order hotline:

Please make cheques St PO payable to RUBYSOFT. Credit card orders
cashed only on despatch. (Please note we do not make any charge for
credit card orders). Please add £1.00 P&P per item, 75p per item for
orders under £10.00. Alljoysticks £1.00 P&P each. £3.75 per item for all
Europe, and all other countries £4.75 per item. BFPO please add £1.50

per item. All items are subject to availability. All pricessubject to change
or manufacturers price reviews without notice. E&OE. Please note mail

order companies may take up to 28 days to deliver goods from receipt of
orders. However, most despatched within 2 days.
Please allow for cheque clearance. (Dept STF Nov '93)

071 381-8998
Tel.

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

INDEPENDENTS

REVIEWS

SOFTWAR
MARVELS
There's a vast supply of brilliant independent
software out there just waiting for you to find
it, here's some we think you should look at
• You can display pictures in 270

over 50 different effects you can

VIDEO SUPREME

use,

PRICE: £14.95

CONTACT: s 0782 335650

Add animated titles and graph
ics quickly and easily to your
home
videos
using
Video
Supreme. Supreme is one of the
best video titling packages
around, and it's bursting with
features and effects. There are

T T T MEET .'•=:...

MODE

MODE

SCREEN

LDHD
5CBEEN

SCREEN

DISPLAy

DISSOLVE I

each

effect

uses

You can display a screen in 270
different ways and dissolve a screen in
another 184 ways. Adding sound
samples to complement your graphic
screens gives them added impact
when you display them, a crash of
thunder as your main title comes up
makes the opening sequence of your
video very dramatic. The main pro
gram is the sequence editor, although

INTERNATIONAL

•hf

and

another 50 sub-effects.

FROM: GOODMAN

SELECT

gyd.Mrii

• The main editing

screen gives you
TBb
5CREEM

LOADED SCREEN

JiUII

complete control over
the construction of

PLA9
5EOTEI

your sequence.

Everything from
individual frames

EFFECT

INFORMATION

EFFECT

IMH1H1M _, hIPIXELS

VIDEO SUPREME

PIXELS

VERSION

help!

-

+

CO

1.1

SCOTT KIHG 1993

to complete
sequences can

be loaded and saved
to disk.

there are several other utilities sup
plied, all the main functions of Video
Supreme are found in the editor.
Everything is operated by the mouse
using point and click options, the
only time you use the keyboard is
when you enter file names. A special
runner program is provided so you
can distribute demo disks as PD and

there is a special screen compactor
program that compresses Degas and
Neochrome screens enabling you to
create larger sequences.
You can design sequences up to
200 frames in length and use sound
samples up to 100K in size. Apart
from creating title sequences for
video tapes, you can use Video
Supreme to design intro sequences for
software, display instructions for soft
ware or create a rolling advertising
sequence for shop windows. You are
only limited by your imagination.
Recording sequences on to video

different ways. Here we zoom in
from the four corners of the screen

to crunch together in the middle.

tape isn't as hard as you might think.
All that you need is an ST to SCART
composite video lead, you can get
one from Meedmore for about £15

depending on the make and model
of your VCR. If you give them a call
on « 051 521 2202 they can sort out
a lead for you - make sure that you
know the exact details of your video
recorder and STwhen you call them.
Video Supreme is very well pre
sented, with a professionally printed
manual and a useful demo on the

disk to show you exactly how to
construct a sequence. Written
in STOS, the program reeks
of professionalism and is cer- o
tainly a well designed utility.
Video Supreme is an
asset and is worth adding to any
software collection, s t f

PRICE: £6

at your disposal. It's cleverly pro
grammed to give a split-screen view

FROM: CHRONICLE

of the action, using 32 colours on

CONTACT: JANI PENTTINEN,

screen and a vertical resolution of 256

looking for your

pixels in low resolution for a greater
playing area. Hardware scrolling has
been used along with stereo tracker
music and sound effects to really

enemy, when you

UTOPOS

LAHDEKUJA 2B5, 16300
ORIMATTILA, FINLAND

• On the

Ofds-style level
you zoom about

spot his ship

dive straight at
him with all guns

Utopos is the only game ever
written especially to take advan
tage of the STE's enhanced

enhance the mood and feel of the

game. You can link two STEs together

your buchus are

graphics and sound hardware to

using a null modem lead for four-

as powerful as

player games, either playing singly or

32 tiny bullets.

bring you a 32-colour, stereo
soundtrack, multi-player shoot'em-up. And it's Shareware!
Utopos is loosely designed
around the classics Olds and Crav.

Each player controls a small spaceship
you have to guide around a series of
caverns to seek and destroy each
other. There are different levels for

combat modes, chase modes and

team player modes. The ships are

in

blazing away.
Don't forget that

teams. These Finnish Shareware

programmers can certainly show the

commercial guys a thing or two!
While the basic concept of the
game is simple - shoot down your
opponent - the inclusion of the multi
ple player modes and the various lev
els ensures an enjoyable game with a
different outcome every time. A sin
gle player mode against your ST is a

affected by gravity, air resistance (in

good idea for those times when

space?), kinetic energy and a recoil
whenever you fire your weapons.
The game is controlled by joy
stick in the time-honoured left-rightup-down-fire manner, with assorted
weaponry such as twin machine
guns, buchus and a cloaking device

you're short of company.

Full

instructions are included within

the program so you can get
down to business as soon as •&

you've loaded Utopos. Hard
drive installable, you need a
1MByte STE to play it. stf
paj
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Analogic Computers
(U.K.) Ltd
Mon-Fri*9am to 6.30pm*at 9am to5p

Unit 6.
AshwaV Centre.
6, Ashway
Centre,
Elm Crescent,
Kingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH

.30pm sat 9am to 5pm

TEL: 081-546-9575
FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

COMPUTERS • PRINTERS
• MONITORS •
REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES
520/1040 ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE

£59.95

SM124, SM1 25, SM1 44 excluding CRT, LO.P.T
SC1224, SC1435, CM8833 excluding crt,.lo.p.t

£59.95
£59.95

[7] Fixed charges to save your valuable time waiting for quotation

7

service

\S\ Visit us for while-u-wait repairs atno
extra charge

\S\ Charges include next day delivery by courier

_

including
delivery back
by courier

\v\ Absolutely free diagnostics. Not even a penny

service

charged ifyou decide to postpone repairs for your

Door to door service for pickup and delivery
Ail computers insured in transit

own personal reasons and no questions asked.
90 days warranty
Technical helpline 6 days a week for all customers

Very fast turnaround

We pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for Next Day delivery
to us by Courier Service for only £5.00 + VAT

MEMORY UPGRADES
520 STEto 1 Meg
520 STE to 2 Meg
520 STEto 4 Meg

520 STF/STFM to 1 Meg
*£59.95
520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg £89.95
520ST/STM/STF/STFMto4Meg
£139.95

*£17.95
*£59.95
*£114.95

EMULATORS and ACCELERATORS
PC Speed
AT Speed 8

AT Speed C16
AD Speed ST

£59.95
£134.95

£199.95
*£144.95

STFM, STE, FALCON 030 COMPUTERS
520 STE Discovery Xtra Pack II
520 STFM Discovery Pack
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack II
Falcon 030

**VHSJ*y%0>

STE TOS-SWITCHER
with Hardware Switch

Solderless DIY Kit
STE TOS SWITCHER...£29.95
STE TOS 2.06 ROMS...£39.95
STE TOS SWITCHER + 2.06 ROMS...£59.95

STF/STFM TOS DECODER WITH TOS 2.06 ROMS

£59.95

ACCESSORIES and INTERFACES

MONITORS

fiMITfiR
£129.95
% • • ••
• %• • ^
including VAT

High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

excluding delivery

Philips CM8833 Mk II

POA

POWER SUPPLIES
STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)
NEW STFM/STE Power supplies with ONE YEAR WARRANTY

PRINTERS -

£29.95
£49.95

STE/STFM ScartLead

£14.95 Dust Cover

STE/STFM Lead to Philips CM8833II .£14.95
Philips CM8833 Dust Cover
£6.95
Twin Joystick/Mouse Port ext. Lead ,.,.£5.95
Squik Mouse
£14.95

Mouse Mat
10 Blank Sony Discs
10 Blank Unbranded Disks
Forget Me Clock

£4.95

£4.95
£9,95
£5.95
£21.95

I DISK DRIVES
1Meg 3.5" Internal Drive
High Density 3.5" Internal Drive
High Density 3.5" Internal Drive +Module

HP510 £299.95 -

£44.95
£54.95
£79.95

HP550 Colour £549.95

• All prices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subject to availability

i Fixed charge for repair does not include Disk Drive Replacement & Keyboard
• All prices subject to change without notice
• We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair
• Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance

GET

GOING

N E T W O R K S WkW%

GET YOURSELF
CONNECTED!

• A typical office setup using netw

" Falcon030. Graphic data files can be shared between

I all the network nodes for updating and modification.
You can be working on a DTP document on your

node while someone on another node is making last
minute changes to a graphic file to be imported into
your document. It happens all the time.

Link hundreds of STs together to play amazing
multiple-player games! Well, perhaps not, but
you can link STs together using a network.
Clive Parker gets hooked into the system

ware you may need to use with it.
Even if you shared the hardware
between all of your STs, plugging
and unplugging printers and cart
ing them around is a nuisance at
the very least. And what if you
dropped the printer? Disaster.
Adding a new node is simple,

just plug it in the cartridge port of
etworking

is a

server and its monitor, it has no

designed for business use; we use

wonderful

idea

other hardware connected at all but

them in

could

uses the file server's hardware via

change
your
whole working
life! It's a system for linking lots of
STs together so that they can share
software and hardware. You may
only have one hard drive and
printer but using a network you
can use them from any ST con
nected to the system, so you can
run any program on the hard drive
from any of the STs.
A network is made up from at

the network. This ST is called the

computers together so we can pro
duce ST FORMAT - and they're

client. Every ST connected to the

also

-

and

it

"Using a network
you can run any

program from any
of the STs*

least two STs, one of them is the
main machine on the network and
is connected to all of the hardware

linked

to

the

office

laser

so that all the other nodes can tell

server. The second ST on the net

So who's going to use a net
work?
Networks are primarily

which machine is which.

your ST and you run the installa
tion software. It's as easy as that.
On the negative side, how
ever, data transfer speeds on a net
work are rather slow compared to

printer. Any type of business using

normal

more than two

While an ST client node loads soft

STs should

seri

ously consider getting them net
worked together. At the very least
you don't have to swap files
between machines using floppy
disks any more, you can just send
it over the network. It certainly
saves a great deal of time.
The best reason for investing
in a network is because it saves on

system is called a node, and has its
own unique ID number and name

such as the hard drive and printer.
This ST is called the server, or file

work is only connected to the file

the office to link all our

your hardware costs. If you buy a
new ST for your business it works
out much cheaper to buy an addi
tional node for your network than
to buy a new laser printer, hard
drive, modem or any other hard

hard drive transfer rates.

ware or files from the main file
server much faster than it would

from floppy disk, if you are used to

using a hard drive for your work
then

the

network

seems

slow.

Another point to mention is soft

ware piracy. If you buy any pro
gram and install it on two hard
drives on two separate STs you are
breaking the law - making the sec
ond installation is technically soft
ware theft. The same rules apply
on a network, legally you have to
buy a copy of the software for each
node that is going to use it.
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ATAR I

PAIRS

RE

Repairs undertaken to Atari STFM Computers at £49.95 inclusive
of parts, labour, VATand return postage/packing

Full Technical Support
Computers repaired in the quickest possible time

All machines will be overhauled with a full soak-test to ensure optimum reliability
Entrust your machine to the experts, full 90 day warranty

Repairs to disk drive and power supply also included
(extra charge possible if found to need complete replacement)

Repairs to other Atari systems undertaken - phone for details
Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted - phone for details
Collection service available

2L#^Ti?. i / U
To take advantage of this exceptional offer, simply send or hand deliver your computer to our workshop complex,
address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address,
along with your daytime and evening telephone number and we will do the rest.
Should you require Group 4 Security return delivery, simply add £5.00 to the repair charge.

WTS Electronics Ltd Chaul End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ Tel 0582 491949 (6 lines)
STF11

{We reserve the right to reject machineswhich, in our opinion,are beyond repair- Normal charge applies)

COLOUR KITS for MONO PRINTERS
Ever wished you'd bought acolour printer instead ofa mono one? Wouldn't itbenice toprint outpictures incolour? Now you can with Atari "FlexiKolor Kit". Each Atari FlexiKolor Kit comes
complete with everything you need to print incolour, including superb software. The colour kit issimple touse, the ribbons fit exactly the same way as your black ribbons soitwill not affect

your guarantee Also onallmodels listed below paper alignment is automatic, you do nothave to manually ahgn. PRINTS AS GOOD AS COLOUR PRINTER. Ifyour printer is notlisted
below please phone. Atari FlexiKolor Kits for Star LC10, LC20, all Star 24 Pin. Panasonic 1080/81/1123/1124. Epson FX80, LQ400, LQ800 etc. Citizen 120D+, NEC P6, P6+, Seikosha 1900+.
Pleasenote colourkits comecomplete with colouredribbons.

COMPLETE KIT£39.95

I y R Bfcki I §lUk? I \MI

T-SHIRT PRINTING RIBBONS

THE COLOUR SOFTWARE FOR YOUR C

PRINT ON NORMAL PAPER IRON ON T-SHIRT

Total colour control

Balance control for picture enhancement
Select area to be printed
Select size to be printed
Page control
Colour sieve
Ink correction

Automatic poster mode for larger than A4
Gamma correction (fully adjustable and saveable)
Spooler for colour letterheads etc
Multiple copy control
Colour correction

Colour/mono catalogue function
Imports a large range of file types including (IMG)
larger than screen size, tiny, Spectrum 512,IFF, Degas,
Neo, IFF (Amiga), HAM (Amiga) yes you can even
print Amiga pics.
Colour separation (Print colour on your BubbleJet)
Dot pattern control
Pattern rotate

Ideal for T-shirt printing
Now with 'smooth' control, get rid of those jagged
edges.
Large range of dithering (dot pattern) modes.
Run in any resolution, view, manipulate and print in
any other resolution.

Colour catalogue function will print a miniature of
each picture configurable between 1 to 8 across.
Will drive 9 or 24 pin Star, Citizen Swift, Panasonic,

NEC,Epson,Canon etc. The colour pictures possible
with this new version will astound you.
STILL ONLY £39.95 inc.

UPGRADE FLEXIDUMP PLUS

TO FLEXIDUMP PLUS 2,

L

ONLY £11.95 inc. RETURN MASTER DISKS

^^^^^^^^^^^^

4 Colour Citizen Swift
4 Colour Citizen Swift (Reload)
4 Colour Star LC10

£29.95
£14.95
£14.95

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin

£19.95

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin (Reload)
4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin
4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload)

£12.95
£29.95
£14.95

4
4
1
1
1
1

Colour Seikosha SL95

£29.95

Colour Seikosha SL95 (Reload)
Colour Citizen 120D/Swift
Colour Star LC10
Colour Star LC200 9 Pin
Colour all Star 24 Pin

£14.95
£11.95
£11.95
£11.95
£11.95

1 Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/MX80
1 Colour Epson LX80
1 Colour Epson FX100

£11.95
£11.95
£11.95

1 Colour Panasonic KXP 1080
1 Colour Taxan/Canon 1080A

£11.95
£11.95

Heat transfer Pens 5 large red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Large pens have a marker size nib
£14.95a set
Heat transfer Pens 5 small

red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Small pens have a fine nib

COLOUR PRINTER RIBBON
Don't throw away your plastic printer ribbon cases when the
ribbon wears out. Just take the top off, take out the old ribbon
and reload it with a new one. It's simple. Full instructions
supplied.
Reloads for :Star LC200 9 Pin 4 Colour (Normal Ink)
1 Reload - £5.99

5 Reloads - £23.95

Star 24 Pin 4 Colour (Normal Ink)
1 Reload - £6.99

5 Reloads - £29.95

Citizen Swift 4 Colour (Normal Ink)
1 Reload - £6.99

5 Reloads - £29.95

Panasonic KXP2180/2123 4 Colour (Normal Ink)
1 Reload - £6.99

5 Reloads - £29.95

Seikosha SL95 4 colour (Normal Ink)

£11.95 a set

T-SHIRT RIBBONS NOW AVAILABLE IN RED, BLUE,
GREEN, BROWN, YELLOW and BLACK AND FOR A
WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS

Phone our order line on 0923 894064
Atari ROM Cartridge takes two 27256
or 27512 EPROMS
£11.95
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
AVAILABLE SOON: T-SHIRT PRINTING FOR H.P. DESKJET.

1 Reload £6.99

5 Reloads - £29.95

Ink ribbons also available in Gold, Silver, Magenta, Orange,

Purple, Brown, Green, Blue, Red for a wide range of printers.
Special re-ink for Panasonic printers and Star LC200

NO MESS INK REFILLS FOR HP DESKJET,
PAINTJETAND CANON BUBBLE JETS

ALSO PRINTING ONTO MUGS, PLATES, HEAT PRESSES AND
SIGN MATERIALS

"CARE THREE PACK" will refillHP51608A Cartridge 3
times.The Canon BC-01 /SJ48Cartridge 3 times.Three Pack
availablein Yellow, Magenta,Cyan, Red, Blue,Green,Brown,
Purple, Pure Black£14.98 each. "TRI-COLOUR PACK" 1
MAIL ORDER
refillof Yellow, Magenta and Cyan £17.95. "CARE SIX PACK"
CARE ELECTRONICS will refillHP51608A Cartridge 6 times.The Canon BC/01
Dept STF,15 Holland Gardens, Garston, ^^^
Cartridge 6 times.
How to order: Enclose cheques/PO made payable to:
CARE ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa.

Watford, Herts WD2 6JN

Tel: 0923 894064

Fax: 0923 672102

6 PURE BLACK REFILLS ONLY £24.95

Please state type when ordering.
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A SIMPLE ST NETWORK
• Five STs linked together on a network. The

PRINTER

ST at the centre of the network is the Hie

server and has all the network peripherals

A SIMPLE ST NETWORK

connected to it. The other four STs are

USING DATANET

client nodes and are connected only to the
network and their own monitors.

CARTRIDGES AND FIVE STs

NETWORK
CARTRIDGE

FILE SERVER: NODE 1

CLIENT NODE 2

CLIENT NODE 3

Setting up your network
If you want to share data between
STs, you want to get your network
sorted out - and to start you need

perfect solution to

CLIENT NODE 4

your device

your business has a couple of STs

sharing problems.
Before you take the plunge
and buy a system think about how
much your second ST node is
going to use the peripherals con

that you're using all the time and

nected to your main server. If you

you only have one printer, modem

only use a second machine with
the laser printer or hard drive then

a

minimum of two machines. If

or hard drive, then a network is a

NETWORKING JARGON
ALIAS:

Client

nodes

can

read

data from the hard drive on the

fers

data

over

a

network

at

lOMBytes per second.
NODE ID: Each ST node has a

unique identifying number, the
main file server should always

be node one and the highest ID
number

on

drive alias can be set to access

not be

higher than

an entire hard drive partition on
the server or just a folder dedi

number of nodes.

cated to the client node.

NODE:

the

network

must

the total

CLIENT: An ST node on the net

a

three

software from the server, other

four nodes.

ST

connected

on

network with one server and
clients would consist of

Network, a

series of machines

printers and modems.

NOS:

Network Operating Sys

tem.

The

PowerNet

network

from Ladbroke Computing uses
PowerDOS a multitasking
GEMDOS replacement.

Data transfer

hub of the network. The Server

networks

are

rates

measured

on

the system containing all the

in

software, data and hardware to

MegaBits per second, a Mbit is
1,048,576 bits of data. Eight
Mbits equals 1MByte, so a sys
tem running at 80Mbits trans

MIDInet nodes are £49.99

and also

use twisted-pair

cables using mini DIN connections.
No cables and BNC/mini DIN con

nections are supplied, you must
provide them yourself.
The

Bi-Data

Network

from

Choice of ST networks is limited

to be connected to all manner of

between two systems and suppli

networks,

including

ers. PowerNet from Ladbroke Com

and

workstations.

puting is a complete, affordable
networking system enabling any

nately it's rather expensive at
around £600 per node, with a rec-

Sun

mainframes
Unfortu

ST, TT or Falcon
to

share

data

speed. There are
three types of net

work

Desk

File

Uieu

Options

inr
Default

FLOPPY DKif

•

-

men msn

52

2 bates used in 1 iter*.

for

•

0-

cartridge

available

•

the

52-2

a standard car

tridge port sys
tem, a MIDI port
system and a LAN
p
ui i
oyoiiiriii
iui
port
system
for

the Mega STE, TT
SERVER OR FILE SERVER: The
is the ST node at the centre of

MBITS:

each

Where to get your network

PowerNet system

client nodes cannot access files

linked together sharing soft
ware, data and input/output
devices such as hard drives,

works.

a relatively high
Each

work that can access files and

LAN: Acronym for Local Area

the more usual coaxial cable (TV
aerial cable) used with most net

System Solutions in London is the
only other ST networking system.
Bi-Net provides a professional net
work system enabling STs and TTs

between them at

the network is called a node, so

on a client node ST.

you may not actually need the net
work. Ifyou are constantly transfer
ring data and files between the two
machines for printing, modeming
or other processing, then the net
work quickly becomes a necessity
rather than a luxury.
Apart from the two ST mini
mum, the only other requirement
to get up and running is the net
work software and hardware.

server, disk drive icons can be

installed on the Desktop of the
client node enabling it to access
the server by double-clicking on
the drive icon and opening a
disk window in the usual way. A

CLIENT NODE 5

and

Falcon.

M

STZIP.PP.G

ZIP2T0S.PRG

FCOPVPEO.PRG

PICSH7.PK

DCFRZFRK.PEG

All

network hardware supplied by Lad
broke includes PowerNet software.

• Our MegaSTE Desktop after setting
it up as our file server on our
PowerlUet ST network. The drive "N"

be used by the client nodes on

The "starter pack" of a pair of
DataNet nodes plus PowerNet soft

the network. The main server is

ware costs £139.98, each additional

typically connected to a printer,

DataNet node costs another £69.99.

connected on the network. Here

modem and a hard drive.

LAN net nodes are £59.99 each and

there is a single STE client node

use twisted-pair cables rather than

connected to the server.

icon on the Desktop represents the
network, opening the drive "IV"
window displays all nodes
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PRACTICALITIES

Calamus SL require a minimum of
2MBytes. There is no need for each
node to have its own hard drive,

of it breaking down are very slim

acts as storage for the entire sys
tem and it should be large enough

although STs in constant use in a

network users.

A minimum hard drive size of

100MBytes is advisable if you have
three or more client nodes. If you
have more nodes then you should

hardware and software between

them. This is an inexpensive way of
expanding your system.

rik

ommended minimum of ten nodes

be if a hard drive is connected to

main server. This means that one

alongside any application software
being
used, serious software
almost always needs a minimum of
1MByte and more powerful pro
grams such as Calamus S and

the node. Drive icons can be set up

node should have 4MByt.es of RAM
installed, besides acting as a

files. The second drive could act

the network requires a minimum of
1MByte of RAM to operate effec
tively, and preferably 2MBytes.

works as if the file server's hard

Remember

Your main ST - the file server -

should have a hard drive and least

4MBytes of RAM installed if you
are going to use the system seri
'TV!

from

Because it is the hub of the entire

exactly the same way as it would

ously. A printer of some kind is
vital in a business setting, the
higher the output quality the better.
Each subsequent node you add to

on a network.

System requirements

is for the file server to break down.

has to run the network software

and set it up as a new server - hard
drive space is quickly eaten up by
graphics and Desktop publishing

STs, TTs and Falcons to share

business are more likely to suffer
from wear and tear than if you're
just using your ST at home
That said, the worst thing that
can happen on a networked system

system and provides access to all
peripherals for the client nodes, a
breakdown can cripple the entire
system for the time it takes to get
your server repaired. That can be
days or it may even weeks,
depending on the service your
repair people provide.
You can sensibly prepare for
this possibility by ensuring that at
least one of your client nodes is
capable of taking over from the

add a hard drive to a second ST

DataNet Network enables up to 64

computers available, the chances

the hard drive in the main server

to cope with the needs of the entire

I Using these small cartridges the

Potential problems
Your ST is one of the most reliable

that

each

simply as a storage drive for the
client node data files.

Each

node on the system

drive is its own personal device;
data can be loaded and saved in

node

and

accessed

from

the

client

node's Desktop, files printed, data
sent by modem and received from
other nodes.

backup for the main server it can
also tackle larger tasks and applica
tions in everyday use. stf

G UP POWERNET
I The installation program enables

complete networking system
Ladbroke Computing, available in a

you to choose the driver that

selection of hardware formats enabling STs
to be networked via the cartridge, MIDI and

Please select the network hardware that the network will use

LAN ports. Although the MegaSTE, TT and

national:

Falcon030 have LAN ports, a special LANnet
cartridge must be used with these machines
because the PowerNet software has been
written to use the cartridge hardware.

The basic PowerNet setup consists of a

The network hardware provide* the physical connection between Machines.

the Lantech LT101 drivers. If you have

Vou «y have wore than one hardware type installed on a single computer.
For instance, a machine Maybe connected to a HIDI network and LflrJ port

tHega STEor TT) network at the sa*e tine and both will be functional.

Lantech LTMT"

Hega 5TE/IT DM port
Future expansion

:•>;•: !•>-:•

:•••:.::•;•.

•

expansion

{-"titurg t--k\: • :.-.:.7~

minimum of two nodes, an ST with a hard

drive and printer to act as the server and
another ST to act as the client node. The two

DataNet cartridges are connected by stan
dard coaxial cable using BNC twist-on con
nectors. You have to supply your own cable,
PowerNet only comes with the cartridges and
software. It's simple to set up - plug the car
tridges in your two machines and connect
them together using the cable.

2^^^^^^21EE]

then you pick the relevant MIDI box
or LAN port drivers. You can have any
combination of DataNet, LANnet and

MIDInet cartridges connected to your
server, and you can install multiple
drivers to suit.

l

replacement for GEMDOS enables files to be

ing the boot drive on the server - drive C if

shared between network nodes while the file

you use a hard drive - you select the hard

server gets on with other work. Run the con
figuration program and you're set to network.

ware driver and enter the drive letter of the

network so it can be repre
sented by a drive icon 01
Desktop. Other options ne

Each node has its own serialised software dri

node is a file server or a client,
the number of nodes on the sys

vers, that means you have to enter the serial

tem and the node ID

number of the disk when you run the installa
tion software. Only one machine on a net
work can use a particular set of drivers.
The installation software is easy to fol

Everything is laid out clearly in

low, with simple prompts and GEM windows

the MIDInet or the LANnet hardware

to help you get everything right. After choos

be set up, including whethei .

Installing a PowerDos network

matches the hardware you have - the
DataNet cartridge port hardware uses

instructs

number.

the manual and the instructions

are very easy to follow.
Once
the
program
installed you re-boot and Pc
DOS is installed, a multi-ta:

Please select devices to nake inaccessable to other nodes
Instructions:

BtlOM is i list of the BIOS devices that are available on this nachine.

They are all show in reverse type to nake the* inaccessible to other
nodes on the netwrtt. Generally sou would not want to grant access to
these devices, other than PSN (printer). If you have a printer, and writ
to grant access to it fro* other nodes, then dick on it, there My be
reasons any you iiould aant to allou access to the other devices over the
network, but that is beyond the scope of these instructions.
ex:

It's possible to restrict
client node's access to the
file servers' drives. There's

Please select drives to nake inaccessable to other node

not much point in a node
being able to access the
floppy drives of the file

You have set up this syste* as a server. Vou need to select the drivel

which should not be accessible to other nodes. Any drive in reverse 11
uill be unavailable for use by other nodes. Drives ft I B are in rever*

server, and you may want

type as they should nomally not be used over the network. This can be
ch»i9ed if desired. If you do not have a physical drive to correspond
with a drive letter, leave it as is. Thus, if you had drives fl, B, C,
D, E and F, and you wanted to block use of R, B and C, then click only

to limit the software and

data files available to your

client nodes. If you buy any

on those three letters. Leave all the rest as they are.

only legal to run it on one

QQEEHBEIElTILIIElI]

you purchase a special
network version or license
it for more than one node.

ISSUE

connected to the file server, this includes the

internal BIOS devices of the ST running the

52

client node to access the BIOS PRN device, this

enables any client node ST to access the printer

machine at a time unless

FORMAT

• Any client node can access the devices

network. Normally you would only set up a

commercial software it's

ST

Tontiruie"'""

Instructions!

LH

connected to the file server. Dead handy if you

E
5

Continue*

have a DTP or graphics setup with several STs
and a single laser printer.

-QUALITY PRINTERS
Silica Systems are pleased to recommend the high quality range of Seikosha printers. Builtto the highest standards
by a company that is used to manufacturing quality precision products. Seikosha are part of the massive
Seiko/Epson group with a turnoverof £6 billion and 18,000 staff! Every dot matrix printer from Silica comes with a
free printer starterkit which includes all you need to get up and running with your new Seikosha printer (see below).

•
_
•

f

FROM

*

SILICA

FROM
ONLY

£109
24-pin 80column 240cps

r%Ci /l/CDV Nextday - anywhere
L/C L. I V1- n f in the UKmainland.
during office hours.

AMIGA DRIVER Driver with every SL-95
For extra high quality output. Features include:
i DefinableDilherRoutines
• 16-pointColourAdjustment
• InkCompensation Correction

• Prints up to 256 Shades of Grey
• Enhanced Print Speeds
• FullControlof PrinterTypefac

Graphics/Paper Size,Margin:

, Workbench 2/3 GUI

CTADTCD KIT With every Seikosha
dot matrix printer

•

Seikosha SP-1900 Plus

•

Seikosha SP-2400

• Seikosha SL-90

•

9-Pin Dot Matrix

•

9-Pin Dot Matrix

•

24-Pin Dot Matrix

•

80 Column

•

80 Column

•

80 Column

•

/ K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

• 21K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts

• 20K Buffer + 2 Fonts

•

Parallel Interface

•

• Optional Font ROM

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x 144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

•

Auto Paper Load, Paper Parking

• Paper Parking Standard
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

Friction Feed and Push Tractor -

•

• 3'A" Disk wilh Amiga &STPrinter Drivers

PRINTER RRP

£149

•

STARTER KIT

£25

SAVING:

• 100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

Feeder - Paper Parking, Auto Paper
Load - Optional Automatic CSF
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
£185

PRINTER RRP

£199

STARTER KIT

£25

STARTER KIT

£25

TOTAL VALUE: £224

SAVING:

SAVING:

£71

FAST 128 nozzle INKJET
LATEST

£65

SILICA PRICE: £159

SILICA PRICE: £139

(COLOUR]

£159
+ VAT= £186.83 i

4ppm LASER

TECHNOLOGY

X128 NOZZLES

95

ULTRA FAST 300CPS LQ

SEIKOSHA

JFREE!

SAVE £80

i STARTER

I KIT &
I DELIVERY

• Built-in Semi-Automatic Cut Sheet

TOTAL VALUE: E210

2
HASL

Friction Feed and Push Tractor

£65

24-pin COLOUR

• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi
• Epson LQ850 Emulation

PRINTER RRP

SILICA PRICE: £109

5 Continuous Envelopeson Tractor Feed

£259 £179 V

•

TOTAL VALUE: £174

• 200 Sheets of Quality Continuous Paper

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

• Graphics Resolution: 144 x 72dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Auto Sheet Feeder Option
Every Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica comes
wilh a FREE Starter Kit, worth £29.36 (£25.ot).
1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 240cps SD, 192cps D, 84cps LQ

• 300cps SD, 240cps D, 60cps NLQ

• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ
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• HP LaserJet IIP" Emulation

~——-

ON-SITE WARR) NTY

/

3S8515 /

240

• Resolution: 300x300dpi -14 Resident Fonts

FREEI

80'COLUMN
PRINTER RRP

STARTER KIT

• 43K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi
• Epson LQ860/850/2500/2550 Emulation
• Colour Printing as Standard
(Includes Colour Ribbon - Black Ribbon Oplionat Exlral

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

J

• UsesOriginal HP'1 Font Cards

PLUS AMIGA

CPS
• Seikosha SL-95 - 24 pin - Dot Matrix
• 240cps SDraft, 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

• Semi Auto Single Sheet Feeder
• Optional Auto Cut Sheet Feeder

—

• Postscript Emulation Option (Extra)

PRINTER DRIVER

I

300 DPI

PPM
• OP-104-4 Pages per minute

£249

_E25

TOTAL VALUE:

£274

SAVING:

£95

SILICA PRICE:

£179

£179

+ VAT= £210.33 pubms

• Optional IBM, Epson &Diablo Emulation Cartridges

„„„ LETTER
CPS QUALITY
SpeedJET300 • Inkjet Printer
High Capacity 128Nozzle Inkjet Head
Large Ink Tank - uplo4.2 Million Characters
300 CPS Draft (Wcpi) - 300 CPS LQ (Wcpi)

COLUMN
PRINTER RRP

TOTAL VALUE:

24K Printer Buffer - 3 Built-in Fonts

2 iCCard Slots for Butler Expansion + Fonts
Parallel tIF- Graphics Res. 300 x 300dpi
HPDeskjet-Emulation (PCL3)
• Built-in Auto SheetFeeder(100Sheets)
• Economical toRun - only 1.3p perpage
Ultra Quiet • 46dB(A) Maximum

240693-1330

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ~]
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UKmainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstrationand trainingfacilities at all our stores.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Allof your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you withoffers + software and peripheral details.
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms (APR 29.8% - written quoteson request).
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our iatest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

£359

SAVINS:

£80

SILICA PRICE:

£279

£279
+ VAT =£327.83 pr^o

MAIL ORDER:
Opening Hours:

• Centronics Parallel i RS232C/RS422 Serial Interfaces

• 5I2K RAM - expandable to2.5Mb
• Ftexibte paperhandiing: Standard papercassette- TOO
sheets, Optional 2ndbin- 300 sheets
• Quiet Operation 46dB(A)
• Compact Design with Straight PaperPath
• Cable required: CAB 7500forPC- £9.95orCAB 7614for
ST/Amiga • £12.95

PRINTER RRP „., J899
TOTAL VALUE: £899
SAVINS: £450
SILICA PRICE: £449

£449

+ VAT =£527.58 lassxh

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-309 1111

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Tel: 071-580 4000

Order Lines Open; Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.0Qpm

LONDON SHOP:

No Late Night Opening

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late Nighl Opening

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Fax No: 071-323 4737

LONDON SHOP:

Selfridges (BasementArena), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

SIDCUP SHOP:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Opening Hours:

Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-7.00pm
Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Thursday - 8pm
Late Nighl: Friday • 7pm

Extension: 3914

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 468039
Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sat9.00am-6.00pm)

Lale Night: Thursday - 7pm

Fax No:

lJI^HJ.HJ,M.WilH:M^III:JJ.]?a^!l*.HJI!MH!M:M?^
Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

Postcode:

m

0702 466039

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-1193-84, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DXI

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

£359

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
ESOE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.

MASTERCLASS

GEM-VIEW

GET INTO GEM-VIEW
GEM-View is a powerful image conversion tool.
I DISTH EKIMHB. ESM1GC17B1.51 -

Clive Parker takes a look at its capabilities
You've seen all those power
ful graphics programs on
the PC and the Mac, well,

now you can use all those brilliant
256 colour pictures on your ST.
GEM-View is a powerful pic
ture conversion and manipulation
tool, enabling you to import pic
ture file formats that you couldn't
use before on your ST to be
imported into DTP and graphics
packages. Of course, you can use it

for looking at 256 colour and true
colour pictures but it has other
more useful functions. If you want
to view 256 and true colour images
on

a

standard

ST

then

Pho

tochrome 3 (supplied with POV on
ST FORMAT Cover Disk 49) shows

pictures with more than the stan
dard 16 colour palette, both on
STFMs and STEs.

The great thing about GEMView is that it makes a huge num-

LOFT CONVERSION

about using GEM-View.
Never display a picture
on-screen when you are
converting it, this slows

down the process which
takes a while anyway.
Use the keyboard
short-cut <Control> <ftf> to

start your conversion,

GEN-ViiN'
SAMING-OCmU LT

GIF 87a Inage

esior

• GIF 87b In age

Tricolor:us HlndoH Bltnap

OK

~ OEH-Uiw'

'

p t rmjfte-opnoHS

Amiga. One point to watch out for,
if you get files from Mac and
Amiga libraries then you must be
able to transfer them to PC disks so

that your ST can read them. Per
haps a friend with an Amiga or a
Mac can help you out.
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• Most good quality pictures use
256 colours and are sometimes

much bigger than the screen area,

the program holds a "virtual"
screen in memory enabling you to
256 colour GIF is 3214x725 pixels in

The latest version of GEM-View is

size, over nine times bigger in area

so big that it's archived in a 600K
ZIP file. You have to unpack it with

than your ST's high resolution

ST ZIP and then install it using its
own installation program, you can't
just copy the files to a floppy or on
to your hard drive. You can install
the program so that it works from
floppy drives, RAM disks or hard

screen and over 36 times larger
than the low resolution screen and

takes up over 2MBytes of RAM.

drives, but you need at least
1MByte of memory to do this.
At the start of the installation

program you are asked to enter a

To save you the hassle of ha\

GEM-View uses a pop-up menu

nenu. When you have set your

system, the two main menus are
the

"aufts. select the Global

Global

and

Preset

menus

which are used to set up most of
the options in the program.

the defaults.

menu appears ensure that

R

across the UK and the world, plus
hundreds of PD libraries catering
for the ST, PC, Macintosh and

_eJect the picture file format ei .
time you convert an image, use the
Saving Default option from the Extra

when the Picture Options

the "Do not show" option
is highlighted

a
•

bulletin boards and on-line services

It's self-installing

a PD library or that you've

few quick points to make

">—^
ST

scroll around large pictures. This

Before you start to
convert picture files from
downloaded from a
bulletin board there are a

ber of pictures instantly available
to you , there are hundreds of thou
sands of picture files available on

The Preset menu determines

Follow these steps for pain-free
picture
conversions.
Press

how the picture looks when it's

<CONTROL>

on

loaded. The Zoom factor is used

your first picture and select the

to load pictures at their actual

first picture to be converted...
You don't have to display pic

size,

<N>

to

start

or

at

larger

or

smaller

scales. You can disable colour

dithering or dither to various
numbers of colours or grey
scales. Other options set from
here are the brightness, the
number of colours and the RGB

(red, green and blue) scaling.
A reset button returns every

thing to GEM-View's default set
tings, any changes made are
saved permanently from the
Global menu.

tures on-screen to convert them,

you can convert 256 colour and
true colour pictures in memory

rwvinrBiEoi .air

"°"°

IBIF 87 b Inage

and save them to disk, even on

IBIF 87b linage

an ST with a mono monitor. You

iTaraa Inane

can also set up batches of pic
tures

to

convert

instead

of

going through the whole conver
sion process. Start a conversion
session as normal, and instead
again pnam&tmit with th

of selecting a specific picture to
convert, say a PC Paintbrush

We selector, tilts time you enter

PCX file called CHEETAH.PCX,

the d©s*3na*J©*t fUerrarara* This

type in ".PCX and click on OK.

normally defaults to the original

GEM-View now converts all PCX

• Clack an the Colour op ti on and

you m

name with a new mta extender t

files

match the new Hie type- CBctiin.

with just a couple of pauses to

in

the

chosen

directory,

on OK converts the ajciMffe to its

confirm that the correct destina

new format and sa»«s ft t» disk.

tion names are entered.

BEH-vlen'

window are the

file types to convert

TIFF

King on the ftte type a

(packed)

,iof file options pops u

TIFF

(8 DPS)

TIFF

(TrueColorl

F is the one you "S® rnasl

rd you can repeat the setu

Ill ST

FORMAT

ISSUE

5 2

D

Colours: Take Colours,

Colour Map and Colour
Scale. Take Colours uses the

colours for one image in another;
Colour Map provides sliders to
alter colours; Colour Scale
enables the RGB factors of the

image to be adjusted.
•--

Dither: Floyd-Steinberg,
JJN-Dither, Stucki, Halftone

and Quickdither. Various dithers

offering a range of results.
B

Export: Save file, Print
image or Send xAcc: Save
to disk, print a hardcopy if GDOS
is loaded or send the file to

, in the Saving

Tares Inage

EVEN MORE OPTIONS

another application using the
xAcc protocol.
B

Options: Global, Raster
and Invert. Global enables

the save format to be selected,

along with the Zoom factorRaster provides access to dither

ing, brightening, image crop
ping, dithering and rotation;
invert gives a negative image.
•

Picture Size: Half, Double

or Original. Enlarge or
reduce image size on-screen.
Window options:

Kan

Fullscreen, Iconify image

and Reload image. Display the
image on the full screen, save the
image as a CEM-View icon file or
reload from disk.

GEM-VIEW

code number, this is for registered
users of the program. With the
Shareware version you may ignore
the code entry, although after a
short time GEM-View stops work

ing if you haven't registered. The
toolbox option is disabled in the
Shareware version, you need the
full registered version to enable
you to use all the functions.
After

GEM-View is

installed

you can set about working on
some pictures. The program gives
better results in either low or high

resolutions if you just want to look
at them, the dithering patterns in
medium resolution are not very
good. The most useful function is
the

conversion

routine,

Each

picture

GEM-View

displayed

has

its

own

displays

in

its

attributes

in

MASTERCLASS

the

menu. All functions have a key
board
short-cut,
these
take

an iconified file, stored in

of the window functions
n

Global:

window:

to

be

calls

J

the

II

Auto

Iconify:

viewed

Preset: This calls the pre

iconified

sets menu.

function.

a

II

Motorola modes.

iconify function.

-i

Saves the

l-Path:

Select

the

kind

of

undo

External:

Assigns

an

j external

path to

the

path

| where pictures are to be

Identi: Selecting a file,
using the file selector.

file,

JG-Mode: Graphic mode,
toggle between Intel and

almost
I

Small windows: Windows

expand to fill the screen if
this option is not selected.

using the file selector.

every file type you've ever heard of
is supported by GEM-View. stf

Ensures

last closed window as an

HLoad: Load a picture file
disk

This

d

global menu.

attributes of an image
such as the path name, resolu
tion, image type and number of
colours are displayed here.

from

reset:

images retain their origi
nal palette when selected.

GEM-View's own special format.

window. Here's a brief rundown

Information

Colour

QOpen: Opens and displays

effect on the image in the top

Q

I

log window.

sub

Info: Diplays registration
information.

stored when iconified.

GEM-Uiew
OHI-VlCW Version 2.3*

CHai

6.

13931

S 1330-33 Dieter Fiebelkom
UrrengtcreJ Version taa-Vicw u

• Whafa happening?

SHflKEHfiEEl

The GEM-View log

IDINGEMUIEH.EBNP ICTURESNFflLCON.IMG
IS

a

3E0XE00

RGB

XIMG-fUe

window provides

with

16 colors

Information on the

|D!\GEMMIEW.23\P ICTURES'SFALCON.IMG

the Job you're doing*
and also supplies

IS a
Time

3E0XE0O RGB XIMG-file with 16 colors
for load ing and processing!
0:00!03j7
|d:\gemview.33\p ICTURES\FACE.JPG
is a
1EBX1E6 JPEG Image

• The preset menu and some of its

dithering options. You can display

details about

pictures and Images.

Align True-Co lor-picture width by 16•••done
Color-di then ng to £56 colors...done
Compressing c olormap...££ unique colors of ££6
Transfering i mage into standard format...done

your pictures with all kinds of weird
and wonderful dithers.

Time

for

load ing and

processing!

You can use the Icon

bar along the bottom
of the log window

0:00:09,6

Instead of the normal

drop down manus.

BLEU
31990-93 GrQner w«
by Dieter
4370 Ma
FiebelKorn

•

(Germa

•QlmlEB

view 256 colour

If you use Shareware software
on a regular basis then you
should register your copy with
the author of the program.
Shareware fees are normally
quite low, costing between £5 -

GIFs on a standard

£15 on average, and

for this

To register GEM-View, send

ST, but the colour

small fee it ensures that you

DM 40 in German money to:
Dieter Fiebelkorn, GrAner Weg
29a, 45768 Marl, Germany.

• (Above) You can

map is reduced to

receive the latest version of the

16 colours...

software as soon as it is com

pleted. GEM-View 2.3 costs DM
40 to register, that's about £16.

It's good value and it's probably
one of the most powerful graph
ics utilities available for the ST,
TT and Falcon.

A MULTIPLICITY OF FORMATS
GEM-View can display and convert a
staggering 28 different file formats

from a wide selection of platforms,
including PCs, Macs, UNIX and Sun
Sparc workstations. It can also load
and view ASCII files and First Word

Plus documents, so you can always
read any documentation associated

with any images you are viewing
File format

File extender

Art-Director Rasterfiles

Degas

ART

PI1. PI2, P13, PC1, PC2, PC3

Doodle Monochrome Rasters

DOO

Enhanced Simplex

ESM

Resource File

GEM-Metafiles Vector

GEM

Spectrum 512 Images
STAD Images

GEM-XImage Files
GIF Images 87/89
HAM Hold & Modify
IFF Imagefiles
Imagelab Images
JPEG Images
Load as Hexdump
MacPaint Image
MS-Windows Bitmap

IMG
GIF
IFF
IFF

B&W

RSC

SPU, SPC
PAC

Sun Rasterfiles

SUN

Targa Images

TGA

TIFF Format

TIF

Tiny-Compressed Images

TNI, TN2,

JPG

no specific extender
MAC

BMP, RLE

TN3, TNY

Vidas Image
Vivid Raytracing
X Bitmap-File

IMG
IMG
XBM

Neochrome Rasterfiles

NEO

OS/2 Bitmap

BMP

As you can see from this extensive list of

PC Paintbrush

PCX

file formats, GEM- View is an impressive

Portable Bit Map

P[BGP]M

picture converter
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EDUCATION

REVIEWS

MR SMART'S BIG TIME
A massive 25 educational games
are included in this package
which aims to teach six to 12

year olds a range of different
skills and encourages their
knowledge in a variety of inter
esting subjects.
You

start

off from

a

main

menu where you can choose any of
the modules - there are separate
instructions so you can get the gen-

eral idea of what you're supposed
to be doing before you actually let
yourself in for it - just as well since
some of the puzzles, particularly on
the harder levels, require a combi
nation of quick thinking and rapid
mouse movements.

You can choose from telling the
time, learning how
to use grids
along with
simple
addition

It's really designed for chil
dren

to

use on

their own

since

there's no chance for any input

from parents or teachers - there's
no score system you can print out

and sub

and check to see whether or not

your

child

is actually

learning

anything so you've got to

their names and more ,

real life questions
signs, capitals of coun

you can confidently match each flag

tries and parts of the body'
- you're first of all given a les

with the appropriate country.

son and then tested to see how

• Quick reflexes are essential to

have a pretty motivated

engage brain and mouse together

kid who's going to sit
through
all
these

and answer this one fast enough.

lessons on their own.

about things like traffic '
to show off your ignorance - unless

hazard - some of the modules tell

you that you made a mistake but
the others just ignore you - not
really the best way to go about
educating people.

traction,

games that
enable you to
match pictures with

• (Above) This is the perfect program

well you absorbed the information.
Telling you whether you got the
answers correct or not is a bit hap

Mr Smart's

Certainly the games
which are designed for
the lower age range such as
the colour recognition tasks
tend to be on the fiddly side and

MT Software £24.95
= 0983 756056

so are perhaps inappropriate. The
whole thing's created in STOS and
is reasonably bright and bold and

• Lots of sections to

there's also a selection of noises

Big Time

Highs
choose from. Wide

that accompany each section that

range abilities

liven things up.

addressed.

Plenty to keep the kids occu
pied for quite a while but not indepth enough for £25.
PAULA RICHARDS
• All the action starts here - just click

Lows

w

No consistent

reward systems.

No place for
parental help, input

\.

Lh»

or control.

on your chosen task and off you go.

I A quick refresher of what
you're supposed to be doing

JIGSAW

is at your fingertips, hit that
View option.

This literally is computerised jig
saw making but, compared to

can save half finished pic
tures

and

most

them

later if you

cardboard-to-software

come

back to

come

translations, this actually turns
out much better than playing
the real thing.
You can choose what picture

across an especially difficult
bit, you don't lose pieces

you want to play and add extra bits

pull the picture offthe card- I

to the program so you can swap

board backing.

again. If you can't see the point of

between jigsaws as you go - you

The
only
problem
really comes when you want
to look at the picture you're

this, you'll hate Jigsaw.

down the back of the settee

and fidgety fingers can't

trying to create - there's something
comforting about being able to

Dolphin Software
£9.99 • 0603 6117602

View and attempting to memorise

what you see isn't quite the same -

them off the main area. When you

Highs

or as easy.

want to look at the picture, click on

— Plenty of different
pictures to choose
from. Everything's
kept together
conveniently.
i

To start off you just load in

View and it rebuilds itself in front

the pic you want to create, choose
whether you want it to be created

of your eyes. A simple concept, as
traditional jigsaws are, but one well
executed. Worth getting if you're a
fan of jigsaws and also for the edu
cational shape-matching and mem
ory testing skills it enables your

jumbles it up and you move to the

•

ST

FORMAT
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Jigsaw

them - if you make a mistake it's
easy just to grab them and move

out of 40, 80 or 160 pieces, your ST

including the timer, enabling you to
test your powers of observation.

where you just pick up and place
the segments where you want

clutch hold of the box - clicking on

• Start everything off from here,

• Dolphin's logo neatly chopped into
little pieces and put back together

next screen where you can pick up
the pieces you want to concentrate
on - all the edges, for example.
Take the tray to the main screen

children to develop.
PAULA RICHARDS

Lows

No handy box so
you can refer to
the picture.

m

V

Hundreds of chances to play all the latest games
and see the big Christmas titles before they even
get released... Dexter Fletcher and Gamesmaster
broadcasting live to millions on Thursday...
Radio

roadshow

broadcasting

to

the

nation... your first chance to see next year's con

soles ana make your own mind up about all the

hype... see and play all the hot stuff on CD32,

mega CD, Mega Drive, Super lUintendo, Amiga,

PC, Game Boy and more... see what Commodore,

Sega, lUintendo, Acorn and Philips have to offer...

free ticket to see Disney's superhit Aladdin movie
before its UK premiere if you come to the show
Friday... Dexter Fletcher and the GamesMaster

Show live and direct every day... see what's hot
(and what's not!) from the likes of Electronic Arts,

US Gold, Konami, Domark, Core Design, Gremlin,
Accolade and dozens more... meet the people who
bring you this very magazine... like, you want a
reason why you should be there?... check out

loads of dealers selling all the latest gear at the

lowest prices... meet the programmers who make

the games and find out how (and why) they do
it... be a witness to the finals of the National

Computer Games Championships - with a cheque
for £10,000 to the winner at stake!... be a1 the

UK's most massive games event of 1993... Enter

the incredible Pinball Challenge and win a trip to
Chicago! Just turn up at the 21st Century standso what else are you doing on a weekend in

November anyway?... games challenges, competi

tions

and

1000s

of" chances

to

win...

simulators, virtual reality, Lazer Force... we're not
saying it won't be busy, because it'll be very busy
indeed... hot new live bands, very - very - loud
music blaring out at top volume on three massive
state-of-the-art video walls... goats: sorry, no

goats... dodgems, fairground rid bs... are you big

enough to take on the Typhoon? It's the only one
in the country and pulls a hairy
(whatever that
might mean)... oh yeah, and there's the World's
Largest Games Arena sponsored by Rumbelows...

how

The*
l i ssecond
econii

I

November 11-14 London Otympia

(Nintendo)

PO Roy 2

Fllfismfirfi Port. South Wirral L65 3EA

Future Entertainment Show

Ticket hotline closes 5th of November 1993

051-356 5065

Show hotline is now open:

The Future Entertainment

Price £6.95 each or £24.95 for family groups
of four (with at least one adult). Note: no
tickets will be available for sale on the day

051-356 5085. Call now!

The only way to get tickets is to phone

Tickets are only available in advance!

Come to the FES on Friday and get a free ticket
to see Disney's huge Christmas hit!

t^Maclcln110

?!
Grand Tota

I ICheque I I Postal Order

I. J Visa

i
I IAccess

J
Method of payment: (Please tick appropriate box)

£24.95 (Famil y ticket)

£ E
£ C

Total £

•
•

booking
E6.95 (Single ticket)

Number

required

Advance

Please reserve the following tickets for me:

I I Thursday 11th EJ Friday 12th
U Saturday 13th I I Sunday 14th

••••

nana anna

Expiry date: I II I I I I

direct mail from other companies

Please tick here if you don't wish to receive

Date

Telephone^

Show, PO Box 2, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EA

Please return this form and your payment to:- The Future Entertainment

•

Signature

Postcode

Address

Name

Please fill in this coupon clearly in block capitals

Credit card no:

••••

your preferred alternative. Please put 1,2,3 and 4 against
your first, second, third and fourth choice:-

Please make cheque payable to: Future Entertainment Show

State your preferred date to come to the Future
Entertainment Show. We'll do our best to send tickets of your
first choice, but should these be unavailable we will send you

Get your ticket now!

•

DREAMTEAM only £16.99

BITMAP BROTHERS VOLt
only El 6.99
Xenon,CadaverandSpeedbal II

RAVING MAD only £10.99

Tonlnetot II,Ska peons,W.W.F.

Mega twins, Rodland, Robocod

NAPOLEONICSonly £16.99

SOCCERMANIA only £9.99

POWER PACK IIonly £17.99

Wateitoo, Borodino
and Austerite

FootballManagerII,Qazza's Soccer, Football
Manager- W.C. Edtion, MicroproseSoccer

BIGBOXonly £15.99

PredatorII.Battle Master,Wings,
It Came From The Desert

TRIPLE PACK I (SPORTS)
only £12.99

Captain Blood, Tin Tin on the Moon,Safari Guns,

Teenage Queen. Bubble Pkie, PurpleSaturn Days,

BX3BOX II only £19.99
Back to the Future III,R-Type, IK), Reel
Ghoatbueters, Def of the Earth,TV Sports Football,
Shanghai Armalyte, Sinbad, Bomboozal

MicroprceeSoccer, Panza Kick Baring

Krypton Egg,Jim pingJackson,BoBo,Hostage*

and X

Pool

FLIGHT COMMAND only £14.9S

4 WHEELDRIVE only £19.99

POWERPACKonly £14.99

Elwlnator, Strike Force Harrier,

LctusEsprt, CeesaST4Ra>y, Tean Suzuki

Xenon 2, TV Sports Football, Bloodwychand
Lombard Rally

Lancaster, Sky Foxand Sky Chase

and Com bo Racer

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only HIM

RAINBOW COLLECTION only £13.99

RoboCop, Ghoetbueters2, IndianaJones,

New ZealandStory,BubbleBobble,

Batman the Movie

Rainbow Islands

MAX EXTRA only CI 7.99

GRANDSTAND only £16.99
Gazza Super Soccer. Pro Tennis Tour.
World Class Leaderboard and Continental Circus

TRIPLEPACKII(ACTION) only £1299

NINJA COLLECTION only £10.99

Turricen II,STOregon, SWIVandNightShit

Streetfigrter,RIckDangerousll,

D.Dragon, ShadowWarrior, D.Ninja

Last Crusade Action

SUPERHEROES only El0.99

2 HOT2 HANDLE only £19.99

AWARD WINNERS ONLY £18.99
KickOff II,Pipemania,Space Ace

StriderII,IndianaJones, Last NinjaII
and Spy who loved ae

Golden Axe Tout Recall, Shadow Warrior,

and Populous

Super Off Road Racing

STRATEGYMASTER onlyC21.99

SUPER FIGHTER

THEGREATEST only £19.99

Deuteros, Populous,Hunter,
Chessplayer2150 andSpitts of Excaiibur

only £16.99

J.W WhkMrind Snooker, Lureof the Temptress and

PBighter.W.W.F., FinalFight

Shuttle

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE:

0818899172
ENQUIRY/ORDER UNE:

118a Palmers Road

New Southgate
LONDON N11 1SL
TOP TITLES
3D Construction Kit
3D Construction Kit II

ST

Action Stations

£1299
£36.99
£23.99
£23.99
£1299

Agony

£1599

Air Combat Patrol

£19.99
£15.99
£16,99
£1699

A320AirbusEurope
A320 Airbus USA

AirSupport
Aliens III*
A Maclean's Pool

ACTION MASTERS

StWRTSCCLLBCTION

only E9.D9
TurboOutrun, F18Co« bntPlot, luly 1890,
Wekcrieand Doubts DragonII

Run the Gauntlet Pro Tennis Tour

Speebound Dizzy end KwikSnak

FOOTBALL CRAZY

onlyEia99

only £1699

081 361 2733

KickOffII,Playet Managerand IC0.il FinalWhistle

Cadaver, Bloodwych,IronLordand Midwinter

ST

TOP TITLES

TOP TITLES

ST

TOP TITLES

ST

£19.99
£20.99

Lemmrigs and Data Disk .... £19.99
Lemmings II
£19.99

Snow Bros
Soccer Kid

£1688

Elf
Elvira Mistress Dark
Elvira II - Cerberus

£1299
£21.99
£2199

Lemmings-Data Disk
Lemmings-Stand Alone
Liquid Kids"

£1199
£9.99
£1699

Epic

£19.99
£1699

Little Devil*
Loom

£17,99
£11.98

Space1888
SpaceGun
Space Crusade
Special Forces
Steel Empire

£1699
£1298
£1699
£2199
£2098

£1299

Lost Patrol

£1599

StereoMaster

£2599

£21.99
£1299
£696

Lotus TurboChallenge II
£699
LotusTurboChallenge III.... £1699
Lureof the Temptress
£19.99

Street Fighter II
Strke Fleet

£17.99 War Zone (CoreDesign)
Whte Death(1 Meg)
£9.99

Striker

£1599

Wild Wheels

£14.99

Ml Tank Platoon
MacDonaldiand

Soup Trek*
Super Cauldron

£1589
£1699

WizKW

£1599

AT.AC*

£2199

Falcon Mission Disk II

..£698

M. Drrka Ultimate Football*

A-Train*

£17.99

Falcon 3.0*

£2199
£1699
£1699
£1699
. £7.99

MegaFortress
MegaSports
MegalraveUet II
Merchant Colony
Microprose Golf

£14.99 Super Space Invaders
£698 Super SWIV*
£1699
The Games 92 Espana
£19.99 Thek Finest Hour
£1699 The Manager
£20.99 ThunderhawkAH-73M
£1699 Thunder Jaws
£1699 Tip Off

Bart vs The World*

B.AT. II
Batman Returns*

£1699

Fantastic Voyage
Fateof Atlantis (Arc)
Final Blow

FinalFight
Fire and Ice.,..
FirstSamural

£1599

. £7.99
£20.99

£9.98
£9.99

Magic Pockets
ManUtd. Europe

Midwinter II

£1298

Mkg 29 Fulcrum
Monkeylsland

£9.99
£1599

ToonworkJ'
Tornado'

£1699
£1699
£2199

50x15 DS
100x15 DS

DD
DD

£21.88
£38.88

Troddlers*

£1599

Trolls

£1698

Twiight 2000'

£2189

£1699

N.Mansel WorldChamp.... £2099

Future Wars
Gauntlet III

Ultima V
Ultima VI

£19.99
£20.99

£1699
£1699
£10,99

Caesar
California Games II

. £7.99

Campaign

£2299
£10.99
£23.99
£1299

Campaign Mission

Campaign II*
Captive
CaptiveII*
Carl Lewis Challenge

£17.99
£1599
£1699

Castles
Castles Data Disc

Championship Manager
Championship Manager 93
Chaos Engine
Chase HQ II
Civilisation
CY'sAirCombat
Cod Croc Twins
Cool World

Com bat Air Patrol
CovertAction

CrazyCars III
Cruisefora Corpse
Crystal Kingdom Dizzy
Cyberspace*
D-Day
Dalek Attack
Darkmere
Deliverance
D/Generation

Disciples of Steel
Doodlebug
DoubleDragon III
Dreadnoughts
Dreadnoughts Bismark
Dreadnoughts ironclad

OBITUS
Ork

£10.99
£10.99

Gobliins II
Gods

£19.99
£14.99

Oullander
£16.99
PacKic Islands - T.Yankee II £20.99

Golden Shot

£1699

Pacific Islands Mission Disc'£14.99

Q Gooch Cricket (1 Meg) £19.98
Graham Taylor
£1599

GrandPrix (Formula)
Gunship2000*
Guy Spy

£20.99
£699

Plan 9 From OuterSpace .... £699
Populous* Promised Lands.. £9.99
Populous II(1 Meg)
£20.89
PopulousII (Ha> Meg)
£20.98
Premier Manager
£1699
Premier Manager II
£1699
ProFlight
£3098

Hero'sQuest (Grem)

. £699

PushOver

Hill Street Blues

. £698
£1699
. £699

Putty*
Ragnorok*
RaikoadTycoon

£1689
£1699
£1699

Reach for the Skies

£1699

International Open Golf
£1599
International Sports ChalL .. £1588

Red Zone

£1598

Risky Woods

£1599

ishar-Legend Fortress

Road Rash
Robin Hood
Robocod

£1699
£1699
£7.98

Robocop III

£699

Hard Nova
Harrksr Assault AV8B

£1699

PacJic Islands II'
Parasol Stars

£1699
£2199
£17.99
.£7.99
£14.99
£2199
£19.99

£1699

Harlequin
Heimdall

History line 1914-16*
Hook

I. Bothams Cricket

£19.99

£20.99

JaguarXJ220*
£1599
James Pond III (OpStarfish)* £1699
£18.99
J.Whle'sWhirtwiid
J. Barnes (1 Meg)
£1588

£699

KGB

£20.89

Rod Land
Rookies*

£1299
£17.99

£1299

Kick Off 11(1 Meg)

£1699

R-Type II

£14.99

£1699
£1599
£11.99

Kid Gloves II

£1599

Sabre Team

£1699

KILLING GAME SHOW

£1598

Secret WeapLuft*

£19.99

Knight Mare
Knight of the Sky
Krusky'sSFunhouse*
Lawn Mower Man * .,..
Leander

£699
£2189
£1699
£1699

Sensible Soccer 92-93
Shadowlands
SHADOWBEASTII
Shadow Worlds

£1699
£20.99
£699
£1699

£1599

Shoot em up Con. Kit

£11.99

Leathal Weapon

£1698

ShuttletheSim

£11.99
£1599

Leeds Utd

£1699
£6.99

Silent Service II
Sim Earth

£17.99
£1299
£1699
£22.99

Duck Tales Quest for Gold

£1689
£1699

£11.99
£1699

£14.99
£1699
£23.99
£20,99
£1699
£1699
£1699
£2199
£1699
£17.99
£1199
£2199
£20,99

Chuck Rock II*

Getysburg
Global Effect
Global Gladiators

Legend

£7.98
£20.98
£1699
£2199

3D Pool

£599

Addams Family

£7.99 IK+

Afterburner

£599

Impossible Mission II

Altered Beast
Arkanoid II
ATOMINO

£699
£698
£599

James Pond

Barbarian
Barbarian II
Batman The Movie
Battlehawks 1942

£598
£699
£699
£9,89

Kid Gloves

BloodMoney
Bully'sSporting Darts

Last NinjaII
Last NinjaIII
Little ComputerPeople
£699 Lombard RAG RaHy
£7.99 Lotus Esprit

Cabal
California Games

£699
£588

M. Jackson Moonwaker

MYDDLETON
ROAD

Midnight Resistance

Carrier Command

£588

Midwinter

£588
£599

Moonshine Racers

Chase HQ

£599

Murder

Mouse (Switch* Ne)

Cloud Kingdom

£599

Colossus Chess
Combo Racer
Continental Circus

£699
£599
£5.99

Deluxe Strip Poker
DoubleDragon Ior II
Dragon Ninja
F16 Combat Pilot
FO.F.T

£699 Operation Steakh
£599 OperationThunderbolt
£599 Operation Wolf
£699 Outrun Europe
£588 Pang
£7,99 Panza Kickboxing
£598 Pinbal Magic

Gauntlet II
Ghostbusters II
Ghouls'n'Ghosts
Golden Axe
HeadoverHeels

£599
£699
£589
£599
£699

Duel

Fantasy World Dizzy

NavySeals
New ZealandStory
North 4 South
Out Run

Prffighter

£598

Platoon

£599
£599
£599
£9.99
£588

Predator

H. H Guideto Galaxy

£7.99 Predator II
£6.98

Prince of Persia

MagicMaths(4-8)
Maths Mania

Noddy's Playtime
The Three Bears

Postcode:

N22 4NQ.

081
889 9172

Price
iP&P

Access [2

•Notreleasedattmeofgoingtopress

•••»
W\
•
^A

M Total
IQial

£1689
£1689
£1599
£14.99
£14.99
£1699
£1699
£1699
£1188
£1199
£1189
£1599
£1699

£1699
£11.98
£14.99
£14.88
£1699
£14.99

BUY 4 budget titles and
get the 5th one FREE!

Rainbow Islands
Ram bo III
RBI2 Baseball
Resolution 101

Rick Dangerous II
Robocop

RobocopII
Rolling Ronny
R-Type
Run The Gauntlet
R.V.F.Honda
Shadow of the Beast

Shadow Warrior
Sherman M4
Shinobi
Smash TV

Stunt Car Racer

Switch Blade
Switch Blade II
Swiv

Teenage MutantTurtles
Tennis Cupp II
Terminator II
Thunderstrike
Toki
Toobin'
Turricanll
Untouchables
Vigilante
WC Leaderboard

£588
£689
£699
, £698
£699
£6.99
£7.99
£699

£699
£9.99
£689
£599
£699
£699
£589
£589
£699
£699
£699
£599
£589
£689
£699
£699
£699
£699
£599
£7.89
£599
£599
£7.99
£599

£7.89

World Championship Boxing

£699
£699
£699
£699

Zak McKracken

£699

Tel:

Account No:

Visa£

. £1699
. £1589
£1699
£1699
£1699
£1699

SPECIAL OFFER

Date
Price
Card No: _
Exp Date _

202

Fun School 4 7+

Name: _

Price

MAY VARY.

Fun School 3 7+

Address:

Price

LONDON

SHOP PRICES

Merlins Maths

Fun School 3 under 5
Fun School 3 5-7

Supaplex
Super Cars II
Super Off Road
£699 Super HangOn

Pirates

Plotting

Paint and Create

Spelling Fak

*Please quote special offer when ordering for ittoapply.

ATARI ST
.

WOOD GREEN

£299
£699
£699
£9.99
£599
£599
£599
£699
£7.99
£299
£699
£699
£599
£699
£9.88
£699
£9.99
£7.99
£9.99
£588
£599
£9.99
£599
£599
£7.88
£599
£598
£7.99
£8,99

Hudson Hawk

Europe: add£3.50peritem. Elsewhere add£5.50peritem, Newttteswillbesentasreleasedand
are subjectto manufacturers price reviews. E.&O.E. PLEASE SEND ME MY FREE COPYOF

Computer
Title

Inoy LastCrusade Graphic .
J.Khan Squash

ADI Maths 13-14

Pro Tennis Tour
Puzznic

Hunter Killer

CelicaGT4 Raly
Centrefold Squares

SHOP

'THE REVIEW BOOKLET. •

Also available:

DS HD disks please phone for
prices

ST BUDGET TITLES UNDER E10

Please makecheques andP.O.'s payable toEagle Software. P&Pis£1.00peritemintheUK.

AT

Pleaseadd 50p per 10 discs when
orderingto cover P&P

£2199

VISIT OUR

120a

with Libels boxed in 10's
£5.99

£1299

ADI French 13-14

ADIMaths11-12
ADI Maths 12-13

Fun School 4 under 5

3.5 DS DD discs
£11.98
£1588

£1699

Cadaver- the pay off

£588
£1699

DD
DD

MrNutz

£9.98 UMSII
£20.89

£599

DD

Nam 1965-75

£2199

W.W.F

DS

£11.99

ADIFrenchll-12

£1299 BetterSpelling8-14
£1299 Better Maths 12-16

DS
DS

£1698

Nick Faldos Golf

£1699
£1688
£1598
£19.99

10x15

FirstSamu/MegaLoMan

OperationStealth
O.SharifBridge

VoHied
Vroom
Waker
War in the Gulf

20x15
30x15

Flightof the Intruder
FootballManagerHI*

£1299
£1599

£1599

£1699

Flashback *

. £698

Video Kid

Viking Fieldsof Conquest.... £1599 ADI French 12-13

£1699

£10.99

Body Blows*
Buck Rogers
BurnUp*

£16.88 ADI English11-12
£11.88 ADIEnglish 12-13
£1599 ADIEnglish 13-14

£20.99

£1699
£1699
£1699
£1699
£19.99

BCKid

Utopia
UtopiaNew World
Utopiall"

£19.98

Battle Command

EDUCATIONAL

£1688

£699 W.W.F. II
£1698 Zool*
£20.98

Battle Isle

Battle Toads

Universal Monsters

£1598

F.APremler Lgue Football.. £1699
FaceOff-Ice Hockey
£699
Falcon
£9.99
Falcon Mission Disk I
„ £698

£23.99

ST

Dungeon/Chaos
Dyna Blast

Simpsons
£698
Sleepwalker(1 Meg)STE .. £1199

AquaticGames star J Pond
Arabian Nights*
Armourgeddon
£15.99
Armourgeddon Upgrade* .. £10,99

. £699

TOP TITLES

Legendsof Vakxir
Lemmings

F29Retalator

, £9.99
£1699
£2299

RickDangerousll, GhostbustersII,Cunship,
Super Ski and HardDraring

£19.98
£19.99

FHTomCat*

£2699
£1599

QUEST AND GLORY

Dune II*

Dune*

AMNIOS
£15.99
Ancient Art of War in Skies £2199

B17 Flying Fortress
Barbarian II(Psyg)

ACTION 5 only £19.99

24 HOUR FAX UNE

Another World

Awsome

only £9.99
and World Cup Soccer (Italia'90)

081 361 5730

F15Strike Eagle II
F117AStealth Fighter'
F19SteaHi Fighter

£17.99
£1699
£1699

DIZZYS EXCELLENT ADVENTURES only
£14.99
Drcy Panic,BubbtoDizzy, DizzyPrinceof YokFok

Cheque £

P.O'sQ

Free Membership with First Order. No obligation to re-r
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FEEDBACK I

FEEDBACK
Is something bothering you? Then get it off
your chest and down on paper. We want to
hear what you have to say
Just pass the buck

In reply to Darryl Still's letter in
STF 50, I must say that it is time

interest, perhaps even commission
some STE and Falcon only games.

So what have Atari ever given

basher" and shouldn't be consid

them computers. What a pathetic

ered as such. The Falcon's capabili
ties far outweigh those of the

excuse! Go to Kev Bulmer's house

and give him a Falcon, get him to
sign any necessary paperwork on
the spot where you can talk to him
in person and then go and tell US

that he (and the whole industry)

us apart from the ST and Falcon?

stopped passing the buck. The
problem seems to stem from the

Well, they have given us launch

A1200, but at the same time as its
abilities in other areas there is no

dates that were not met or how

bad marketing that seems to be so

doubt at all that it makes a very

about an undersupported STE! Mr

prevalent on the ST and Falcon

scene. Take the £159 STFM, Atari

Still may think the Falcon is the
best thing since sliced bread, but it

fine games machine as well. We
shall be considering this issue in

drop the price, but do they bother

can't sell itself so I think it should

more depth next month - that
issue's due to come out on Tues

be advertised as all things to all

day 9 November, so make sure you

tising apart from a few ads in spe

men - even as a games machine.
Mark Brill, Kent

order a copy now.

cialist Atari magazines.
I would say that Mr Still is a

Stf: Sorry to disappoint you Mark,

What have you given us?
Reading the "Sorry we can't create

but the chances of the Falcon being

latest praise of the ST, but what
can we expect from a magazine

support for our customers but it

"sold" as all things to all men are

that naturally depends on its sub

pretty remote. Atari are adamant

isn't our fault" reply from Darryl
Still this month made me jealous

that they're not going to position it

Although

that somebody else has found a

hardly going to report on the sig

to tell anybody? Atari release the
Falcon but again there is no adver

very good marketing manager but
he seems to have a lot of problems
putting his strategies into practice.
It's about time that Atari pulled

Gold about it. Am I being naive?
Wouldn't at least a phone call be
easier than sending a form and
leaving Kev to sort ot out?
It's good to see that Darryl at
least does something at work, that
is reading ST FORMAT for all the

ject's existence and popularity?
unbiassed,

you

are

their fingers out and launched an

in the market as a games machine

aggressive ad campaign - not in

way of being paid for pathetic per

- Paul Welsh of the company said

nificantly higher profile of consoles

time for Christams but now! There

formance. Boo hoo, so people

in no uncertain terms at the dealer
days that it was "not the A1200

-

won't sign forms so you can't give

laugh in contempt when I finally

is just enough time for Atari to

how

much

my schoolfriends

push their ST range and drum up

KEEP THE JAPANESE (SIC) AT BAY
, will no longer be reading ST FORMAT as
a result of the racial slur printed therein.
STF now advertises itself as "The world s
best selling ST magazine." When you go

am uncertain. I remember when the rally

ing cry around the world was that the
Japanese were coming to take over the

home computer market. MSX wasthe sys
tem that was going to make total net

over 900 more were reported missing

1

mostly captured. This comment in STh
comes at atime when this is still an issue^
Well, this is one American of Japanese

ancestry who will be J-p^JJ *""

another issue of STVF°"MAl
working of home appliances possible and reading
George Yamataga via CompuServe
was going to make the home appliance
automation envisioned in the '50s by Ray stf: George, I'm very sorry that you were
raises my ire is that the racial epitome, Bradbury a reality. Well, these days keep
so sensitive to the caption for Battle•Jap " has never been used in my pres
ing the Japanese industrial might at bay is
1942. The word in questwn was
ence'in anything but a derisive manner I a real or imagined thing of concern for hawks
not
intended
to be used offens.vely recently met a British gentleman who many. If you want to read about the fear merely as an abbreviation.
You can see for
used the ethnic slang with venom and that the Japanese and MSX instilled in the yourself that had we used the
whole word
vehemence. He was one of the survivors home computer industry, just pick up a •Japanese" in the caption some
the
of the torpedoing of the HMS Prince Of copy of BYTE or Compute! from around text would have run on, the capt.on ofwould
Wales, the cruiser that encountered the ten years ago. Fear of Japan's competition have been incomplete and'-™* ™™£
German pocket battleship. Bismark and in world markets and Japan bashing is None of the members of the ST FORMAT
had observed the sinking of the Hood. The nothing new.
team is of the age to remember any of the
.
cruiser was sent from the North Atlantic
Incidentally, the civil rights organisa
although I appreciate that some of
to the Pacific to help in the defence of tion JACL, of which I am a member, is war,
our readers may do, and so the word cer
Singapore. The British gentleman survived fighting a legal and media battle ma
doesn't hold the connatat.ons for us
the Imperial air attack only to spend three township in Texas. The city council there tainly
does for you. As for it bemg a
years in a POW camp in Malay suffering saw fit to name an avenue. Jap Avenue. thatVit
editorial comment if Andy
degradation and deprivation at the hands The council maintains that it is only an "veiled
Hutchinson had been Editor, I doubt very
of his Imperial Japanese captors, so I sus abbreviation used on the street awa-The much if that is the case.
pect there are a number of Brit.sh males mayor of the town has confided to
As far as I'm concerned, I have noth
at retirement age who fully embrace the reporters that he considers it an ethnic ing against the Japanese at all - my
STF statement with enthusiasm. They may slur. That this happened in Texas is an brother is married to a Japanese g.rl and
even engage with STF to win the program
affront to history. In the Black Forest on nas lived very happily in Japan fo, nearly
that is listed in the number one slot^
Germany a battalion of Germans was two and ahalf years. Ido not consider the
The second thought is that if Andy encircled. The Japanese 442nd regiment word "Jap" to be insultmg, and ne.ther
Hutchinson was Editor I would have was sent in to save less than 600 Texans
thought this was a veiled editorial state at a loss of 1.200 killed and wounded and did I intend to cause any offence.
ment, but with Paula Richards as Ed.tor I

global you have to take into consideration
the sensibilities of your cosmopolitan
readership. The reason that statement
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,'VECOTATAUNT^
address be.ow and we can take
rorbu*««*p<zrmers
Mha want to share

it from there.

Bethune

•-* -triira-nr-

either of these
. .„mv bit to boost the
f shareware m tne

have my ««

.. tannics that any-

ht want to comp.

rtmersinterefte^- putt.me

an^nfwho's f°^*« • »"' 'ST'*-**

admitto owning mytrusty ST. Yes,
schoolfriends,
aren't

all

us

releases,

ject of Atari's claims fo support for
their machines. You might be scep
tical, but there is possibly some

disconnected sitting on top of a

truth in their claims - this time at

which appeared to be a task in
itself. I was only shown True Paint

well, I have yet to see any of the
massive
campaigns
that
are
planned by Atari.

holding meetings for the specialist
press ensuring the best coverage
possible for the machine and gen
erally holding a much greater pro
file in the specialist computer
press. Peter Walker of Atari's public
relations company said that the
Jaguar was "the most significant

bundle of wires. To be shown the
machine it had to be connected

which the assistant said was the

only fully installed program.
The assistant did not speak
favourably about the Falcon and
implied that it was a waste of

money. I appreciate that everyone
is entitled to their opinion but I feel
that he did not really know how to

Atari launch for the last four or five

obtain the best results from the

years." Even Computer Trade
Weekly, the industry's trade paper
who are normally less than patient
with Atari were being positive say
ing "Whilst it's clear that the
machine has an advantage with its
ultra aggressive pricing, it also
boasts an impressive array of tech

computer. I am not satisfied with

nical features."

the

demonstration

I have

been

given - and I am sure this is the
case for many Atari customers. I
can see why the Falcon is not sell
ing as well as it ought to, it's
because of the total lack of interest

I have seen by the people who are
selling the machine.
Stephen Rackley, Kent

15 year olds

Mr Still, I have tried to cover

Nintendo-addicted

all possible loopholes in this letter
but I expect you are already think
ing of "infallible" answers to my
criticisms and of how disappointed
you are that I blame you for other
people's lack of cooperation and
how Atari are doing their best etc,
etc. Apart from the marketing lead,
no competition and bigger sales,
what have Atari ever given Com
modore? Don't make me laugh, I
am neither impressed not amused.

files with programs like Calamus
SL or Pagestream 2.2. I visited my
local dealer which is the Silica Sys
tems in Sidcup. I expected to be
shown the Falcon with great enthu

area. Also watch out for our next

Mark Harold, Kent

siasm - but was disappointed. The

morons, as you may think.
I am fed up with Mr Still's
continual

Falcon was not visible or on show,
it was stuck between two PCs and

least for the Jaguar. Atari are even

talents, get •"tou

»(•

stf: This was just one of several
letters I received on the same sub

claims

of

expected

didn't come for the

imminent

support
STE

and

(it
it

won't magically appear for the Fal
con or Jaguar) and Atari's efforts
and high profile. None of these
exist apart from some efforts
which are directed into sending
forms
and
not
development
machines. And as for advertising,

Just show me, OK?!

Before deciding to buy a Falcon, I'd
like to see a

shows

me

demonstration that

all

aspects

of

the

stf: Atari are in the process of
addressing this very problem

and since I am in the

through their sessions of dealer
training, which have only just com

printing industry I am particularly

menced. Get in touch with Atari on

curious to see how it performs on
colour separation using true colour

who should be able to tell you the
best people to go and see in your

machine -

issue where we'll be examining the
Falcon in much more detail than

we have done previously - you can
then go and tell the slack dealers a
thing or two!

BUT WHAT ABOUT US BUSINESS USERS?
I am becoming increasingly concerned about
the future of Atari. Both my ST and TT run
without problem and in general appear to be
more stable than the Macs and PCs at work
and the total cost of hardware and software

remains cheaper. I use my machine for busi
ness and scientific purposes but I feel that
Atari have little interest in users like me. To

raise the image of Atari in business and sci
ence arenas, consider these problems and
possible solutions.
1. Operating system enhancements. I have
invested in MultiTOS and SpeedoGDOS. Both
seem to answer long-standing deficiencies
with the ST series and approach the facililties

offered by Window 3.1 and System 7. Soft
ware developers, however, suggest they do
not see these enhancements as being central
to the future of Atari. In other words they
may not adjust or develop their software to
make full use of these programs. Without
proper multi-tasking and font handling. Atari
as a business tool is dead. Furthermore, Atari
need to develop these systems to include

Furthermore, I'm not too sure which soft

ware developers you've been talking to but
certainly the major players in the ST world do
see SpeedoGDOS and MultiTOS as absolutely

more powerful machines. While the Falcon is
novel with its DSP chip, it is based on a
16MHz 68030 which, by the standards of the
50MHz 80486 or 68040 based computers, is

for example, are upgrading many of their pro
grams to work under both these systems.

not fast. We need a 33MHz 68030 Falcon this

Wordflair 2, the upgrade to the program

year costing about £1,200 including monitor,
4MBytes RAM and 80MByte hard drive.

we're giving away on the Cover Disk this
month, is SpeedoGDOS-compatible.

I believe that Atari should decide now their

plans for the future and pass them on - some
thing they have never done. This would give
us the feeling that they have plans for surviv
ing beyond the end of the current year.
Philip Bath, Surrey

To compete with PCs Compo are offering
PC emulation in the form of Falcon Speed
which costs only £229. Put that into your
machine and you've got a PC and Falcon in
the same case. Not everybody wants to use
their Falcons for business use and for pro

stf: I understand what you're saying, Philip,

grams like Microsoft Word so it would seem
unnecessary to include a PC and/or Mac emu

essential to the future of the Falcon. Hisoft,

but

can't connect it to the network at work and

investment from Atari that from their track

machines,

use common resources such as printers as

record at least suggests they won't even con
sider. However, there are several third party
companies who are currently providing the
services you suggest. For example both Lad
broke Computing and System Solutions sell
networking options which enables you to
connect it to the networking system at work

Gasteiner and from System Solutions Isoon!)
enabling you to take your machine to faster

Macs and PCs can. The hardware is in the TT
2. Whatever the merits of software like Cala

mus and Didot, little Atari software is indus

try standard. To offer effective competition
these machines need to be able to run stan

ST

contribute some cash themselves.

3. Hardware enhancements. To compete with
Macs and PCs today, the top end TT and Fal
cons should offer built-in PC and preferably
Mac compatibility.
4. The next machines. Atari need to develop

- but that does assume you have an ST-only
set-up there. In practical terms, though, how
many businesses actually use a combination
of STs and Macs? We're probably the most
likely candidate with our ST/Mac system, but
even we don't have that great a need to link
up the different sorts of machines. See the
feature on page 89 for more details.

dynamic data exchange and networking. My
TT has an integral Apple compatible LAN
port, as do Mega STEs and Falcons, but I

but no software is available.

rj

dard software like Microsoft Word and Pagemaker as run on IBM compatibles and Macs.
Because the companies supporting this soft
ware are unlikely to voluntarily port their
products over. Atari would probably have to

FORMAT
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you're

expecting a

huge

amount

of

lator as a matter of course. As regards faster
accelerators

are

available

from

speeds. The standard hard drives that are

supplied are 80MBytes - and at no extra cost.
There are no details yet as to other members
of the Falcon family, but it is likely that their
speed is a development consideration.

ESSENTIAL
CONTACTS
Find that important number...
Academic Software

0296 82524
0962 877788

Acclaim

081 977 0880

Accolade

Korg

0525 873942

Krisalis

0709 372290
0734 844335

0942 488174

Kuma

Alternative Software

0977 797777

Ladbroke Comput

Analogic Computers
Aquila PDL

081 546 9575
081 778 0844
0733 68909
0753 533344

Atari UK

Audiogenic Software

0737 222003

Caledonia PDL

0463 225736

Cambridge Business Software
Care Electronics

ng

International

0772 203166

LAPD

0773 761944

Laser Distribution Ltd

010 508 792 6618

Lexicor Software (Europe)
010 43 1 36 75 92
Llamasoft

0734 814478

0763 262582

Loriciel

0923 894064

Marpet Developments

010 33146 88 28 38

021 625 3399

Centresoft

CGS ComputerBild
Cheetah

081 6868121

0579 82426

Lexicor Sooftware (USA)

081 424 2244

Beaujolly

0423 712600
Meedmore

051 521 2202

061 707 7080

Michtron

Codemasters

0926 814132

Microdeal

0525 713671

Coktel Vision

010 33146 30 99 57

MicroProse

0666 504326

010 1313 334 5700

Compo Software

0480 891819

Millennium

0223 844894

CompuServe

0800 289378
0332 297797

Creative Sounds

0272 244395

Mindscape
Mirage
Music Pro Import
New Age PDL

0444 246333

Core Design
Daze Marketing
Digita
Digital Integration
Dolphin Software

071 490 2944

Domark

081 780 2222

0395 270273

0276 684959
0603 617602

Douglas
Communications

061 456 9587

Electric

Ocean/Hit Squad

0234 843388

Premier Mail Order

0268 271172

Pro Music

0284 765765

Psygnosis

051 7095755

RC Simulations

Renegade

EMagic
Empire
Empire/Readysoft
Europress Software

0462 480000

Roland

0268 541212

Rombo

0268 541126

Silica Systems

next

four issues, aren't you?

Of course you are. So why not take
advantage of this fabulous offer
that we're giving you? All you have
to do is fill in the snappily entitled

your copy of

•"heBe», of

STF, no more

ST FORMAT

blindly look
ing through
all the old

ads trying to i

figure out

J

which is

I

form below - "Reserve your copy
of ST FORMAT and get this fantas

the best

I

tic free gift" and hand the other

hard drive

I

one to your newsagent. By doing
this you ensure you get your copy

to buy
•>
without any guid
ance, and no more wondering what
the latest games have actually

of ST FORMAT for at least the next

four months and you get this great
book. Just think - no more weary

made it onto the ST. You can leave

feet from trudging around all the
paper shops in town only to dis

it all in the capable hands of your
newsie to make sure you get all

cover

this vital information.

that

ST FORMAT has

sold

out, no more weeks spent wonder
ing what the ST world has been
doing while you've been without

SAVE

MAKE SURE YOU DON'T MISS OUT
RESERVE YOUR COPY OF
ST FORMAT AND GET THIS
FANTASTIC FREE GIFT!

061 832 6633
0344 853195

0753 549442

the

PO Box 30

Panasonic

0753 549442

0386 765500

ST FORMAT for

081 78988641

Power Computing

Distribution/GST

Evesham Micros

0260 299909

ou're going to be buying

Essex SS9 4AD

Electronic Arts

0625 859 333

THE BEST OF
5T FORMAT .

081 427 5377

Kosmos Software

Advanced graphics

Amor

FREE!

Cut out this form or a photocopy and hand it to your newsagent

0272 550900

Please reserve/deliver ST FORMAT for the next four issues starting

071 481 9214

with the December issue, out on Tuesday 9 November. I understand
that my newsagent will
have the book
The Best of
ST FORMAT waiting for me when I pick up next month's issue of the

0252 816181
0506 414631
081 309 1111

Sound Technology

0462 480000

Special Reserve

0279 600204

Star Micronics

0494 471111

ST Club

0602 410241

System Solutions

0753 832212

First Computer Centre 0532 637988
Floppyshop
0224 586208
Fujitsu
081 573 4444
Gadgets by Small

Thalamus

0494 47413

010 1 303 791 6098

Thalamus

0734 817261

Gajits

061 236 2515

Thalion

Gasteiner

081 365 1151

Titan Designs

021 414 1630

magazine.
Name:

Address:

Phone Number:

021 442 2050

GFA Data Media

0734 794941

Titus Ltd

071 278 0751

Goodman PDL

0782 335650

Titus Software

071700 2119

UBI Soft

081 343 9055
021 625 3366

ATTENTION NEWSAGENTS!

Gremlin Graphics

0742 753423

Harman Audio

0753 576911

US Gold/Kixx XL
Virgin

Hewlett Packard

0344 369369

WeServe

0705 647000

To encourage your customers to place a regular shop save for
ST FORMAT we are offering a free copy of the book The Best of S'
FORMAT to anyone reserving the magazine for at least four issues with you
All you have to do is fill in the coupon below and send it to us FREEPOST
and we will send you the book to give to your customer when they pick up
their next issue of ST FORMAT - only send this section to us, you should

Hisoft/AVR

0525 718181

WTS Electronic

0582 491949

keep the customer details for your own records.

zzSoft

0254 386192

Grandslam

ICD Inc

081 680 4044

010 1815 968 2228

ImageArt
Impressions
Infogrames
JCA Europe

081 767 4761

Kixx

021 625 3311

Konami Europe

081 429 2446

071 351 2133
071 7388199

0734 452416

081 960 2255

16/32 Systems
0643 710788
• If you would Iike to correct
or add to any of the entries.
please write to Essential Con
tacts, ST FORMAT, 30 Mon
mouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

TO BE FILLED IN BY YOUR NEWSAGENT
Customer name:

Newsagent name:
Newsagent address:
Phone Number:

Send to: ST FORMAT Shop Save Offer, Future Publishing,
FREEPOST, Somerton TA11 7BR

BRILLIANT ST
Incredible prices and star buys
LEMMINGS 2

STAR

/ PSYGNOSIS

If there's one

BUY

i

game you

absolutely
need in your

:5***?r»r^

collection.

lOO AMAZING
PUBLIC DOMAIN

PROGRAMS FROM

1-i

ST FORMAT

Lemmings 2 is it.
With 120 levels of pure,
unadulterated gaming bliss, you
can't ask for any more!
Ll.

'••{'!

FUTURE PUBLISHING

emmmgs 2

Four disks crammed with

RRP: £29.99

nearly 6MBytes of full
programs, utilities, games,
productivity and creative applications,
all explained with a specially produced
booklet from ST FORMAT. Amazing value.

STAR/

'* STF PRICE: £25.99
ORDER No: STF447

BUY.

DESCRIPTION:

100 PD programs

JTFRAT-NC

STF PRICE: £14.95

ORDER No : STF4DP

STOS
COLLECTION

BIZ ACCOUNTS
ORPHEUS SYSTEMS

A comprehensive accounts package positively stuffed
with options. It helps you with
your tax, your credit returns
and all things account related.

MANDARIN SOFTWARE

Sprites 000

, Write your own games with STOS
Basic, compile 'em so they run fast
with the STOS Compiler,
add sound to your
i games with STOS

It also has a name and address
database.
DESCRIPTION:

Maestro and add your
choice of sprites out

The Biz
RRP: £99.95
STF PRICE:

, of 600 in STOS

Sprites.
DESCRIPTION: STOS
Collection

ACCOUNTS

' RRP: £126.95
5TT

£69.95

ORDER No:

*

STF439

STF PRICE: £69.95
ORDER No: ST381

' W. t:

^RATING

JTFHAW&
STEREO
MASTER
MICRODEAL

is sound

npler offers
real-time special

ST FORMAT

Keep your collection of the world's
most exquisite ST magazine together
in this quality binder!

more - on top of

DESCRIPTION: One Binder
STF PRICE: £5.95
ORDER No: ST112
DESCRIPTION:
Two Binders

that there's also STE

STFPRICE: £10.00 —**"""""*"

stereo support. You

ORDER No:

i effects - echo,
reverb and much

can't afford to miss
it with £10 off its

ST1122

SEQUENCER ONE PLUS
UPGRADE KIT
GAJITS

Upgrade to Sequencer One Plus for extra
features like the

unique Diamond
Drag note-editing
system, improved
sample playback,

§c"(]iif liter 01 u"

£39.95

tempo maps, auto
count-in and
more!
DESCRIPTION:

!«,

I usual price!

Sequencer One

/ DESCRIPTION:

Plus

Stereo Master
39.95
rRICE: £29.95

ORDER No: ST394

FORMAT

STF BINDER
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STF PRICE:

»f RATING

"

£39.95

ORDER No: ST395

BARGAINS!!!
from your favourite ST magazine!
^

BREAKTHRUBREAKTHRU

MUSIC IN SEQUENCE
,

MUSIC SALES

MICRODEAL

This easy-to-follow book
shows you how to write

i».

songs on a sequencer.

STFRATIN&

PLUS

VIDEOMASTER

DESCRIPTION:
Music in

Sequence

p. GAJITS
MIDI and sample
sequencer, 64 tracks, score
i editing, drum editing, a

This multi-media desktop
video editing kit is very easy
to get to grips with. Just
use your VCR as the
video source, and you
can start digitising.

3 2 a

" 7 J| ; includes hardware for 16
Si Si * ' additional MIDI channels.
J DESCRIPTION:

RRP: £69.95

ORDER No:

Breakthru Plus

STF PRICE:
£54.95

RRP: £159.95
STF PRICE: £139.95
ORDER No: STF438

ORDER No:

STF435

WRAT/NG

Diamond Drag note-editing

3 2 i*lj system. Plus version

DESCRIPTION:
Videomaster

STF PRICE:
£12.95

I jukebox feature and

JTFRAM0

DESCRIPTION: Breakthru
RRP: £129.95
STF PRICE: £109.95
ORDER No: STF437

Wm

HURRY! ORDER NOW
THE BEST OF

S T FORMAT
FUTURE PUBLISHING

Features, beginners' guides, huge jargon
busters section, techie tips and reviews plus optional disks - it's great!

• Just make a note of the name of the package you want to buy and the
order number next to it. Then fill in the handy coupon below. Please ensure
you order from the latest issue of the magazine.

I If you wish to order by credit card or have any queries, ring the Hotline on.

DESCRIPTION: The Best of STF with 2 disks
STF PRICE: £15.40
ORDER No: ST BOOK D
DESCRIPTION:

I Customer Services can be contacted on *? 0458 74011

The Best of STF

£15.40

without disks
STF PRICE:
£11.40

ORDER No:

ST FORMAT mail order

ST BOOK

.Telephone^
Description

Order Number

Price

1ST WORD PLUS a n d
TIMEWORKS 2
GST SOFTWARE

Produce brilliant quality

TOTAL ORDER

•*

documents without hassle with

this great bargain package from

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

GST Software.
DESCRIPTION: Timeworks and

D Access

1st Word Plus
RRP: £179.52
STF PRICE:

•***s*r--=.

KS **•&

£99.00

D Visa

D Cheque

•

po

Credit card No

Expiry date

ORDER No
STF444

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies U

Customers outside the UK please add £4 for overseas delivery
Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT Mail Order,

STFRAUM

Future Publishing, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.
You don't even need a stamp if you post it in the UK!

R

V

YOUR
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YAMAHA

It doesn't matter whether you

• A Wright of London drew
this picture of his motor

use Degas, Crack Art or POV
to create your pictures, the
best image submitted each
month gets the cash

bike over several weeks

using Degas Elite. He told
us that the hardest part
was getting the propor
tions right until the details
were correct in every way.
Don't know about you, but

the whole thing looks
pretty complicated to us!

picture takes the £25 prize

Llantrisant using the Persistence
Of Vision raytracer we gave you on

this month. Glass Balls on

Cover Disk 49, and shows the high

a Sandy Plain is a raytraced picture
created by John Grundy of

quality results that you can achieve
with the program even using a

T h i s fantastic 24-bit Targa

standard 1MByte ST. You don't
need to use an ST to create your
pictures, if you have a TT or a Falcon030 then we still want to see

what you can create.
If you've got the talent to pro
duce pictures as good as these - or
GLASS BALLS ON A

SANDY PLAIN

• John wrote a long and complex POV
script file to create his picture, over 6K
in length. Because of the many
elements included in the picture, it
took over two days to raytrace.
Unfortunately, John doesn't go into

better - then all you have to do is

slip a disk containing your work in
a padded envelope to Pixel Paint
ing, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath BA1 2BW. The best
picture received each month gets

the £25 prize. Include a text file
telling us how you created your pic
including the intermediate stages
and your name and address. If pos
sible, try and make sure your pic
ture is in either Degas, Neochrome,
Spectrum 512, Targa, GIF or TIFF
file formats, just so Clive can look

detail about creating the picture, but

at them with the minimum of has

you can see he's used the textures,

sle. Remember - no hassle, more

shading and colour options of POV.

cash. Or something, stf
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reserves the right to edit all contributions. • If
you contribute, the full copyright comes to
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• © 1993 future Publishing. No part of
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SUPERI10N
x

SuperMon comes with all the features of
the "Ultimate Cartridge" and more.
Some of the SuperMon features are,
Program Switcher- allows two programs
to be in the memory simultaneously and
switched between at the touch of a key,
Printer Spooler- allows files to be printed
at the same time as other tasks,

Comprehensive Debugger- disassemble
programs and step through them, inter
cept OS calls, search memory or find
POWER

where a routine is called from automati

SCANNER

cally, Diagnostics Function- check the
The award winning external disk drive

internal functioning of your ST disk

which includes a virus blocker, built-in

analyser,

Blitz Turbo and is able to boot from
drive B. This is the ultimate in external

read/write sectors, hide files, Ultilities-

disk drives for the Atari ST.
PC720B

£65

custom

format

disks,

The SuperMon also has many utility
functions available, including reset proof
RAM disk, mouse trap function, time dis
play, screen snapshot and 50/60Hz
display toggle.

The award winning scanner from Power

Computing allows you to scan up to 400
DPI in real-time greyscale, with an
autoscan rate detect. The scanning soft
ware included allows you to edit and
manipulate any image you scan.
POWERSCANNER

3

HI-SOFT

E
So

SOFTWARE

PC720I

PC720

£89

PC720 Ol

DEVPAC v2.0

£29

HI-SOFT C

£29

ICD

LINK

SCSI host adaptor, allowing the Atari ST
to connect to external SCSI devices e.g.
external hard disk, floppy drives, optical
drives and CD Rom drives which were

originally designed for the Apple Mac,
IBM PC etc. Just plug-in and no power
supply is needed.
ICD-THE LINK

£69.95

AD SCSI PLUS

£89

AD SCSI ST

£79

ThePower Drive including PSU.

DRIVE

£55

B

•

2MB RAM EXPANSION

£99
£169

1MB SIMM FOR STE

£25

cable will solve your problem.

512K RAM STFM

£45

DRIVE B CABLE

BLITZ

£9.95

TURBO
1

connecting your blitz interface. Probably

protect switch, power supply and ICD
interface and Utility disk. (Many size$ available)

the best Atari disk copier on the market.
(1988 Copyright act applies)

HD
1

The ST RAM Expansion is available
either as a 2MB or 4MB RAM expansion.

4MB RAM EXPANSION

through port, optional battery backed
clock, high speed 20ms seek rate, write

TDD

3
CD

If you have an internal drive that is not
compatible with "boot from drive B", this

The Series 900 HD features a buffered

SERIES

£39.95

o

CABLE

Back-up disks at lightning speeds. Blitz
copies from the internal to the external
drive and cleverly by-passes your ST's
disk controller chip. In around 40 seconds
you can back-up an ST disk, what's
more you can now switch between your

ICD PRO UTILITIES

EXPANSION

The Atari RAM Expansion requires no
soldering end plugs directly inside the
ST using the latest capacity RAM chips
Full fitting instructions are supplied.

PC72DP

PC720P

1

SL
CD
•o

£45

£29

£69.95

£39

The official Atari internal disk drive (no

LATTICE C v5.0

DEVPAC v3.0

£25

INCLUDING SUPERMON

01

High quality software for your Atari ST.

PROFLIGHT

ULTIMATE CARTRIDGE

£39.95

case cutting , but must be the small version
button version).

The "Link" from ICD includes an external

o

The Atari internal disk drive.

£99

'

a

PC72DI

disk drive and Blitz Turbo without dis

SERIES 900 52MBQ

£329

BLITZ TURBO

£25

SERIES 900 80MB

£399

ORIGINAL BLITZ TURBO

£15

Power Computing Ltd Unit8 Railton Road Woburn Road ind. Estsate

Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234840234
Cheques payable to PowerComputing Ltd. Goods are sold subject to our standard termsand conditions
of sale and are available on request. Specifications and prices are subjectto.change without notice.
All trademarks are acknowledged. All prices include VAT.

MONITORS
Philips CM8833 Mk2 colour monitor
including cable and on-site warranty.
Many other monitors are available from
greyscale to multi-sync.
CM8833 MK2
INCLUDING CABLE

00

3

